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NOT AWEEK goes by
without reports of yet
another major hacking
attack, exposing the
personal data of
thousands or millions of
unwitting users, and
shaming the company

whose systems were breached.
One of the most nefarious hacking

groups currently on the hunt for the weak
and unprotected is OurMine. Portraying
themselves as a mischievous band of rogues
akin to Robin Hood and his Merry Men,
OurMine claims to be simply trying to get
those nasty big corporates to take security
more seriously and do more to protect the
data of the little people (see page 14).
The trouble is, it’s often us little people

caught in the crossfire, when OurMine gets
bored and decides to leak some of the
sensitive data it’s accessed across the web.
In light of these ongoing attacks, we’ve put

together a mammoth guide to how you can
beat the hackers and stop them accessing
your private information, ensuring you’re not
included in the latest batch of victims whose
data is exposed online (page 94). There are
26 tips to follow overall; you can pick and
choose from them, of course, but we’d advise
working through them all to obtain the
maximum level of protection possible.

Welcome!
And just in case you’re caught out

before you get a chance to ramp up your
security, we’ve also covered the steps you
can take if you should fall victim to a
ransomware or hack attack.
For those of you looking to soup up your

computer, we’ve rounded up nine of the
newest and best graphics cards available
(page 80). If you haven’t already invested in
a standalone card, we’d certainly advise
taking a look. Adding an extra layer to the
barebones performance of your built-in
CPU graphics via a dedicated GPU could
give your PC an enormous power boost,
from as little as £115.
If you’re on a budgeting drive this month,

we’ve also got a guide to building your own
free PC from scratch, using a mix of spare
and hand-me-down parts you might have
acquired over the years, along with no-cost
versions of all the key software you’ll require
(page 128).
Or you might prefer using the guide as a

step-by-step manual for installing Linux, as
Clive Webster also takes you through how to
get Ubuntu up and running, and get the most
from the Windows alternative.
Happy reading!

Madeline Bennett, Editor
madeline@computershopper.co.uk

QUESTION OF THE MONTH
There are lots of products that are promised but
never arrive. Which technology do you wish was
actually vapourware?

David Ludlow
Apple’s original headphones:

the world would be a quieter
place without them

Dave Neal
Drones – a flying menace

Nathan Spendelow
Kaby Lake. Greater power

efficiency my arse

Madeline Bennett
4G on the Tube. A depressing

prospect for those of us not
wanting to hear loud phone
chats in an enclosed space

Roland Moore-Colyer
Mass Effect: Andromeda, a

game that promised so much
but ultimately failed to deliver.
Utter disappointment

Simon Handby
Amazon Dash buttons.

Why, why, why, why, why?
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Letters
Printer manufacturers may be hell-bent on destroying the planet, but at least
one of our readers has a bright idea for keeping your kit out of landfill

letters@computershopper.co.uk

of buying new cartridges. Add in the fact
that modern chipped cartridges are never
empty, so you never get to fully use the
product you have (over)paid good money
for, and you’re adding mountains of
cartridges with ink, which at one point was
mildly toxic; I don’t know if it still is.
Am I old-fashioned to long for the time

when I could buy a Hewlett Packard 500C for
£300, but get 10 cartridges for it?

Julian Hall

As far as we’re aware, the ink in cartridges is
non-toxic – it is certainly supposed to be.

Manual labour
I read with interest the letter from Bert
Poole regarding the problem he had

with his Canon Pixma iP4500 (Shopper 355).

Printer of discontent
With regard to the issue
of waste (Letters, Shopper

355), the planned obsolescence
of the printer itself – designing
a component such as the ink
absorption pad to fail after a given
time – is not the only way in which
manufacturers act in a manner detrimental
to the environment.
Some years ago I had an Epson Photo

Stylus R200, a six-cartridge printer that
produced beautiful quality prints. However,
it was quite hungry on the ink front. I
noticed a few months later that the printer
was being sold for £70, which was a decent
price for the quality of output. All printer
manufacturers give dire warnings about the
alleged hazards of using third-party

cartridges, which became
immediately relevant when I
noticed that to purchase a full
set of genuine Epson cartridges
cost £72. So for £2 less than the
cost of six cartridges I could

h e bought a brand new printer
– ew printer heads, a warranty

and cartridges, although admittedly the
ones in new printers are never full.
I’m reminded of the time a few years ago

when, by weight, printer ink was more
valuable than gold, a ridiculous state of
affairs. Needless to say I use third-party
cartridges, so the printer manufacturers lose
out by selling a cheap printer but never
getting to sell me their exorbitant ink.
So that’s another way they are adding to

landfill: by people dumping printers instead

Star letter
Stuck in the middle

I’ve been a Shopper subscriber for
many years, and pretty much every

bit of technology I own has come from
one of your recommendations.
In January 2012, I lost the video output

on my desktop PC, and although I was sure
this was fixable, I had a lot of work to do
and a strict deadline, so I needed an
emergency computer. As usual, I went
straight to the latest issue of Shopper, and
found a strong review for the Acer Aspire
5749, and it was only £400. That was my
first laptop, and my first experience of
Windows 7, and I loved them both.
Now, after more than five years, I think

it’s time for an upgrade, not because
there’s anything wrong with it, but
because nothing lasts forever, and I don’t
want to have to make an emergency
purchase if something goes wrong. And of
course, I’ve been searching through the
laptop reviews for something of around
the same level. But I’ve been disappointed.
I use my computer for standard office

stuff (Word and Excel), browsing and so
on, and to run stats and data mining
software (SPSS, R, RapidMiner); no

high-power gaming, no video
or music editing, so my
needs are, I think, quite
modest. All the reviews of
recent months seem to be focused on
the lower end (Chromebooks, tablets) or
the super-powerful – and super-expensive
– high-end machines.
Consequently I was really looking forward

to this month’s laptop group test (Shopper
356), but again there is this gap in the
£500-£800 price range where I would hope
to find something affordable and reliable
without the bells and whistles I simply
don’t need. I’m just looking for a reliable
Windows laptop with decent performance
and a sensible amount of internal storage

❱❱Write in and win
Do you wish your computer was faster when booting and loading
applications? Thanks to Crucial, you can achieve your dream
of a faster PC or laptop with the MX300 SSD. The writer of
our Star Letter will be awarded one of these solid-state devices,
which can be installed in a desktop PC or a laptop.
This SSD is six times faster than a hard disk, and will make your

computer boot incredibly quickly and your applications load faster. With 525GB
of storage, there’s plenty of room for Windows and all your apps, too.

g

ur
With

STAR
PRIZE
525GB
SSD

for normal use – a 2017
equivalent for my
lovely Acer. And I’m

sure I’m not the only
reader in this position.

Is there really nothing out there in this
price range worthy of being reviewed?

Gary Hearne

Unfortunately, we haven’t come across
many laptops in that price range recently.
But the mid-range is certainly an important
market for many people that are looking
for a high-quality laptop without all the
unnecessary bells and whistles. We’ll look
into filling out this section with a few more
models in the coming months.
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I have a Canon Pixma iP4000 which,
about a year ago, developed the
same problem as Bert’s; namely I
received an error code indicating
that the ink absorber was full.
So, being unwilling to contact
Canon (ie, spend money), I searched
the web for a solution and found a
PDF copy of a genuine Canon service
manual for my printer. In there was a
section about how to reset the counter.
So, I duly reset the counter, and a year

later it’s still working. Now, I’m not saying
that this will work for Bert’s problem, but
anything is better than throwing the printer
into the skip.

Ray Rolt

Capital punishment
I read the article about Windows 10’s
hidden apps and tools (Shopper 356)

with interest, and it seems to me that
Microsoft makes some very strange, and
arbitrary, decisions about what to remove,
or hide, from each update of the OS.
For me one of the most annoying

changes is the removal of the CapsLock
display, with the consequence being an
increased number of times I enter the
wrong password trying to log into an
account as a result of hitting the CapsLock
key by mistake and typing in upper case
without realising it had been activated.
To get around this, I have had to install a

third-party app, TrayStatus 3.1, but this is
only active once I’ve already logged into my
Windows account, so errors are still possible
during startup. Come on Microsoft, does no
one think through the consequence of these
changes, or is it change for change’s sake?

Richard Najduch

Weighty issue
Your review of some of the latest
ultraportables (Shopper 356) was

interesting but missed a (for me) vital
detail: how much the associated mains
power brick weighs.

Having been caught
out in the past by a
power supply that
weighed almost as much

as the laptop it was
designed for – which took it

from ultraportable to just about
portable – I think we need to be told

about the ‘all-in’ weight, not just the
weight of the laptop.

Cluny MacPherson

We can look to include this information in
future, but for the most part modern power
supplies for ultraportable laptops are
comparatively small. With ultraportables
proving to be exceptionally power efficient,
there’s simply no need for manufacturers to
provide a large power brick. The exception
tends to come with larger desktop
replacement laptops, which require large
external power supplies.

Chasing the Dragon
As a long-time computer
user (and recent

subscriber to your magazine),
I was surprised and
delighted to see the
venerable Dragon 32 in
your pages this month. I
still have a Dragon and a few games, but
it’s not been powered on for years.
I was amused to see you refer to the

computer as ‘32-bit’ and to the Dragon 64 as
‘64-bit’. I’m sure if that had been the case,
Dragon Data would have made a killing,
being so far ahead of the game.
In fact, it was an 8-bit computer with

32KB of RAM (or 64KB in the case of the
Dragon 64), not all of which was usable by
the end user. Today, 32KB memory is
more or less incomprehensible, but back in
1982, it seemed plenty (as I’m sure your
excellent correspondent Mel Croucher will
well remember; can you also thank him for
bringing Piman to the world).

Ed Taylor

Thanks for pointing that out. You’re right, of
course: the Dragon is 8-bit and not 32/64-bit.

Charmin’ Garmin
I was interested to read your review of
smartwatches and fitness trackers

(Shopper 355), as I recently bought a Garmin
Vivoactive HR GPS Smartwatch, available for
less than £200. For many runners, Garmin is
the brand of choice, yet your article didn’t
feature a single Garmin watch, which I find
surprising given the extensive functionality
on offer and the superb fitness tracking app.
I am delighted with my watch, which does

everything I want, is simple to use, and has
battery life of around a week. The only
criticism I can level at the Vivoactive HR is
that maybe its looks are an acquired taste,
but then my wife says the same about me.
Oh, and if I am desperate to play music or

message people, I can use my Motorola G4
smartphone, currently available for around

£150. I’ll take those two items
together ahead of the new Apple
Watch any day, and still have
change in my pocket.

Colin Grainger

Past perfect
My son was making
something with a Raspberry

Pi, and asked me how transistors
worked. I did my best, but my best was not
that good. Then I remembered a Computer
Shopper article from years ago, referring to
the book Teach Yourself Electronics (from the
long-established Teach Yourself series) as
containing the best explanation of how a
transistor worked your writer had ever read.
I bought a second-hand copy from

AbeBooks, and found it did a superb job of
explaining the workings of the transistor,
readily understood by me and my son.
Moral of the story: even when an edition

of Computer Shopper has gone into history,
it might emerge from oblivion and bring
belated benefits.

Chris Stradling

❱❱Kill deadspots
We review the best wireless routers and
mesh networks to give you perfect coverage

In the next issue

COMPUTER SHOPPER ISSUE 358 ON SALE IN NEWSAGENTS FROM 12th OCTOBER

❱❱Back to school
We assess the new computing curriculum in
schools, and ask whether there are enough
students taking the kind of courses to make
sure the UK technology industry thrives

❱❱NFC masterclass
Use your phone’s
near field
communication
abilities to
automate tasks
around the
home with a
simple tap
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Meter madness

ONE-EYE BOB is a Watchman.
I don’t mean he’s a watchman
in the DC comic-book sense.
I mean One-Eye Bob runs our
Neighbourhood Watch to help
protect our community from
Them. And I don’t mean he’s only
got one eye, either. We call him
One-Eye Bob because he never
stops saying, “I always keep one
eye out for Them!”
I wouldn’t be at all surprised if

One-Eye Bob is the kind of guy
who sticks a blob of Blu Tack
over his computer camera to stop
Them spying on us. I know I am.
It was One-Eye Bob who got

us to join the campaign against
Them. So, let me tell you what we
in the Neighbourhood Watch
think about the con trick that
involves Them spying on us. It’s
massive and it just happens to be
government policy. Them? I’m
talking about smart meters.
The con trick is the claim that

when smart meters are installed
in every household, we’ll have
control over energy consumption.
We will not. Instead, smart
meters will monitor our energy
use in great detail and monetise
the data for Their benefit. The
conspiracy is compounded by

propaganda saying there’s a
government deadline for
everyone to have a smart meter
by the end of 2020. There is no
such deadline. There is no legal
obligation to allow these gizmos
into our homes, but there are
many reasons to keep them out.
In Germany, there is public

outcry over smart meters that
collate data such as when
householders are out and
monitor TV viewing habits
when they’re in. In the USA, the
FBI reports $400m a year of
stolen power in one state alone
via compromised smart meters.

In France, there have been
demonstrations against smart
meters invading privacy, such as
tipping off telemarketers as to
the best time to cold-call victims.
But in the UK, it seems One-Eye
Bob is on his own when it comes
to leading the fight against Them.

SMART ATTACK
The official British energy
industry body, Smart Energy GB,
told him: “Your supplier cannot
use any data from your smart
meter unless you give them
permission to do so.”
Seeing as the default is set to

do just that, most people will be
conned into believing that data
collection is some sort of benefit.
Worse still is the bill slipped into
the most recent Queen’s Speech,
when Her Majesty declared in her
weary regal monotone, “There will
be new powers to make changes
to smart meter regulations.”
She may as well have said, “My
Government will billet a bloke in a
mask and stripy jersey to come
and live in the cupboard under
the stairs. But don’t worry about
it until they give him new powers,
in which case he’ll pop out and sit
on the sofa to film you watching
Love Island while his mate phones
you up to see if you want to buy
a box of Kleenex.”
Let me quote from Onzo, the

self-styled “global leader in big
data and analytics for utilities”
for an insight into what’s going
on. Onzo says: “We take energy
consumption data from smart
meters. We analyse it and build
highly personalised profiles for
each and every utility customer
– to monetise their data for
third-party organisations, based
on the customer’s identified
character.” Blimey, Your Majesty,
talk about being blatant about it.
Not persuaded yet? So who’s

paying for all this smart meter
malarkey? The official estimate of
installing smart meters across the
nation is around £11bn. They will
recoup this enormous sum by
jacking up our energy bills by

£215 per household. In other
words, if you allow a smart meter
in your home not only will you be
giving away information ranging
from when your burglar alarm is
active to how often you take a
shower, but you’ll be paying over
£200 extra for the privilege of
being spied on by a meter that
reads you instead of you reading
it. The alternative? Use an app or
dial a number from your mobile
to punch in the digits of your
meter reading. The whole
procedure takes 30 seconds, and
it really does leave you in total
control. No smart meter, no
hassle, no extras on your bill.

THE END OF DAYS
Still not persuaded? OK, how
about smart meters bringing an
end to civilisation as we know it,
and turning us all into cannibals
when the bacon sandwiches run
out? Says who? None other than
GCHQ. The spooks intervened
last year when they pinpointed a
whole load of serious errors in
smart meter design and security.
Their concern is that our

enemies will try to exploit smart
meters, and throw a remote
kill-switch to grind society to a
halt. In every major war since the
beginning of the industrial age,
knocking out the power supply
to businesses, households and
industry has been seen as the
key to starving an enemy into
submission. These days, you
don’t even have to target the
power stations. Imagine no power
for mobile phones, supermarket
checkouts, petrol pumps, security
cameras, banking, hospitals: how
many days would we last before
collapse? And you don’t need
missiles or suicide bombers to do
it. Thanks to the idiocy of smart
meters, you can do it all from
somewhere on the other side of
the planet, using a laptop.
Bad news for One-Eye Bob,

though: almost eight million
smart meters have already been
installed in the UK. You heard it
here first: we’re all doomed.

MEL CROUCHER
Tech pioneer and all-round good egg
letters@computershopper.co.uk

They’re being touted as a clever way to control your energy usage, but Mel Croucher
believes that smart meters will lead to the downfall of civilisation as we know it

Our enemies will try to exploit smart
meters, and grind society to a halt
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Safer personal details for all
The General Data Protection Regulation will completely overhaul your digital rights and
boost your privacy. Cyber Insider gives the new legislation an unequivocal welcome

FOR TOO LONG, companies
have had too much freedom to
do what they want with our
personal data.
Fortunately, that will change

when the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) comes into
force on 25th May 2018. A huge
overhaul in privacy, implemented
across the EU, GDPR makes
things better for consumers and
gives the government more
freedom to tackle companies
with weak security or those that
misuse personal data.
Take TalkTalk, which was fined

£400,000 for security failings.
That sounds a lot of money, but
it was the maximum fine that
could be applied. Under GDPR
the maximum fines increase, and
a company can be fined up to
€20m or 4% of worldwide
turnover, whichever is greater.
For TalkTalk, this could have
meant a fine of £70m.
Companies will have to report

breaches; under current rules,
only certain types of business do.
With threats of massive fines

and the obligation to report
hacks, companies are going to be
a lot more careful with your data.
And if they’re not, we’ll at least
know exactly who has been
hacked, letting us all make

better-informed decisions about
the services we’re happy to use.
While the changes should lead

to a safer internet and better
privacy, GDPR is also designed to
give you more control over your
data, letting you claw back some
privacy. Here are the biggest
changes coming your way.
Under the current Data

Protection Act (DPA), you can
ask a firm to send you a copy of
all data it holds on you, provided
you pay the processing fee of
£10. Under GDPR, businesses will

have to provide this information
for free. The only exception is if
a request is “manifestly
unfounded or excessive,
particularly if it is repetitive”; in
this case, a ‘reasonable’
processing fee can be charged.
Realistically, a fee will only be

levied in a small number of cases,
and companies that try it on will
soon get in trouble. Ultimately,
you’ll have better access to the
information that companies hold
about you.

FORGET ME
The right to be forgotten is a
powerful new part of GDPR.
Under the new legislation, you
have the right to request that a
company deletes your personal
data and stops using it for any
purpose. GDPR requires no
threshold for the request to be
processed, which is a big change
from the DPA, where the right to
erasure is “limited to processing
that causes unwarranted and
substantial damage or distress”.
In other words, companies will
find it hard to put blocks in place.
There are some minor

exceptions to this rule, and all
companies are obliged to retain
some data for compliance and
legal reasons. For example, a
business may need to keep
details of an order that you
made for tax reasons.
However, the obligation is that
the retained data is used for the
required purposes only.
The change is clear: under

GDPR we’ll all have more control
over our data and can stop the
processing of data if we choose.
Another big change with

GDPR is that it requires
companies to get clear consent
for any data processing.
Specifically, all requests have to
be presented clearly in plain
English, so that consumers know
exactly what they’re signing up
for. It’s goodbye to the days of
page-long terms and conditions.
Importantly, companies are

no longer allowed to pre-tick any

selection box, leaving the choice
directly to the consumer. This will
stop companies tricking people
into signing up for services.
Quickly clicking through a page
without properly reading it will
now mean no communication by
default, rather than accidentally
agreeing to be spammed.

DOWN WITH SPAM
Under the current law, companies
can ask if you want to receive
emails from partners, promoting
additional products. So, sign up
for home insurance and tick the
wrong box, and you may get a
deluge of offers for car insurance.
Under GDPR that changes,

and the guidelines for companies
state: “Name your organisation
and any third parties who will be
relying on consent – even
precisely defined categories of
third-party organisations will not
be acceptable under the GDPR.”
This means that you have to

be told exactly who will process
your data and who will have
access to it. Naturally, people in
marketing are up in arms about
this, but then they have a vested
interest in this kind of data:
there’s a lucrative market for
companies looking to buy lists of
people to market to. For us
regular consumers, the changes
are very welcome and should
reduce the amount of unwanted
correspondence we all get.
The real beauty in GDPR is

that all companies are required to
follow the legislation to the letter,
and they have to demonstrate
compliance. After the law comes
into place, any breach of the rules
puts the power in your hands. If
you find a company is using your
data in a way you’re not happy
about and won’t stop, you’ll be
able to make a complaint.
In short, new legislation is

rarely interesting, but under
GDPR companies are going to
have to take security and privacy
more seriously, while we’ll gain
more control over our data. What
could be better than that?

The change is clear: under GDPR we’ll all
have more control over our data
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S & S

THIS YEAR’S CROP of GCSE and A-level results saw
decline in overall pass rates, as students faced tough
But one area that stayed pretty much static was the overall
number of pupils taking computing exams.
Considering technology is now the lynchpin of pretty much

everything we do, you’d think more kids would be keen to take a
computing course. This is especially true in light of the younger
generation’s obsession with technology. Ask most kids what they’d
like for a birthday or Christmas, and a mobile phone or tablet will
likely top the list – assuming they haven’t got one already, that is.
However, this passion for technology isn’t reflected at school.

Computing and ICT GCSEs accounted for just 2.5% of all exams sat,
a 0.3% drop compared to last year. Meanwhile, 1.9% of all A-Levels
are computing subjects, a slight increase of 0.2% year-on-year, but
still a very small proportion of the total number taken.

Today’s kids are permanently glued to their phones, but their interest in tech wanes
when it comes to exams. Where is the next Tim Berners-Lee going to come from?

RANTS & RAVES

Compare this to the 7.1% of students taking an
-level in psychology. Job vacancy trackers
onstantly highlight the fact that we’ll need more
echnology experts in the future than those
killed in subjects such as psychology, yet young
eople don’t seem to be making that connection
h their exam options.
While it’s great that so many children are growing
h regular access to mobiles and computers, that’s

lly g ing to have much useful impact when it comes to
finding the next Tim Berners-Lee or Eben Upton.
I sometimes hear people amazed that their three-year-old can

use an iPhone to open pictures or watch a video; that doesn’t
surprise me at all, seeing as Apple has spent millions of dollars
and several years making its flagship device as dumbed-down as
possible. Hey, even my mum can use an iPhone, and that to me is
much more amazing (sorry, Mum!).
What would be much more impressive would be to see this

young generation of computer users turned into makers and
builders, gaining the skills at school and college to go into jobs in
anything from app development to artificial intelligence and data
analysis. Perhaps it’s now time to make the computing GCSE a
compulsory subject, along with English, maths and science.

MICROSOFT SEEMS INTENT on ruining Skype. Onc h g
app for internet calls and instant messaging, it’s now the most
annoying bit of junk that I have to use on a daily basis. With
Windows 10, Microsoft decided to pre-install the new Windows
Store version of Skype. Launching as a beta, the new application
worked, right up until the point that the final version was released.
At this point, Skype decides it would log me out. No problem,

I think, as I enter my well-known username and password. Only this
time, Skype tells me I’ve made a mistake and that the details are
wrong. So I retype, and get the same thing. I carefully retype the
information, looking closely at each key, and get the same error
message. So I open up Notepad, type in my username and
password, and carefully check everything is right, before copying
and pasting into Skype. Still nothing.

angrily click the forgotten password link, follow the
online instructions and receive a reset code to my
mobile phone. New password created, it’s back to
Skype, where the new details still don’t work.
I download the old Skype app for Windows (the

one with a proper installer). My username and
password work, and I’m back in. I’ve now got a
w rking Skype client, although I’ve had to change my

p ord for no good reason. All is well with the world
l ek or so later when I have to use my laptop.

I decide to install the traditional client, but then hit a snag: I can’t
remember my new Skype password. Time to reset my username
and password again. And, given that my original password wasn’t
compromised, I think, ‘I’ll enter that’. Only, Microsoft won’t let me
reuse an old password when resetting a password. As a result, I
decide to go for something clever, like ‘ihateskype’ followed by my
original password. It’s accepted, and I have the minor victory of
typing something rude about Skype. It’s a brilliant move, until I need
to re-enter the password on my main computer, and can’t quite
remember the angry phrase I used; most likely because I was too
annoyed at Skype to pay proper attention. Arghhh!
I think I may just delete Skype; anyone that wants to get hold of

me should send a pigeon.
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The biggest stories from the tech world, and what they mean for you

INSECURITY OUTFIT OURMINE has
made something of a name for itself
this year, managing to hack broadcaster
and home of Game of Thrones HBO, and
Sony PlayStation. The group has also
targeted social media accounts and
has seized control of those belonging
to Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg,
Jimmy Wales of Wikipedia, Twitter
co-founder Jack Dorsey and Google
CEO Sundar Pichai.
So it sounds a lot like a straight-up hacking group then? Yes it does,

but that is not the message that its website puts across.
The group has a cavalier attitude and strikes at the
social media accounts and other parts of well-known
targets and exposes them. Its website offers paid-for
protection over such accounts. Which is a bit shady.
“OurMine is an elite hacker group known for many

hacks showing vulnerabilities in major systems,”
states its About page.
“As professional hackers and vulnerability assessors,

we will help you secure your network, show you all
available vulnerabilities, and fix them all!”

There’s no doubting that the group
does that, but why does it go about it
this way? It claims to be a ‘white hat’
group – hacking to expose flaws before
they can be exploited – but the
companies and people who have been
publicly exposed may not use that
phrase to describe them.
In OurMine’s own words: “We

have no bad intentions and only care about the security and privacy
of your accounts and network…We are experienced in many fields
of hacking and can crack anything from a network to a social

media account.”
The group further explains that its services are

beneficial to all, adding: “Not only will we give you
access to all your accounts again, we will give you
future security tips and assist you with securing
your account to its maximum potential.”
That sort of stuff is reassuring, if you got to

OurMine in advance and had paid for its services,
learned your weaknesses and prepared, or pre-paid
for them before anyone had a chance to leak them
and mock you.

INTEL HAS REVEALED the first of its 8th-generation
processors, as well as taking the unusual step of
including three different platforms into this generation:
Kaby Lake Refresh, Coffee Lake and Cannon Lake.
Coffee Lake, which employs a new 14nm++

manufacturing process, and Cannon Lake, set to be
Intel’s first 10nm chips, won’t arrive until either later
this year or early in 2018, but the first batch of Kaby
Lake Refresh parts are already making their way into
laptops and devices.
The Core i7-8650U, Core i7-8550U, Core i5-8350U

and Core i5-8250U are so far the only 8th-gen CPUs to
be detailed in full, though the H-series, Y-series, S-series and the rest of
the U-series will also be part of the 14nm+ Kaby Lake Refresh platform.
The mobile PC M-series and overclockable desktop K-series are yet to be
shown, though it’s possible that these will be part of Coffee Lake or even
Cannon Lake instead.
What distinguishes the four unveiled laptop chips from their Kaby

Lake and Skylake predecessors is core count: they’re all quad-core with
eight threads, whereas their earlier equivalents were dual-core with four
threads. With no changes to the efficiency of 14nm+, only very small
improvements to boost clock speeds and reductions to base clock speeds
– presumably to reduce heat buildup – these extra two cores are the main
driving force behind claimed performance improvements of up to 40%.

This figure applies specifically when multitasking
with various low-demand applications such as
Skype, Microsoft Word and Slack. The difference
between Kaby Lake and Kaby Lake Refresh will be
smaller in single applications, such as Adobe
Lightroom, which Intel says can run up to 28%
faster on the new U-series chips.
Otherwise, Kaby Lake Refresh is as minor an

update as the name suggests: the 15W TDP of the
four announced processors remains unchanged from
their nearest Kaby Lake versions, and while the
8th-generation chips will introduce Intel UHD

Graphics, this is simply a rebranding of the existing Intel HD Graphics.
GPU speeds and performance are thus unchanged.
As for Coffee Lake and Cannon Lake, even fewer details have been

given officially, although leaked benchmarks suggest that the 8th-gen
desktop chips will also receive two additional cores each. The entry-level
Core i3-8100, for instance, has been listed with four cores, up from two
cores on the Core i3-7100.
Similarly, the Core i7-8700K has been listed with six cores, up from

the Core i7-7700K’s four. This hasn’t been confirmed, however, nor have
any release dates. Intel has at least said that 8th-gen CPUs won’t require
a new motherboard, so it’s a safe bet that these desktop parts will use
the existing LGA 1151 socket.

SAYWHAT?

Intel unveils first 8th-gen processors

OurMine hackers bid for the spotlight
SAYWHAT?

the
8th

• YouTube
• Sony
• HBO Game of Thrones
•Mark Zuckerberg

KEY HACKING
TARGETS
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▶ For the kids
The New Nintendo 2DS XL is
a fine example of how to
improve an already-successful
handheld. Even if your kids
don’t appreciate the intricacies
of its updated chipset or
enhanced support for games
with C-stick controls, you’ll
certainly be
thankful for its
durable build
and the fact
that it costs
only £130.
(Page 54)

▶ For the den
Not just for the den, in
fact, but the garden
and the bathroom
as well: the Bose
SoundLink Revolve is
a portable, battery-
powered and
water-resistant
speaker. Although it’s
a bit pricey, audio
quality is terrific, and that
sound is dispersed in a full 360
degrees – perfect for parties.
(Page 50)

▶ For the wallet
There are plenty of great
Windows-based 2-in-1s, but
nearly all of them are mightily
expensive, especially if you
need to buy a keyboard
attachment
or stylus
separately.
Not so with the
10.6in Samsung
Galaxy Book, a
smart little
hybrid with
keyboard and
S-Pen all for £650.
Its Intel Core m3-7y30

processor, while a far cry from
the Core i7s of premium
hybrids like the Surface Pro, is
powerful enough for everyday
office tasks, and the display is
bright and colour-accurate.
Even the keyboard,
unavoidably small in order to
match the tablet’s size, is
surprisingly comfortable in
extended typing sessions.
(Page 26)

WHITE HAT OR black hat, you are probably best
advised not to deal with OurMine. Most of its
victims claim to have wrestled control of their
accounts under their own steam, and testimonials
from customers are thin on the ground.
Customers pay $30 via PayPal for a full scan of

their personal accounts, while businesses must
contact the firm to discuss terms. Even the news
section of the security outfit’s website celebrates
the ‘hacks’ carried out. There you can see posts
about “The biggest hack in YouTube history”, and
the story behind how Mark Zuckerberg came to be
hacked twice. It appears the man behind Facebook
finds it hard to choose a secure password.
“Today our team reached Mark Zuckerberg

accounts again… how did we hack him again? We
have our private methods… and no it’s not using
leaked databases,” crows OurMine.

“His password previously was dadada, and we
told him to protect his accounts, but unfortunately
he didn’t listen and he used easy password again,
but at least he enabled 2-step verification on his
Twitter, but his password now is dr1nkbur.”

If Mark Zuckerberg has any sense, that is no
longer his password, so it seems the unorthodox
methods used by the group do have some merit
when it comes to best practice behaviour.
Security expert Graham Cluley recently said that

the group’s attacks should serve as a lesson to
everyone. He explained that the hacks can be
mischievous, but offer a powerful message about
online providers and how they protect their users.
“The OurMine hacking gang have turned their

attention from HBO and Sony to break into FC
Barcelona’s social media accounts to announce that
former Real Madrid player Ángel Di María had been
signed-up for the team. FC Barcelona and Real
Madrid are bitter rivals, so news that a player is
switching allegiances from one side to another is
likely to get fans fuming,” he said.
“FC Barcelona may want to look again at its

defence, because it is clearly lacking when it comes
to protecting its social media accounts. That means
not only training staff in password best practice,
but also the security benefits of enabling two-step
verification or two-factor authentication.”

THIS IS INTEL’S first opportunity
to respond to Ryzen, AMD’s new
series of processors. These were the
first products in years to shake up
the consumer CPU market,
re-establishing AMD as a serious
player after years of Intel dominance.
Intel’s 8th-gen chips will show us

what to expect now that the field is
actually competitive again. We’ve
already seen the recent Skylake-X and Kaby Lake-X
chips, for cash-rich enthusiasts, but these seemed a
half-hearted response at best, as if they were
already well into development before Ryzen showed
up and changed everything. The 8th generation
should be more of a focused, full-throated retort.
It could be argued that Intel is taking cues from

AMD by upping its own core and thread counts.
Even after Ryzen, it’s typically been a case of Intel
preferring lower dual- and quad-core chips with
higher clock speeds, while AMD has opted for
hexa- and octa-core parts with lower speeds. At
least with the new U-series, Intel is adopting more
of an AMD-like approach by offering extra cores for

multitasking while compensating
with lower base clock speeds.
This could be a risky move. As

proud as Intel clearly is of
improvements to multithreaded
workloads, nothing has been said of
single-threaded performance, where
the slower base speeds might well
represent a step back from the
current generation. The main

advantage of Kaby Lake, Kaby Lake-X and Skylake-X
over the Ryzen lineup is superior single-core power,
which usually makes Intel Core systems a better
choice for gaming or running individual single-
threaded applications. It would be a shame to lose,
or at least diminish, this advantage; such a uniform
penchant for high cores/low speeds isn’t exactly
the ideal outcome of a newly competitive market.
The U-series does possess increased boost clock

speeds, so as long as Intel can keep temperatures
under control, there’s hope that the 8th generation
will include best-in-class CPUs for gaming and light
home use. Either way, we won’t know for sure until
Intel details more than a clutch of laptop chips.

SOWHAT?

SOWHAT?

Intel’s
8th-gen

chips will show us
what to expect now
that the field is
competitive again”
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1 Note 4
batteries

Unfortunately for
Samsung, the same
can’t be said of the
Galaxy Note 4.
Refurbished, or
counterfeit, batteries
for the handset are a
fire hazard and have
been recalled.

2Piracy streaming
Legal action against piracy enablers

and streaming sites has put software
such as Roku and Kodi in the spotlight
for all the wrong reasons.

3AirDrop
Reports have surfaced of women

opening up unsolicited AirDrop
messages and finding an unwanted
picture of genitalia.

4Traditional films and TV
Both Apple and Netflix are putting

billions of dollars into the production of
original content for streamed services.

BOOTING UP

AWORKING PAPER from the British
government suggests that local data
protection laws will continue to be
aligned with European ones, despite
the vote to leave the European Union.
According to the UK government,

continued good trade with our
European neighbours depends on
strong and secure data transfers.
This means it is best to make sure
that they go together.
Minister for Digital, Matt Hancock,

said: “In the modern world, data flows
increasingly underpin trade, business
and all relationships. We want the
secure flow of data to be unhindered
in the future as we leave the EU.
“So a strong future data relationship

between the UK and EU, based on aligned
data protection rules, is in our mutual interest.
The UK is leading the way on modern data
protection laws and we have worked closely
with our EU partners to develop world-leading
data protection standards.”
The news has been welcomed by security

experts such as Steve Durbin, MD at the
Information Security Forum.
“The proposed data protection laws align

organisations’ responsibilities with the

expectations of individuals. It requires
organisations to exchange data in a safe and
‘properly regulated’ way and continues to
protect the privacy of individuals,” he said.
“Compliance officers familiar with the

requirements of the EU’s GDPR (see page 10)
will not be surprised by the contents of the
government’s proposal. These laws, alongside
GDPR and the Data Protection Bill, show that
the government is serious about Britain’s
digital economy and is making steps to
ensure the way our data is protected will not
be negatively impacted by Brexit.”

RUSSIAN SECURITY COMPANY Kaspersky
Lab has responded to reports that identity
fraud is a “very real and growing threat” by
suggesting that poor passwords and public
Wi-Fi are making it too easy for criminals.
The comments came after fraud

prevention service Cifas released a report
that found there were 89,000 cases of ID
fraud in the first six months of 2017, and
that 90% of them were carried out online.
That is a 5% increase on last year, and
enough of a rise for Cifas to start talking
about an epidemic.
“We have seen identity fraud attempts

increase year on year, now reaching
epidemic levels, with identities being
stolen at a rate of almost 500 a day,” said
Simon Dukes, CEO at Cifas.

“These frauds are taking place almost
exclusively online. The vast amount of
personal data that is available either online or
through data breaches is only making it easier
for the fraudster. Criminals are relentlessly
targeting consumers and businesses and we
must all be alert to the threat and do more to
protect personal information.”
Kaspersky adds that industry should do

more to safeguard customer data.
“Identity fraud is a very real, and growing,

threat. The responsibility to protect against it
is shared between banks, online stores and
other online providers, government and
consumers. Online providers, for example,
have a duty of care to safeguard the personal
data of their customers. However, consumers
must be vigilant and do all they can to

minimise the risk of their personal data
being stolen,” said David Emm, principal
security researcher at Kaspersky Lab.
“Central to this is having up-to-date

and appropriate internet security
software on all connected devices,
installing operating system and
application updates promptly, using
strong and unique passwords, applying
caution when using public Wi-Fi
networks, being aware of our digital
footprint and not revealing too much
information about ourselves online.”

Post-Brexit Britain to keep data
protection laws in line with EU

1 Singapore web users
The country tops the league for

broadband speeds, according to M-Lab.
The UK is in 31st place, behind 17 other
EU nations.

2Canine technophiles
DJI has

launched one of
its Phantom
drones
especially for
dogs, so you can
sit back and
watch your
beloved pooch
being walked by
a flying object.

3Bitcoin
Companies are helping to support

Bitcoin by hoarding the digital currency
in case of ransomware attacks.

4Quality control
Samsung has unveiled its Galaxy

Note 8, which apparently has non-
exploding batteries after some rigorous
pre-launch testing.

ID fraud reaches ‘epidemic’ levels

CRASHING



THE UK GOVERNMENT has put £8.1m of
funding into new trials for wirelessly
connected lorries that would see a lead
lorry control the speed and braking of a trio
of vehicles.
The setup is called ‘platooning’ and will

still require a human driver just in case
control has to be taken by something other
than a machine. When the system is working,
the convoy of lorries should be more efficient
and create less pollution.
“We are investing in technology that will

improve people’s lives. Advances such as lorry
platooning could benefit businesses through
cheaper fuel bills, and other road users thanks
to lower emissions and less congestion,” said
transport minister Paul Maynard.
“But first we must make sure the

technology is safe and works well on our
roads, and that’s why we are investing in
these trials,” he added.
A government-funded feasibility trial

has already been carried out, and the
Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) will
carry out an actual trial to make sure that
the technology works.
Jim O’Sullivan, CEO of Highways England,

said: “The trial has the potential to
demonstrate how greater automation of
vehicles – in this instance, HGVs – can deliver
improvements in safety, better journeys for
road users and reductions in vehicle emissions.
Investing in this research shows we care about
those using our roads, the economy and the
environment, and safety will be integral as we
take forward this work with TRL.”

54%
UK PEOPLE

WITH SECURITY
CONCERNS
ABOUT THE
IoT GADGETS
THEY OWN

$45.4bn
APPLE’S QUARTERLY

REVENUES

66,751
Howmany pupils took a Computing
GCSE out of a total of 5.4m exams

$300$300mm
WHAT THE PETYA

MALWARE WILL COST
SHIPPING FIRM MAERSK

9
The number of connected
devices in the average

UK household

£100,000£100,000
THE AMOUNT TALKTALK WAS FINED
AFTER A DATA BREACH AFFECTING

21,000 PEOPLE

9.8%
Female Computing
A-Level students

Wireless lorries
could save cash
and cut emissions
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USA
Click and collect
Amazon is using the commercial capital of
the world to open up a series of really
fast-delivering vending machines that could
serve up customer orders in minutes. The
system, essentially a modern vending
machine, is called Amazon Instant Pickup and
lets users order items using an app, then go
and pick them up from a nearby box.

Nigeria
Telecoms regulator
blocks ISP’s free
data day
The Nigerian
Communications
Commission has
reportedly stepped
in to stop local
ISP Globacom
from holding a
national free data
day. In a letter, the
Commission said
that the free promotional day was against
terms and conditions, and could not go
ahead. The plan, to offer customers an extra
200MB, was canned.

China
Apple removes VPNs
from App Store
Apple has removed
VPN-style apps from
the Chinese App Store.
Companies are under
pressure from the
filter-happy Chinese
government, and
Apple has bowed to
that pressure.
“We have been required to

remove some VPN apps in China that do not
meet the new regulations,” Apple said.
“These apps remain available in all other

markets where they do business.”

Spain
Game of Thrones leaked
Broadcaster HBO’s Spanish division
accidentally released an episode of Game of
Thrones to pirates early, compounding the
media firm’s problems with hackers leaking

episodes and scripts
of the new series.
Copies of the
episode, called
Death is the Enemy,
were removed
from the official
channels, but the
same cannot be
confirmed for
unofficial ones.

Netherlands
No smileys, please
Researchers from three
universities, the University
of Amsterdam, the
University of Haifa and the
Ben-Gurion University in
Israel, have carried out research
into how people perceive the smiley face
emoji in official communications. They found
that the emoji reflects badly on the sender.
“Our findings provide first-time evidence

that, contrary to actual smiles, smileys do not
increase perceptions of warmth and actually
decrease perceptions of competence.
Perceptions of low competence in turn
undermine information sharing,” they said.

Japan
Self-driving wheelchairs land at airport
A fleet of self-driving wheelchairs is being
rolled out in Japan for sick and weary arrivals
at Tokyo’s Haneda airport. The smart chairs,
which are currently being tested, work with an
app and can be hailed at whim. They can
self-drive and self-navigate the airport.

epi

ired



A NORWEGIAN STARTUP has plans for the world’s largest data centre,
a four-storey tall and 600,000m2 set-up in Ballangen, northern Norway.

WHY NORWAY?
The company, called Kolos, will build the data centre within the Arctic
Circle, in a location surrounded by water. The firm says the design and
location would make for greater energy efficiency, because it needs
less chilling, and will use 100% renewable energy.
“Kolos is changing the paradigm in data centre infrastructure,

moving away from dense, high-cost, fossil fuel-driven areas, to an area
abundant in clean, renewable energy,” explains the firm on its website.
“The Kolos data centre will bring world-class tech industry and jobs

to the community and surrounding area of Ballangen.”
When it opens, the centre will draw about 70MW of power, but

within a decade will have enough capacity to pass on 1,000MW. The
move shows how inventive data centre companies have become.

THE SEA’S PRETTY COOL, TOO
Microsoft has plans to build a data centre under water, and has already
tried this out using a scaled-down centre called Leona Philpot. This
submersible centre is part of Microsoft’s Project Natick, which aims to
make everything it creates completely recyclable. Microsoft says it
would make the best use of the local green energy options and that
the data centre is settling in nicely with its new neighbours.
“During our deployment of the Leona Philpot vessel, sea life in the

local vicinity quickly adapted to its presence,” the firm explained.
“A Natick data centre co-located with offshore renewable energy

sources could be truly zero emission: no waste products, whether due to
the power generation, computers, or human maintainers are emitted.”
Natick data centres will be self-sufficient and could run unstaffed

with what Microsoft calls “very high reliability” for as long as a decade.

WHAT’S GOOGLE DOING – DATA CENTRES ON THEMOON?
No. All of this makes Google’s recent London opening of its Cloud
Platform look a bit pedestrian, but Google is expecting the new
premises to make a big impact on performance and latency.
“Customers can use the new region in London to run applications

and store data in London. London is our tenth region and joins our
existing European region in Belgium. Future European regions include
Frankfurt, the Netherlands and Finland,” said the firm’s Dave Stiver,
product manager of Google Cloud Platform (GCP).
“Incredible user experiences hinge on performant infrastructure.

GCP customers throughout the British Isles and Western Europe will
see significant reductions in latency when they run their workloads in

the London region. In cities like London, Dublin, Edinburgh and
Amsterdam, our performance testing shows 40-82% reductions in
round-trip time latency when serving customers from London
compared with the Belgium region.”

IT’S NOT UNDERWATER, THOUGH, IS IT?
No, it’s not underwater. But who knows with our weather?

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN?
Data centres are an important part of modern life, hosting all the data,
videos, websites and meaningless tweets we love to share. They demand
a lot of energy, which is why they have such a clear green agenda.
Greenpeace rates firms and their data centres based on their

greenness, and says that Apple, Google and Facebook are doing great
things towards the longevity of the planet, but adds that some
companies are letting the side down.
“Amazon continues to talk a good game on renewables but is

keeping its customers in the dark on its energy decisions. This is
concerning,” said Greenpeace USA senior IT analyst, Gary Cook.

WHO’S KEEPING ALL THIS DATA SAFE?
Location is important in terms of privacy. When Microsoft announced
plans to set up shop in Europe, it was seen as a reaction to data threats.
Professor Mark Skilton of Warwick Business School said that

Microsoft has a mixed agenda here, with benefits on all sides.
“It has been 12 months since the Safe Harbour agreement enabling

EU citizen data to be automatically moved and stored in the US was
ruled invalid, while its replacement – the EU-US Privacy Shield – has
raised more concerns over EU citizens’ data and massive and
indiscriminate surveillance by the US government,” he noted.

The world’s largest data centre
Norwegian startup Kolos is going large with its Ballangen blockbuster
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Dragonfly insect technology used in artificial
vision system tests for driverless cars

SOUND
BYTES

If you’re not
concerned about

AI safety, you should be.
Vastly more risk than
North Korea”
Elon Musk is worried about AI

My dream as a
crypto anarchist is

to have an identification
tool for encrypting an
electronic signature,
and of course for
medical application”
Russian obstetrician Alexander
Volchek explains why he now has a
total of six chips under his skin

This is starting to
look worrying, and

shows signs we are
going to be very far
short of the numbers
needed for our nation to
remain a leader of
digital technology”
The British Computing Society’s Bill
Mitchell laments the low numbers
of pupils taking technology GCSEs

The impact of
misinformation on

our society is one of the
most divisive, fraught,
and important topics of
our day.Misinformation
depletes transparency
and sows discord,
erodes participation
and trust, and saps the
web’s public benefit”
Mozilla launches a fake news
initiative

The world is
big and so

multifaceted.There are
going to be multiple
successful intelligent
agents, each with access
to different sets of data
and with different
specialised skill areas.
Together, their strengths
will complement each
other and provide
customers with a richer
and even more helpful
experience.”
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos explains
why his firm is integrating its
Alexa voice assistant with
Microsoft Cortana

RESEARCHERS AT the University of Adelaide,
Australia, and Lund University in Sweden are
studying how a dragonfly tracks its prey in order to
improve artificial vision systems for driverless cars.
The way a driverless car sees is a critical part of

how it operates. Poor vision makes for a bad driver
– that’s a given. Dragonflies have a certain
something, a neuron in their brain, and great tracking
capabilities, that cars could really learn from.
The researchers favour a ‘hybrid approach’

to visual systems and algorithms, and are keen
to take as much from nature as they can.
The dragonfly’s ability to chase prey and not
bump into things is to be commended, and would
make for a perfect driverless car on the UK’s
confusing and busy streets.
“It is one thing for artificial systems to be able to

see moving targets, but tracing movement so it can
move out of the way of those things is a really
important aspect to self-steering vehicles,” said
research supervisor and lecturer at the University of
Adelaide’s Medical School, Steven Wiederman.

“What we found was the neuron in dragonflies
not only predicted where a target would reappear, it
also traced movement from one eye to the other –
even across the brain hemispheres.
“This is also evident in cluttered environments

where an object might be difficult to distinguish
from the background,” he added.

INTEL HAS ANNOUNCED that its
processing power will form part of the
autonomous driving vehicle, the 2018
Audi A8. Audi will use Intel technology
created by Intel’s specialised
Programmable Solutions Group (PSG).
“If you look across all these

different solutions you’ve got the FPGA
(field-programmable gate array)… and
the operating system. So a lot of Intel
content is in the world’s first Level 3
autonomous driving system,” said Michael
Hendricks, automotive director for PSG.

Much of the PSG technology came to
tel from its acquisition of Altera
Systems in 2015, and some of it comes
from Wind River, which is another
Intel company. This is probably the
key part of the whole system,
because as Intel explained, “it supplies
the VxWorks operating system for the
highly scalable, safety-related electronic
ntrol unit… and monitors the safety of

critical applications”.
Hendricks added that Altera technology would

deal with objects, parking and pre-crash processing.

HP HAS ANNOUNCED plans to take a virtual reality
trip to Mars, and that it is ready to
serve the market with commercial
VR systems working as a partner
as projects move from conception
to production.
Supporting this is a fresh

piece of hardware, the HP Z
VR Backpack, which is built like a
rucksack and looks like part of a
superhero costume.
The firm proudly

called the Backpack
“the world’s first
professional wearable

VR PC [and] the most secure and wearable VR PC
ever created”.
The company also announced Mars Home

Planet, a collaborative project between HP and
Nvidia, Technicolor, Fusion, Autodesk, Unreal,

Launch Forth and Vive. Together
the firms expect to create a
virtual-reality version of life
on the red planet.
“The collaboration will

create a global online
co-creation community to
reinvent life on Mars for one
million humans, in virtual
reality,” said HP.

Intel to power new Audi autonomous
car systems

HP plans virtual reality trip to Mars
with futuristic backpack
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MEMORIES, EH? These disks were our only
option for a long time for storing data or
pictures, or using as boot-up drives for Doom
or for operating systems on computers that
couldn’t quite handle the load.
There were three kinds of floppy disk, or

floppy to its friends, and they came in three
sizes. The largest actually was quite floppy
because it didn’t come with an included case,
but a sleeve. It came in an 8in package, while
its two smaller brothers measured up
at 5.25in and 3.5in. The 3.5in version may be
the most familiar to you, but it really depends
on what computer you grew up with.
These days, you can still buy 3.5in disks

and readers for them with ease. Finding drives
or disks for the other two is more of a
challenge because they were less ubiquitous.
The 3.5in model, which sheathed the disc in
a square with fabric to keep it clean, was a
staple of personal computers from the 1970s
until the 2000s.
We are getting ahead of ourselves

here, though. Our 8in friend, with
an advertised 1.5Mbit capacity,
first appeared in the 1960s
along with IBM
equipment, before
being picked up by
other companies,
including Memorex.
Memory-wise, they

were light of course,
and they remain
really rather
skinny-looking in
the face of the
devices that
replaced them,
such as SD
cards, USB
sticks and
hard drives.
People had

to wait until 1976 for the 5.25in model. This
floppy was released by Shugart Associates,
and was followed by almost a dozen
companies within two years.

FLOPPY KILLER
Like fashion, everything changed in the 1980s
with the launch of the 3.5in disk and its higher
capacity. Both drives appeared in personal
computers for a while, but we all know which
one lasted the longest. But who killed it?

It might have been Apple, which
launched the iMac in 1998 with just
a CD drive and no floppy disk drive.
No wonder, as a normal 3.5in disk
could store 1.44MB of data,
which is enough for text, but
not much else. Larger-capacity
models did follow, but we
never got further than 200MB

of data, even with
high-density
models.

The floppy disk
Let’s hear it for our inflexible friend

That didn’t mean that they weren’t
popular, though. In 1998, people were
getting through two billion of them a year,
but by 2007, computing store PC World
announced that it would stop selling them.
In 2010 Sony ceased production, blaming a
lack of demand. The Japanese firm started
producing and selling floppy drives in 1981
and by the year 2000 was selling 47 million
disks a year. However, by 2009 this had
fallen to just 12 million.
Things declined further and eventually

Sony, one of the last major companies in the
market, dropped the product.
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THE RASPBERRY PI rekindled people’s love
of low-level computing and projects, thanks to
its combination of performance, low price and
active community. Asus now wants in on the
act with its competitor to the Raspberry Pi 3
(Shopper 340), the more powerful – and
expensive – Tinker Board.
Put the Tinker Board next to the Raspberry

Pi 3, and you can’t help but notice the
similarity. For compatibility reasons, Asus has
used the same layout as on the Raspberry Pi 3,
complete with the same headers. You get the
40-pin header with 28 GPIO pins, for external
peripherals such as LEDs or motors; there’s a
CSI connector for a camera; and a DSI
connector for an external display. Helpfully,
the connectors are all labelled on the board,
making it easy to select the right one without
having to refer to the manual.
The four USB2 and Ethernet ports are in

the same location as on the Pi 3, as is the
microSD card slot, HDMI and 3.5mm audio
outputs. As the Tinker Board is also the same
physical size as the Raspberry Pi 3, it should
fit into most Raspberry Pi cases. In many
situations, a Tinker Board could be a straight
swap for a Raspberry Pi.
While ports and connectors may be in the

same place as the Pi Asus has upgraded many

stick-on heatsink that you should fit to stop
the processor from getting too toasty.
Power is provided by the microUSB input,

and we recommend using a 2.5A USB adaptor
to provide enough juice, particularly if you’re
planning on connecting a lot of USB devices.
As with the Pi 3, the Tinker Board comes

without storage or an operating system.
You’ll need to provide your own microSD card,
on which you can install an OS. Via Asus’s
website, you can download Android 6.0
Marshmallow or the Debian-based TinkerOS.
Android is an interesting choice. Asus has

tweaked Marshmallow to make it play better
with a keyboard and mouse, but there’s no
Google Play Store option. Instead, if you
want to install apps, you have to download
the APK and sideload using the provided
installer. Technically, it should be possible to
sideload the Google Play Store, but we found
it exceptionally hard to do.

BIT ON THE SIDE
Otherwise, though, sideloading apps is not too
hard, and we soon had Geekbench and Netflix
installed. Basic-looking it may be, but the
operating system did work well with the
keyboard and mouse that we connected.
Most people will use the Tinker Board with

the Linux-based TinkerOS. With a smart GUI
and command line, it’s a straightforward OS to
use. Asus supplies it with a different range of
apps to the Pi, but you can use the sudo
apt-get command to install anything you want.
Given the fast processor and amount of

RAM available, TinkerOS turns the Tinker
Board into a usable desktop computer.

VERDICT
A brilliant smart computer for projects, with
almost double the Raspberry Pi 3’s performance

REVIEWSREVIEWS
YOUR TRUSTED GUIDE TO WHAT’S NEW

MICRO COMPUTER

ASUS Tinker Board
★★★★★
£52 • From www.currys.co.uk

of the components, making the
Tinker Board an altogether more
premium product. For starters, while the Pi 3
has only 10/100Mbit/s Ethernet, the Tinker
Board has both Gigabit Ethernet and its own
Ethernet controller (the Pi uses a USB-to-
Ethernet bridge), which Asus says gives its
board superior performance.
While both boards have 802.11n Wi-Fi, the

Tinker Board has an upgradeable i-PEX
antenna header, should you want to boost
wireless performance. The Tinker Board also
has a superior sound chip, supporting 24-bit,
192KHz audio. This could make Asus’s product
the better choice for audio applications.
Finally, the Tinker Board has unpopulated
PWM and S/PDIF holes on the board.

TOP PERFORMANCE
Asus has gone all out to boost performance,
too. The Tinker Board’s 2GB of RAM is
double that of the Pi 3, and a more powerful
Rockchip Quad-Core RK3288 processor is
fitted as well. As this CPU can generate a bit
more heat than the Pi 3’s Broadcom BCM2837
processor the Tinker Board ships with a

22

same place as the Pi, Asus has upgraded many processor, the Tinker Board ships with a
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We certainly had no trouble browsing the web
using the Chromium web browser, playing HD
YouTube videos or editing simple documents.
Certainly, in this mode, the Tinker Board feels
much snappier than the Pi 3 does.
Our benchmark results show just how much

faster the Tinker Board is. While the Pi 3 has a
quad-core Broadcom BCM2837, with each core
running at 1.2GHz, the Tinker Board has a nippier
quad-core Rockchip RK3288, where each core
runs at up to 1.8GHz. Running Geekbench 4 on
the Android OS, the Tinker Board scored a
decent 800 in the single-core test, and 1,966 in
the multicore test.
In TinkerOS, we ran Sysbench on the Tinker

Board, verifying all prime numbers up to the
maximum of 10,000. Running on a single thread,
the Tinker Board completed the test in just
94.25s, compared to the Pi 3’s 182.49s. Running
the same test on four cores, the Tinker Board
completed the test in 23.91s, compared to the Pi
3, which took 45.86s. Clearly, for demanding
applications or even using the Tinker Board as a
standalone computer, it’s far faster than the Pi 3.
Graphics performance is also better, thanks to

the Tinker Board’s Mali-T764 GPU. While you
can’t play games on it, this GPU has integrated
H.265 decoding so it can play 4K video. Testing in
Kodi by streaming the open-source 4K film Tears
of Steel, the Tinker Board effortlessly played the
file; the Pi 3 struggles and soon drops frames.
Although 4K films can be decoded, the Tinker

Board itself is not actually a true Ultra HD device.
With its HDMI 1.4 output and no HDCP support,
the Tinker Board is capable of a maximum
resolution of 4K at a fairly jerky 30Hz. Running at
this resolution, the Tinker Board upscales 1080p
content to fill the screen, bar 4K video played
through the bundled video player.

TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDER, PI
While the Tinker Board can be used as a desktop
computer, it’s designed for projects. Fortunately,
most Pi code can be translated to run on the

PROCESSOR 1.8GHz quad-core Rockchip RK3288 • RAM 1GB •
FRONT USB PORTS None • REAR USB PORTS 4x USB2 • TOTAL
STORAGE None (microSD card required) • GRAPHICSMali-T764
• DISPLAY None •OPERATING SYSTEM TinkerOS or Android 6
• DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk

SPECIFICATIONS

Tinker Board with only minor modifications. This
is great news, as there are thousands of example
Pi projects online for you to choose from, many
of which would benefit from the Tinker Board’s
faster processor and networking. Alternatively, if
one of your existing Pi projects needs a bit more
oomph, you can swap out your existing computer
for the Tinker Board.
Be prepared to do a bit of work, as not all Pi

scripts will work out of the box and may need a
slight modification to suit the Tinker Board’s
environment. For the savvy Linux user, this
shouldn’t be a problem, but it does raise a
potential issue with the Tinker Board, and one
that’s not easily fixed: the community.
Thanks to the Raspberry Pi being so wildly

successful, there’s a huge, active user base
behind it. If you buy a Raspberry Pi and have any
problems with it or a project, the Pi community is
on hand to help you. Run into a problem with the
Tinker Board and, currently, there’s just not the
same level of support. That’s not to say that
things won’t improve in the future, but it’s going
to take a while (if ever) for the Tinker Board to
develop the same level of community.
None of which means that the Asus Tinker

Board should be ignored. For those that need a
Pi-compatible computer to run more demanding
jobs, the Tinker Board is an excellent choice and
available at a great price. For less savvy users
looking to get into project-based computers,
then the Raspberry Pi 3 probably makes the
most sense. It’s slower, but the Pi 3 is cheaper
than the Tinker Board and has a better
community to help first-time users.

David Ludlow
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IT’S TAKEN A few months, but the trickle of
fully AMD-based PCs on the market has
turned into a steady stream. While there’s
absolutely nothing wrong with the reliable
combination of Intel and Nvidia, AMD’s Ryzen
chips certainly offer something a bit different
to Intel’s Core i range, and the RX 500 series
of Radeon graphics cards comprises the
newest consumer GPUs on the market.
The extra choice alone is good for potential

PC buyers, though it would all be for naught if
these new components didn’t make for quality
systems. Fortunately, it’s been good news so
far, judging by the Overclockers Titan Merlin
(Shopper 356) and, now, the CCL Reaper.
This is an upper-mid-range desktop,

combining a hexa-core Ryzen 5 1600 (a middle
part of the Ryzen 5 line-up, above the 1400
and 1500X but below the 1600X; see page 38)
with 16GB of DDR4 RAM and a 4GB Radeon

CCL Reaper
★★★★★
£1,090 • From www.cclonline.com

VERDICT
It’s a little noisy, but the CCL Reaper is the
best all-rounder we’ve seen at this price

DESKTOP GAMING PC

RX 580 GPU, the replacement
for last year’s potent RX 480.
The list of encouraging

specs continues: in addition
to a 250GB Samsung 850 Evo
– our favourite SATA SSD – a
massive 2TB hard disk is on
hand to provide backup
storage. CPU cooling is
handled by an all-in-one
Cooler Master MasterLiquid
Lite 120, with fans on both
sides of its radiator, while an
unusually generous three
120mm intake fans sit at
the front, and can all be
customised with RGB lighting
(as can the graphics card and
motherboard, a Gigabyte
GA-AB350-Gaming 3). They’re
red by default, in keeping with
the Cooler Master MasterBox Lite 5
case’s red and black styling.

HUMMING AND AHHING
Admittedly, this case is the closest thing the
Reaper has to a weak link. It looks nice
enough, but it soon becomes apparent that
the fancy full-size side window is actually
made of bendy acrylic, not the tempered
glass it so obviously tries to imitate.
A moderately aggravating buzzing noise

also started emanating from the middle intake
fan after less than an hour out of the box – a
quick poke around indicated that while the fan
itself was securely screwed in, it would vibrate
against a strip of plastic running across the
case’s mounting point, producing the buzz.
This could be fixed by taking off the front
panel and pulling the blade hub away from
the shaft, seemingly reducing the vibrations,
but it was annoying nonetheless.
Even without such rattling, this is hardly

the quietest of PCs, especially when dealing
with heavy loads. The watercooler is the main
offender, rising to a drone that you’ll need
headphones or some decently loud speakers
to drown out, and the GPU’s dual-fan cooler
pipes up quite a bit during games as well.
To be fair to the latter, it can also run on
passive cooling when performing simple
tasks, so can go completely silent as well.
Why, then, have we given a Best Buy award

to something we’ve just spent a couple of
hundred words complaining about? Mainly, it
comes down to the Reaper’s application
expertise. In our 4K benchmarks, CCL’s PC

scored 124 in the image test – decent, but
unspectacular for the price – then rocketed
ahead of any Intel-based competitor with
sky-high video and multitasking scores of
185 and 214 respectively. This gives the
Reaper an overall score of 189, an incredible
44 points higher than our current £1,000-ish
pick, the Chillblast Fusion Hubble (Shopper
350), which runs off an Intel Core i5-7600K.

ZEN-LIKE STATE
We expected a Ryzen CPU to outdo its Intel
equivalent in multithreaded tasks while
slipping behind on single-threading, as is
the Zen architecture’s wont, but the sheer
extent to which the 1600 shot through our
demanding benchmarks was a very pleasant
surprise, and we re-ran them a few times to
make sure they weren’t too good to be true.
CCL hasn’t even overclocked the CPU; it was
running at the stock 3.2GHz base clock with
a 3.6GHz boost clock. With that healthy
16GB of RAM, this PC can definitely handle
tough jobs such as media editing, video
encoding or streaming pretty much as well
as you can get for the money.
You can overclock the Ryzen 5 1600, but

judging by our standalone tests (page 40), this
won’t necessarily give you a big performance
boost. At least the watercooler does a good
enough job that you shouldn’t have to fear
raising the temperature too much; at stock
speeds, the CPU never exceeded 70°C, and
the 1600 can safely go as high as 95°C.
The Reaper is no slouch when it comes to

gaming, either. Dirt Showdown enjoyed a slick
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SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Metro: Last Light

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOR Hexa-core 3.2GHz AMD Ryzen 5 1600 •
RAM 16GB DDR4 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB3 •
REAR USB PORTS 1x USB2 DAC-UP, 4x USB3, 2x USB3.1 •
GRAPHICS CARD 4GB Gigabyte Radeon RX 580 Gaming •
STORAGE 250GB SSD, 2TB hard disk • DISPLAY None •
OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 •WARRANTY Three
years collect and return • DETAILSwww.cclonline.com •
PART CODE Game-Reaper 0201 0202 0501 0000 0102

189

129fps

214

46fps

129fps when running at 1,920x1,080 with Ultra
settings, and this only dropped to 101fps at
2,560x1,440. At 3,840x2,160, its 56fps average
was still nice and smooth, but since this is a
relatively undemanding game, we wouldn’t
suggest using a 4GB RX 580 for 4K gaming
unless you’re willing to turn down settings.

DES RES
Case in point, Metro: Last Light Redux only
produced 10fps at 3,840x2,160 when running
maxed out. Dropping to High quality and
disabling SSAA, this still only rose to 32fps, so
we dropped further to Medium quality, which
finally resulted in a pleasant 45fps.
Still, back at full settings, the Reaper did

just fine at 1,920x1,080, scoring 46fps. The
26fps it put out at 2,560x1,440 isn’t ideal, but a
simple disabling of SSAA improved this to
50fps without any noticeable drop in quality.
It should be said that of all these

performance scores across both games,
Dirt Showdown at 1080p was the only test in
which the Reaper pulled significantly ahead of
Overclockers’ Titan Merlin; in all other cases,
the CCL PC was only a handful of frames
faster, despite the Titan Merlin having only an
RX 570 GPU and costing a couple of hundred

pounds less. The Reaper’s SteamVR
Performance Test score of 6.7 is also just 0.2
points ahead of the Titan Merlin’s.
Still, this is more to do with the Titan

Merlin being good than the CCL Reaper being
bad, and the latter does indeed effectively
match the Fusion Hubble on gaming
performance, so it’s not below par at all.

READING COMPREHENSION
The Reaper also has benefits that the Titan
Merlin doesn’t, and not just its exceptional
multitasking prowess. We’ve already praised
the huge capacity of the Reaper’s dual-drive
storage setup, but it’s the SSD speed that
really makes it special: sequential read
speeds of 513.84MB/s and sequential write
speeds of 491.37MB/s, according to the
AS SSD benchmark. It’s not an NVMe drive,
which would surely be even faster, but the
850 Evo’s blend of performance and value
makes it the next best thing.
If you do ever wish to add an NVMe SSD,

you can do so via the motherboard’s empty
M.2 port. This is joined by everything you’d
expect on a mid-range ATX board: four RAM
slots, three PCI-E x16 slots, two PCI-E x1
slots and six SATA ports. Only one of the

PCI-E x16 slots (the one occupied by the GPU)
runs at true x16 speeds, though, with the other
two running at x4 and x1 respectively. Keep
that in mind if you ever plan to add a second
graphics card running in CrossFire mode.
The case is quite short of drive bays: there

are only two dual-purpose 2.5in/3.5in trays
underneath the PSU shroud, and both are
taken up by the existing storage drives. There
are mounting holes for a 2.5in SSD on the
internal chassis, so to add a second hard disk,
you’d need to remove the 850 Evo, move it to
the chassis then replace it in the tray with
your new drive. Internal 5.25in drives are
outright incompatible with the case design.

NOT SO GRIM
Owners of expensive audio equipment will
appreciate the Reaper’s connectivity: there are
optical S/PDIF, C/SUB and rear speaker
outputs, as well as two USB2 DAC-UP ports,
all on top of the standard line in, line out and
mic jacks. The general mix should work for
everyone, though, with four USB3 ports joining
two even faster USB3.1 ports on the back, with
two HDMI, three DisplayPort and two DVI-D
video outputs for multiple monitors.
The rear I/O panel can also be fitted with

two included antennas, enabling the built-in
Wi-Fi. This is a handy extra if your desk is too
far away from your router for an Ethernet
connection, though it is just 802.11n rather
than the superior 802.11ac.
It’s far from perfect, but the CCL Reaper’s

successful juggling of qualities makes it too
good to pass up. Chillblast’s Fusion Hubble is
cheaper, but only by about £40, which is
small change at this point – and the Reaper
matches it in games, hugely outperforms it in
multithreaded applications, has a better SSD
and a larger HDD, and it comes with bonus
Wi-Fi. Only the noise is an issue, and unlike
poor performance or overheating, this can be
worked around with relative ease.
Note that on CCL’s website, the Reaper

is mainly advertised at the price of £1,000;
this is without a Windows 10 installation,
which it requires to, well, work. Even at the
‘true’, OS-inclusive price of £1,090, however,
it’s still Best Buy material.

James Archer
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The extent to which the Reaper shot through our demanding
benchmarks was a pleasant surprise, and we re-ran them a
few times to make sure they weren’t too good to be true
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JOINING THE LENOVOMiix 510 (page 28) in
an attempt on the Surface Pro’s supremacy is
the Samsung Galaxy Book. Like its spiritual
predecessor, the Galaxy TabPro S, it’s a
Windows-powered 2-in-1, and this time comes
in both 10.6in and 12in varieties. We reviewed
the smaller model.
If you’ve seen the TabPro S, the Galaxy

Book will look very familiar; put the two side
by side and you’d struggle to tell them apart,
aside from the Galaxy Book’s more powerful
hardware making it a little chunkier. It’s 8.9mm
thick, which is noticeably fatter than Apple’s
10.5in iPad Pro (Shopper 356) and a hair
thicker than the 2017 Surface Pro.
Its bland plastic shell isn’t what we’ve

come to expect of Samsung of late, though.
The faux gun-metal trim might give off the
illusion of aluminium from a distance, but
don’t let that fool you: this feels more like a
mid-range tablet than a premium 2-in-1.

CHICLET IT GO
As for connectivity, there’s a solitary USB-C
port on the right-hand edge, nestled between
the 3.5mm headphone jack and microSD card
slot. Sitting at the top left is the Book’s power
button and volume rocker, while the bottom is

reserved for the set of magnetic contacts for
connecting the folio-style keyboard.
The Galaxy Book’s keyboard is its stand-out

feature, and it’s included in the box. It clips on
securely, and folds up to form a triangular
stand at the back, in a similar way to Apple’s
Smart covers. It can only be rested in two
positions, so it isn’t always possible to position
the display at the most comfortable angle.
Nonetheless, actually typing on the Galaxy

Book’s keyboard is far more comfortable than
on any other recent hybrid. Its keys are a joy
to type on, with plenty of movement to each
keystroke, and a satisfyingly clicky feel. This is
as good as clip-on keyboards get.
Our only complaint is that the keys are

fairly small, causing us to sometimes hit two
keys at a time. This is a minor issue in practice,
and it’s a downside shared by pretty much
every other 10in tablet on the market.

SAMSUNG
Galaxy Book 10.6in

★★★★★
£650 • From www.johnlewis.com

WINDOWS 10 2-IN-1

The tiny touchpad is excellent. It’s nice and
smooth to run your fingers across, and works
perfectly in tandem with Windows 10’s
multitouch gestures. In fact, despite its limited
real estate, it works pretty much perfectly.

PEN PAL
The Galaxy Book also comes with Samsung’s
S-Pen stylus. It’s nice and light in the hand,
and this makes it easier to make the most of
the 2,048 levels of pressure sensitivity than
previous Samsung styluses. What’s more, it
doesn’t need a battery, cleverly drawing
wireless power from the tablet instead.
The display on this 10.6in Galaxy Book is a

solid all-rounder. Colour reproduction is top
notch, with bright whites and generously deep
blacks. Maximum brightness reaches a

respectable 387cd/m2, and a contrast ratio of
928:1 is on the money, too. Colour accuracy is
excellent, meanwhile, with an average delta-E
of 1.64 proving that Samsung’s panel is
capable of reproducing colours accurately.
Both the 10.6in and 12in Galaxy Book share

a display resolution of 1,920x1,280, which
makes for a pleasingly crisp display, but
there’s one crucial difference. While the Book
10 uses a standard LCD panel, the Book 12
features a Super AMOLED display that also
supports HDR, which promises a dramatic
bump up in image quality. It’s a shame this
wasn’t adapted for the smaller model as well.
The 10.6in Galaxy Book is powered by a

modest 1GHz Intel Core m3-7y30 processor,
8GB of RAM and 64GB of eMMC storage,
which is expandable via microSD. It’s
dramatically less potent than the Intel Core
i5-7200U in the 12in model, which comes in

two flavours: with 4GB of RAM and 128GB
SSD, or 8GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD.
The 10.6in model acquits itself well in use,

though. Windows 10 feels super-smooth, with
no hint of lag in touchpad or touchscreen
gestures, or day-to-day internet browsing.

BOOK ENDS
In our 4K benchmarks, the Galaxy Book scored
25, just a few points lower than the £850 Miix
510 and the £900 Asus Transformer 3 Pro. In
Geekbench 4, it reached a multicore score of
5,526 and a single-core result of 2,946, which
puts it ahead of the entry-level Core m3
Surface Pro’s scores of 5,417 and 2,469. It can’t
keep up with Apple’s 10.5in iPad Pro, however,
which scored 9,184 and 3,815.
Battery life isn’t a high point. A result of

7h 18m in our video playback test suggests
that the Galaxy Book should have enough
reserves to get you through a full working day,
at least under light use, but it’s behind its key
competitors. The 10.5in iPad Pro, for instance,
lasted 12h 59m in the same test.
Samsung may not have delivered a

knockout blow against the Surface family, but
the 10.6in Galaxy Book does land a few hits. It’s
not the most luxurious-feeling device, but this
hybrid provides a keen balance of price,
performance and usability – and the excellent
keyboard and stylus are included.

Nathan Spendelow

VERDICT
Samsung’s Galaxy Book is affordable, compact and
refined – at this price, it’s theWindows hybrid to beat

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOR Dual-core 1GHz Intel Core m3-7Y30 •
RAM 4GB • DIMENSIONS 261x179x8.9mm •WEIGHT 650g
• SCREEN SIZE 10.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,280
• GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 •
TOTAL STORAGE 64GB •OPERATING SYSTEMWindows
10 Home •WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.
samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-W620NZKAXAR

SPECIFICATIONS

7h 18m

The Galaxy Book’s keyboard is its stand-out feature. It clips
on securely, and folds up to form a triangular stand
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THE LENOVOMIIX 510 is a 2-in-1 hybrid to
rival the Microsoft Surface Pro (Shopper 355).
On paper, the Miix 510 appears to be a much
better deal – unlike the Surface Pro, Lenovo
provides a keyboard attachment and stylus in
the very same box, and most importantly, the
Miix 510 is an awful lot cheaper.
An Intel Core i3-6100U model with 4GB of

RAM will set you back £650, while an
upgraded Core i5-6200U version with 8GB of
RAM is £850 (we tested the latter). While
these are previous-generation Skylake chips,
not newer Kaby Lake processors, the roughly
equivalent Surface Pro models cost £799 and
an enormous £1,249 respectively. Even going
back to the old Surface Pro 4, a Core i5
model with 8GB of RAM still costs £1,099,
and remember that none of these prices
includes a keyboard or stylus.
This is no cheap-and-cheerful

piece of tat, either. The Miix 510 is
solidly built with a commendably
durable aluminium unibody design, and the
attention to detail is impressive. The rear
kickstand, for instance, is attached with
Lenovo’s signature Watchband Hinge, made
up of 280 individual pieces of stainless steel
and providing 150 degrees of flexibility.
Unfortunately, the bottom of the kickstand
isn’t rubberised, so it can be prone to sliding
around on top of a desk.

WEIGHT ONE MINUTE
At 900g, the Miix 510 is rather heavy without
its detachable keyboard, and attaching it

LENOVO Miix 510
★★★★★
£850 • From www.lenovo.com

WINDOWS 10 2-IN-1

pushes the weight up to 1.25kg. By
comparison, the Microsoft Surface Pro
weighs only 910g with its Type Cover
attached, and 786g without – something to
consider if you’re regularly on the move.
Lenovo’s hybrid has speakers on

both edges for true stereo. These have a
limited power output, but you can improve
matters by enabling Dolby Audio through
Windows 10’s Sound settings. If you’re

looking to play music or movies
through the laptop, consider
investing in a separate
Bluetooth speaker instead.

At the right-hand side of
the tablet component sit a
power button, volume rocker
and a 3.5mm audio jack.
On the left, there’s a
full-size USB3 port and a
Type-C port – a useful
combination for both
older and newer
peripherals. Neither is
ever taken up by a
power cable, either, as
the Miix 510’s battery
is fed its juice
through Lenovo’s
proprietary charger.
Completing the

feature set are the

2-megapixel front and
5-megapixel rear cameras,
making the Miix 510 ideal for Skype
calls and casual snaps.

TAPPED OUT
One of the Miix 510’s key selling points is
the inclusion of a keyboard. Unfortunately,
this is also where the hybrid begins to show
some of its weaknesses.
To be fair, it’s a good size, and the keys

have a good travel distance before being
actuated. Even so, it’s just not that pleasant
to type on. There’s noticeable flex, so if
you’re a heavy typist it will cave under
pressure. We also found the built-in
trackpad would inconsistently jump about
while we were navigating web pages, or
even completely fail to respond to finger
movements and clicks.
It’s almost worth looking into other

wireless keyboards to use instead, if you
want to use the Miix 510 for regular typing.
We’d suggest the £25 Logitech K400 Plus
Wireless Touch Keyboard as an alternative to
the bundled keyboard. It might not fold up
neatly over the Miix 510, but it will give you a
much better typing experience.

VERDICT
TheMiix 510 is attractively priced, but battery life is mediocre, and the screen could be sharper

The Miix 510 is solidly built
with a durable aluminium
design, and the attention to
detail is impressive
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Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOR Intel Core i5-6200U • RAM 8GB •
DIMENSIONS 300x205x9.9mm •WEIGHT 1.25kg •
SCREEN SIZE 12.2in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,200 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 520 •
TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD •OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.
lenovo.com • PART CODE 80U1000PUK

SPECIFICATIONS

5h 40m

As well as the keyboard, you also get the
Lenovo Active Pen. This, conversely, works
very well: it’s great for 3D Paint and Windows
Ink, two features that have been a focus of
Microsoft’s recent Windows 10 updates.

OLD DOG, NEW MIIX
Although the spec we were
sent is the more expensive
option, it’s justified by the
inclusion of a 2.3GHz Intel
Core i5-6200U, as well as 8GB
of 2,133MHz DDR4 RAM.
That’s plenty for all your
multitasking needs on
Windows 10 – which is just as
well, as there’s no option to
upgrade the RAM further.
All that said, we were

rather disappointed by the
Miix 510’s benchmark scores.
It achieved a measly 30 overall
in our 4K benchmarks,
putting it effectively on
par with the £900 Asus
Transformer 3 Pro
(Shopper 348),
which scored 31.

It wouldn’t be fair to
compare the Miix to
the high-spec
Surface Pro we
tested, but the
Surface Pro 4’s Intel
Core i5-6300U model
did manage a much
stronger 44 overall.
In the cross-platform

Geekbench 4 benchmarks,
the Miix 510 achieved a
single-core score of 2,892
and 5,682 for multicore
operations. To put that in
context, the Huawei
MateBook X, a non-
convertible laptop with the
newer, Kaby Lake 2.5GHz Intel
Core i5-7200U, produced
respective scores of 3,806 and
7,371. We imagine that using
Skylake did help keep costs
(and thus prices) down, but it’s
hard not to wonder what the
Miix 510 could have done with
more up-to-date hardware.
Still, although the Miix 510

didn’t excel in our benchmarks,
it has enough power to churn
through daily tasks, and
browsing, watching movies and
typing documents don’t pose
any problems. It’s when you’re

looking to do any video editing or
push the processor to its limits that you’ll find
the Miix 510 unable to keep up.

WARM WELCOME
It’s a similar story with the integrated GPU.
Intel’s HD Graphics 520 is fine for watching
movies and very light gaming, but if you start
gaming on the laptop, its limitations
immediately become apparent. Hitting just
30.6fps in GFXBench Manhattan and 21.5fps
in GFXBench Car Chase, this isn’t a hybrid
that’s made for games.

It gets a little hot around the top of the
casing, too, although actual CPU core
temperatures stay low at around 65°C, which
is well within its thermal threshold.
For storage, meanwhile, you get a

blisteringly fast 256GB PCI-E Samsung SSD.
With disk write caching disabled, the Miix 510
delivers 1,325MB/s sequential read and
1,068MB/s write rates. Copying files to and
from the laptop is a swift and painless process.
At only 5h 40m in our video playback test,

the Miix 510’s battery life falls short of many
rivals. It does beat the Asus Transformer 3 Pro
by over an hour, but overall it’s pretty
underwhelming, especially next to the 2017
Surface Pro’s 11h 33m. If you’re looking to take
this computer on a long flight, you’ll need to
make sure you have access to a power socket.
The Miix 510’s 12.2in multitouch display

works flawlessly on Windows 10. It’s not as
sharp as the Surface Pro’s, however. That
system’s stunning 2,736x1,824 resolution
delivers 267ppi across its 12.3in screen.
The Lenovo’s much lower 1,920x1,200
resolution translates to just 185ppi, meaning
text doesn’t look as sharp.
The screen is also rather dull for a tablet

2-in-1, with only 89.6% sRGB gamut coverage
compared to the Surface Pro’s 94.3%. An
average Delta E of 2.73 also means the
laptop’s screen isn’t particularly accurate. If
you’re planning on editing images or videos
with the Miix 510, consider using an external
calibrated monitor.
On the plus side, the screen is nice and

bright. We measured a maximum brightness
of 334cd/m2, which is more than enough to
stay legible in direct sunlight. What’s more,
with a 0.16cd/m2 black level and 1,006:1
contrast ratio, dark scenes in movies are
accurately reproduced.

JOB FOR A PRO
The price remains tempting, but the Lenovo
Miix 510 trips over in a few areas. It doesn’t
have particularly good battery life, its screen is
rather drab, it’s far from the fastest laptop in
its class, and its detachable keyboard isn’t
pleasant to type on either.
If you’re looking for 2-in-1 computing on a

budget, you’ll be better off with the Asus
Transformer Pro 3 – true, its battery life is
even shorter than the Miix 510’s, but it
makes up for it with a far superior display
and bundled keyboard.

Christopher Minasians
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IF YOU’RE SERIOUSLY into photo or video
editing, a traditional monitor probably won’t
cut it, as it’s not capable of producing
accurate enough colours. Instead, you need a
professional model, such as the 27in BenQ
SW2700PT that we have on review here.
The first clue that this monitor is

something a little different is that it ships with
a shading hood. This three-sided box sits on
the top and sides of the display, reducing glare
on the screen so that you get a clearer and
more accurate picture. Assembling this hood
is straightforward, with the separate pieces
neatly clipping together and then sliding over
the mounting brackets on the display’s sides.
A second standout feature of this screen

is its USB-powered wired remote control.
This circular device is used to navigate
through the monitor’s onscreen menus,
making choosing settings far easier than via
the traditional buttons on the bottom of
the display. Neatly, the remote drops into a
cutout on the stand’s base, so you can store
it when it’s not in use.

COMFORTABLY AHEAD
As the SW2700PT is a professional monitor,
the stand is extremely flexible. It gives you
height adjustment between 45mm and 85mm
from your desk’s surface; it has a portrait
mode; and there’s a high degree of tilt and
swivel. In other words, getting this display
configured so that you can see the screen
clearly is not difficult. This is further helped
by the IPS panel’s excellent viewing angles of
178 degrees vertical and horizontal.
The standard VESA mount at the rear

means that you can also connect the
SW2700PT to a stand of your choice, if
you’d rather wall-mount it or if you have a
more flexible desktop arm.

d h b k h ll h
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BENQ SW2700PT
★★★★★
£634 •

From www.pcworldbusiness.co.uk

VERDICT
A great professional-level monitor for jobs
that demand high colour accuracy

27in PROFESSIONAL MONITOR

from your PC using HDMI or DisplayPort.
BenQ has also included a two-port USB3
hub and an SD card slot with the display,
which is a real boon for photographers.

TO BE PRECISE
You’ll want to hook this display up to your
computer via USB, as the SW2700PT uses
this to help it calibrate. With most consumer
displays, colour calibration involves creating
a software profile that sits on your PC.
This software profile adjusts the output to
match what the display actually shows,
correcting for colour discrepancies.
With the SW2700PT, calibration updates

the display’s colour Look Up Tables (LUT) on
the display itself, saving the results in the
special Calibration 1 or Calibration 2 profiles.
Calibration requires a compatible

colourimeter (we used the X-Rite i1 Display
Pro) and the supplied BenQ Palette Master
Element software. This combination of
hardware and software has two main
advantages. First, hardware calibration
should be more accurate. Second, using the
USB connection, the software can adjust the
display’s settings on the fly to create a more
accurate image. With traditional colour
calibration, it’s more fiddly as you first have
to adjust the display’s brightness and
individual RGB controls.
Out of the box, we measured the screen

a bl d l he sRGB colour
g d h d be RGB gamut.
Th d l y mum brightness
a /m2 h h l d n a low contrast
r d delta-E, which
sh h l l s are produced,

a d fter calibrating
th screen with
BenQ’s software,
we boosted sRGB
and Adobe RGB

c l ur gamut
c ge to 100%.

C l b g for a brightness
o /m2 we measured the

display at a close 118.43cd/m2, with a low black
level of 0.093cd/m2, giving a much better
contrast ratio of 1,272:1. Given that the display
uses an IPS panel, this contrast ratio is at the
high end of what can be achieved. After
calibration, delta-E dropped to a superb 0.81.
Subjectively, the SW2700PT produces an

excellent picture. Compared side by side with
a standard consumer model (calibrated using
software), the SW2700PT produced a far
more natural picture, with greater subtlety
and finer colour gradation. Certainly, for
image or video editing, the SW2700PT’s
quality image is a real advantage.
Display uniformity is excellent, with no

backlight bleed. Measuring using a colour
calibrator, we found the ‘worst’ parts of the
image were just 6cd/m2 dimmer than the
central part of the image. That’s impressive.

GO PRO
Even for standard Windows use, the
SW2700PT is a fine choice. With a resolution
of 2,560x1,440, there’s plenty of resolution for
the Windows desktop. Text looks sharp and
clear, and window edges are clearly defined.
For a 2,560x1,440 display, the SW2700PT

seems expensive, but you’re paying for its
colour accuracy and hardware calibration. For
dedicated photo or video editors, these are
features well worth paying for. And comparing
the SW2700PT to its main competition, it’s
actually comparatively good value.
If you’re not such a serious editor, then

the Samsung CF791 (Shopper 356) is a good
choice and comes at a similar price. The CF791
has a higher resolution of 3,440x1,440 and
excellent colour accuracy, although it’s a
shade off what the SW2700PT delivers.

David Ludlow

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 •
SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS (AHVA) • REFRESH RATE 60Hz
• VIDEO INPUTS DVI, HDMI, DisplayPort •
WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.benq.com

SPECIFICATIONS

Around the back of the monitor are all the
inputs, with DVI, HDMI and DisplayPort on
offer. The monitor has no speakers, but a
3.5mm audio output means that you can plug
in a pair of headphones, delivering sound
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ULTRA-WIDE GAMING monitors usually
come with a high price, making them
inaccessible to those on a tight budget.
The LG 34UC79G is more expensive than a
standard office monitor, but by gaming
monitor standards, this 34in, 144Hz
2,560x1,080 screen is pretty reasonable,
especially considering its specifications.
This does mean that some corners have

been cut, specifically with regards to
manufacturing. The build quality is low for a
£400-plus display; when we extracted it from
the box, we immediately noticed how flimsy
and plasticky the stand was, which is less than
ideal considering how large the monitor is.
It isn’t that flexible, either. The stand allows

you to tilt the screen by -5 to 20 degrees and
adjust its height by up to 120mm, but its
inability to pivot is frustrating when you want
to adjust it quickly. Fortunately, you can
replace the stand, since the monitor is
100x100mm VESA-compatible, but we’d still
expect better than this.
Around the back of the stand is a clip-on

cable holder, which is handy for cable routing,
but there’s no headphone arm for your PC
headset to sit on.

WELL ROUNDED
On a more positive note, the 34UC79G has thin
bezels at the side and the top of the monitor,
which lends the screen a pleasingly minimalist
look. The monitor also has a subtle curvature,
which provides a slightly more cinematic,
immersive viewing experience than a regular
flat monitor would. However, this isn’t the
dramatic 1500R curvature you’ll find
on the Samsung CF791 (Shopper 356).
To connect the monitor, there’s

one DisplayPort 1.2 and a pair of
HDMI 2 ports situated on the
left-hand side of the rear panel. Two
USB3 ports, a headphone jack and a
line out jack can also be found here.
The monitor’s onscreen display

(OSD) is accessed via a set of physical
buttons on the bottom of the screen.
Through the OSD, you can adjust the
brightness and contrast, enable Super
Resolution+ (used for upscaling), DFC
(Digital Fine Contrast, for dynamic
contrast), change the response time,
adjust RGB colour values and gamma
and enable 1ms Motion Blur Reduction.
The LG 34UC79G also has

support for AMD FreeSync
(covering the 50-144Hz range

LG 34UC79G
★★★★★
£480 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
LG’s gently curved 34UC79G is great for gaming
and comes at an extremely competitive price

ULTRA-WIDE MONITOR

over DisplayPort), meaning if you have an
AMD graphics card you can get tear-free
gaming on games running between 50fps and
144fps. This can also be toggled via the OSD.
The 34UC79G employs a 2,560x1,080

IPS panel that runs natively at 144Hz.
Unfortunately, the monitor doesn’t come
with an sRGB mode, which means that its
colour accuracy out of the box for image

and video editing leaves much to be desired.
In our tests we found that it covers only
85.2% of the sRGB colour gamut in Custom
mode, and has a pretty poor delta-E of 4.65.

COLOUR CORRECTIONS
It isn’t the brightest screen at maximum
settings, reaching a mere 251cd/m2, and this
is further reduced when you switch on the
1ms Motion Blur Reduction option through
the OSD, limiting the maximum brightness
to around 130cd/m2. That’s too dark for
gaming or watching movies in anything
other than a darkened room.
On the plus side, its low 0.19cd/m2 black

level (measured at full brightness) and 1,269:1
contrast ratio are good, and subjectively we
found the monitor’s ability to display deep
blacks and vibrant colours impressive. What’s
more, despite colour accuracy being far from
perfect, that’s not so important for playing

games – here, images look vibrant
and sufficiently saturated.

The LG 34UC79G even keeps a
lid on backlight bleed, which we’ve

seen cause problems on
other ultra-wide monitors,
such as the AOC AGON
AG352QCX (Shopper 353).
Running at 1080p and 144Hz,

the LG 34UC79G is a fast monitor,
meaning you can enjoy ultra-
smooth gameplay, especially if
you have a compatible AMD
FreeSync graphics card.
We found the monitor’s 5ms

G2G (grey-to-grey) response

time to be positively affected by enabling the
Fast Response Time setting through the OSD.
There’s minimal inverse ghosting, too,
meaning no distracting purple trails.
Perceived input lag is low for a monitor

of its size as well. Playing fast-paced
competitive games won’t be a problem on
the 34UC79G, which isn’t something we can
say for all curved gaming monitors.

When you switch on the aforementioned
1ms Motion Blur Reduction mode, the
monitor’s maximum brightness drops
significantly. On the plus side, this does
completely eliminate blurring, but it’s not
really a sacrifice worth making.

CHEAP SHOT
At £480, the LG 34UC79G is the most
affordable ultra-wide gaming monitor we’ve
tested yet. It provides unparalleled gaming
performance for the money, while its colour
presentation is vibrant and pleasing to the eye.
Granted, build quality isn’t great, and it

doesn’t have the most accurate panel nor the
highest brightness levels. Still, that doesn’t
take away from the fact that there’s an awful
lot of gaming monitor here for a relatively
reasonable amount of money. If you’re a
frequent gamer looking to spend less than
£500 on an ultra-wide monitor, there aren’t
many that compete with the LG 34UC79G.

Christopher Minasians

At £480, the LG 34UC79G is the most affordable
ultra-wide gaming monitor we’ve tested

USB3 x2DisplayPort

SCREEN SIZE 34in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,080 • SCREEN
TECHNOLOGY IPS • REFRESH RATE 144Hz • VIDEO INPUTS
2x HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years parts and
labour • DETAILSwww.lg.com • PART CODE 34UC79G

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTION PORTS

HDMI x2

Line outMic in



40" 4K curved display
(BDM4037U)

Ultra Wide-Color
with 4K in an immersive design

Colours like you’ve never seen before. This brilliant 4K UHD
resolution display with Ultra Wide-Color offers the richest
and most vivid colours wrapped in an immersive curved
design for a your best creations yet.

4K

UltraWideColor

CurvedDisplay

UltraClear 4K Ultra HD
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HP’S SPROCKET PHOTO printer is so tiny
that when it turned up at Shopper Towers, we
thought the pack only contained some paper.
Roughly the same size as two smartphones
stacked on top of each other, it’s the smallest
printer we’ve ever reviewed: designed to pair
with a phone to make a fun, highly portable
photo booth for travellers, revellers and
anyone else who can’t bear to be away from
a printer. It comes with a short Micro USB
cable, so you can charge its integral battery
from an Apple or generic USB charger.
The Sprocket confounds your expectations

in several ways. First, it uses smaller paper –
tiny 2x3in rectangles – than a normal printer;
and second, it does so without ink. Its Zink
(zero ink) paper comes in foil wraps of 10
pages, which you simply drop in the top; the
printer spits out the blue index sheet before
the first print. Photos have a sticky back, so
you can put them on a laptop lid or fridge,
but you’ll need sharp eyes and sharper
fingernails to remove the backing paper.

DRIVERLESS VEHICLE
This printer only connects via Bluetooth, and
it’s only compatible with iOS and Android
devices; there are no PC or Mac drivers.
Setting it up is a simple case of installing
the relevant app, which guides you through
adding paper and pairing with the printer.

HP Sprocket
★★★★★
£90 • From www.shop.bt.com

VERDICT
Ideal for the well-funded gap year, HP’s
Sprocket is a fun little photo printer

PORTABLE PHOTO PRINTER

The Sprocket app is generally great,
managing prints and firmware updates in
an attractive and intuitive way, but we’ve
two grumbles: its background is live output
from the device camera, which could sap its
battery, and the Android version insists on
knowing your location before it will print.
We’ve no idea why.
In addition to taking photos, the app lets

you link to existing stashes within your
Facebook, Instagram or Google accounts, but
sadly not Flickr. Printing from either an online
service or your phone’s camera roll works
exactly as you’d expect: you browse and
select images, send them to the printer and
wait literally a minute while it makes the noise
of a quiet dentist’s drill somewhere at the end

of a long hallway. We timed six prints from
Instagram at six minutes and eight seconds.

THE FUTURE’S ORANGE
Expect the Sprocket to turn out perfect photos
and you’ll be sorely disappointed. Although
the thermal printer’s 313x400dpi resolution is
greater than consumer dye-sublimation
printers, the end results lack fine control over
shade on subjects such as light skin or sky.
Colour boundaries seemed to have been
digitally sharpened, too, making parts of the
images a little artificial. Our prints also had a
pinky-orange bias which lent some portraits a
vintage effect, but left others looking Trumpian.
The Sprocket isn’t perfect. It’s expensive to

buy and, with prints costing around 50p each,
expensive to run. You’ll also need to stump up
for a pouch if you want to protect it on the
road; third-party ones start at around £10.
Overall, you could see it as a pricey indulgence
for the sort of people who Instagram pictures
of food, but that’s harsh: it’s also great fun.
Ever since Polaroids, having a near-instant
print has felt special, and the Sprocket
conjures up just a bit of that same magic.

Simon Handby

SPECIFICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY Thermal paper •MAXIMUMPRINT
RESOLUTION 313x400dpi •MAXIMUMOPTICAL SCAN
RESOLUTION (OUTPUT BIT DEPTH) 1,200x1,200dpi (24-bit)

• DIMENSIONS 23x75x116mm •WEIGHT 172g •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE 2x3in •WARRANTYOne year RTB
• DETAILSwww.hp.co.uk • PART CODE X7N07A (white),
X7N08A (black)
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EPSON’SWORKFORCE PROWF-3720DWF
is a mid-range inkjet MFP for the home office.
It’s the latest update to a range that we’ve
showered with praise – we awarded its
predecessor, the WF-3620DWF (Shopper 355)
a Best Buy – and it looks like Epson’s reeled
out yet another superb inkjet workhorse.
The WF-3720DWF appears to be slightly

more than the usual light refresh of the
outgoing WF-3620DWF: it has a less
cluttered, more upright new design, and the
crisp new colour touchscreen offers direct
control over the various functions. It can
print, scan, fax and copy, has a 35-page
automatic document feeder (ADF) and
connects to a wired or wireless network –
pretty much everything a home office or
small business startup could ask for.

DOUBLE TROUBLE
It’s not all good news, however. While the
WF-3620DWF could make duplex scans,
copies, faxes and prints, the WF-3720DWF
doesn’t have a duplex ADF – you can
automatically print on both sides of the paper,
but not scan, copy or fax. Epson has also
removed the SD card slot, which is a shame,
although there is still a USB port for direct
prints and scans. The overall impression is of
an MFP that’s been tidied up, but slightly
downgraded at the same time.

EPSON WorkForce
Pro WF-3720DWF

★★★★★
£93 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Epson’s latest all-in-one is a great all-rounder
for the home office, but ink costs make it
expensive to run

MULTIFUNCTION PERIPHERAL

Whingeing aside, there’s still plenty to like
about the WF-3720DWF. The touchscreen is
excellent, responding predictably to taps and
drag gestures as you navigate the intuitive
menus. Build quality feels higher than some
competitors, with solid drawers and lids and

nothing begging to be snapped off. Epson’s
PC and smartphone software remain
refreshingly easy to use, although we’re not
keen on the PC’s new simplified scan interface
– we preferred the old one.
On plain paper this is quite a quick printer,

managing 19.2 A4 pages per minute (ppm) on
our mono text test, and a decent 5.6ppm on
our more complex colour graphics test. At
three sides per minute, duplex prints were
competitive, but photo prints were slow; each

6x4in print took more
than three minutes.

SLOW MOTION
We were expecting a
quicker scanner, too.
Previews and low-
resolution scans were
fine, but it took 28
seconds to scan a photo
at 600dpi, and two and
a half minutes at
1,200dpi; the latter is
about five times what the
WF-3620DWF managed
in the same test.
Happily, there’s been

no drop in quality. Scan
results weren’t the
sharpest, but they
displayed the excellent
colour accuracy and
dynamic range we

typically see from Epson. If anything, print
quality is subtly improved across the board:
while text is noticeably lighter, it’s also
noticeably crisper and more defined.
There’s little to complain about elsewhere,
too: colour graphics are excellent,

photocopies are very good, and photos aren’t
bad at all for an office-focused device.
The WF-3720DWF is a great all-in-one for

home office duties, even if it is a shame about
the loss of duplex scanning and copying
functions. Unfortunately, however, there’s a
more pressing problem: at the time of our
review, the cheapest prices we could find for
the XL ink cartridges worked out at 9.3p per
colour page, significantly higher than leading
competitors and about 50% more than the
WF-3620DWF. While it’s typical for prices for
a new range of supplies to fall over time, we
can’t fully recommend the WF-3720DWF
until they do – for now, we’d stick with the
older WF-3620DWF instead.

Simon Handby

SPECIFICATIONS

Mono speed

Mixed colour
speed

Mono page cost

Colour page cost

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

TECHNOLOGY Piezo inkjet •MAXIMUM PRINT
RESOLUTION 4,800x2,400dpi •MAXIMUMOPTICAL
SCAN RESOLUTION (OUTPUT BIT DEPTH) 1,200x2,400dpi

(24-bit) • DIMENSIONS 425x378x249mm •
WEIGHT 8.6kg •MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal •
WARRANTY Three year RTB • DETAILSwww.epson.co.uk •
PART CODE C11CF24401

19.2ppm

5.6ppm

3.4p

9.3p

The touchscreen is excellent, responding predictably to taps
and drag gestures as you navigate the intuitive menus, and
build quality feels higher than some competitors
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AM4 PROCESSOR

WHEN THE RYZEN 7 series launched earlier
this year, it single-handedly brought AMD
back as a premier producer of desktop CPUs.
The Ryzen 7 1800X (Shopper 352) and Ryzen 7
1700 (Shopper 353) particularly impressed,
undercutting their Intel Core i7 rivals while
massively outperforming them in multitasking
and individual multithreaded applications.
The Ryzen 5 range – which includes the

hexa-core 1600X and 1600, and the quad-core
1500X and 1400 – aims to do something
similar to Intel’s Core i5 line-up. This time,
it’s not so much about beating Intel on price
(the Ryzen 7 1800X was about one-third of
the price of the Core i7-6950X when it
launched, whereas the Ryzen 5 1600X and
Core i5-7600K cost more or less the same),
but AMD has maintained its focus on higher
core and thread counts, and multitasking
over single-threaded performance.

WHAT’S GOING ON HERE ZEN?
The top-of-the-line Ryzen 5 1600X harnesses
six cores and 12 threads, running at a base
clock speed of 3.6GHz with a 4GHz boost
clock. Because of its shared Zen architecture,
it can also take advantage of the same
SenseMI tweaks as the Ryzen 7 CPUs, such as
Extended Frequency Range (XFR), which can
automatically add a further 100MHz of clock
speed when the chip is sufficiently cooled.
There’s also Precision Boost, which
dynamically adjusts speeds in 25MHz
increments, adding more horsepower under
load or reducing it for more easygoing usage.
All this puts it in good stead against its key

Intel competitor, the Core i5-7600K. That has
slightly faster base and boost clock speeds,
3.8GHz and 4.2GHz respectively, but it has
only four cores to the 1600X’s six, and no
real XFR counterpart. Even so, the Intel CPU
once again comes out ahead in single-
threaded workloads, with the Ryzen 5 1600X
scoring 128 in our 4K imaging benchmark.
That’s not low by any means, but the
i5-7600K scored a few points higher.
It’s also a little better than the 1600X in

1080p gaming. There’s a negligible difference
in the most GPU-dependent titles, including
Metro: Last Light Redux, where the 1600X
helped produce 25fps with our Radeon R7
260X and 50fps with a 6GB GeForce GTX 1060
(only 1-2fps lower than with the Intel chip). In
Dirt Showdown, however, our Ryzen-equipped
PC averaged 83fps with the R7 260X and
111fps with the GTX 1060, a much larger
10-14fps deficiency compared to the i5-7600K.

AMD Ryzen 5 1600X
★★★★★
£218 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
Another excellent multitasker from AMD,
though it’s not much good for overclocking

Of course, these aren’t really the Ryzen 5
1600X’s area of expertise. In heavily
multithreaded tasks, Intel’s chip gets crushed:
the hexa-core Ryzen scored 181 in our
video-encoding test and an outstanding 209 in
our multitasking test. Most amazingly of all,
its overall score of 186 is exactly the same as
that of the more expensive Ryzen 7 1700,
making this incredible value if you’re building
a mid-range workstation and aren’t interested
in the Ryzen 7’s superior overclocking.

CLOCK WATCHING
We say ‘superior’ because this is one area in
which the Ryzen 5 1600X disappoints. It’s easy
to do – it’s fully unlocked, so you can either
overclock through the BIOS or with AMD’s
beginner-friendly Ryzen Master software – but
the results are lacking, especially compared to
the Ryzen 7 family. After what we thought was
a fairly conservative overclock to 4.1GHz, our
system crashed almost immediately upon
starting our 4K benchmarks, so the highest
stable setting we could get was 4GHz – exactly
the same as the out-of-the-box boost clock.
It’s possible that you might get 4.1GHz out

of it either with the luck of having better-
quality silicon, or proper watercooling – we
used the same Noctua NH-U12S air cooler that
served so well in our Ryzen 7 reviews – but
this was still a letdown, and it got even worse
once the benchmark results came in. The
good news was that the image test result had
risen to 141, surpassing the Core i5-7600K at
stock speeds, but the video result had stayed
at 181, and multitasking had actually dropped
to 201, for an overall score of 184.
Also, despite the apparent single-threaded

improvement, we got only 108fps out of Dirt

Showdown on the GTX 1060, a reduction of
3fps post-overclocking. We’re not sure if this
is a throttling issue, as at 4GHz, we measured
idle temperatures at around 35°C, load
temperatures between 58-63°C and a peak of
65°C. These are well off the stated maximum
of 95°C, and would typically be very safe heat
levels in their own right. Back at stock speeds,
it sticks at around 34°C when idling, rising to
50-51°C under load and peaking at 52°C.

KEEP IT DOWN
It’s unfortunate that overclocking is essentially
a waste of time, but ultimately, it’s not worth
condemning the Ryzen 6 1600X over. At its
standard clock and boost speeds, it’s hugely
powerful, trouncing the Core i5-7600K in
everything but single-core applications.
Does that mean you should buy it? Not

necessarily. The Core i5-7600K stays put as
the best mid-range CPU for gaming, and we’re
slightly more inclined towards the cheaper
Ryzen 5 1600 (see page 40) as a multitasking
workhorse, especially when its 65W TDP is so
much lower than the 1600X’s 95W.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

SOCKET AM4 • CORES 6 • FREQUENCY (BOOST) 3.6GHz
(4GHz) • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •WARRANTY
Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE
YD160XBCAEWOF

186

83fps

209
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AM4 PROCESSOR

WITH THE RYZEN 5 1500X and 1400 both
dropping down to four cores and eight
threads, it’s up to the Ryzen 5 1600 to act
as AMD’s most affordable hexa-core,
12-threaded Zen CPU.
To the chip’s credit, there’s an awful lot in

common here with the headlining 1600X
(page 38): the core count, cache sizes and
DDR4 memory support are all the same as on
the Ryzen 5 family’s leading part. The main
differences, besides the jettisoned suffix and
£30 of cost, are lower clock speeds (a
3.2GHz base speed with a 3.6GHz boost), a
lower 65W TDP and a diminished XFR boost
of 50MHz to the 1600X’s 100MHz.

CLOSE CALL
Happily, these reductions barely affect
performance at all. In our 4K benchmarks, the
Ryzen 5 1600 scored 127 in the image test, 174
in the video test, 197 in the multitasking test
and 178 overall. This final showing is a mere
eight points behind both the 1600X and the
Ryzen 7 1700, while the image test score is
only a single point behind its X-marked bigger
brother. That’s pretty good going, considering
the image test mainly measures single-core
performance, and the 1600X has an extra
400MHz of clock speed per core.
In terms of Intel equivalents, the Ryzen 5

1600 is closest in price to the quad-core,
3.4GHz Core i5-7500, which it beats rather
handily in every section of the test – including
the image test, where Intel’s preference for
higher base and boost speeds generally sees it
outperform Ryzen chips. The 1600 almost
doubled the i5-7500’s multitasking score of
103, and trounced its overall score of 105, so
it’s safe to say that this is the most powerful
sub-£200 CPU money can buy.
In fact, it easily beats the overclockable

Core i5-7600K as well, at least in the video
and multitasking tests. As with the Ryzen 5
1600X, though, the Core i5-7600K ensures its
continued relevance with higher single-core
and gaming performance.
In the latter’s case, the 1600 is decent,

but would be our third choice at best for a
mid-range gaming PC. With a Radeon R7
260X GPU, it produced 77fps in Dirt
Showdown and 24fps in Metro: Last Light
Redux, both running on their highest settings
at 1,920x1,080. Switching to a GTX 1060,
these increased to 108fps and 48fps
respectively, but were still a handful of
frames lower than both the Ryzen 5 1600X
and the Intel Core i5-7600K. The entirety of

AMD Ryzen 5 1600
★★★★★
£188 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
Another substandard overclocker overcomes
this handicap with efficiency and sheer value

the Ryzen range lacks integrated graphics, so
a dedicated GPU is essential either way.

CLOCKING OFF
We’d love to say that this can be remedied
with overclocking (another benefit over the
locked-down Core i5-7500), but like the
1600X, the 1600 just doesn’t handle it well at
all. It did manage a proportionally larger clock
speed increase than the more expensive Ryzen
5, up to 3.9GHz on air cooling, but despite
initially appearing stable, our PC crashed near
the end of our benchmark run. At 3.8GHz it
had no such trouble, but again copied the
1600X in somehow reducing performance
rather than improving it. We measured an
image score of 133 (the only increase, and a
minor one at that), a video score of 168, a
multitasking score of 187 and an overall score
of 172, before Dirt Showdown lost one frame
with the GTX 1060, outputting 107fps.
The only upside is that temperatures

remain under control: 38°C when idle, 62-64°C
under load and a peak of 71°C. Still, you’re
better off just running at stock speeds, where
temperatures are even lower: 36°C when
idling, around 53°C under load, and peaking at
55°C. We weren’t supplied the AMDWraith
Spire air cooler, which is commonly bundled
with the Ryzen 5 1600 at retail, so used our
usual Noctua NH-U12S unit instead.
Again, we’re unpleasantly surprised

that the Ryzen 5 lineup isn’t remotely as
overclockable as the sublime Ryzen 7 range
– but then, perhaps AMD wishes for the
1600 to be as low-demand a processor as
possible. It does, after all, have that extremely
thrifty 65W TDP, which is 26W lower than
the Core i5-7600K and a full 30W lower than

the Ryzen 5 1600X. It is, as far as we can see,
the most power-efficient hexa-core desktop
chip ever, which makes it even better for
workstations (which often need to run for
hours and hours at a time).

NO X PLEASE
It’s also worth remembering just how
comprehensively this CPU beats its closest
Intel rival, the Core i5-7500, in a straight
performance comparison (Intel’s chip also
has a 65W TDP, but only four cores and
eight threads). Although neither this nor
the 1600X fully live up to the exceptional
standards set by the Ryzen 7 line, they’re
still mighty powerful chips.
If we had to choose one, we’d probably go

for the 1600. It’s not as well-specced as the
1600X, but it’s a lot more efficient, and saves
£30 on the initial outlay – almost enough for
a good all-in-one watercooler, or the
difference between a middling B350 chipset
motherboard and an X370 model with extra
trimmings. You’re only taking about a 4%
drop in overall performance, too.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

SOCKET AM4 • CORES 6 • FREQUENCY (BOOST) 3.2GHz
(3.6GHz) • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •WARRANTY
Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE
YD1600BBAEBOX

178

197

77fps
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MANY OF THE security cameras we’ve
reviewed recently have been packed full of
smart features, but they’ve had high prices to
match. Creative’s Live! Cam IP SmartHD is a
simpler camera that’s available for under
£60, making it seem a more attractive choice
if you just need basic monitoring.
The Live! Cam IP SmartHD has a 720p

resolution, rather than Full HD, but that’s not
necessarily a problem. At this resolution,
there’s still enough detail to work out what’s
going on and distinguish the people you
recognise from those you don’t. It also has a
choice of microSD card recording (up to 32GB
cards are supported, which gives around 100
hours of recording time) and paid-for cloud
storage, giving a good deal of flexibility.
Unboxing the camera, we were pleasantly

surprised to find build quality better than the
price would suggest. Creative has used a
simple plastic body, but it feels tough enough.
The camera is permanently attached to a
stand via a ball mount, which gives a great
deal of flexibility in positioning. A metal wall
bracket that attaches magnetically is also
supplied for easy wall mounting.

LOSING CONTROL
Powering on the camera fires up a synthetic
voice that prompts you to configure it. It’s a
unique touch, but the voice is rather annoying
and pipes up at inopportune moments, such
as when the Wi-Fi connection drops.
A bigger problem is how basic the Live!

Cam IP Smart HD is. Rather than being able to
set motion-detection zones, the camera can
monitor the entire picture only. This makes it
far more likely that you’ll end up with false
positives, as you can’t concentrate the camera
on areas of interest.

CREATIVE Live! Cam
IP SmartHD
★★★★★
£59 • From www.lambda-tek.com

VERDICT
A cheap security camera, but the app is fiddly
and you don’t get much control

SMART SECURITY CAMERA

There’s only basic
control over the motion
detection sensitivity, too, with
Low, Medium and High options.
You can turn off motion detection
completely, too, although the option is
confusingly named Close.
Motion-detection notifications come to

your smartphone, but selecting one
doesn’t play the matching clip, it just
takes you to the list of notifications
in the app. Selecting any
notification here starts
playing the matching
video clip. At least,
it does if you’ve
signed up for a
cloud account. If you
only have an SD card inserted, the camera just
prompts you to sign up for a cloud account.
For SD card users, the only way around

this is to go into the camera’s video feed, hit
the history button and then select the SD
card option at the top. You then get a
timeline showing you motion detection
events as red lines and any other recording
as blue lines. Trying to scrub through the
timeline to select the specific event you want
is extremely fiddly, not helped by the fact
that it’s easy to jump to a point in the future,
whereby you’re met with a black screen.

NIGHT’S WATCH
Using the cloud account gives the added
advantage that you get 10 days of 24/7 video
storage. Packages cost $6.99 (£5) for 30 days
of cloud access, $42 (£33) for 180 days and
$82 (£64) for 360 days. Signing up doesn’t get
you a subscription, so you need to remember
to renew your package if you want to continue

with the cloud service.
As the cloud storage

allows for continuous
recording, should your
home be entered by a
criminal, it means you’ve
got all the footage before
and after a motion
detection event has been
set. As a backup you can
also set a schedule for the
camera to record to SD
card permanently, using
the oddly named ‘SD card
plan management’ option.

Image quality is
acceptable. Faces are

easy enough to work out,
but finer detail gets blurred.

At night the IR LEDs turn on, letting the
camera shoot in darkness. Image quality
suffers as a result, and most details were
blurred out of the picture.

It’s a shame that there’s no
geolocation to turn the camera on
and off automatically. There’s also no
IFTTT channel to let you implement

your version of this or
control other smart
home devices when
the Live! Cam
IP SmartHD
detects movement.

At any point you can manually choose to
take a snapshot or video, recording directly
to your mobile device. You should also be
able to download clips from cloud storage,
although this feature didn’t work on our test
phone and refused to connect.

NOISE MAKER
Creative has built in sound detection, too,
with the camera set to notify you if it hears
any loud noises. At the default settings, we
found that the constant stream of
notifications was incredibly annoying,
regardless of whether sensitivity was set to
Low, Medium or High. You can disable sound
detection by selecting the Close option.
With the camera’s built-in speaker and

microphone, you can have a two-way chat
with anyone in your house. This could be
useful to reassure a pet, or to warn a would-be
thief that the police are on the way.
If you just want a simple video feed, the

Creative Live! Cam IP SmartHD is a cheap way
to get one. However, the restrictive app, limited
control over motion detection, and fiddly
combination of microSD and cloud storage
make this a frustrating camera to use for
monitoring. We recommend spending more
on the Nest Cam Indoor, which has a far better
app and the best cloud storage service.

David Ludlow

⬆ Image quality on the Live! Cam IP SmartHD is acceptable

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p recording • CLOUD STORAGE
Yes (subscription required) •NETWORKING 802.11n •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE VF820

SPECIFICATIONS
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SSDs ARE BECOMING the default choice for
PCs, thanks to their incredible performance,
decent capacities and falling prices, yet the
mechanical hard disk is far from dead and still
has its place. This applies in particular if you’re
building a NAS, where the total amount of
storage you have is likely to be the most
important factor. Performance isn’t quite the
same issue in a NAS as it is in a PC, either, as
network speed is the limiting factor.
While any old hard disk can be used in a

NAS, for the best reliability it makes sense
to choose a drive specifically designed to run
in such an enclosed space, such as the WD
Red drive. This series has been around for a
few years, but the drives have recently been
updated, adding a whopping 10TB drive at
the top end. As a result, we decided that
now was a good time to visit the WD Red
line to see how well the drives perform and
if this range is now the best choice for a
NAS. It’s a particularly interesting question,
given that we recently saw Toshiba’s rival
N300 High-Reliability Hard Drive (Shopper
354), which is also designed to be used in
NAS devices.

RELIABLE CHOICE
As a result of being specifically crafted for the
confined chassis of a NAS drive, WD Red
drives are built to withstand the additional
shock and vibration that a multi-bay NAS has

to undergo. Unlike the rival N300 drives,
WD Red models do not have an RV sensor,
which helps a disk deal with very high levels
of vibration. As a result, WD recommends
that its Red drives are used in one- to
eight-bay enclosures, and its higher-end
WD Red Pro used in larger enclosures.
For typical home users, then, the WD Red
drives will more than do the job.
Heat and run cycles are other problems

that NAS drives have to deal with, as they’re
typically left to run 24 hours a day. WD has
certified its drives for this type of
environment, and they’re guaranteed for a
yearly workload rate of 180TB per year, the
same as the Toshiba N300 range. Built into
the WD Red’s firmware is the NASware
software, which optimises performance and

WD Red 6TB
★★★★★
£217 • From www.scan.co.uk

INTERNAL HARD DISK

power consumption, helping
reduce hard disk temperatures
automatically and thus
increasing reliability.

FIDGET SPINNER
Most desktop-class hard
drives have a 7,200rpm spin
speed for better performance,
but the WD Red range uses
a 5,400rpm spin speed.
Theoretically, slower spin
speeds mean reduced
performance, but there’s also
a reduction in heat and
power consumption.
A hard disk’s cache can help

iron out performance differences, with the
amount you get depending on the drive’s
capacity. With the 10TB drive, you get a
whopping 256MB of cache; 8TB drives have
128MB of cache; and 6TB and below have
64MB of cache. In comparison, the Toshiba
N300 range has a spin speed of 7,200rpm
and 128MB of cache across the line.

SPEEDING THROUGH
Specifications can only indicate a drive’s
speeds, so we put the WD Red 6TB drive
through our usual range of tests to see how
fast it was. Starting with our huge file tests,
we found that the WD Red managed a write

speed of 221.9MB/s and a read speed of
234.6/s. This put the drive at 14% slower than
the 4TB Toshiba N300, most likely due to the
WD Red’s slower spindle speed.
However, things started to change in our

other tests. Using large files, we found the
WD Red 6TB managed a read speed of
217.87MB/s and write speed of 235.16MB/s.
With small files, we got 217.59MB/s read
speeds and 200.06MB/s write speeds.
These proved the WD Red to be faster
than the Toshiba N300.
Using the CrystalDiskMark synthetic

benchmarks solidified the WD’s overall
performance lead. Using the sequential test,
we saw read speeds of 228.9MB/s and write
speeds of 244.3MB/s. On average, the WD
Red was 13.5% faster than the Toshiba N300.

Switching to the tricky random test, which
reads and writes 4KB files from all over the
disk, the WD Red did comparatively well.
We measured it as capable of read speeds of
2.64MB/s and write speeds of 2.34MB/s,
putting it 31% faster on average than the
Toshiba N300. Indeed, specs certainly don’t
tell the full story.

NAS TO MEET YOU
We’ve been impressed with the latest
incarnation of the WD Red range of drives.
Certainly, WD has the best capacity range,
with 10TB (£370), 8TB (£270), 6TB (£217),
4TB (£127), 3TB (£99), 2TB (£84) and 1TB
(£57) models available. In comparison, the
N300 range is slightly cheaper for the same
capacity, but has fewer options in its range:
8TB (£228), 6TB (£180) and 4TB (£110).
That makes choosing the right drive rather

tricky. If you’re building a NAS from scratch
and can use drives between 4TB and 8TB,
the N300 makes the most sense, as its drives
are cheaper. If you need smaller or larger
capacities or want the best performance, the
WD Red line-up is a great choice.

David Ludlow

VERDICT
A high-quality HDD that makes for fast NAS
drives, but the price could be more competitive

Small files

Large files

Huge files

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

CAPACITY 1/2/3/4/6/8/10TB •COST PER GIGABYTE
£0.06 (1TB), £0.04 (2/6/8/10TB), £0.03 (4TB) •
INTERFACE SATA3 •WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.wdc.com •PART CODEWD60EFRX

SPECIFICATIONS

208.83MB/s

226.52MB/s

228.25MB/s

WD Red drives are built to withstand the additional shock
and vibration that a multi-bay NAS has to undergo



Innovation just
couldn’t be cooler.

*GfK data 2017

Introducing our latest innovation: The whisper-silent All-in-One water cooling by
be quiet! features our unique reverse-flow pump technology. A perfect choice for
demanding systems and highly overclocked CPUs.

■ Innovative decoupled reverse-flow pump for low-noise operation
■ Full copper radiator for high cooling performance
■ Up to three be quiet! Pure Wings 2 PWM fans
■ Flexible bend-protection tubes and a refill port
■ Compatible with all Intel® and AMD sockets
■ Permits full use of all RAM slots

For more information visit bequiet.com

Available at: scan.co.uk · overclockers.co.uk · ebuyer.com · novatech.co.uk
aria.co.uk · amazon.co.uk

120mm 240mm 280mm 360mm
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CANON’S EOSM range of compact system
cameras (CSCs) had a shaky start in life, but
the Canon EOS M5 proved these little
cameras were ready for the big league.
The M5 is a bit of an extravagance, though,

costing £1,000 body only or £1,300 with its
18-150mm kit lens. With the two-year-old
Canon EOS M3 (Shopper 332) still available for
around £440, that leaves a mid-price gap in
the line-up, which the Canon EOS M6 is here
to plug. However, £799 is still a big expense,
and this camera needs to work hard to
compete with the Panasonic G80 (Shopper
353) or Sony a6300 (Shopper 352).
The key difference compared with the M5

is the lack of a viewfinder. This means the M6
looks more like a chunky compact than a slim
SLR. It still has a decent-sized handgrip,
though, and along with the rubber texture and
contoured shape on the back, it’s surprisingly
comfortable for such a small camera.

LOST AND FOUND
It has a tilting screen, which isn’t uncommon
at this price, but it’s welcome nonetheless,
allowing you to shoot from high or low angles,
or brace your elbows against your hips for
stability. The pop-up flash tilts upwards, so
you can bounce light off the ceiling to avoid
harsh shadows; a Guide Number (GN) of five
metres means its output is pretty feeble,
though. We also found our left hand often
masked the autofocus assist lamp.
If you’re struggling to decide whether you

need a viewfinder, it’s worth noting that
Canon sells an add-on unit (part name
EVF-DC2) for £219. It sits in the camera’s
hotshoe and buying both the M6 and
EVF-DC2 works out a little cheaper than
buying an M5. It also means that you can

CANON EOS M6
★★★★★
£799 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Classy and compact, the Canon EOSM6 is a
solid choice – but it’s not cheap

COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERA

choose to leave it behind when
you want to travel light.
Otherwise, the two cameras are

pretty similar, with the same layout of
buttons and a tilting touchscreen on the back.
The EOS M6’s 3in screen is a little smaller
than the M5’s 3.2in display, but it’s not a big
drawback, and Canon still finds room for five
rotary controls. There’s a general-purpose
wheel on the back for adjusting the currently
selected parameter, plus a further four dials on
the top. One sets the exposure mode, another
is dedicated to exposure compensation, while
front and rear command dials provide direct
access to exposure settings.
It’s rare to have so many dials on such a

petite camera, and their chunky metal
construction gives the impression of an
upmarket camera that’s built to last. The rear
command dial is assigned to ISO speed by
default, which is useful, but we also found it
was susceptible to the occasional accidental
nudge. Switching from Auto ISO to 25600
resulted in some extremely grainy photos

before we noticed what had happened.

YOUR MAJOR FUNCTION
There’s also a customisable M-Fn
button and the Delete button can
be assigned additional duties
during capture; white balance
and drive mode are the
obvious candidates.
Assigning drive mode gave

access to burst settings but not the self-timer
or bracketing, for which we had to visit the Q
menu and main menu respectively. At least
the touchscreen makes light work of
navigating the Q menu.
The M6 continues the EOS system’s

tradition of making manual white balance
calibration needlessly convoluted. Where
most cameras take perhaps two or three
button pushes while aiming the camera at a
grey subject, the M6 requires you to capture
photos of a grey subject and then navigate to
the sixth tab in the main menu to locate the
Manual WB function. This feature is likely to
see regular use so it’s bizarre it’s tucked away
past obscure settings such as lens aberration
correction and manual focus peaking options.
Another frustration is the inability to

customise the behaviour of the Auto ISO
mode. Picking an ISO speed is a complex
balancing act between avoiding noise, camera
shake and motion blur; the amount of light,
subject motion, camera motion and the lens’s
focal length must all be weighed up. The M6
usually makes intelligent decisions, but not
always. The slowest shutter speed in low light
is 1/40s, which is sensible for shots at the long
end of the kit lens’s zoom but faster than is
necessary for a wide-angle shot in low light.
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SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE
22.3x14.9mm • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 1.6x •
VIEWFINDEROptional EVF-DC2 unit • LCD SCREEN 3in
(1.04 million dots) •OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT
FOCAL LENGTHS) 3x (24-72mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/5.6-9 • LENSMOUNT Canon EF-M •
WEIGHT 390g (body only) • DIMENSIONS 68x112x45mm
(body only) •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk • PART CODE EOSM6

SPECIFICATIONS

295 shots

The camera was often thrown by us raising
it and quickly taking a shot when it picked
fast shutter and ISO speeds to avoid blur due
to camera shake. We found it necessary to
hold the camera steady for at least a second
to reassure it that we weren’t shaking around;
we’ve seen similar behaviour from the M5 as
well. The ISO speed was limited to 1600 in this
scenario so the results were still usable, but
noise was higher than it needed to be.

TRANSFER WINDOW
Wi-Fi, NFC and Bluetooth are all built in for
remote control and wireless transfers.
Bluetooth allows a smartphone to be used as
a simple wireless trigger for capturing photos
or for advancing from one shot to the next

during playback, which is handy for slideshows
over HDMI. The Bluetooth connection also
configures the Wi-Fi connection automatically
for Android devices, which saves a lot of
messing around with network passwords. The
remote viewfinder app includes touchscreen-
powered control over the autofocus point plus
access to exposure-related settings. Bizarrely,
though, the camera’s own controls are locked
while it’s being operated via the app.
Inside, the M6 and M5 are all but identical,

and that’s borne out in their performance. The

295-shot battery life is on the low side and
additional batteries are pricey at £45. It’s a
little slow to turn on and shoot (1.5 seconds),
but subsequent shots are only 0.5s apart.
Burst shooting runs at 9fps and lasts for 29
JPEGs or 16 Raw frames before slowing to the
speed of the card. This is largely in line with
rival CSCs and faster than the pricier Canon
EOS 80D SLR. Burst shooting with continuous
autofocus reached 6.9fps in our tests.

DOUBLE THE FUN
The EOS M6’s 24-megapixel sensor employs
Canon’s Dual Pixel technology to help the
autofocus system jump to the correct focus
position directly rather than have to hunt
back and forth until it achieves sharp focus.
The older, cheaper EOS M3 lacks this feature
and took 2.2 seconds between shots, so Dual
Pixel is clearly playing an important role here.
If you use the touchscreen to select an

area of the frame to focus on, you get a
choice of either a small or even smaller area.
This sometimes didn’t give the camera enough
to work with and, on a couple of occasions
when shooting indistinct subjects in low light,
it repeatedly failed to focus. We’d forgive the
occasional focus misfire but recurring problems
with a particular shot are quite frustrating.
Dual Pixel may bring mixed blessings for

photos, but it really pays off when it comes to
video. The EOS M6’s ability to determine in
advance what adjustment is required to bring
a subject into focus means the lens elements
glide smoothly and decisively rather than

darting back and forth. We usually
disable autofocus when shooting
video as this clunky darting
effect, known as focus
hunting, can completely
spoil a shot, but the M6

(along with the other Canon
cameras with Dual Pixel
sensors) are an exception to
the rule. The touchscreen
makes it easy to define what
the camera should focus on,
and the tracking mode does a
fine job of following moving
subjects around the frame.

It’s frustrating, then, that videos are limited
to 1080p. 4K video can give a big boost to
quality, even when exporting finished projects
at 1080p, and it’s annoying to have to choose
between Canon’s more reliable autofocus and
Sony, Panasonic and Fujifilm’s 4K capture.
Still image quality is perhaps the Canon

EOS M6’s greatest strength. Photos display
lifelike yet vibrant colours without the
slightest hint of noise in bright conditions and
noise is managed well in low light, giving
respectable snapshots at ISO speeds as high

as 6400. The kit lens performed well
throughout its zoom range, delivering the sort
of sharp focus a 24-megapixel sensor needs.

ATTACHMENT DISORDER
As we said, £799 is a lot for a camera that
seems to be geared primarily towards casual
users, albeit those who still demand high
quality. However, there aren’t many other
options that deliver such high quality in this
small and light a package. The Panasonic
GX80 is broadly similar but includes a
high-quality viewfinder and costs around
£550. Its controls aren’t as elegant and its
smaller sensor means it falls behind a little for
image quality, but it records 4K video and it
has a much larger range of compatible lenses.
The Canon EF-M lens range is relatively

small, with just seven models and a notable
lack of fast primes. Canon sells a mount
adaptor for £90 that allows Canon SLR lenses
to be used, but these will make the EOS M6 a
much bulkier camera. Realistically, it makes
more sense for M6 owners to stick with the
kit lens, or perhaps add the EF-M 22mm f/2,
which costs around £180. For the same
money, you could have a Panasonic GX80,
25mm f/1.7 lens and 42.5mm f/1.7 lens, which
offers more flexibility and compensates for the
Canon’s larger sensor with brighter apertures.
At current prices, then, and against the

existing competition, the Canon EOS M6 is a
safe bet but doesn’t quite do enough to
warrant a full-throated recommendation.

Ben Pitt

Photos display lifelike yet vibrant colours without the
slightest hint of noise in bright conditions
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IT’S NO SURPRISE that last year’s Moto Z
Play (Shopper 349) remains a top-tier
smartphone. It cooked up almost everything
to perfection, coupling top-notch looks with a
long-lasting battery, a great camera and the
ability to add capabilities via Moto Mods –
modular attachments, such as speakers,
battery packs and even projectors, that affix
to the phone’s rear. Crucially, though, cost
was kept to a minimum, and its successor,
the Motorola Moto Z2 Play, seeks to bolster
the original’s successes.
When it comes to looks, the Moto Z2 Play

doesn’t deviate too far from the rest of the
Moto Z lineup, but there are a few subtle
(and welcome) changes. The new phone’s
aluminium unibody is just 6mm thin, a good
15% skinnier than last year’s model, and it
weighs a mere 145g, which is pretty impressive
for a phone with a 5.5in display.
Thankfully, the fingerprint-attracting

glossy back has gone, replaced with a
cleaner-looking gun-metal grey matt finish
instead. On the left edge, you’ll find the
volume rocker and power button, with a
USB Type-C port for charging and a 3.5mm
headphone jack mounted on the bottom edge.

MODS AND ROCKERS
The rear camera protrusion is still there,
bulging 2.7 millimetres from the rest of the
device, and means the phone doesn’t sit
nicely on a desk. The connector pins for the
Moto Mods aren’t anywhere near as
obtrusive, however, sitting flush with the rest
of the phone’s rear panel.
Up its metaphorical sleeve lies the Moto

Z2 Play’s party trick: it’s moddable. As
mentioned, a series of connector pins reside
on the back of the phone, and these enable
connectivity with a variety of add-ons.
There’s a good handful of Mods to choose

from at the moment, with more heading our
way in the near future. Currently, there’s the
Hasselblad TrueZoom, which adds a 10x
optical zoom to the phone; the Incipio
offGRID Power Pack, which gives you an
extra 2,220mAh battery; and the Moto
Insta-Share projector, which turns your
phone into a mini projector.
Those due to launch later this year include

Moto’s own TurboPower pack, which adds a
supplementary 3,490mAh battery to your

MOTOROLA Moto Z2 Play
★★★★★
£379 • From www.motorola.co.uk

VERDICT
This well-priced modular smartphone builds on
(almost) everything we loved about the original

ANDROID 7.1 SMARTPHONE

phone; the Moto GamePad for controller
support with all sorts of titles on the Play
Store; a wireless charger plate; and the new
JBL SoundBoost 2 speaker. These have
already launched in the US, though UK pricing
has yet to be confirmed.
All the Mods we tested were a doddle to

connect and use. They fix on magnetically,
with no mechanical latches to break or snap,
and stay solidly in place. As with the original
Moto Z Play, Motorola has also released a
Moto Mod dev kit, so you can expect to see
many more third-party Mods become
available in the near future.

PAST FASTER
Internally, the Motorola Moto Z2 Play has
seen a pretty generous bump in performance.
With Qualcomm’s mid-sector octa-core
Snapdragon 626 processor and 4GB of RAM,
this was hardly going to be the snappiest of
handsets, but we should see a jump from last
year’s offering, which employed the older
Snapdragon 625 processor.

And, for the price, it’s a respectable
enough performer: in Geekbench 4, which
measures overall CPU performance, the Moto
Z2 Play scored 4,620 in the multicore test and
911 in the single-core test. Compared to the
Moto Z Play, that’s an 18% bump when it
comes to multicore processing, and a 12%
increase in single-core tasks. It doesn’t fare
quite so well against the OnePlus 5 (Shopper
356), but that is about £80 more expensive.
It manages to edge past Samsung’s latest
Galaxy A5 (Shopper 353), too.
Graphics performance is less impressive,

though, with no improvement on the Moto Z
Play in either the onscreen or offscreen
GFXBench Manhattan 3.0 tests, at 10fps and
9.7fps respectively. The OnePlus 5 managed
55fps and 59fps in these tests, so is clearly
better for games, and even the Galaxy A5
clawed ahead with 14fps in both tests.
Dodging oncoming traffic in Crossy Road was
easy enough on the Moto Z2 Play, but things
did slow down a little during enemy-heavy
firefights in Sky Force: Reloaded.
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PROCESSOROcta-core 2.2GHz Snapdragon 626 • SCREEN SIZE
5.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA
12 megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 156x76x6mm •WEIGHT 145g •OPERATING
SYSTEM Android 7.1.1 •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1710

SPECIFICATIONS

19h 33m

Crucially, battery life is still impressive,
although it doesn’t quite hit the heights of the
Moto Z Play. That’s largely because the Moto
Z2 Play has a smaller 3,000mAh battery than
the Z’s 3,510mAh, but longevity remains
impressive, and the Moto Z2 Play achieved a
time of 19h 33m in our video playback test
(the original Moto Z Play broke records at the
time with its 23h 45m result). At the time of
writing that was good enough to place it fourth
in our all-time smartphone battery charts,
behind the Lenovo P2 (Shopper 352), the
Moto Z Play and the OnePlus 5.

STANDARD PRACTICE
On the surface, the Moto Z2 Play’s screen
should be a beauty. Its 5.5in size is generous
and the 1080p resolution sufficiently sharp
that you can’t see the pixels in normal use.
Unfortunately, however, it’s not quite as good
as we were hoping, considering how impressive
its predecessor was.
The phone gives you two display modes to

choose from: Vibrant and Standard. You’d
expect the former to generate colours that are
drastically oversaturated, and indeed they are,
but even in the less in-your-face Standard mode,
colours were way off. Our colour-accuracy

measurements returned an average delta-E of
4.04 (0 would be perfect), a result that indicates
a display that struggles to reproduce key colours
accurately. Coverage of the sRGB gamut is good,
at 98.4%, but that doesn’t mean much if those
colours aren’t shown accurately.
Elsewhere, given this is a Super AMOLED

panel, the contrast ratio is perfect and maximum
brightness has jumped from 354cd/m2 to a more
sunlight-friendly 420cd/m2, so it ought to be
comfortably readable outside in all but the
sunniest of conditions.

DARK HORSE
Just like last year’s model, the Moto Z2 Play’s
camera doesn’t have optical image stabilisation,
but the rest of the specifications are decent.
The resolution is 12 megapixels, falling from
the 16 megapixels of last year’s phone, but
that’s fine since larger images sizes don’t
automatically mean better images quality.
You get both laser and phase detection
autofocus, and the aperture is a bright f/1.7.
The aperture, in particular, is a considerable

improvement over the Moto Z’s f/2.0 and, in
low light, the difference is stark. As our still-life
tests proved, the camera is capable of
reproducing heaps of detail without too much
noise spoiling the image. Exposure levels could
do with a slight tweak, mind, as images did tend
to look a little overexposed.
Outdoor shots didn’t pose too much of a

problem, either. In fact, the Moto Z2 Play picks
up plenty of rich colours and crisp details in
sunny conditions, particularly in hard-to-capture
areas such as foliage.
Enabling HDR did have a slight tendency

to make shots look artificial, with hints of
oversaturation, but on the flipside it also tended
to reduce instances of over-exposure.

SEIZE THE PLAY
With last year’s Moto Z Play bucking the trend
of the middling mid-ranger, we had high hopes
its 2017 sequel would be even better. That’s not
entirely the case, but when all’s said and done,
the Moto Z2 Play is still a very good smartphone.
Its all-day battery life alone is enough to

have you reaching for your wallet, even if it isn’t
quite so long-lasting as last year’s. The issue,
aside from the slight performance bump and
the design overhaul, is that the Moto Z2 Play
doesn’t really offer anything new. It’s still a
thoroughly impressive phone, though, and one
we’re happy to recommend.

Nathan Spendelow

The 5.5in screen should be a
beauty. Its size is generous
and the 1080p resolution is
sharp. Unfortunately, it’s not
as good as we were hoping
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IN 2014, NOKIA left the smartphone arena.
After years of producing great phones, the
once-dominant mobile firm had let it all slip
through its fingers, selling up to Microsoft
after a disastrous few years as the only big
firm making Window Phone handsets.
Now, however, Nokia is back. Not only is

there the Nokia 3310 remake (Shopper 355) on
the feature phone side, but there’s also a new
range of true smartphones, powered by
Android. The simply named Nokia 3 is the
cheapest of these devices, coming below the
only slightly pricier Nokia 5 and Nokia 6.
Aimed at those less able to justify

spending top dollar on a smartphone, its
specifications are hardly industry-leading.
There’s a 5in, 720p IPS display, 16GB of
internal storage, a quad-core processor paired
with 2GB of RAM, 8-megapixel front and rear
cameras and support for expandable storage
up to an additional 128GB via microSD.
The Nokia 3 is cheap, at £130, and

undercuts much of the competition from
other big brands. Motorola’s Moto G5
(Shopper 353), for instance, costs £165;
Samsung’s Galaxy J5 is £169. There’s also our
current favourite to contend with: Lenovo’s
long-lasting P2 (Shopper 352), at a pricier £180
or so. Its closest competition probably comes
from the 2016 Moto G4 (Shopper 353), which
you can pick up for £140 these days.

COMEBACK KID
Despite the three-year absence, the 3 is very
much a Nokia design. In fact, the Nokia 3
adopts a similar look and feel to the Lumia
phones of old, with metal edging surrounding
a matt-finish polycarbonate rear panel and a
handsome screen up front. Nokia’s logo is
subtly etched into the back, beneath the
solitary rear camera at the top.
It’s also nice and pocketable, weighing a

dinky 140g and measuring a slim 7.5mm.
Throw in a 3.5mm headphone jack and
microSD slot, and you
have a handset that’s
both attractive and
practical. Don’t expect
USB Type-C and
fast-charging, though,
nor any kind of dust- or
water-resistance.
The Nokia 3’s 5in

display is uninspiring at
first. It’s only 720p, a far
cry from the Full HD
offerings on the Moto

NOKIA 3
★★★★★
£130 • From www.carphonewarehouse.com

VERDICT
Nokia’s first budget Android phone is a decent
first effort, but a handful of niggles hold it back

BUDGET ANDROID 7.1 SMARTPHONE

G5 and G4. You’ll only see the difference if
you look closely, though, and in most areas
it’s a fine display. A contrast ratio of 1,119:1
ensures the onscreen image is punchy, and it’s
readable in bright sunlight, too, thanks to a
maximum brightness of 473cd/m2, a polarising
layer to cut glare and the fact that the glass is
fully laminated to the LCD beneath.
Its colour performance is what drags it

down. Spend five minutes with it and you’ll
spot some off-looking colours, with reds in
particular looking awfully muddy. A high
delta-E measurement of 4.04 (scores of
between 0 and 2 are ideal) affirms this,
and the end result is a screen with strange-
looking colours across the board.

CORE CONSIDERATIONS
The core components aren’t particularly
impressive, either, with a quad-core 1.4GHz
MediaTek MT6737 processor paired with
just 2GB of RAM. Performance in the
Geekbench benchmarks wasn’t impressive
– its multicore score of 1,559 is well below
its similarly priced competitors, and its
single-core score of 563 is only average at
best. Even the ageing Moto G4 outpaces it.
In practice, navigating apps and menus

wasn’t taxing, but panning and zooming
around Google Maps was sluggish at times.
Likewise, gaming performance isn’t up to

much. While simple games such as Threes!
posed no problem, more action-heavy titles
will provide a stiff challenge. In the GFXBench
Manhattan 3 test, the Nokia 3 returned an
average frame rate of 2fps – the same as the
Galaxy J5 and behind the Moto G4.
Battery life isn’t too bad, but as is the

case with general speed, the Nokia 3 still
trails behind. Lasting 10h 40m in our
continuous video playback test, it will survive
a day on a single charge provided you’re a
little conservative, but again it’s worth
spending a touch more to get better longevity.

Budget smartphones
typically fall flat when it
comes to the camera,
and the Nokia 3 is no
exception. The
8-megapixel, f/2.0 rear
camera has very little
going for it: there’s
no laser or phase-
detection autofocus,
no image stabilisation,
and video can only be
shot at 720p.

Performance is as you might expect.
Low-light shots are bland, lacking both
vibrancy and detail, with some very washed-
out images. Shots in good light didn’t fare
much better, with overexposed highlights
and a general lack of detail throughout.
It’s typical budget smartphone fare, but as
Motorola has proved over the past few years,
you shouldn’t have to put up with that.

NEW UNIMPROVED
Nokia’s first stab at a budget Android
smartphone is decent enough, but it
doesn’t bring anything noteworthy to the
table. It’s a looker, sure, and its display is
passable in certain regards, but elsewhere
it’s disappointing. Performance is below
par, battery life is relatively short and the
camera isn’t up to scratch.
Admittedly, there isn’t much direct

competition at £130, aside perhaps from the
2016 Moto G4. But, as long as you don’t
mind buying a generation-old phone, the
Moto is the better choice. It has a bigger,
higher-resolution screen, faster performance,
a better camera and superior battery life.

Nathan Spendelow

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 1.4GHzMediatek MT6737 •
SCREEN SIZE 5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,280x720 •
REAR CAMERA 8 megapixels • STORAGE 16GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 143x71x8.5mm •
WEIGHT 140g •OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.1 •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.nokia.com •
PART CODE Nokia 3

SPECIFICATIONS

10h 40m
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SPECIFICATIONS
DRIVERS 1 • RMSPOWEROUTPUT 50W • DOCK
CONNECTORNone • WIRELESS Bluetooth 4.2 •
DIMENSIONS 152x82x82mm • WEIGHT 660g •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.bose.co.uk •
PART CODE 739523-2120

BOSE SoundLink Revolve
★★★★★
£200 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
A water-resistant speaker with top-quality Bluetooth
audio, but you pay through the nose for it

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Bluetooth speaker, and while the Revolve
doesn’t sound quite as balanced or as rich in
the mid-band or as sweet at the top end,
all-round audio quality is still wonderful. The
bass is surprisingly full and rounded, clarity at
the top end is decent, and there’s enough
volume to fill a medium-sized room.

BASS INSTINCT
The Revolve’s party trick is that it makes use
of Bose’s volume-adaptive EQ algorithm,
ramping up the bass at low volume and
rolling it off as you turn up the wick.
Generally, this works well – some tracks can
sound a little muffled and overly warm as a
result, but at lower volumes, vocals sound
wonderfully lustrous and enveloping, and
there’s enough body that you don’t need to
turn the volume up anyway. It’s the perfect
speaker for background listening.
Our one complaint is that, although the

speaker does go loud, at top volume things
get a little boomy and resonant, even with
simple tracks. The Muo maintains a much
more civilised and controlled performance
throughout the volume range.
Still, KEF’s speaker is currently £50 more

expensive, it isn’t water-resistant and it
doesn’t provide 360º audio either. That means
that, even at £200, the Bose SoundLink
Revolve is a decent option for anyone looking
for good sound quality in a compact package.

Jonathan Bray

THE SOUNDLINK REVOLVE, Bose’s latest
wireless speaker, is very much a follower, not
a trendsetter. It doesn’t do anything
particularly clever. It isn’t a digital voice
assistant and can’t do the shopping for you.
It’s a Bluetooth speaker, no more, no less.
That’s not such a bad thing, though,

especially when it’s a speaker this good. The
SoundLink Revolve has been built with the
same care and attention to detail that made
the Bose SoundLink Mini II (Shopper 343) one
of our favourite Bluetooth speakers at the
time, and it sounds wonderful, too.
First, the key facts: the Bose SoundLink

Revolve is a battery-powered, rechargeable
Bluetooth speaker. It doesn’t have Wi-Fi, so
you can’t Google Cast to it or use it in a
multiroom setup, and it lacks any integrated
voice-assistant features like the Amazon Echo
or Google Home. It’s also quite pricey, at £200.

HONOUR DEGREES
It does have a handful of nifty tricks, though.
It projects audio around itself in 360 degrees,
it’s water-resistant to the IPX4 standard and,
as long as you keep it in connected with
your phone, you can at least pretend it’s a
Google Home or Apple HomePod by holding
down the multifunction button moulded
into the top and speaking to your phone via
the built-in microphone.
The SoundLink Revolve is £50 more

expensive than the Bose SoundLink Mini 2,
another excellent Bose Bluetooth speaker,
although that lacks the Revolve’s water
resistance and 360º audio.
If you want a waterproof speaker, there

are better-value options, too. Our top choice
at the moment is the UE Wonderboom

(Shopper 355), which costs £90, sounds great,
looks fantastic and even floats in water.
For those willing to spend the cash,

there’s a touch of extra class to the Bose
SoundLink Revolve. It’s reasonably compact
and lightweight, measuring 152mm tall and
82mm across the base, and it tips the scales
at 660g. Both colour options – charcoal grey
and black or silver and white – are understated
and smart, and a tasteful perforated grille
wraps around the bottom half of the
speaker’s aluminium chassis.
The controls are set into the top cap, and

make the speaker a doddle to use. There are
separate buttons for adjusting the volume,
dedicated buttons for switching between
aux/USB and Bluetooth audio sources, and a
multifunction button that can be used to
pause and play (single press) or skip back and
forth (triple- and double-press). You can also
hold it down to activate Google Assistant or
Siri, depending on the connected smartphone.

OUTSIDE CHANCE
Thanks to its IPX4 water resistance, you can
use the Revolve in the shower or leave it out
in the rain, but not submerge it like the UE
Wonderboom. You can also hook up legacy
hardware via a 3.5mm cable.
There’s a 1.4in thread fitted to the base so

you can mount the Revolve on a camera
tripod, and it charges via either Micro USB
or the optional £25 charging base. Battery life
is quoted at 12 hours of playback at moderate
volume levels, which is about standard for a
speaker of this size.
As with most modern Bluetooth speakers,

the Revolve can also be paired with another
for double the volume and stereo output.
Th d k Revolve doesn’t support

p b h d sn’t prove to be a particular
bl l ound quality is simply

aker of this size, and the
d ks perfectly well. Stick the
k h centre of a room and, no
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“Amazing! They are
with you every step”

★★★★★
Lisa, 21 October

“Very impressed and was
smooth and hassle free from

start to finish”
★★★★★

David, 9 September

“Thank you and we would
buy through you again”

★★★★★
Clancy, 21 August

“I’m loving my new ride.
I would recommend

this service to anyone”
★★★★★

Tatiana, 8 September
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING for a device to play an
Ultra HD 4K Blu-ray film, there’s only a
handful of players to choose from. Now Oppo,
a Chinese electronics manufacturer highly
respected in the industry for its high-end disc
spinners, is ready to join the party.
The Oppo UDP-203 is a UHD 4K Blu-ray

player that has support for RGB and YCbCr
colour spaces, Dolby Atmos, DTS:X, PCM and
Bitstream audio formats, plus HDR10, and
Dolby Vision HDR coming soon through a
firmware update. That’s a long list of features,
though we’d expect nothing less considering
the high price of £649.
With a brushed aluminium front panel,

a full metal chassis and metal feet, the
UDP-203 looks stunning. At the front,
there’s an on/off button, a dimmable LED
display, an eject button, a USB port for
playing media from a flash drive and a set
of media transport buttons.
Around the back is a hugely impressive

selection of ports. You get two HDMI
outputs (a 1.4 port for audio only, and a 2.0
output for video and audio) and another
single HDMI 2.0 input with HDCP 2.2, so
you can hook up a Chromecast or Amazon
Fire Stick to add smart features. There are
optical and coaxial digital audio outputs, a
pair of USB3 ports for connecting hard
disks or flash drives, and eight phono
output ports for surround-sound connection
to older home theatre receivers.

JACK OF ALL PLAYS
The UDP-203 will, of course, play 4K and Full
HD Blu-rays, the latter in both 2D and 3D, but
its capabilities don’t stop there. It will also play
DVDs, CDs, DVD-audio, AVCHD files, Kodak

OPPO UDP-203
★★★★★
£649 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Despite its extensive features, the UDP-203 is
simply too expensive to recommend

4K ULTRA HD BLU-RAY PLAYER

Picture CDs and SACDs. The selection of discs
and formats play to Oppo’s advantage,
especially over Panasonic’s DMP-UB900
(Shopper 342), which isn’t capable of playing
nearly as wide a selection of formats.
In addition to the video and audio

connections, the UDP-203 also has built-in
Ethernet and 802.11ac Wi-Fi, which you can

use to stream video content from a NAS drive
or other shared storage and update the
firmware. Furthermore, its chunky, infrared
remote is as well thought out and as
comprehensive as its array of connectivity.
We particularly like the backlit keys.
Colour spaces are another plus point for

the UDP-203; with both RGB (PC and video)
and YCbCr (4:4:4, 4:2:2 and 4:2:0) support at

8-, 10- and 12-bit, there’s lots to choose from.
HDR is a must-have for top-quality 4K
playback, and thankfully, the UDP-203 comes
with full HDR10 support. Better still, later in
the year it will have Dolby Vision HDR support
as well, via a firmware update.
This is something that should excite

videophiles, as the upgraded HDR format is
set to bring more life and colour to
movies by offering 12-bit playback and
up to 10,000 nits of brightness.
Currently, HDR10 is capable of 1,000

nits, which means Dolby Vision HDR will
provide a higher dynamic range on
capable TVs. Even though there aren’t
any displays capable of displaying 10,000
nits, the new technology does future-
proof the UDP-203. No other player has
this capability, either currently or planned,
so it’s good to see Oppo bringing a degree
of future-proofing to its player.

DAC TO THE FUTURE
Audio enthusiasts will also be pleased

by the Oppo’s DAC, which is a 32-bit AKM
AK4458VN. This eight-channel DAC enables
192kHz/32-bit PCM and multi-channel
DSD64/128 playback and also supports
Dolby Atmos and DTS:X, making it ideal for
serious home theatre installations.
We were impressed by the Oppo

UDP-203’s settings menus, which provide a
wide variety of options to delve into. This
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SPECIFICATIONS

BLU-RAY PROFILE 6.0 • 3D CAPABLE Yes •
DIMENSIONS 430x311x79mm • NETWORKING Ethernet,
802.11ac Wi-Fi • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.oppodigital.com • PART CODE UDP-203

includes manually forcing the player to output
HDR – a small but useful feature to include, as
not every TV automatically recognises HDR
content. Another useful feature is its
upscaling capability, which allows you to play
a Full HD Blu-ray or DVD in Ultra HD.

SETTING THE PACE
Through the settings you can change the
audio output (including forcing a Bitstream or
PCM output), manually set the aspect ratio,
resolution, frame rate, colour depth and even
the colour space. This makes it one of the
most fully featured 4K UHD Blu-ray players on
the market. By comparison, the Xbox One S
(Shopper 346) – currently the cheapest way of
getting a 4K Blu-ray player – has only a

handful of features. Granted, most won’t need
to fiddle with these options, but it does lend
the player the flexibility to suit any occasion.
On a negative note, the menus were a

little laggy, and we were also disappointed to
find no built-in streaming apps. Despite the
UDP-203’s network connections, Oppo has
decided against including either Netflix or
Amazon streaming.

Powered by a MediaTek OP8591 quad-core
CPU, the Oppo UDP-203 is smooth and
responsive in operation, no matter what you
throw at it. In fact, coupled with its custom-
made 4K loader (in other words, the tray),
the UDP-203 loaded and searched all our test
movies far quicker than the Xbox One S.
The player is silent, too. We were barely

able to make out the disc spinning, and with
no audible fan noise there’s nothing to
interrupt your listening pleasure.

BEAUTY CONTEST
Video quality is superb. Action scenes
are perfectly showcased and accurately
portrayed, and the player’s HDR capabilities
deftly brought out details in demanding

scenes, such as blue skies appearing
realistically through dense foliage.
Colours are vibrant yet natural-looking.

We found the gloomy colours in The Revenant
and the popping scenes from Star Trek Beyond
were portrayed superbly, and with a pool of
colour spaces and depths to choose from,
you can align the player’s capabilities with
the film you pop into the loader.
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Compared to the Xbox One S, colours were
slightly more refined and more vibrant. This is
most apparent in the final scenes of The
Revenant, with the trail of blood on the snow
thick with texture and the wind-worn faces of
characters alive with craggy detail.
Moving on to the player’s audio

capabilities, we had no problems with any
delay (as can sometimes affect lip-syncing) or
the quality throughout different scenes. Audio
is correctly reproduced with a full-bodied
sound throughout the frequency range.

WIT’S SPEND
The Oppo UDP-203 is undoubtedly the
most capable 4K Blu-ray player on the market.
It’s stacked with features, supports every
imaginable standard and type of connection,
and it looks and sounds fantastic.
The big question, however, is whether it’s

worth three times as much as an Xbox One S
(which, in addition to being a 4K Blu-ray
player, provides you with its main function as
a games console as well). The honest answer
is that, for most users, it isn’t.
Despite the Xbox One S having slightly

slower performance, fewer settings and less
vibrant image quality, that doesn’t justify the
huge price difference, and neither do the extra
features and connectivity options – unless you
desperately need analogue outputs, that is.
This could leave the Oppo UDP-203 as a

worthy niche-filler for serious home theatre
fans, but even then, there are similar devices
that are almost as capable and cost much less.
Both the Panasonic DMP-UB900 (£380) and
Samsung UBD-K8500 (£215, Shopper 342)
offer better value for money in this regard;
they’re unlikely to ever get Dolby Vision HDR
support, and can’t claim the same broad scope
of connectivity, but otherwise they manage to
deliver the same level of customisation and
performance at much lower prices.

Christopher Minasians

The UDP-203 has a long list of features, though we’d expect
nothing less considering the high price of £649
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SPECIFICATIONS
DISPLAY 4.88in (upper), 4.18in (lower) • DIMENSIONS
86x160x20mm • WEIGHT 260g • NETWORKINGWi-Fi,
NFC • STORAGE 4GB microSD card (included) •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.nintendo.com •
PART CODENew 2DS XL

NINTENDO
New Nintendo 2DS XL

★★★★★
£130 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
An excellent low-price addition to Nintendo’s
handheld gaming family

HANDHELD GAMES CONSOLE

As far as battery life goes, you can expect
it to be in the same six- or seven-hour ballpark
as the New 3DS XL. You’re unlikely to be
playing your New 2DS XL for that long in a
single sitting, though, so it should easily last
you for a weekend of occasional play.
Unlike the launch of the New Nintendo

3DS and New 3DS XL, Nintendo won’t be
releasing any games that work exclusively
with the 2DS XL. Instead, its appeal resides in
the fact that it’s capable of playing absolutely
any 3DS or DS game ever made.
Still, a few launch games will be released

concurrently. Miitopia, a Tomadachi Life-like
RPG, sees your Miis building relationships
and fighting one another in various settings,
while Dr Kawashima’s Devilish Brain Training:
Can You Stay Focused? continues the series’
infamous mental gymnastics.

DIMENSION TO DETAIL
If you aren’t particularly fussed about 3D
– and many aren’t – you’re looking at a decent
£40 saving with the New Nintendo 2DS XL.
It’s effectively the same device as the New
3DS XL, and it has Nintendo’s 12-year back
catalogue of games to back it up.
If you already own a 3DS of any sort, it’s

not worth picking up a New 2DS XL as well,
but if you’re late to the party and want to
hop aboard the DS bandwagon, this is the
handheld to get. It may have its own little
foibles – and its black-and-turquoise and
white-and-orange designs aren’t as catchy or
cool as the New 3DS with its interchangeable
faces – but this is yet another strong addition
to Nintendo’s handheld line-up.

Nathan Spendelow

IT’S NOT ENTIRELY new and revolutionary
like the Nintendo Switch (Shopper 352), but
the New Nintendo 2DS XL is a both a
thoughtful addition to Nintendo’s handheld
console range and a refinement of what the
Japanese firm does best. It’s colourful and
chunky in a way that shouts for you to play it
and, just like the original 2DS, it loses very
little by not having a stereoscopic 3D display.
With its clamshell design and crisp colour

combinations, plus the same C-stick nub,
Amiibo support and 4.88in screen as the New
3DS XL, the 2DS XL is a thing of quiet beauty.
It may not have the customisable

interchangeable covers of its siblings, but it
feels pleasingly chunky in hand, with solid
build quality and a pleasing heft. Nintendo has
made other smart design decisions, too: the
3D camera array has been removed from the
top lid of the 2DS XL and is now tucked
underneath, towards the rear of the base.
The microSD slot has been moved to the

front of the unit next to the game-cartridge
slot, and both are now covered by a sturdy
flap to prevent accidental ejection during
play. All three of these small tweaks were
previously points of contention for New 3DS
and New 3DS XL owners, so it’s good to see
Nintendo listening to feedback and
implementing improvements here.

CRISP FINISH
Unlike the New 3DS and New 3DS XL, the
New 2DS XL’s 4.88in top screen is covered
with a glossy finish and, just like the Switch’s
impressive panel, it looks great. It’s bright and
crisp, and colours don’t look as washed out as
they can do on the New 3DS.
The lower touchscreen part of the 2DS XL

is the same as the New 3DS XL’s. At 4.18in, it’s
much larger than the one on the original 2DS,
but there are otherwise no real improvements
when it comes to brightness, clarity or
responsiveness. If you’re worried about it

breaking or being easily scratched by eager
younger players, don’t be: the touchscreens
on the 3DS family all tend to be rather rugged
compared to the original DS suite of devices.
However, Nintendo has made a couple of

rather perplexing changes. The 2DS XL’s
stylus is shorter and fatter, a change
presumably made to make it more
comfortable for children to use, but any adults
buying the New 2DS XL will find themselves
battling hand cramp after a while.
Nintendo has also placed the 2DS XL’s

speakers on the bottom corners of the unit,
which means when you hold the device you
end up blocking the sound with your palms.
It isn’t a deal-breaker, especially since most
people will play with headphones, but it’s still
a baffling decision.

C-WORTHY
The New Nintendo 2DS XL isn’t just a
reworked, larger-screened 2DS: it’s also an
entirely new piece of hardware. Using the new,
more powerful chipset found in the New 3DS
and New 3DS XL, the 2DS XL is the only way
to get a 2DS capable of playing games
previously exclusive to the New 3DS family.
Seeing as so few games actually require

you to have a New 3DS to play them, this
doesn’t actually mean all that much. However,
it does mean that games that support the new
C-stick are more playable. You also can’t knock
game performance as – without the need to
push for 3D – games run incredibly smoothly
on the lush New 2DS XL screens.

Nintendo’s 3DS homescreen UI is
largely unchanged since its initial 2011
outing on the original 3DS, and
thus its general usability isn’t
really up to modern standards.
You won’t spend much time
poking around the menus,
but it’s definitely something

worth noting if you’re buying for
a younger member of the family.

RECOMMENDED
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01A basic PC costing around £350 will
be able to run everyday office,

multimedia and education software and will
easily cope with surfing the internet. It might
even be able to run some modern games.
Many PCs can be sold either with or

without a monitor. If you don’t like the
display that the manufacturer is offering,
you can always use your current one, or
buy another one separately.

02 If you want to play games, you’ll
have to upgrade the graphics card.

Budget cards such as the Nvidia GeForce GTX
1050 will cope well with many 3D games, but
to play the latest 3D games smoothly (and
enjoy the best-quality graphics) it’s worth
upgrading to a more powerful card such as
the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070.

Choosing a... PC system
03 All modern PCs come with at

least a dual-core processor and
are capable of most tasks. Anyone who
regularly undertakes demanding tasks
such as video editing and encoding
should consider a quad-core or even a
hex-core processor.

04 There are plenty of good reasons to
upgrade the PC’s memory or hard

disk. If you’ll use your PC for gaming, video
editing or other demanding tasks, you’ll
need at least 8GB of RAM and a large hard
disk; 1TB should suffice. Many new PCs have
an SSD, which speeds up the time it takes for
your PC to boot and programs to load.

05 Having plenty of USB ports is
always useful, as most computer

peripherals attach to these ports. Most
new PCs come with the latest USB3 ports,
which provide faster data transfers when
used with supported devices than the
older USB2 standard.

06Most new PCs now come with
Windows 10 pre-installed. Don’t

be too easily swayed by the inclusion of
other software, though, as it may be that
you’ll never use it.

07While most PCs come in cases
of a similar size, some have more

compact mini tower or mini PC cases.
These smaller PCs will fit under your TV
or on your desk more easily, but bear in
mind that they’re significantly harder to
upgrade than full-size machines.

PCs

PC SPECIALIST Apollo K-VR
★★★★★
£1,623 • www.pcspecialist.co.uk

RASPBERRY Pi
Zero W
★★★★★
£10 • www.thepihut.com

If you’ve got the cash for a
truly top-flight gaming
system, look no further

than the Apollo K-VR. Its 8GB GTX 1080
graphics card deftly handles 4K and VR, while
an Intel Core-i7-7700K and 16GB of RAM
make for swift multitasking. There’s potential
for additional overclocking as well.

The Pi Foundation’s latest
pocket-sized hobbyist PC is
a big improvement on the

original Pi Zero, thanks to integrated Wi-Fi
and better performance. It’s not as fast as
the more expensive Pi 3, nor as generous
with connections and ports, but the bargain
Zero W is perfect for low-power projects.

PROCESSORQuad-core 4.2GHz Intel Core i7-7700K • RAM 16GB • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x
USB3 • REAR USB PORTS 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB
hard disk • GRAPHICS CARD 8GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 • DISPLAY None • OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 • WARRANTY Three years labour inc. one year parts and one month collect
and return • DETAILSwww.pcspecialist.com • PART CODE Apollo K-VR • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOR 1GHz single-core Broadcom BCM2835 • RAM 512MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
(power), 1x Micro USB OTG • TOTAL STORAGEMicroSD card slot • DISPLAY None •
OPERATING SYSTEM Raspbian • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.raspberrypi.org •
PART CODE Pi ZeroW • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PALICOMP
i5 Titanium
★★★★★
£500 • www.palicomp.co.uk

CHILLBLAST Fusion Hubble
★★★★★
£1,050 • www.chillblast.com

While there’s no
dedicated GPU, the i5
Titanium is a brilliantly

balanced home office PC, with a
capable quad-core processor, compact
case and speedy SSD/hard disk
combo. It’s not particularly upgradable
but, for the price, it offers very good
performance right out of the box.

One of the first PCs
we’ve seen to take
advantage of Intel’s

latest Kaby Lake processors, the Fusion
Hubble excels at compute tasks thanks
to its overclockable Core i5-7600K.
A GTX 1060 also allows for nippy games
performance, and you get a good-sized
SSD, watercooling and a long warranty
to sweeten the deal.

PROCESSORQuad-core 3GHz Intel Core i5-7400 • RAM 8GB • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB3 •
REAR USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x USB3, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk
• GRAPHICS CARD None • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home 64-bit • WARRANTY Three
years RTB • DETAILSwww.palicomp.co.uk • PART CODE KAB3 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

PROCESSORQuad-core 4.6GHz Intel Core i5-7600K • RAM 8GB • FRONTUSB PORTS 2x USB2,
2x USB3 • REARUSB PORTS 2x USB2, 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB
SSD, 1TB hard disk • GRAPHICS CARD 3GB Palit GeForce GTX 1060 Dual • OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 •WARRANTY Five years labour including two years collect and return •
DETAILSwww.chillblast.com • PART CODE Fusion Hubble • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
• FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x
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LAPTOPS

01A basic laptop costing around £300
will run everyday office, multimedia

and education software, but it won’t be
suitable for 3D gaming or processor-intensive
tasks such as video editing. Many laptops at
this price have a 15.4in screen and weigh
around 2.4kg, so they’re best used around
the house and for occasional journeys.

02 If you want to play modern
games, you’ll need a laptop with a

dedicated graphics chip such as the Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1060M. Good gaming laptops
tend to have large 17in screens and weigh
around 3kg, so they’re best suited to use
at home.

03 If you want a laptop that you can
take everywhere, look for a model

Choosing a... Laptop
that weighs less than 2kg. For the best
portability, buy one that has an 11in or 13in
screen. In general, the smaller and lighter the
laptop, the more expensive it is, especially if
it has plenty of processing power.

04 Battery life is extremely important
for a laptop, particularly if you’ll be

carrying it around. We’d expect all but the
biggest and heaviest to last for at least five
hours on a single charge, but for an ultra-
portable that you carry everywhere, eight
hours and above is more desirable.

05 Laptops use mobile versions of
processors to conserve power,

and these lag behind desktop chips when
it comes to performance. For a budget
Windows laptop, an Intel Core i3 processor

will do the job, but if you want better
performance, you should look for an
Intel Core i5 or Core i7 model instead. We
recommend a minimum of 4GB of RAM,
although 8GB is better for multitasking.

06Most budget and mid-range laptops
use a mechanical hard disk for

storage. You’ll want at least 500GB, but
1TB or more is better. Solid-state drives
(SSDs) have faster performance, making
your computer quicker to boot and more
responsive. They have lower capacities,
though. You’ll need at least 128GB.

07 Netbooks are a type of small,
low-cost ultra-portable laptop.

They’re fine for light use, but avoid them if
you want to do complicated tasks.

HP Spectre x360
★★★★★
£1,500 • www.amzn.to/2u q

Following h
footsteps
Spectre

13, HP’s Spectre x360 is a
convertible hybrid laptop
with premium ultrabook
sensibilities. That means high
performance from its Core i7 processor, a lush 4K display and even
discrete Nvidia GeForce 940MX graphics.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 356x251x17.9mm •
WEIGHT 2kg • SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Nvidia GeForce GTX 940MX • TOTAL STORAGE 512GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10
Home • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.com • PART CODE 15-bl000na •
FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

Sadly we can no
longer find the
UX310UA for the

same bargain price at which we
reviewed it, but this is still a lovely
ultraportable that can last a full working
day away from the mains. Best of all, this price
gets you a more powerful Intel Kaby Lake processor
and a larger SSD.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i3-7100U • RAM 4GB • DIMENSIONS 323x223x18.4mm
• WEIGHT 1.4kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • TOTAL STORAGE
256GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • PARTS AND LABOURWARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE UX310UA • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

GIGABYTE
Aero 15
★★★★★
£1,900 • www.yoyotech.co.uk

The Aero 15
is another
slimline

gaming laptop, this time with
the heft of a GeForce GTX 1060 s de
The result is excellent frame rates even in
highly demanding games, with unusually
long battery life to sweeten the deal.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.8GHz Intel Core i7-7700HQ • RAM 16GB • DIMENSIONS 356x250x19.9mm
• WEIGHT 2.1kg • SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,980x1,080 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • TOTAL STORAGE 512GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.gigabyte.com • PART CODE Aero 15W-CF2 •
FULL REVIEWAug 2017

•

DELL XPS 13 (2017)
★★★★★
£1,100 • www.amzn.to/2uirlnL

Pow d by
upd d l
i7-7 ,

Dell XPS 13 goes fro g
purchase to an esse l
The 3,200x1,800 dis l y ll
looks excellent, too, b h l
and surrounded
by the razor-thin
InfinityEdge bezels.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 304x200x15mm
• WEIGHT 1.29kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 3,200x1,800 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 • TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD •
OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.dell.com/uk • PART CODE XPS 13 9360 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017
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ASUS ZenBook UX310UA
★★★★★
£600 • www.amzn.to/2wf6brT
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SMARTPHONES

MOTOROLA Moto Z Play
★★★★★
£359 SIM-free • www.amzn.to/2r9PEUm

Another laudable take on the
modular smartphone, the Moto Z
Play combines excellent

attachments with great base specs, respectable
performance and outstanding battery life of nearly
24 hours in our tests.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.0GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 16 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G
• DIMENSIONS 156x76x6.9mm • WEIGHT 165g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1635 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SAMSUNG Galaxy S8
★★★★★
£560 SIM-free; free on £44-per-month contract •
www.amzn.to/2qNy2fT (SIM-free);
www.carphonewarehouse.com (contract)

The most powerful Android phone
ever. The camera is superb, the
display is dazzling, and even the base

model comes in a beautiful, almost completely bezel-free, design.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.3GHz Samsung Exynos 8895 • SCREEN SIZE 5.8in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESSDATA 4G • DIMENSIONS
149x68x8mm •WEIGHT 155g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTYOne-year RTB •
DETAILSwwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-G950FZKABTU • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

LENOVO P2
★★★★★
£200 SIM-free; free on £18-per-month contract •
www.three.co.uk

It’s not the fastest phone in its price
range, nor does it have the best
camera or design. But the P2 is a

reliable jack-of-all-trades handset, with the exception
of its battery life, which is the best we’ve ever seen.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2GHz Snapdragon 625 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
1,920x,1080 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 153x76x8.3mm • WEIGHT 177g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0.1 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.lenovo.com • PART CODE P2aH42 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

ONEPLUS 5
★★★★★
£449 SIM-free; £10 on £44-per-month
contract •www.o2.co.uk

The most expensive OnePlus handset
yet is also the most powerful, packing
a flagship-grade Snapdragon 835

processor that helps it match or surpass pricier rivals.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.45GHz QualcommSnapdragon 835 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 16 megapixels + 20megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 154x74x7.3mm •WEIGHT 158g • OPERATING SYSTEM
Android 7.1 •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.oneplus.net • PART CODEOnePlus 5 •
FULL REVIEWOct 2017

NOKIA 3310
★★★★★
£39 PAYG • www.vodafone.co.uk

Possibly the most beloved feature
phone of all time is back with a 2017
redesign. It’s not as flexible, app-wise,

as a cheap Android handset, but it’s light, compact,
and can last for days on a single charge, so it makes
for a perfect backup device.

PROCESSOR Not stated • SCREEN SIZE 2.4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 320x240 • REAR CAMERA
2megapixels • STORAGE 16MB •WIRELESS DATA 2G • DIMENSIONS 116x51x12.8mm •WEIGHT
80g • OPERATING SYSTEM Nokia Series 30+ •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.nokia.
com • PART CODE 3310 • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

01 A smartphone’s operating system
(OS) dictates its basic features

and which third-party software you can
install. There are three main contenders:
Apple’s iOS, which is found on the iPhone,
Google’s Android, which is used by various
handset manufacturers, and Windows
Phone, which has few options. Apple iOS
and Google Android have the most apps
available but Windows Phone is slowly
catching up.

02All smartphones have colour screens,
but their resolutions vary. Basic

models have 800x480 pixels, but text can be
indistinct. Look for a display that has at least
1,280x720 pixels so it’s easy to browse web

Choosing a... Smartphone
pages. Don’t worry too much about built-in
media players or Office document editors;
you can always install apps to replace these
with better versions later.
The image quality of smartphone cameras

has improved tremendously in recent years,
and resolutions have increased to as high as
20 megapixels.

03Very few modern smartphones have a
physical keyboard for entering text;

they almost exclusively use touchscreens
now. Physical keyboards can aid heavy
emailing, but today’s touchscreen keyboards
work just as well.
Android smartphones and iPhones

running iOS 9 or 10 allow you to install a

variety of custom onscreen keyboards so
you can find one that suits you.

04 Be careful when choosing a contract.
Look for one that includes a large

data allowance if you want to use the
internet regularly or you’ve set your phone
to synchronise your contacts, calendar and
email through online services.
Built-in Wi-Fi can help you avoid high data

charges by connecting to the internet
through wireless hotspots when you’re out,
or your router when you’re at home. Android
and iPhone handsets can operate as wireless
hotspots, letting you connect your laptop to
the web over your mobile data connection.
There may be an extra charge for this.

HONOR 8 Pro
★★★★★
£474 • www.debenhamsplus.com

If you can live with the EMUI skin, the
Honor 8 Pro is a fantastic phablet. It
competes with more expensive

flagships on performance, and has a vibrant 5.7in
display, plus a sharp rear camera with 4K video capture.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.4GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 960 • SCREEN SIZE
5.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels •
STORAGE 64GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 157x78x7mm •
WEIGHT 184g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 • DETAILSwww.hihonor.
com/uk • PART CODE DUK-L09 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

NEW
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01 All tablets rely on an operating system
(OS) to run apps. You have three main

choices: Apple’s iOS, which runs on the iPad,
Android, which Google licenses to various
manufacturers, and Windows 10, which is
slowly becoming more common in hybrid
tablets and convertibles. If you own an Apple
or Google smartphone, you can download
your apps, music and so on to a tablet that
runs the same OS, so it makes sense to stick
with a compatible device.

02 It’s important to pick a tablet that has
a good-quality high-resolution screen.

Many budget tablets have 1,280x800-
resolution displays, but better tablets have
Full HD 1,920x1,080 panels, and we’re

Choosing a... Tablet
starting to see tablets that have even higher
screen resolutions. Some are as high as
2,560x1,600 or even 4K. Entry-level tablets
typically use TN panels, which don’t have
particularly good viewing angles. The viewing
angles of IPS panels are much better.

03 If you want to listen to music, watch
films and play games, make sure your

tablet has plenty of storage. Many tablets
come with 8GB or 16GB of internal storage,
although some budget models have less.
You’ll typically pay more for a higher storage
capacity. Many tablets also have microSD
slots that let you add extra storage, although
you won’t find one on an iPad. This is a cheap
way of boosting storage capacity.

04 Tablets rarely include a SIM card slot.
This means you’ll have to rely on

Wi-Fi to get online, although some tablets
let you access the internet through your
smartphone. If you want mobile access to
the internet, look for 3G- and 4G-ready
devices. These almost always cost more
than Wi-Fi-only models but they’re great
if you use your tablet while commuting
or travelling.

05 Your choice of tablet determines the
apps you can use on it. You may find

that some of the apps you want are available
on iOS but not Android and vice versa.
Windows 10, meanwhile, runs traditional
desktop applications.

TABLETS

LENOVO ThinkPad X1 Tablet
★★★★★
£1,550 • www.ballicom.co.uk

HUAWEI MediaPad M3
★★★★★
£290 • www.ebuyer.com

APPLE iPad Pro 9.7in
★★★★★
£519 • www.johnlewis.com

MICROSOFT Surface Pro (2017)
★★★★★
£2,149 • www.microsoft.com

SAMSUNG Galaxy Tab S3
★★★★★
£600 • www.currys.co.uk

AMAZON Kindle Oasis
★★★★★
£270 • www.currys.co.uk

The ThinkPad X1 Tablet isn
another Surface Pro clone;
attachable modules provid

with a huge amount of flexibility, from add g
battery life and connection ports to transforming it into a portable
projector. Even better, it’s a fast, attractive 2-in-1 in its own right.

Android slates may have fallen
of fashion in favour of 2-in-1s, b
the MediaPad M3 shows they

still be worth your cash. The Kirin 950 chip del
massive processing power, and the sleek desig
and vibrant screen deserve your attention as w

A smaller, more portable form
factor makes the newest iPad Pro
the best yet. With the same great

display and quick predecessor, its notepad size
and compatibiity with the Apple Pencil make it
particularly suitable for artists.

This pricey 2-in-1 earns eve y y
with its colourful, pin-sharp
display, best-in-class app

performance, lengthy battery life and quality
keyboard cover. It’s been given welcome design
tweaks too, like a more durable hinge and smoothed-off edges.

Yes, it’s incredibly expensive for an
Android slate, but the Galaxy Tab S3
is pure luxury: the AMOLED display

looks exquisite, the stereo speakers sound great, and
Samsung’s S Pen stylus is included as standard.

The Kindle Oasis is
expensive by eReader
standards, but you

absolutely get what you pay for: a well-built,
long-lasting device with a sharp screen and
brilliant clip-on cover accessory.

PROCESSOR Dual-core Intel Core m7-6Y75 • SCREEN SIZE 14in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA None • STORAGE 256GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G LTE •
DIMENSIONS 291x210x8.6mm • WEIGHT 725g • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Pro •
DETAILS shop.lenovo.com • PART CODE SP40G76043 • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.3GHz Hisilicon Kiring 950 • SCREEN SIZE 8.4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 8 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 124x215x7.3mm • WEIGHT 320g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.huawei.com/uk • PART CODE BTV-DL09 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

PROCESSORDual-core 2.16GHz Apple A9X • SCREEN SIZE 9.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,048x1,536
• REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 32/128/256GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G (cellular version)
•DIMENSIONS 240x170x6.1mm •WEIGHT 437g •OPERATING SYSTEM iOS 10 •WARRANTYOne
year RTB •DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODE 9.7in iPad Pro • FULL REVIEW Jul 2016

PROCESSORDual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i7-7660U • SCREEN SIZE 12.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,736x1,824 • REARCAMERA 8megapixels • STORAGE 512GB •WIRELESSDATANo • DIMENSIONS
292x201x8.5mm •WEIGHT 784g • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Pro •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.microsoft.com • PART CODE FKH-00002 • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 • SCREEN SIZE 9.7n •
SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,048x1,536 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB •
WIRELESS DATA None (4G optional) • DIMENSIONS 2937x169x6mm • WEIGHT 429g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk
• PART CODE SM-T820 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

PROCESSORNot stated • SCREEN SIZE 6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,440x1,080 •REAR CAMERA
None • STORAGE 4GB •WIRELESS DATANone •DIMENSIONS 143x122x8.5mm •WEIGHT 131g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Kindle OS •WARRANTYOne year RTB •DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Kindle Oasis • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016
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PHOTOGRAPHY

SONY RX100 V
★★★★★
£884 • www.amzn.to/2rtLjLf

FUJIFILM X-T2
★★★★★
£1,398 • www.amzn.to/2qHCw7h

NIKON D3400
★★★★★
£375 • www.johnlewis.com

PANASONIC Lumix GH
★★★★★
£1,699 • www.wexphotographic.com

PANASONIC Lumix DMC-G80
★★★★★
£799 • www.jessops.com

It may be small, but the RX100
V is seriously fast, and because
it also captures a surprising

amount of light, image and video quality are both top-notch.

The X-T2 is a mirrorless
CSC capable of shooting
high-quality images at incredibly high burst speeds,

making it ideal for wildlife and sports photography.

A collection of minor
improvements to battery life,
shooting speed and stills quality

add up to make the D3400 the best entry-level DSLR available.

This update to the brilliant
GH4 can take great photos,
but it’s video capture where the GH5 truly excels. Its

4K, 60fps footage is crisp enough for serious indie filmmaking, and it
supports 10-bit recording and an optional flat colour profile as well.

The G80 is ahead of the pack
when it comes to video quality
and its stills look great as well.

more expensive than the preceding G7, but inc
superior 12-60mm kit lens, among other improvements.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 13.2x8.8mm (1in) • FOCAL LENGTH
MULTIPLIER 2.7x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,400,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,228,800 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 2.9x (24-70mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/4.9-7.6 • WEIGHT 298g • DIMENSIONS 60x104x41mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB
• DETAILSwww.sony.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.6x15.6mm (APS-C) •
FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 1.5x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2.36 million dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in
(1.04 million dots) • VIEWFINDERMAGNIFICATION (35mm-EQUIVALENT, COVERAGE) 0.77x,
100% • LENSMOUNT Fujifilm XMount • WEIGHT 507g • DIMENSIONS 92x143x51mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.fujifilm.eu/uk • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.5x15.6mm (APS-C) • VIEWFINDER
Optical TTL • LCD SCREEN 3in (921,000 dots) • OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL
LENGTHS) 3x (27-82.5mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT APERTURE f/5.25-8.4 • LENSMOUNT Nikon F
Mount • WEIGHT 655g • DIMENSIONS 99x124x135mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.europe-nikon.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 17.3x13mm • FOCAL LENGTH
MULTIPLIER 2x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (3,680,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3.2in (1,620,000 dots) •
LENSMOUNTMicro Four Thirds •WEIGHT 725g (with kit lens) • DIMENSIONS 98x146x88mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 16 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 17.3x13mm • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER
2x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,360,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
LENSMOUNTMicro Four Thirds • WEIGHT 715g with kit lens • DIMENSIONS 79x137x130mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

CANON G7 X Mark II
★★★★★
£516 • www.wexphotographic.com

The successor to our
favourite camera of 2015, the
G7 X Mark II is another fantastic CSC. A capable 1in

sensor, a tilting touchscreen, a comfortable grip and a big 4.2x optical
zoom; this has all you need to take great photos even in low light.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 1in • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 4.2x (24-100mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/5-7.7 • LENS MOUNT Canon EF-S •WEIGHT 319g • DIMENSIONS 64x108x42mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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01 If you’re ready to step beyond the
basic controls of a compact camera,

or you want greater flexibility than an
ultra-zoom can offer, a compact system
camera (CSC) is the next logical upgrade.
With interchangeable lenses, manual controls
and stellar image quality, these cameras give
proper digital SLRs a run for their money.

02 There are three competing types of
CSC mount, and the one you buy

determines the number of compatible lenses
and accessories you have available.
Samsung’s NX-mount is arguably the most
limited in terms of lens selection, and the
company has confirmed that it’s shutting
down its European camera business, so it’s
best to avoid these altogether if possible.

Choosing a... Compact system camera
Sony’s E-Mount has a slightly wider

range, but Micro Four Thirds offers the
widest variety. Both Panasonic and Olympus
cameras use this mount, and the lenses are
interchangeable between manufacturers.

03Micro Four Thirds cameras are
typically more compact than other

types of CSC because the image sensor is
physically smaller – with a 22mm diagonal,
it’s roughly 30% smaller than an APS-C
sensor. The APS-C sensors that Sony and
Samsung use in their CSCs are the same size
as those in traditional digital SLRs.

04 Like digital SLRs, CSCs come at a
wide range of prices. Available from

as little as £200, there’s a CSC to suit every

budget. Most come with at least one kit
lens, but if you already have lenses for a
particular CSC mount, you can buy the body
on its own and save money.

05 Once you’ve settled on a particular
mount, you should pay attention to a

camera’s features. Articulating screens and
integrated viewfinders will help you compose
shots, while extra physical controls and a
hotshoe mount will give you flexibility for
manual shooting.
Touchscreens are great, but they’re no

replacement for physical dials when it comes
to changing shutter speed and aperture. An
integrated flash is much more convenient
than a detachable one, as you can never
forget to take it with you.
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DISPLAYS

01 A basic 24in LCD monitor costs
around £100. It will be fine for typical

Windows work but is likely to have poor
viewing angles, so you’ll need to sit straight
on for the best picture quality. Its colour
accuracy may not be very good, either.

02 A VGA input lets you use the monitor
with any PC, but the quality may not

be as good as it is over DVI or HDMI. Both
are digital connections and require a
compatible graphics card but they avoid the
need for digital-to-analogue or analogue-to-
digital conversions, which can reduce image
quality. A digital connection achieves the
best picture automatically, so you won’t have
to adjust clock or phase settings as you do
with analogue connections.

Choosing a... Display
Many DVI and all HDMI connections

support HDCP, which lets you watch
protected video content, such as Blu-ray
movies. DisplayPort is becoming more
popular, but you’ll need a graphics card with
a DisplayPort output (mini or full-size) to
use this input on your monitor.

03 A larger monitor will be easier on the
eye and may have a higher resolution.

Most monitors have a resolution of at least
1,920x1,080 (1080p), which provides lots of
room for working with multiple windows at
the same time. For even higher resolutions,
you’ll need a larger display. Some 27in and
30in screens have 2,560x1,600 or even 4K
resolutions. You’ll need a graphics card with
a dual-link DVI output and a dual-link DVI

cable or either HDMI or DisplayPort to use a
monitor at these resolutions.

04 If you want better picture quality,
look for a monitor with a high

contrast ratio. The higher the ratio, the
whiter the whites and the blacker the blacks.
You’ll also be able to see more fine detail in
images with high contrast levels. Viewing
angles are important, as wider angles mean
you don’t have to sit directly in front of the
monitor to get the best picture. Wider
viewing angles also allow more people to
view the screen at the same time.
Fast response times reduce ghosting,

but don’t be dazzled by the numbers. A
response time of 25ms or quicker is fine
for all applications.

ASUS VC239H
★★★★★
£126 • www.box.co.uk

AOC Q2781PQ
★★★★★
£329 • www.ebuyer.com

IIYAMA G-Master GB2888UHSU
Gold Phoenix
★★★★★
£360 • www.overclockers.co.uk

PHILIPS Brilliance 258B6QUEB
★★★★★
£364 • www.uk.insight.com

It’s rare to see IPS
panels on monitors
this cheap, and in

Standard mode, the VC239H
delivers much better image quality
than we’ve come to expect from budget displays.

While a touch of
ghosting means it’s
not ideal for gaming,

the AOC Q2781PQ combines excellent
desktop picture quality with a gorgeous
thin-bezel design, plus a high resolution for clean multitasking.

A USB Type-C port doesn’t
sound like the most thrilling
feature on a monitor, but it

gives the Brilliance 258B6QUEB a wonderful
flexibility, allowing you to hook up any laptop, 2-in-1 or Type-C
peripheral. Picture quality is very good, too.

SCREEN SIZE 23in • RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • VIDEO INPUTS
VGA, DVI, HDMI • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE
VC239H • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • VIDEO INPUTS
VGA, HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years collect and return • DETAILS aoc-europe.com •
PART CODEQ2781PQ • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

SCREEN SIZE 28in • RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN •
VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 3x HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years collect and return •
DETAILSwww.iiyama.com • PART CODE ProLite GB2888UHSU-B1 • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

SCREEN SIZE 25in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • REFRESH RATE
60Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI, USB Type-C • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.philips.co.uk • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

It’s unusual to consider a £380
monitor a bargain, but that’s what
this is: a 28in, Ultra HD display with a mere 1ms

response time and support for AMD’s anti-tearing FreeSync tech.

AOC AGON AG271QX
★★★★★
£420 • www.overclockers.co.uk

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN • REFRESH RATE
144Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 2x HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILS aoc-europe.com • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

This is the ideal 27in
monitor for gaming:
smoothing Adaptive Sync,

a resolution that’s sharp but not too
demanding, a high 144Hz refresh rate and
minimal input lag. Contrast and colours are generally good as well.

SAMSUNG CF791
★★★★★
£740 • www.amzn.to/2x3P89m

With its Quantum
Dot display, the CF79
can achieve pristine

coverage and superp accuracy. Its Ultra HD resolution and 34in
curved screen make it ideal for multitasking, but a 100Hz refresh rate
and AMD FreeSync support ensure it’s even better for 4K gaming.

SCREEN SIZE 34in • RESOLUTION 3,840x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY VA •
REFRESH RATE 100Hz • VIDEO INPUTSDisplayPort, HDMI •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • FULL REVIEWOct 2017
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HOME CINEMA

01 A 32in Full HD TV costs around
£200 and will suit smaller living

rooms. TVs look much smaller in the shop
than in your home, so measure the space
available before you buy.
Curved TVs are becoming increasingly

more common, but bear in mind that these
typically take up more floor space than a
traditional flat set.

02 A 1,920x1,080-resolution TV can
display a 1080p image. You can still

buy TVs with a 720p (1,366x768) resolution,
but they’re no cheaper and the image won’t
be as sharp. 3,840x2,560 Ultra HD resolution,
or 4K, TVs are finally available at reasonable
prices, although you’ll still pay a premium for
one over a 1080p model.

Choosing a... TV
03 Consider the number of inputs

you’ll need to connect the rest of
your equipment. Two HDMI ports should be
the bare minimum, but many TV sets come
with four HDMI connectors. You’ll need
HDMI 2.0 if you want a future-proof 4K TV,
as this is the only way to get 60fps video
playback from external sources at such
a high resolution.
If you want to plug a PC into your TV,

you’ll need to use either HDMI or VGA
inputs. Be aware that some TVs only let you
use a PC on an analogue input, and others
won’t display the Windows desktop at the
TV’s highest resolution.

04 The contrast ratio tells you the
difference between the darkest

and the brightest shades that the screen
will be able to display. The higher the
number, the darker the blacks and the
brighter the whites. A screen with a high
contrast ratio is more likely to show a
wider range of detail.

05 HD content is now becoming fairly
widespread, but if you want Ultra

HD content your options are more limited.
Most Ultra HD TVs have Netflix built into
their smart TV systems, but only BT is
currently providing live Ultra HD video,
with BT Sport Ultra HD.
Ultra HD Blu-ray players are due to arrive

in 2016, but in the meantime Amazon’s Fire
TV set-top box will stream its Instant Video
service at Ultra HD resolutions.

SAMSUNG UE49KS7000
★★★★★
£949 • www.reliantdirect.co.uk

While there’s
no subwoofer
or Wi-Fi here,

the M3 is an awesome soundbar that looks as good as it
sounds. It also improves on the old Media 4 with HDMI
ARC support.

A good-quality 4K TV
needn’t cost the earth,
as the UE49KS7000

proves. In fact, this Quantum Dot
display earned the UHD Alliance’s
UHD Premium badge for its rich, detailed visuals.

SPEAKERS 4 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 80W •WEIGHT 4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.qacoustics.co.uk • PART CODEQA7440 •
FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

SCREEN SIZE 49in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 4x HDMI • TUNER
Freeview HD, Freesat HD • DIMENSIONS 1,089x634x43mm •WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE UE49KS7000 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO TV2 (v2)
★★★★★
£200 • shop.cambridgeaudio.co.uk

The TV2 (v2) is a simple,
clean-looking soundbase. What it lacks in multiroom
capability, due to its lack of Wi-Fi, it more than

makes up in exquisite sound quality, especially with an integrated
subwoofer producing strong but controlled bass.

SPEAKERS 3 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 150 • DIMENSIONS 100x500x333mm • WEIGHT Not
stated • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING Bluetooth (aptX) • WARRANTY Two years
repair and replace • DETAILSwww.cambridgeaudio.co.uk • PART CODE TV2 (v2) •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

POLK Audio MagniFi Mini
★★★★★
£339 • www.hifix.co.uk

A tiny soundbar with big sound, the
MagniFi Mini takes up hardly any
space under your TV but is capable of filling the living

room with crystal-clear music and dialogue. Best of all, it comes with
a standalone subwoofer, empowering bass booms with an extra kick.

SPEAKERS 7 • RMS POWEROUTPUT 150W • DIMENSIONS 813x340x101mm (soundbar),
366x118x366mm (subwoofer) •WEIGHT 1.76kg (soundbar), 3.68kg (subwoofer) • DOCK
CONNECTORNone • NETWORKING 802.11acWi-Fi, Bluetooth •WARRANTYOne year repair and
replace • DETAILSwww.polkaudio.com • PART CODEMagniFiMini • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

PANASONIC Viera TX-50DX802B
★★★★★
£1,000 • www.johnlewis.com

The Viera
TX-50DX802B not
only looks great and

comes equipped with an expansive
suite of smart apps, but it also has its own soundbar, allowing for
clearer, boomier movie nights.

SCREEN SIZE 50in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 3x HDMI (1x ARC),
component, composite • TUNER Freeview HD • DIMENSIONS 1,115x647x35mm • WARRANTY Five
years RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • PART CODE TX-50DX802B • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
★★★★★
£279 • www.johnlewis.com

Together with the
Samsung UBD-K8500,
this forms the vanguard of a new

breed of Ultra HD Blu-ray players. Samsung’s model is cheaper,
but the DMP-UB900 has superior features, particularly where
audio delivery is concerned.

BLU-RAY PROFILE 6.0 • 3D CAPABLE Yes • DIMENSIONS 435x199x68mm •
NETWORKING Ethernet, 802.11ac Wi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.co.uk • PART CODE DMP-UB900EB • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

Q Acoustics M3
★★★★★
£299 • www.weybridge-audio.co.uk
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AUDIO

BOWERS & WILKINS P7 Wireless
★★★★★
£320 • www.johnlewis.com

SOUNDMAGIC HP151
★★★★★
£120 • www.amzn.to/2vHTkw1

PANASONIC SC-All7CD
★★★★★
£319 • www.johnlewis.com

LG SH5
★★★★★
£179 • www.cramptonandmoore.co.uk

LIBRATONE One Click
★★★★★
£139 • www.johnlewis.com

Bowers & Wilkins’ second-ever
pair of Bluetooth headphones
are a triumph – they’re

exceedingly comfortable and sound superb,
even without any active noise cancelling.

Despite the HP151’s
enormous 2.5m cable
making it impractical to use

outdoors, this is a rich-sounding set of
headphones that make for very comfortable
listening at home.

A focus on
good old-
fashioned CDs,

in addition to the usual digital
streaming services, makes the S ll h l
multiroom speaker systems you can buy.

Proof that great-soun g
soundbar and subwoo e
combos don’t need to cost the earth,

the LG SH5 is a sleek, stylish 2.1 set with plenty of modes
and features.

The One Click has one of the
cleverer wireless speaker designs
we’ve seen; it’s surrounded by a

rubber frame with both protective bumpers and a
carry handle/hook. Hang it up or just let it stand, and
you’ll get rich, loud sound in 360 degrees.

HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE 3.5mm
jack plug (optional) • WEIGHT 323g • CABLE LENGTH 1.2m •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.bowers-wilkins.co.uk •
PART CODE FP38954 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 40W • WEIGHT 3.4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE SC-All7CD •
FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 320W • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING
Bluetooth 4.0 • DIMENSIONS 945x53x85mm (soundbar), 171x320x252mm (subwoofer) • WEIGHT
2.26kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.lg.com/uk • PART CODE SH5 • FULL
REVIEW Jan 2017

SPEAKERS 2 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not disclosed • DOCK CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS
Bluetooth (SBC) • DIMENSIONS 120x41x205mm • WEIGHT 0.9kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.libratone.com • PART CODEOne Click • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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UE Wonderboom
★★★★★
£85 • www.amzn.to/2s4lpgH

The Wonderboom may
look small, and it is, but
this portable, waterproof

speaker is capable of blasting out sound
that’s both incredibly loud and
satisfyingly rich.

SPEAKERS 2 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • DOCK CONNECTOR None •
NETWORKING Bluetooth • DIMENSIONS 40x46x65mm • WEIGHT 425g • WARRANTY Two years
RTB • DETAILSwww.ultimateears.com • PART CODE 82343342 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017
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•
HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE 3.5mm jack plug •WEIGHT 288g •
CABLE LENGTH 2.5m •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.soundmagicheadphones.com •
PART CODE HP151-BK • FULL REVIEWOct 2017

NEW
ENTRY

01 Bluetooth speakers come in all shapes
and sizes, so you’ll need to decide

what you want to do with the speaker before
you buy. If you don’t plan to take your music
outdoors or around the house, look for a
wired speaker. These are typically cheaper
than speakers with built-in batteries.
If you do want a portable speaker,

however, pay particular attention to how
much it weighs. Ruggedised models should
be able to survive accidental drops, water
spills and unexpected rain showers.

02Many of the cheapest Bluetooth
speakers use the lossy A2DP

Bluetooth protocol, which is prone to
compressing your music and discarding
detail compared with the original recording.

Choosing a... Bluetooth speaker
It’s hard to tell the difference when listening
to pocket-sized speakers, but if you’re
looking for a speaker to fill a room, an
aptX-compatible device is a better option.
This Bluetooth protocol retains more detail
than the A2DP profile, although you’ll need
to use it with a compatible smartphone in
order to get the benefits.

03 As with any audio product, the
number and size of speaker drivers

can have a significant impact on the quality
of sound you get from a Bluetooth speaker.
Typically, the presence of multiple drivers
enables the manufacturer to tune each one
for specific frequencies, directing high-end
sounds towards a tweeter and sending the
mid-range frequencies to the main driver.

Single-driver speakers with larger driver
cones can be just as capable of producing
fantastic audio, however.

04Most Bluetooth speakers have at
least one auxiliary input for a wired

3.5mm audio jack, in case you want to
listen to music from a device that doesn’t
have Bluetooth.
There are other extra features to look out

for, though. Speakers with built-in batteries
may have a USB port for charging your
smartphone, or a built-in microphone to turn
it into a speakerphone when a paired
smartphone receives a call. Not all speakers
have physical controls; many rely on your
paired device’s controls for adjusting the
volume or muting playback.
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VIDEO

AMAZON Fire TV St c
with 4K Ultra HD
★★★★★
£80 • www.amzn.to/2q3xDXs

AMAZON Fire TV Stick
★★★★★
£40 • www.amzn.to/2s4qrKp

NVIDIA Shield TV (2017)
★★★★★
£190 • www.ebuyer.com

GOPRO Hero 5 Black
★★★★★
£350 • www.johnlewis.com

PANASONIC HC-VX980
★★★★★
£549 • www.jessops.com

SAMSUNG Gear 360 (2017)
★★★★★
£217 • www.amzn.to/2wesOMX

This upgraded box has plenty of services your 4K TV
might not have (much more so than the competing
Chromecast Ultra), and you can play games on it, too.

Don’t have a 4K
TV? No worries – the
standard Fire TV Stick is a wonderful little streamer

in its own right. The 2017 model has added Alexa, Amazon’s digital
assistant, so searching through the vast library is easier than ever.

A good media streamer/
Android games console hybrid made even better by a
more comfortable controller, a wider range of

streaming sources and smart home integration.

At last, GoPro’s flagship
action camera finally has
built-in waterproofing.

That’s the biggest in a sizable list of
improvements over the Hero 4 Black, making this the superior
purchase in spite of its higher price.

This 4K-capable camcorder
lets you capture 8-megapixel
stills from 4K video. It has

fantastic image stabilisation and its HDR video mode can help
with exposing difficult scenes. The newest model has been updated
with more useful 4K cropping modes and slow-motion features, too.

Samsung’s updated 360º camera
improves on the original in every way: it’
more portable, supports live video stream

and is no longer limited to Samsung Galaxy phones. Best
of all, it’s cheaper than the previous model was at launch.

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 2.0 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100 Ethernet • DIMENSIONS
115x115x17mm • STREAMING FORMATS UPnP, AirPlay, DLNA, Plex • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES iPlayer, Netflix, Sky News, Spotify, TuneIn Radio, Amazon Prime Instant Video, TVPlayer

•WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE Fire TV with 4K UHD •
FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 2.0 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi • DIMENSIONS 86x30x13mm •
STREAMING FORMATS UPnP (via apps) • INTERNET STREAMING SERVICES iPlayer, ITV Hub,
All4, My 5, Amazon Prime Instant Video, Netflix • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE B01ETRIFOW • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 1.4 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100/1,000 Ethernet, Bluetooth 4.1
• DIMENSIONS 159x98x26mm • STREAMING FORMATS Plex, Kodi • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, Google Play Movies and TV, Google Play Music, YouTube,
BBC iPlayer •WARRANTY Two years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.nvidia.co.uk • PART
CODE 945-12897-2505-000 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR 1/2.3in CMOS • SENSOR PIXELS 12,000,000 • MAX RECORDING RESOLUTION 4K (30fps)
• AV CONNECTIONSMicro HDMI • DIMENSIONS 45x62x32mm •WEIGHT 117g •WARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.gopro.com • PART CODE Hero 5 Black • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

OPTICAL ZOOM 20x • SENSOR 1/2.3in BSI MOS • LCD SCREEN 3in, 460,800 dots •
DIMENSIONS 73x65x139mm •WEIGHT 351g •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE HC-VX980 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

SENSOR RESOLUTION Dual 8.4 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE Not disclosed • VIEWFINDER None •
LCD SCREEN 0.5in 72x32 PMOLED • DIMENSIONS 100x46x45mm •WEIGHT 130g •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-R210NZWABTU •
FULL REVIEWOct 2017
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NEW
ENTRY

01 Action cameras are typically much
smaller than a regular camcorder, as

they are designed to be mounted to a bike,
board or car, or worn on your person. As the
name suggests, they are designed primarily
for shooting action footage, but because of
their small size they are ideal for strapping
on to your pet’s collar or your children’s toys
for a different perspective.

02 Almost all action cameras will shoot
Full HD video, and some will even

shoot 4K, but frame rate is arguably more
important than resolution when it comes to
action video. Higher frame rates will mean
smoother clips, and super-high frame rate
videos can be played in slow motion to
emphasise exciting shots.

Choosing an... Action camera
Keep an eye out for 4k/30, 1080p/60 and

720p/120 models for the widest possible
choice of resolutions and frame rates.

03Most action cameras rely on flash
memory for storing your video,

letting you swap out memory cards on the
fly when you fill one up with clips. More
expensive devices can have integrated
flash memory as well as a card slot, but
it’s typically cheaper to buy the basic
version of a camera and pick up memory
cards separately.

04 Not all action cameras have LCD
displays; in fact, many deliberately

don’t include a sceen in order to extend
battery life.

If you want to be able to see exactly
what you’re pointing the lens at, keep an
eye out for cameras with companion
smartphone apps, or wrist-mounted
viewfinders that also let you start and
stop shooting remotely.

05 Action cameras typically have a huge
range of accessories, with specific

mounts and harnesses for different activities
and sports. If the camera itself isn’t water
resistant, a weatherproof case will protect it
from the elements, while a tripod mount will
let you lock it firmly in place.
Spare batteries are essential for longer

shoots, and some decent video-editing
software will help you to produce a more
polished result.
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WEARABLES

SAMSUNG Gear S3
★★★★★
£288 • www.amzn.to/2ssXHv4

APPLE Watch Series 2
★★★★★
£269 (38mm); £369 (42mm) •
www.apple.com/uk

MISFIT Phase
★★★★★
£100 • www.amzn.to/2swjMty

HUAWEI Watch 2 Sport
★★★★★
£379 • www.amzn.to/2rAiVDo

SAMSUNG Gear Fit2
★★★★★
£125 • www.amzn.to/2sDHofq

The Gear S3 isn’t the cheapest
smartwatch, but it is one of
the best. It’s ripe with both

everyday and serious fitness features, and its
rotating bezel is hands-down our favourite
method for navigating menus on a wearable.

It only plays nicely with
iPhones, but the Watch Series
2 is a lovely bit of design, with a

well-stocked app store, GPS tracking capability and
added waterproofing making it a true do-anything smartwatch.

An interesting combination
of classic timepiece, fitness
tracker and connected

smartwatch, the Phase doesn’t have a
touchscreen or apps but can still control music
playback and smart home hardware.

It’s worth shelling out
for the premium version of
this sporty Android Wear

smartwatch: it includes built-in 4G connectivity,
which when combined with GPS tracking means
safely leave your smartphone at home.

There’s much to like about
this Tizen-powered fitness
tracker. GPS is a very

welcome inclusion, and you can add
widgets to the touchscreen, just like
on a smartwatch.

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION 360x360 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Five days • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODEM-R760NDAABTU • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.6in • RESOLUTION N/A •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Six months • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.misfit.com • PART CODEMIS5000 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.2in • RESOLUTION 690x690 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Two days • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILS consumer.huawei.com • PART CODE Huawei Watch 2 Sport • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION 216x432 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Four days • WARRANTY Two days •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-R3600DAADBT • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

FITBIT Charge 2
★★★★★
£110 • www.amzn.to/2rkhfid

Though it lacks high-end
tools like GPS and full
waterproofing, the Charge 2

strikes a fanastic balance between value and
versatility, offering heart-rate tracking and a
helpfully large screen.

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION Not stated
• OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Five days • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.fitbit.com • PART CODE FB407SBKL-EU • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 38/42mm • RESOLUTION
340x272 (38mm)/390x312 (42mm) • OS SUPPORT iOS • BATTERY LIFE 18 hours •WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODEWatch Series 2 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

Choosing a... Wearable
01 Wearable tech can include anything

from chest-strap heart-rate
monitors to augmented reality glasses,
but the two most common types are
smartwatches and fitness trackers. Both
are designed to sit unassumingly on your
wrist, and are almost always meant to be
used in tandem with a paired smartphone.

02 Smartwatches are typically more
complex and expensive, though

more closely resemble a traditional
wristwatch. You can use them to receive
and reply to text messages and emails,
quickly check maps and even play
games – like a smartphone, most
smartwatches allow you to install your
own choice of apps.

03 Fitness trackers are much more
dedicated to healthy pursuits.

Step counters, heart-rate monitors and
even sleep tracking are all common, and
the data collected is fed back to you so
you can see how your workout routine
or calorie intake is going.
Many smartwatches also contain

health-tracking features, but fitness-
specific wearables tend to be cheaper,
smaller and lighter.

04 When it comes to battery life, it’s
important for any wearable to

last a full day, but if it’s a smartwatch
then you can get away with having to
charge it overnight. With fitness trackers,
it’s better if it lasts for several days off a

single charge, so you can wear it to bed and
benefit from sleep tracking.

05 Look out for waterproofing as well.
Wearables that don’t mind a few

lengths of the pool can be used for
swimming or just timekeeping, and at the
very least we expect a fitness tracker to be
able to deal with rain or sweat.

06 Different smartwatches use different
operating systems, which determine

which apps you can install on your device
as well as compatibility with smartphones.
Android Wear and Tizen smartwatches will
work with both Android and iOS phones,
but Apple’s watchOS will only pair with an
iOS handset.
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SMART HOME

AMAZON Echo Dot
★★★★★
£50 • www.amzn.to/2ru505F

NEST Cam Outdoor
★★★★★
£179 • www.johnlewis.com

HONEYWELL
Evohome Security
★★★★★
£298 • www.theevohomeshop.co.uk

GOOGLE Home
★★★★★
£129 • madeby.google.com

NETATMO Presence
★★★★★
£250 • www.amzn.to/2tjVm6l

This shrunk-down version
of the Amazon Echo loses
the 360º speaker, but

retains all the same smart home functions
and excellent Alexa digital assisstant – all for
a much lower price.

The easiest external security
camera that we’ve ever
installed also happens to be

one of the best. Excellent picture quality and a
great app make this an ideal device for
monitoring outside of your home.

This smart alarm system ll b k
and its motion sensors k p
intruder so that you can quickly rule out false alarms.

A great range of sensors and full app control make this a top choice.

Amazon Echo may be compatible
with the most smart home
products, but Google Home has

the smartest assistant. Able to understand context
and reply to questions in a more conversational
way, Google Home is a brilliant personal assistant.

This clever outdoor security
camera can recognise the
difference between people,

animals and cars, and you can choose which ones
to get alerts from. In other words, it’s the ideal
camera to monitor the busy front of your home.

DRIVERS 1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • WEIGHT 163kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth,
802.11a/b/gWi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Echo Dot 2016 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p/1080p • CLOUD STORAGE Yes (subscription required) •
NETWORKING 802.11n (2.4GHz) • WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Nest Cam Outdoor •
FULL REVIEWApr 2017

COMPATIBILITY Requires radiators with TRVs • APPS iOS, Android and web •
FULL REVIEWMay 2017

AVAILABLE SENSORSMotion sensor, door/window sensor, motion sensor with camera •
DISARMING OPTIONS Remote keyfob, app, Tags • SIRENS AND CONTROLS External siren,
contactless tag reader/internal siren • WARRANTY Two years RTB • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

DRIVERS 1x 2in driver, 2x 2in passive radiators • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • DOCK
CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS 802.11ac Wi-Fi • DIMENSIONS 143x96x96mm • WEIGHT 477g •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Home • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p/1080p • CLOUD STORAGE Yes (can upload footage to Dropbox) •
NETWORKING 802.11n (2.4GHz) • WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Presence •
FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

Choosing a... Smart thermostat
01 A smart thermostat can save you a lot

of money by intelligently controlling
your heating.
Most smart heating devices are designed

to be used with hot water central heating
systems, with the boiler directly controlled
by the system. These typically require a relay
to be wired into your boiler, with a wireless
thermostat giving you direct control.
Smartphone apps then tie into the system to
give you remote control. While it’s possible
to fit controls yourself, you may want to pay
an experienced plumber to do the job: expect
to pay around £150 for a typical installation.
If you have electric heating, there are

very few choices, and the big names (Nest,
Honeywell and so on) do not directly
support these systems.

02Want smart hot water control?
If you want to remotely set

schedules and disable hot water while
you’re away, choose your smart system
carefully, as many don’t have this option.
Hot water control usually requires a second
relay to be wired into the boiler.

03What kind of heating system do
you want? There are two main

choices: a central system and one with
individual radiator controls. The former
replaces your existing thermostat, and
lets you set one temperature for your
entire house. The latter requires each
radiator valve to be replaced with a smart
valve so that each room and radiator can
have its own individual control. This option

is more expensive to install but will provide
you with greater savings.

04 Do you use a smart personal
assistant? Make sure that your smart

thermostat supports the one that you use.
Amazon Alexa, powered by the Echo and
Echo Dot, is the best-supported system;
Apple’s HomeKit, powered by Siri, isn’t so
well supported; Google Assistant, built into
Google Home, is just gaining traction and
supports Nest only.

05 If you want your smart heating
system to do more, look for IFTTT

support. With this handy system, you can set
automatic rules, such as turning the heating
off if the outside temperature rises.

TADO Smart Radiator
Thermostat
★★★★★
£59 • www.tado.com

Tado makes one of the best smart
thermostats and Smart Radiator
Thermostats make it even better.

Replace your existing radatior valves with these and
you get incredible room-by-room heating controls.

em will notify youyou ofofofof aaa break-in,
can even take a picture of an

can quickly rule out false alarms.
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PRINTERS & SCANNERS

KYOCERA Ecosys P5026cdw
★★★★★
£291 • www.ballicom.co.uk

EPSON Expression Premium XP-530
★★★★★
£50 • www.box.co.uk

CANON Pixma TS5050
★★★★★
£69 • www.printernet.co.uk

RICOH SP 150SUw
★★★★★
£125 • www.amzn.to/2q3wKOE

Built with long-lasting
ceramic drums, the Ecosys
P5026cdw is particularly

well-suited to small offices – it rolls out
good-quality prints both quickly and quietly.

Other than a tiny screen and
slightly high running costs,
the XP-530 is a welcome addition to Epson’s

Expression Premium range. It prints and scans quickly, while
maintaining high quality throughout.

This smart-looking MFP
makes up for its high price
with good performance, smar

looks and a clever five-ink system, which uses both a pigment-based
black for dark text and a dye-based black for better photo contrast.

Buying a mono laser
printer for your home may
sound strange, but the SP

150SUw’s printing speed, quality and quietness
make a lot of sense at this price.

TECHNOLOGY Colour laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION dp •
DIMENSIONS 329x410x410mm • WEIGHT 21kg • MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk •
PART CODE 1102RB3NL0 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

TECHNOLOGY Piezo inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 5,760x1,440dpi • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 2,400x4,800dpi • DIMENSIONS 138x390x341mm • WEIGHT 6.2kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.epson.co.uk •
PART CODE XP-530 • FULL REVIEWMay 2016

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 1,200x2,400dpi • DIMENSIONS 126x373x315mm • WEIGHT 5.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk •
PART CODE 1367C008 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

TECHNOLOGYMono laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 1,200x600 • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi • DIMENSIONS 137x350x275mm • WEIGHT 7.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.ricoh.co.uk •
PART CODE 408005 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

XYZPRINTING da Vinci Minimaker
★★★★★
£200 • www.toysrus.co.uk

It’s not as fully featured as the d
Vinci Jr 1.0w, but the Minimaker
prints at identical speed and

quality, and costs much, much less. In fact, it’s th
most affordable 3D printer we’ve ever used.

TECHNOLOGY Fused Filament Fabrication • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 100 microns •
MAXIMUMBUILD SIZE 150x150x150mm • DIMENSIONS 390x360x335mm • WEIGHT 11.5kg •
FILAMENT 1.75mm PLA • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS eu.xyzprinting.com •
PART CODE 3FM1XXEU00D • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

HP Officejet 250
★★★★★
£205 • www.ebuyer.com

A pleasantly portable
MFP, the OfficeJet Pro
250 not only has more h

you might expect – including a handy adj bl b
runs cheaply and at respectable speeds, too.

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 600x600dpi • DIMENSIONS 91x380x198mm • WEIGHT 2.96kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.co.uk •
PART CODE CZ992A#B1H • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016
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01 You should be able to buy a decent
inkjet printer for less than £40.

High-quality printing is possible on such a
printer, but it will be slow. The actual print
speed of an inkjet can be half the quoted
(maximum) speed for text documents,
and even slower when printing graphics.
Budget inkjet printers such as these are
designed only for light use and can be
expensive to run.

02 For £60 you can buy a much more
capable printer that’s either faster and

better built or better at reproducing photos.
If documents are your priority, you’ll want a
high minimum speed and low print costs.
Look for inkjets that can handle all your
office media, such as envelopes and labels.

Choosing an... Inkjet printer
03 If photos are your priority, speed is

less important. Choose a printer that
reproduces subtle tones well. You can’t
determine this by looking at the
specifications – only hands-on testing will
do, so remember to check our reviews
before you buy.
Borderless printing (up to the edge of

the paper) should also be possible. Pay
particular attention to running costs:
photos use three times as much ink as
regular colour documents.

04 Heavy-duty office inkjets can cost
up to £1,000 and their build quality

is improving. They use large individual ink
tanks, which can cut running costs.
Printers with automatic duplex (double-

sided) printing or A3 capabilities are now
much more affordable.

05 Pricier photo printers let you print
from memory cards plugged straight

into the printer, so you don’t need to use a
PC. An LCD preview screen offers greater
control for this method of printing. Many
inkjet printers now have a PictBridge USB
port, which you can use to print images
directly from most digital cameras.

06 If you’re really serious about
photography, consider buying an

inkjet that can produce borderless prints
up to A3 size. The best devices can print
photos that look nearly as good as those
from professional labs.
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NETWORKS

TP-LINK Archer C
★★★★★
£150 • www.currys.co.uk

NETGEAR Orbi
★★★★★
£350 • www.maplin.co.uk

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
★★★★★
£190 • www.shop.bt.com

TP-LINK Archer VR2600
★★★★★
£200 • www.scan.co.uk

Besides being qu
well priced for a
tri-band router, t

Archer C32000 is impressively fas d
has a good-looking, folding six-an
design.

The Orbi system employs
both a base router and a
separate satellite router to

effectively boost Wi-Fi speed and stability
throughout your house – a great fit for
larger homes.

An excellent
alternative to
the Orbi, BT’s

Whole Home Wi-Fi mesh system is designed to work with your
existing router, spreading faster, more reliable Wi-Fi around the
house with three disc-shaped access points.

While it needs
thus-far-theoretical
4x4 MIMO devices

to reach its best speeds, this is still
among the very fastest routers around
especially on the 5GHz band.

WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1, / • US O S US 3 •
WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.tp-link.com •
PART CODE Archer C3200 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

MODEM Gigabit Ethernet •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 866Mbit/s (5GHz),
400MBit/s (2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 1x USB2 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years
RTB • PART CODE RBK50-100UKS • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

MODEM N/A •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s (5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 0 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.bt.com • PART CODE 181209 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

MODEM VDSL/ADSL •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s • USB PORTS
2x USB3 •WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • PART CODE Archer VR2600
• FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

YUBICO YubiKey 4
★★★★★
£39 • www.amzn.to/2vfQhtC

This isn’t your standard
networking device: it’s a
USB key that stores the cryptographic data

required to log into your devices and services via two-factor
authentication. This adds a secure and convenient second layer of
protection, wherever you are.

USB TYPE Type-A • SUPPORTED SERVICES Google, Facebook, Dropbox,Windows,
macOS Sierra, LastPass, Dashlane •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.yubico.com •
PART CODE YubiKey 4 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

GOOGLE Wifi
★★★★★
£229 (twin pack) •
store.google.com

Arguably the m
user-friendly m h
networking system yet, Google

Wifi trades long-range speed for supreme ease of
use and excellent configuration tools.

MODEM N/A • WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,200Mbit/s • USB PORTS 0 •
WALLMOUNTABLE No • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSmadeby.google.com •
PART CODE Google Wifi • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017
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01Wireless routers each use a number
of Wi-Fi standards, so you shouldn’t

have any trouble connecting your computer
or phone wirelessly if you get an 802.11n or
802.11ac router. Nearly all routers support
802.11n, so even a cheap model should
provide decent performance.
You can expect a transfer speed of around

40Mbit/s at a distance of 10m from any
modern 802.11n router. The very latest
routers use the 802.11ac standard, which
provides tremendously fast transfer
speeds. Some devices still don’t support
the 802.11ac standard, so check the
specifications before you buy.

02 If you subscribe to an ADSL
broadband service, you should buy

Choosing a... Wireless router
a wireless router that has a built-in ADSL
modem. This will cost more than the
equivalent cable router, but it allows you
to connect your router directly to your
broadband connection without having to
use a separate modem.

03Most 802.11n wireless routers use
the 2.4GHz frequency band. This has

good range but it can be prone to
interference if it’s positioned close to a lot
of other 2.4GHz devices, such as other
routers and baby monitors. If you have
trouble getting a consistent signal or you
want faster speeds for video streaming, for
example, it’s worth buying a dual-band
router that can use both the 2.4GHz and
5GHz bands.

Alternatively, a high-gain antenna can
boost signals and improve ranges and
throughputs to the entire house. You can
also add a high-gain antenna to a PC’s
network adaptor. If wired network speeds
are a priority, you should look for a router
with a Gigabit Ethernet connection.

04Many routers come with built-in USB
ports that let you connect a USB

drive and use the router as a network storage
device. If you want to share a USB printer
over your network, look for a wireless router
that has a USB print server.
Finally, if you’re interested in making voice

calls over the internet, buy a router with
built-in VoIP support (and phone sockets)
because this can save you money.
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STORAGE

SAMSUNG 850 Evo 500GB
★★★★★
£138 • www.amzn.to/2ud8yuz

SYNOLOGY DiskStation DS216J
★★★★★
£150 • www.ebuyer.com

ADATA SV620 240G
★★★★★
£89 • www.amzn.to/2rLaBkM

Samsung’s 850 Evo is simply
the fastest SATA SSD around,
and it’s available in a wide

range of capacities. The 2TB model might be
expensive at around £590 (from www.ebuyer.com),
but it means saying goodbye to mechanical storage for good.

This entry-level NAS device is loaded
with features. We particularly like
Synology’s Package Center, which

makes it easy to automate large downloads, turn the
DS216J into a media server or set up a Surveillance
Station for security camera footage.

If you want an
external, rather than
internal, SSD for you

laptop, the SV620 offers good value. It’s fast and compact,
and it’s easy to forget about the slightly bendable plastic casing
when there’s a three-year warranty.

CAPACITY 500GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.28 • INTERFACE SATA3 • CLAIMED READ 540MB/s
• CLAIMEDWRITE 520MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk •
PART CODEMZ-75E500BW/EU • FULL REVIEWOct 2015

FREE 3.5in HARD DISK BAYS 2 • NETWORKING 1x 10/100/1,000 Ethernet • DLNAMEDIA SERVER
Yes • PRINT SERVER Yes • DIMENSIONS 165x100x226mm •WEIGHT 880g •WARRANTY Two
years RTB • DETAILSwww.synology.com • PART CODEDS216J • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

CAPACITY 240GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.37 • INTERFACE USB3 • CLAIMED READ 420MB/s •
CLAIMEDWRITE 440MB/s • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.adata.com •
PART CODE ASV620-240GU3-CTI • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

SAMSUNG 960 Evo 250GB
★★★★★
£120 • www.ebuyer.com

While it’s not quite
quick as the 960 Pr
the 960 Evo is still t e

second-fastest NVMe SSD we’ve eve
tested, and since it’s much more affo d bl
it’s the one most people should go f

CAPACITY 250GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.48 • INTERFACEM.2/NVMe • CLAIMED READ
3,200MB/s • CLAIMEDWRITE 1,500MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com • PART CODEMZ-V6E250BW • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

TOSHIBA Canvio Connect II 2TB
★★★★★
£74 • www.currys.co.uk

There’s plenty of
choice when it comes to
portable hard disks, but

Toshiba’s Canvio Connect II has an
excellent bundled software package and
impressive USB3 speeds. Considering the
price, there’s no reason not to have one.

CAPACITY 2TB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.04 • INTERFACE USB3 • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.toshiba.eu • PART CODE HDTC820ER3CA • FULL REVIEW Nov 2015

INTEL Optane Memory 32GB
★★★★★
£74 • www.ebuyer.com

An interesting twist
on M.2 SSDs,
Optane Memory isn’

so much a dedicated storage drive as
large cache for your existing hard disk,
accelerating its read speeds to NVMe levels at a much lower price.

CAPACITY 32GB • PRICE PER GIGABYTE £2.31 • INTERFACEM.2/NVMe •WARRANTY Five years
RTB • DETAILSwww.intel.com • PART CODEMEMPEK1W032GAXT • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

GB

your PC or
It’s fast and compact,

01 A basic 1TB internal hard disk should
cost around £40. This will be fast

enough for general use and will provide
enough storage for most users.
Make sure the hard disk you choose has

the appropriate interface type for your PC.
Some mechanical hard disks still come with
SATA2 interfaces, but newer models and
most solid-state drives (SSDs) have faster
SATA3 interfaces. You’ll need a motherboard
with a SATA3 port if you want to benefit
from SATA3’s faster speeds; SATA3 disks will
work with SATA2 ports but can only transfer
files at SATA2 speeds.

02 SSDs can make the most of SATA3’s
extra bandwidth for fast file transfers.

They use flash memory similar to that found

Choosing an... Internal hard disk
in USB flash drives, and although they tend
to provide less capacity than mechanical hard
disks, they’re significantly faster.

03 Buy a hard disk that provides more
capacity than you think you need, as

your storage requirements are likely to grow.
A 3TB disk strikes the best balance between
capacity and low cost per gigabyte, but in
general you should aim to buy the largest
disk you can afford.

04 If you want more disk space or you
want to protect your data against

disk failure, think about buying several hard
disks to create a RAID array. These use
multiple hard disks to create one large
logical disk with better performance, or to

duplicate your data for better protection.
RAID arrays require hard disks of the same
size. In theory, they can be from different
manufacturers, but it’s better to buy identical
disks if you can.

05 A hard disk’s spindle speed
determines how quickly it can

transfer data. A spindle speed of 7,200rpm
is common in desktop drives and is fast
enough for most purposes. Desktop hard
disks with 5,400rpm spindle speeds are
quite slow but use less power and generate
less heat and noise.
To strike the best balance between

speed and storage capacity, use an SSD as
your system disk and store your files on a
larger mechanical disk.
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COMPONENTS

GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G
★★★★★
£115 • www.scan.co.uk

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
★★★★★
£279 • www.geforce.co.uk

AMD Ryzen 7 1700
★★★★★
£275 • www.amzn.to/2rtN8bl

MSI B350M Mortar
★★★★★
£80 • www.novatech.co.uk

Nvidia’s GTX 1050 is
the best-performing
entry-level GPU, and

Gigabyte has made some nice tweaks
to its own version, including a near-silent fan
cooler. It also sips power, with a tiny TDP rating of 75W.

Based on the same Pascal
architecture as the fearsome
GTX 1080 and GTX 1070, the

mid-range GTX 1060 is unmatched when it
comes to marrying price with 4K and VR-readiness.
It’s surprisingly power-efficient, too.

The cheapest of AMD’s octa-core
Ryzen 7 processors is also the
best mix of price and performance.

It’s highly overclockable, but even at stock speeds can
come close to the £500 Ryzen 7 1800X in multithreaded tasks.
It’s also incredibly efficient, with a TDP of just 65W.

A near-perfect mot
AMD Ryzen-based,
systems. It’s remark y

connectivity and upgradability, and comes close to much more
expensive mobos in performance benchmarks.

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 • MEMORY 2GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 172mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.gigabyte.com •
PART CODE GV-N1050D5-2GD • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • MEMORY 6GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 250mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.geforce.co.uk • PART CODE GTX 1060
Founder’s Edition • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

SOCKET AM4 • CORES 8 • FREQUENCY 3.0GHz • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •
WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE YD1700BBAEBOX •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

PROCESSOR SOCKET AM4 • DIMENSIONS 244x244mm • CHIPSET AMD B350M • MEMORY
SLOTS 4 • PCI-E x16 SLOTS 2 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 2 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 2x USB2, 3x USB3.1,
1x USB Type-C • VIDEOOUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x DVI-D •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.msi.com • PART CODE B350MMortar • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

NZXT Manta
★★★★★
£110 • www.scan.co.uk

A brilliant basis for any Mini-ITX PC
build, the Manta is a versatile case
with plenty of room for fans and

storage drives, plus a distinctive curvy shape. Its
convex side panels leave more room to hide cables, too.

CASE TYPEMini tower • MOTHERBOARD TYPEMini-ITX • SUPPLIED FANS 3x 120mm •
MAXIMUMDRIVE BAYS 2x 3.5in, 3x 2.5in • DIMENSIONS 426x245x450mm •
WEIGHT 7.2kg • WARRANTY Two years parts and l b • Sw t co •
PART CODE CA-MANTW-M1 • FULL REVIEW Aug

ASUS Prime Z270-A
★★★★★
£144 • www.ebuyer.com

New Intel chips mean ne
chipsets, and the Prime Z
brilliant mid-range companion to any compatible

Kaby Lake processor. Great hardware (including two M.2 slots), a
user-friendly BIOS, RGB LED decoration – it’s a superb package.

PROCESSOR SOCKET LGA 1151 • DIMENSIONS 244x305mm • CHIPSET Z270 • MEMORY SLOTS
4 • PCI-E x16 SLOTS 3 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 4 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x
USB Type-C • VIDEO OUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x DVI-D • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE Prime Z270-A • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017
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01 You really don’t have to spend much
to buy a decent graphics card that

can drive multiple monitors. The AMD
Radeon R7 250 costs less than £60, for
example, and while it isn’t suited to playing
the latest games in Full HD, it is perfect for
watching videos, browsing the web and
playing basic games.

02 You’ll need to spend more money if
you want to play the latest games. A

good mid-range gaming graphics card is the
Nvidia GTX 950, which is powerful enough to
play any of the latest games.
High-powered cards tend to be more

expensive, so expect to pay over £300 if you
want to play games in Ultra HD at the highest
quality settings.

Choosing a... Graphics card
03 Check that your chosen card has

the graphics outputs you need.
Only low-end cards now have VGA
outputs, but many come with a DVI-to-VGA
adaptor. Depending on your monitor, you
may also want an HDMI output or even
DisplayPort connection.
Bear in mind that AMD’s Eyefinity

triple-monitor gaming mode requires at
least one DisplayPort monitor, which
means your AMD graphics card must have
at least one DisplayPort output. Nvidia’s
Surround three-monitor mode needs only
DVI and HDMI ports.

04 The amount of memory a card has
is important if you want games to

look their best at high resolutions. Get a

card with 2GB of RAM at the very least,
as this should allow you to select the
highest-quality textures in games.

05 A card’s size, noise output and
power requirements are the final

considerations. Make sure your PC’s case
has enough room to accommodate your
chosen card. Double-slot cards with large
fans tend to be quieter than single-slot
cards with small fans but will block other
expansion slots on your motherboard.
Also check that your power supply

can provide the power the card needs
and that it has the right connectors.
Many cards require a six-pin PCI Express
power connector, and some also need an
additional eight-pin connector.
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GAMING
XBOX One S
★★★★★
£210 • www.amzn.to/2wPLYXe

NINTENDO The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild
★★★★★
£48 • www.tesco.com

SONY PS4 Slim
★★★★★
£236 • www.amzn.to/2rIOGeR

HDR support is great,
but it’s the 4K Blu-ray player
that makes this sleeker,

smaller Xbox One really stand out against
the competing PS4 Slim.

Breath of the Wild’s vision of Hyrule is a beautifully
intricate open world – one you have total freedom
to explore right from the off. Charming and

challenging, this is both a brilliant game and the single best reason
to buy a Nintendo Switch.

Sony has made the PlayStation
4 even better with a slimmer,
neater chassis and superior

power efficiency. It’s as cheap as the PS4 has
ever been as well.

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.75GHz Jaguar • RAM 8GB DDR3 • FRONT USB PORTS 1x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS 2x USB2 • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.xbox.com • PART CODE Xbox One S • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

AVAILABLE FORMATS Ninetendo Switch • DISK SPACE 13.4GB (Switch), 13GB (Wii U) •
DETAILSwww.zelda.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.6GHz AMD Jaguar • RAM 8GB GDDR5 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS None • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.playstation.com • PART CODE B01GVQVQH2 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

SOFTWARE

ABBYY FineReader 14
★★★★★
£249 • www.abbyy.com

ADOBE Premiere Elements 14
★★★★★
£79 • www.amzn.to/2qPg62J

MICROSOFT Windows 10
Anniversary Update
★★★★★
Free • www.microsoft.com

MAILBIRD Mailbird Pro 2.0
★★★★★
£25 per year or £49 lifetime • www.getmailbird.com

The more feature-rich Corporate edition is expensive,
but FineReader 14 is perfect for turning paper notes
and documents into digital, editable files using

optical character recognition (OCR).

Lots of features to keep advanced users happy and
even more to help new users make the most of it.
It’s the consumer video editing package to buy.

This update adds UI improvments, new features and
apps for stylus users, and a host of bug fixes, making
Microsoft’s OS even more worthwhile.

While the free version of this email client is good,
upgrading to Pro is even better – you get a unified
view of all your mailboxes, loads of themes and

extensive integration with other apps and productivity software.

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU 1GHz • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 10 •
MINIMUM RAM 1.5GB plus 512MB per additional CPU core • HARD DISK SPACE 2.4GB •
DETAILSwww.abbyy.com • PRODUCT CODE FineReader 14 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/10 • MINIMUMCPU 2GHz with SSE2 • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 9 •
MINIMUMRAM 2GB • HARD DISK SPACE 5GB • DETAILSwww.adobe.com/uk • PRODUCT
CODE 65234288 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2016

OSSUPPORTWindows 10 •MINIMUMCPU 1GHz •MINIMUMGPUDirectX 9 or later withWDDM1.0
driver •MINIMUMRAM 1GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) • HARDDISK SPACE 16GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) •
DETAILSwww.microsoft.com • PRODUCTCODEWindows 10 version 1607 • FULL REVIEWNov 2016

OS SUPPORTWindows XP/7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU N/A • MINIMUMGPU N/A •
MINIMUM RAM N/A • HARD DISK SPACE 50MB • DETAILSwww.getmailbird.com •
FULL REVIEW Nov 2016
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DIGITALVOLCANO SOFTWARE
Duplicate Cleaner 4.0 Pro
★★★★★
£24 • www.digitalvolcano.co.uk

The free version of Duplicate Cleaner program is
good, and upgrading to the Pro version makes it
exceptional for ridding your PC of duplicate files.

OS SUPPORTWindows Vista/7/8/10 • HARD DISK SPACE 20MB •
DETAILSwww.digitalvolcano.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Sep 2016

EXPRESSVPN
★★★★★
£13 per month • www.expressvpn.com

ExpressVPN allows you to easily dodge region
restrictions on online content while encrypting
your connection, and is fast enough to handle

4K Netflix streaming. Its great software support and huge number of
endpoints makes it the most flexible service, too.

OS SUPPORTWindows, macOS, iOS, Android • DETAILSwww.expressvpn.com •
PRODUCT CODE ExpressVPN • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

BETHESDA Doom
★★★★★
£10 • www.cdkeys.com

A bloody and breathless FPS, Doom is a worthy
entry into one of gaming’s most hallowed series.
Open-ended levels, agile enemies and gory but

satisfying takedown moves make every demon battle rewarding.

AVAILABLE FORMATS PC, Xbox One, PS4 • OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUMCPU
Intel Core i3-550, AMD Phenom II X4 955 • MINIMUMGPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 670 2GB, AMD
Radeon HD 7870 2GB • MINIMUMRAM 4GB • HARD DISK SPACE 55GB • DETAILS doom.com •
FULL REVIEW Sep 2016
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SUMMARY OF TESTS
PC SYSTEMS & GAMING LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks
Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications

Dirt Showdown
(1080p)

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Processor-intensive multitasking test
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

Battery life Run time inminutes for continuous video playback

SMARTPHONES/TABLETS
Battery life Run time in minutes for continuous video playback

PRINTERS AND MFPs
Mono text speed Pages per minute for correspondence-quality text

Mixed colour speed Pages per minute for presentable text and graphics
Mono page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page
Colour page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page

DIGITAL CAMERAS

Battery life Number of shots from full charge
CAMCORDERS

Battery life Run time in minutes for recording
ROUTERS
Laptop 2.4GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 2.4GHz band

Laptop 2.4GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floorupwith802.11ac laptopon2.4GHzband

Laptop 2.4GHz
2 floors

Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
2.4GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floor up with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band
Laptop 5GHz

2 floors
Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
5GHz band

NETWORK-ATTACHED STORAGE
Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB small files

HARD DISKS
Extra large files AverageMB/s for read/write of a single 2.5GB file

Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of small files

PROCESSORS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

MOTHERBOARDS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Dirt Showdown
(720p)

Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

GRAPHICS CARDS
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xMSAA,
Ultra detail

Tomb Raider Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA, Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

COMPUTER SHOPPER’S REVIEWS use some
of the most exhaustive testing procedures
you’ll find in any PC magazine. Every product
is subjected to qualitative and quantitative
tests that show how it performs in practical
use. Graphs for performance, battery-life
scores and costs are used in the Reviews
section, as shown on the right. Look in the
‘Summary of tests’ table (below) for details
of each test we run.
For PCs and laptops, we evaluate

performance using our own custom
benchmarking suite. See below for a brief
description of our benchmarking software
and game tests.

How we test
Find out how well products perform with the help of
Computer Shopper’s comprehensive tests

RATINGS & AWARDS
Computer Shopper rates
products out of five:

Avoid ★★★★★

Below average ★★★★★

Good ★★★★★

Very good ★★★★★

Excellent ★★★★★

BEST BUY
Products with outstanding

quality and performance for the
money win our Best Buy award.

RECOMMENDED
Products that don’t quite qualify
for a Best Buy award but are still
highly rated by our reviewers.

BUSINESS BUY
The very best products
for work win our

Business Buy award.

The best products can win the
following awards:

A product hitting the
+100 per cent mark
performed twice as well
as our reference

This line represents the performance of a reference product in each
test. All graphs for components and systems are relative to our

reference PC (see below for specifications)

The actual scores in each test are shown
inside each bar

Bigger is better for all
bars except the red
ones, which show
running costs

Normal speed

Mono costs

Colour costs

Reference +50 +100-500%

2.2p

6.7p

11ppm

BENCHMARKS

DIRT SHOWDOWN
Dirt Showdown is a cracking racing game
that makes good use of DirectX 11’s
fancy graphical effects. You’ll want at
least 30fps for smooth racing.

TOMB RAIDER
With the ultra-demanding Super-
Sampling Anti-Aliasing (SSAA) enabled,
2013’s Tomb Raider reboot is a great
indicator of mid-range performance.

METRO: LAST LIGHT REDUX
Our most demanding graphics test
uses tessellation, SSAA and massive
textures to give even high-end cards a
thorough workout.

SHOPPER BENCHMARKS
Our benchmark suite uses
open-source software that
runs on Windows, Mac OS X
and Linux systems. This lets
us use objective results to
compare PCs and laptops,
no matter which operating
system they run. It’s designed
to test each computer to its limit, using a combination of
intensive image-editing, video-encoding and multitasking tests.
We ran the tests on our reference PC, which has an Intel

Core i5-4670K processor, 8GB of DDR3 RAM and an AMD
Radeon R7 260X graphics card. We normalised our results
so this PC had a score of 100. This makes it easy to draw
comparisons between test systems.
The resulting overall score is shown at the bottom of

every PC and laptop review. As we use the same tests in our
standalone and group test reviews, you can compare the
performance of any computer, whether it’s a hybrid,
laptop or desktop, from both sections of the magazine.

3D BENCHMARKS
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Product Reviews
Our guide to all the products reviewed
in this month’s Computer Shopper 124ReviewsComponents

AMD Ryzen 5 1600X 38
AMD Ryzen 5 1600 40

Networks
Creative Live! Cam IP
SmartHD 41

Storage
WD Red 6TB 42

Photography
Canon EOS M6 44

Handhelds
Motorola Moto
Z2 Play 46
Nokia 3 48

Audio
Bose SoundLink
Revolve 50

Video
Oppo UDP-203 52

Gaming
New Nintendo 2DS XL 54

Graphics cards
Asus ROG Strix 1080
OC 82
Asus ROG Strix RX
570 OC 83
EVGA GeForce GTX 1070
FTW Gaming 84
Gigabyte GeForce GTX
1050 D5 2G 85
Gigabyte Radeon RX
580 Gaming 4G 86
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060
Founders Edition 87
Sapphire Pulse Radeon
RX 560 OC 88
Sapphire Pulse Radeon
RX 580 89
Zotac GeForce GTX
1050 Ti Mini 90

Hot product
Asus Tinker Board 22

PCs
CCL Reaper 24

Laptops
Samsung Galaxy Book 26
Lenovo Miix 510 28

Displays
BenQ SW2700PT 30
LG 34UC79G 32

Printers
HP Sprocket 34
Epson WorkForce Pro
WF-3720DWF 36

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

CALL 0330 333 9493 OR SEE PAGE 122CALL 0330 333 9
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Free software guide

REQUIREMENTSWindowsVista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 30MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.ascomp.de/en
NOTESGet your registration codewithin the
application. You can then download your full
version after registration

It’s easy to access your free software. Just go to www.shopperdownload.co.uk/357 and
register with the code from the card insert. Please be aware that you need to have
bought the ‘Free Software Edition’ and not the ‘£4.50 Edition’ to access the downloads

GETTING STARTED
The download instructions on the card
insert (opposite) show you how to
connect to the download site. Make
sure you type in the web address exactly
as shown. You’ll need your coupon code
the first time you log on to the site.

ANY PROBLEMS
If you need help with any of the
software this month, please send an
email to support@creativemark.co.uk.
We check this inbox regularly. Please
include the issue number of the
magazine and your coupon code.

WHY DOWNLOADS
In order to provide us with free
software, publishers now require us to
offer the applications as a download
and require online registration. You
need to use the unique code printed in
the box on the card insert to register
and download the software in this
issue. The unique code means we
stop the deals leaking online, so only
Shopper readers get the software.

NO CODE?
If you don’t have the card insert with the
unique code, you must buy the £4.99
‘Free Software’ print version of the
magazine. If you have this edition and
still don’t have a card, please contact
letters@computershopper.co.uk.

REGISTER YOUR SOFTWARE
BY 19th OCTOBER 2017
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MOST PEOPLE ARE proactive with their security,
making sure their PC is protected against malicious
software, phishing emails and dodgy websites. By
installing the latest security software, you can have
peace of mind when browsing the internet.
Problems start when you decide to sell, give away

or dispose of your computer. Before upgrading to a
new machine, people move their important files and
delete data from the drive.
The problem is, this is easily
recoverable by even basic
file-recovery software. If
someone picks up your PC,
they could go through your
hard disk and find all your
documents and files.
The solution is either to

completely and securely
erase your drive contents or,
alternatively, just send your
most important files through

ASCOMP Secure Eraser 5.0
a file erasure process that deletes and then
overwrites them several times, preventing recovery.
ASCOMP Secure Eraser is such a tool. You have a

number of options, including file/folder erasure or a
complete drive. Select File & Folder Deletion and you
can choose the individual files, then the level of
security you want to apply, from low to highest
(though note that the highest level is so complex

that it will frankly take ages
to perform, and should be
reserved only for the most
sensitive business or
government files).
The other option is to

erase an entire drive, which
is particularly useful if you
have an external drive you’re
planning to give away or
dispose of, or you just need
to clear files you don’t want
anyone to find.

O&O DEFRAG IS a powerful and highly
configurable disk defragmentation package.
At first, the program looks much like

any other defrag tool. Launch it, and you’ll
be presented with a list of your drives.
Selecting one displays the usual mosaic-
style map of its file layout. Then, simply
click Start and just watch as O&O Defrag
reorganises your files to deliver the
maximum possible performance.
This is just the start, though. Do you

have multiple drives, for example? Select as
many as you like and the program can
defragment them all simultaneously.
You don’t have to use one particular defrag

strategy, either. Instead, you can have your files
organised by their filename, access date, last
modified date and more – whatever best suits your
needs. If that’s not enough, then you can set up an
entirely customised layout scheme that optimises

Windows, application files and your user data to
deliver the best possible system performance.
As you might have guessed by now, this probably

isn’t the best choice for the PC novice. Even so, it’s
not overly complex either. Once you’ve set O&O
Defrag to work as you’d like, it will run mostly in
the background, defragmenting your hard disk
automatically as required, while you get on with
other things. Because it’s so light on resources,
and can be configured not to run at all if your
system is busy or other heavy-duty programs are
running, it’s unlikely to ever get in your way.

O&O Defrag 19 Professional

REQUIREMENTSWindowsVista, 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit, 50MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.oo-software.com
NOTESGet your registration code at
defrag19.disc.computershopper.co.uk
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Ashampoo Music Studio 16

HAPPYCARD ENABLES YOU to
create special invitations and
greetings cards in a few simple
clicks. Not only will they be
completely distinct from
shop-bought cards – a perfect
touch for special occasions – but
they’re surprisingly high quality.
Installation couldn’t be

simpler. Upon opening,
HappyCard provides you with

Abelssoft HappyCard

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit,
70MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.abelssoft.net
NOTESGet your registration codewithin the
application

the option of creating a gift card,
invitation or a greetings card.
Once you’ve selected which
option you want, HappyCard
provides over 50 professional
templates to get your card set up.
You also have the option of

creating a card from scratch,
where HappyCard provides you
with the option of creating
Portrait, Landscape, Square,

Voucher or DIN long card
options. You then select a base
background colour or create you
own using the colour palette.
Once you’ve added the blank

slate, you can then add forms, o
shapes, such as candles, birthday
cakes or animals to your card.
You can also drag and drop
stamps into the card, such as
‘Merry Christmas’ in various

styles or ones containing
Father’s Day greetings,
or add your own text.
You can even import
your own images to
make the card that
bit more special.
After creating your

card, you can easily add
several recipients so you
don’t have to do it
repeatedly. You can also
print it out, export it as a
PDF, JPG, PNG or BMP
file, or get a link to share
via Facebook, Twitter and
your other apps.
The in-app assistant

makes it easy to create a
card, though it’s worth
spending a little more
time to create a more
refined card using your
own images and text.

REQUIREMENTSWindows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 10MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.ashampoo.com
NOTESGet your registration codewithin the
application

SHAMPOOMUSIC STUDIO 2016 is a
pable collection of tools that make it
y to build, manage and share your
usic collection.
You might start by ripping some
ks from CDs, for instance, and saving

h m as WMA, OGG or WAV audio files.
the program can also record files

d ctly from a microphone, or the line-in
your sound card. It can even strip the
ndtrack from a video, saving it as a
o e convenient audio file.
If you already have plenty of music

l , you might prefer Ashampoo Music
Studio 2016’s ability to edit them – you
can cut, trim, copy, paste, fade and more.
The Normalize tool helps you keep a
consistent volume level across a set of audio files,
while the Conversion option will convert particular
files into a more usable format.
There’s plenty more, too. The Organize function

will rename and relocate your files into a logical
folder structure, so they’re easier to find. There’s a
built-in tool for burning audio and MP3 CDs, and
you even get a tool to help you design disc covers.

There are plenty of features to explore, then,
but a well-designed interface ensures the program
is very easy to use. The various functions are
divided into logical categories (such as Record,
Burn, Edit Cover); hovering your mouse cursor
over an icon displays a tooltip with more details,
and a series of helpful wizards walk you through
everything you might want to do.
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REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8 10 32/64-bit,
200MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.pandasecurity.com
NOTESNo registration required. Includes a
six-month licence

PANDA INTERNET SECURITY 17
is a capable security suite with
protection for Windows,
Android, iOS and Mac.
The Windows module offers a

good range of features: accurate
anti-virus, browser protection
(via an optional toolbar), a

Panda Internet Security 17
firewall and Wi-Fi protection
to detect and block intruders.
The Data Shield prevents
sensitive information falling into
the wrong hands, parental
controls keep your kids safe
online, and there’s a virtual
keyboard to bypass keyloggers.

Mac and iOS protection is
more about the basics, with
anti-virus and an iPhone location
service, while the Android tools
take this a little further: anti-virus,
device optimisation, a location
service, and the option to lock or
wipe your device remotely.

All of this is easy
enough to set up,
though look out for
the option to install a
browser toolbar – it
will change your
home and search
pages unless you clear
some tickboxes.
After that, the

program proves as
reliable and accurate
as ever. This latest
edition brings new
checks for Wi-Fi
vulnerabilities, a new
engine, and smarter
Collective Intelligence,
offering greater
protection with less
impact on performance.

C ’ HE world just
k mple compressed

o at he e are all manner of
oosing a different
ost operating
nly handle a

l d b r of compression
ly. This is where
chiving tool
y, and there’s
mprehensive

tha o e chiver.
I so many file

o ats o e 50 at the last
h s pointless to list

h ll e to say that pretty
h hived format can be

ey ones (including
Zip, 7-Zip, Tar, Gzip and even ISO)
can be written to as well.
The app supports high levels

of encryption, via multiple
methods, and – as of
PowerArchiver 2016 – there’s
support for encrypting and
signing Adobe PDF and Microsoft
Office documents, too.
If you’re more concerned

about the program’s practical
benefits, there are plenty. It’s
extremely fast, for instance. VSS

werArchiver 2016

REQUIREMENTSWindows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 40MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.powerarchiver.com
NOTESGet the registration codeat
www.powerarchiver.com/l/cs-giveaway

and UAC elevation support mean
it can cope with problems where
other tools fail, compressing files
even if they’re in use and need
administrator access to read.
There are also tools to repair
archives, convert them between
formats, create self-extracting
archives and a whole lot more.
All of this is wrapped up in a

slick, minimalist user interface
that fits seamlessly into the
design of Windows 10, although
PowerArchiver 2016 remains

backwards-compatible all the way
to XP, too. And if you don’t like
the look and feel, you can
customise just about every
aspect of the user interface to
better fit in with your desktop.
PowerArchiver is no longer

distributed as an all-in-one app,
but has split off key components
into separate apps, so now you
are able to access its burner,
encryption, backup, virtual drive
and other tools without invoking
the main suite.

WHY CAN’T TH
stick to one simpl
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reasons for cho
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systems can onl
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UPDATED Evernote 6.6.4.5512 Store your
notes, ideas and plans in the cloud, and
synchronise them between computers.
UPDATED Mailbird 2.4.10.0
A free desktop email client for Windows.
UPDATED Miranda IM 0.10.72
Chat with friends across multiple
messaging platforms, including AIM,
Facebook, IRC and MSN, all from one
simple interface.

UPDATED Genie Timeline Free 2017
Protect your most valuable files with this
easy-to-use backup tool.
Paragon Partition Manager 14 Free
Create, format, split, merge and reorganise
all your hard disk’s partitions.
PeaZip 6.4.1 A tremendously powerful
archive-management tool.

CarotDAV 1.14.6
Manage all your online storage services
with one simple application.
UPDATED Cyberduck 6.2.0
A powerful but easy-to-use FTP client for
uploading and downloading your files.
Easy WiFi 4.0
Find free Wi-Fi hotspots while you’re out
and about.

UPDATED CCleaner 5.32 Remove unwanted
information, temporary files, browsing
history, huge log files and even the settings
that uninstalled software leaves behind.
Defraggler 2.21 Ensure that your system
is defragmented properly and improve
its performance.
Finestra Virtual Desktops 2.5.4501 Set up
four or more virtual desktops on your PC.

Chat and Communication
Resources

UPDATED Skype for Windows 7.39.0.102Make
internet voice and video calls for free, and buy
credit to make calls to mobiles and landlines.
NEW VERSION Trillian 6.0.0.61 Use all your
instant-messaging accounts with one
application. Supports Windows Live!, AIM,
Yahoo! and Google Talk.
UPDATED WhatsApp Desktop 0.2.5371 A free
PC and Mac version of the popular messaging
app, letting you chat from your desktop.

Windows 8 UX Pack 9.1
Get a glimpse of the Windows 10 UI without
committing to a full OS upgrade.
Windows 10 Transformation Pack 7.0
Bring some of Windows 10’s new features
to your current operating system.
Winstep Xtreme 17.1
Freshen up your system with this suite of
desktop and UI replacement applications.

Screenshot Captor 4.21.1 Create and manage
screenshots the easy way.
UPDATED SUMo 5.3.2 Quickly scan your PC’s
installed applications and find any updates
that are available for them.
ZipGenius 6.3.2.3116 A flexible file-
compression tool with support for a huge
number of compressed file formats.

UPDATED FileZilla 3.27.0.1 A fast and reliable
FTP client with lots of useful features.
UPDATED NetBalancer 9.10.3
Make the most of your internet connection
by assigning download and upload priorities
to web applications.
UPDATED TeamViewer 12.0.81460
Remote-control your computer from
anywhere in the world.

Customisation

General

Internet and Network

Tweaking and Performance

NEW VERSION iolo System Mechanic
Free 17.0.1 Speed up your system with
Iolo’s PC optimisation suite.
Rainmeter 4.0
Customise the desktop with your choice
of tools and shortcuts.
Windows 8 Transformation Pack 9.1
Emulate the look of Windows 8 on an
earlier version of the operating system.

IObit Advanced SystemCare Free 10.4.0.760
A complete computer security, maintenance
and optimisation suite.
Revo Uninstaller Free 2.0.3 Remove installed
applications completely, including all their
folders, system files and Registry entries.
Simple Performance Boost 1.0.5 Tweak the
Windows Registry to give your PC a
performance boost.
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Super fast
PCs
3XS Gaming PCs and
laptops available for
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delivery

Choose your perfect PC today



Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.
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3XS Gamer
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700 processor
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2133MHz
• 6GB EVGA GTX 1060 SC
• 250GB Samsung SSD plus 1TB HDD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

3XS Gamer
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700 processor
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2400MHz
• 8GB EVGA GTX 1070 SC Black
• 250GB Samsung SSD plus 1TB HDD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

£1,249.99 INC
VAT £1,399.00 INC

VAT

Next day gaming laptops
These high-end gaming laptops feature a variety of the very best discrete NVIDIA GeForce GTX graphics cards and powerful
quad-core Intel CPUs and are pre-built so ready for delivery to you tomorrow.

£999.00 INC
VAT £1,469.00 INC

VAT

3XS LG15 Performance GTX
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700HQ processor
• 15.6" Full HD IPS screen
• 4GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti
• 8GB Corsair DDR4 2133MHz
• 250GB Samsung 850 EVO SSD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

3XS LG15Vengeance G-Sync
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700HQ processor
• 15.6" Full HD or 4K screen
• NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 or 1070
• 16GB Corsair DDR4 2133MHz
• 256GB Samsung SM961 M.2 SSD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

3XS Gamer
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700 processor
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 2400MHz
• 8GB EVGA GTX 1080 SC
• 250GB Samsung SSD plus 1TB HDD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

3XSVengeance Ti
• Intel® Core™ i7 7700K processor
• 16GB Corsair Vengeance DDR4 3000MHz
• 11GB EVGA GTX 1080 Ti SC2
• 250GB Samsung SSD plus 2TB HDD
• Microsoft Windows 10 64bit

£1,499.99 INC
VAT £2,049.99 INC

VAT

Whywait when we can deliver a stunning new gaming PC to your home tomorrow. Choose from awide range of specifications,
with every system pre-built and soak-tested for 24 hours to ensure maximum reliability and gaming pleasure.

Next day gaming PCs

Next day
delivery

Next day
delivery

Next day
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these currencies require to function, in the
hope of being rewarded with some of the
digital money themselves. Rapidly rising
demand has subsequently caused both stock
shortages and price gouges, particularly for
AMD’s Radeon series, which tend to be more
efficient at mining than their Nvidia rivals.
As we say, however, there are still plenty of

good models to choose from if you want a
graphics card to use in more conventional
ways. In this group test, we’ve focused on the
gaming-optimised Nvidia GeForce GTX and
AMD Radeon RX series, though these can
also benefit design software (via hardware
acceleration for rendering and encoding),
and invariably provide a wider selection of

VIDEO AGE
Graphics cards

Don’t settle for the bare-bones performance of
integrated CPU graphics. Get a dedicated GPU and
give your PC an enormous power boost, whether it’s
for affordable 1080p use or luxurious 4K gaming

CONTENT REVIEWS
Page 82

ASUS ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC
Page 83

ASUS ROG Strix RX 570 OC
Page 84

EVGA GeForce GTX 1070 FTW Gaming
Page 85

GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G
Page 86

GIGABYTE Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G
Page 87

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
Founders Edition
Page 88

SAPPHIRE Pulse Radeon RX 560 OC
Page 89

SAPPHIRE Pulse Radeon RX 580
Page 90

ZOTAC GeForce GTX 1050 Ti Mini

THERE’S A JOKE among PC hardware
enthusiasts that generally goes thus:
“When’s the best time to buy a graphics
card? A month after you buy a graphics card.”
It’s true, the GPU market is as volatile as they
come when you’re trying to keep track of
prices and availability, but there is one very
luminous bright side: the current generation
of cards is rammed with excellent products.
This is an especially crucial thing to

remember because, jokes aside, graphics card
prices genuinely have gone askew in recent
weeks. This is all down to a resurgence in
cryptocurrency mining, where people
construct immense multi-GPU systems for the
sole function of performing the calculations
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are only one or two frames’ worth of
difference in it, your electricity bill might thank
you for going with the less thirsty option.
Happily, we’ve started to see certain

low-end and entry-level cards manage to go
without the usual PSU cables, instead drawing
all the power they need from their PCI-E x16
slot. Besides making for a cleaner build, this
could be very useful in compact Mini-ITX or
microATX builds, where cable routing is
limited and maximising airflow is crucial.

AERATE AND SEE
All that graphics processing can be toasty
work, and a decent cooler is essential to
prevent the GPU from burning out. For their
reference designs, both AMD and Nvidia
favour the so-called ‘blower style’, where a
small turbine-like intake fan sucks in cold air,
drags it across the internal heatsink fins, and
vents the resulting hot air out of the back of
the card. The vast majority of partner cards,
on the other hand, replace this with one, two

or three open-air fans, which simply direct air
inwards towards a custom heatsink, with the
hot air simply dispersing afterwards.
We prefer the latter system; build quality

varies by manufacturer, which means some
coolers are annoyingly loud, but the better
ones are quieter than a blower while flushing
heat out of the card more effectively. This in
turn enables higher overclocking potential,
though the downside is that hot air is left to
float around inside your PC, instead of being
directly ejected out of the back. Well-placed
case fans can deal with this, however.

BENCH PRESSED
Before we get to the reviews, a word about
our testing procedure: it’s the same regimen
we use for standalone graphics card tests,
with each model being installed in a test PC
with a quad-core Intel Core i7-4770K and 8GB
of RAM. We use the built-in benchmark tools
in Dirt Showdown, Tomb Raider and Metro:
Last Light Redux, all running at the highest
graphical settings with anti-aliasing enabled.
We also use Valve’s SteamVR Performance
Test, which measures a PC’s rendering muscle
to show how well each card can cope with a
GPU-intensive virtual reality game.

output connections than a motherboard, so
can easily enable multiple monitor setups –
perfect for productivity.

HOWDY PARTNERS
First, it’s important to understand the
difference between a GPU and a graphics card
as a whole. The GPU is, specifically, the
processing unit, whereas the card
encompasses the GPU, cooler, ports and
anything else of a hardware nature. What
usually happens is that AMD or Nvidia
develop a GPU, then pass the design on to
partner manufacturers such as Zotac, Asus,
Sapphire or Gigabyte, who then build the rest
of the card around it – and make tweaks to
the GPU’s clock and memory speeds, if they
see fit. That said, GPU makers will typically
come up with a full ‘reference design’ for their
stock GPUs; Nvidia releases these complete
cards under the Founders Edition brand.
Although partner cards tend to vary in

terms of overclock values, fan designs and
build quality, ultimately these tend to amount
to only minor changes to stock performance.
Hence, we’ve chosen one partner card per
underlying GPU for this group test, since it’s
more valuable to consider the differences
between these GPUs than it is to look at what
a 10MHz clock speed difference means for
two cards using the same processor.

VRAM VROOM
Like CPUs, GPUs run on cores clocked at
customisable base and boost speeds, albeit
with these cores numbering in the hundreds
or thousands, rather than just in single figures.
The more commonly cited graphics card spec
is actually video RAM, or VRAM, which stores
image data for quick deployment to your
screen. Because higher-resolution images,
more complex 3D meshes and nicer textures
create larger amounts of data, having more
VRAM can ensure it isn’t overloaded,
maintaining high performance.
Modern GPUs tend to offer between 2GB

and 11GB of VRAM. Generally speaking, 2GB is
fine for Full HD gaming on a single monitor,
4GB is the minimum for dual monitors at
1440p, and 8GB is ideal for the toughest tasks,
such as 4K gaming. Some games will only
unlock their best texture quality settings for
cards with a certain amount of VRAM, so aim
for 6GB or more if you want to max things out.

DRAIN AND SIMPLE
Depending on whether you need a tiny
budget card or a hulking high-end model,
your graphics card can either sip power or
be the biggest individual PSU hog in your
entire rig. It’s not worth making purchase
decisions on efficiency alone, but you may
notice that two similarly powerful cards can
have different power requirements; if there

No card left behind
We couldn’t squeeze every GPU into this test, but here’s what
you can expect from the rest of 2017’s mainstream line-up

AMD RX Vega 64
Sadly, we were unable to source any review samples of AMD’s
Vega series in time for this issue, although the RX Vega 64 is
available to pre-order at the time of writing. Both this and the
RX Vega 56 (see below) are plugging a gap in AMD’s high-end
GPU output that’s been empty since the 2015 R9 Fury X,
employing a completely different upgraded architecture to
the Polaris-based 500-series.
The RX Vega 64 is the best of the best, with 4,096 cores running at 1,546MHz, 8GB of

VRAM and an enormous memory bandwidth of 484GB/s. Starting at £550, it’s priced to
compete with Nvidia’s GTX 1080 and, according to early benchmark reports, keeps up
with the Nvidia GPU in performance as well.

AMD RX Vega 56
While UK pricing for the RX Vega 56 is harder to find, it’s no secret
going after the GTX 1070 (just as the RX Vega 64 targets the GTX 1
In other words, this could be another 4K-capable GPU that doesn’t
have quite such a violent impact on your finances.
It’s certainly well-specced, again coming equipped with 8GB of

memory, though the core count is down to 3,584, with a boost
clock of 1,471MHz. Expect prices around the £380 mark.

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
We actually have seen the GTX 1080 Ti in action before, as part of h
Chillblast Fusion Portal (Shopper 353). It’s the most powerful GeFo
card of the bunch, although frankly it’s just not a good deal when
the GTX 1080 exists. Partner cards are around £100-£200 pricier
than their GTX 1080 equivalents, and you’d only be getting a
handful of extra frames per second in games.

ret that it’s
1080).
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Graphics processing can be toasty work, and a decent cooler
is essential to prevent the GPU from burning out
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THE ASUS ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC is a
partner variant of Nvidia’s GeForce GTX 1080
graphics card. It’s an ambitious prospect – the
GTX 1080 was the most powerful enthusiast
GPU around when it launched, and even now
is only outranked by the GTX 1080 Ti. Even so,
Asus has pushed it even further, upping the
stock GPU’s 1,607MHz base clock and
1,733MHz boost clock speeds to a mighty
1,759MHz and 1,898MHz respectively.
That’s just in the default Gaming mode, too;
switch to OC mode in the GPU Tweak II
software utility, and they rise even further to
1,784MHz and 1,936MHz respectively.
That’s on top of the GTX 1080’s whopping

8GB of GDDR5X VRAM, which has also had a
slight clock speed boost from 10,000MHz to
10,010MHz. It looks as if Asus has left few
stones unturned when looking for ways to tune
up Nvidia’s GPU, which could be considered a
flagship of the Pascal architecture series, the
manufacturing process of which is reduced
from Maxwell’s 28nm down to the more
power-efficient 16nm FinFET.

FAST TIMES
Before we get into benchmarking, a note: you
may recall Asus getting in mild trouble last
year for sending out review units to the media
with OC mode enabled by default, when
Gaming mode is the default for retail units.
This was indeed the case with our own
sample, though the aforementioned GPU
Tweak utility means that switching between
the two is child’s play. There’s also a Silent
mode option, which is essentially Gaming
mode with reduced fan speeds.
We decided to stick with OC mode for

our benchmark tests, partly because it
should demonstrate the card at its best, and
partly because – unlike with the Gigabyte
Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G – enabling this
mode didn’t have any noticeable adverse
effects compared to Gaming mode.
Asus’s card tore through our 1,920x1,080

gaming benchmarks, averaging 147fps in
Dirt Showdown, 83fps in Metro: Last Light
Redux and 174fps in Tomb Raider, all at their
highest settings with anti-aliasing enabled.
Clearly, the ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC is

ASUS ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC
★★★★★
£607 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
Asus’s overclocked take on the GTX 1080 manages to improve on excellence

overkill at this resolution,
especially if you only
use a 60Hz display.
Upping the

resolution to
2,560x1,440, the
GPU still performed
outstandingly. It
averaged 138fps in
Dirt Showdown, 49fps in
Metro: Last Light Redux and 118fps in
Tomb Raider – all marked improvements, it
should be noted, on Nvidia’s previous top-end
offering, the GTX 980 Ti. We also boosted
Metro to 91fps just by disabling SSAA, which
is far less useful at higher resolutions anyway.
Finally, at 3,840x2,160, the ROG Strix GTX

1080 OC distinguished itself once again with
superb scores of 98fps in Dirt Showdown
and 60fps in Tomb Raider. However, this
victory lap was interrupted by the ever-
demanding Metro, in which it only
managed 21fps. That’s just 3fps higher
than the GTX 980 Ti, but smooth frame
rates are still easily possible at 4K; again, all
we had to do was turn off SSAA for a huge
increase to 43fps.

REALITY SHOWOFF
We didn’t have a VR headset to test with it,
but judging by these benchmarks you can
expect the ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC to excel
with the likes of the Oculus Rift and HTC
Vive. Indeed, Pascal comes with a few
features specifically dedicated for optimum
VR performance, the most significant of
these being simultaneous multiscreen
projection (SMP).
VR works by showing you two viewports

(projections) of the same scene, then using
headset lenses to warp them into one image.
Pascal, unlike previous architectures, allows
both projections to be rendered in a single
pass instead of separately, practically
halving the workload. SMP also works with
the multi-res shading feature introduced in
Maxwell, allowing areas you aren’t focusing
on (in other words, around the edge of a
scene) to be rendered at a lower resolution –
again, reducing load.

Even the display output ports are geared
towards VR. There are two HDMI ports
instead of the usual one, so you can use a VR
system and an HDMI-connected display at the
same time. There are also two DisplayPorts
and one dual-link DVI-D output.
Curiously, what were shaping up to be our

only serious concerns – a bit of coil whine and
sustained fan noise – magically disappeared
after about an hour of use. The coil whine
never returned, and while the triple-fan cooler
can get a bit noisy, this only happens after
running at load for a few minutes; otherwise,
it’s quiet enough, and prevents temperatures
never peaking higher than a safe 71°C.
Power usage is high – it’s rated at 300W,

and peaked at 101.8% of this while gaming –
but really, this isn’t terribly surprising
considering its sheer brawn. It’s still less of
a draw than previous-generation premier
cards, such as Sapphire’s Radeon Nitro R9
Fury, which can eat up to 375W.

EXCESSIVE GEFORCE
All that’s really bothersome about the ROG
Strix GTX 1080 OC, then, is its high price and
case-stuffing 298mm length. There’s also the
GTX 1070 GPU to consider; the EVGA GeForce
GTX 1070 Gaming shows that it too can
handle 4K gaming, albeit at a lower price.
However, this is still the better card for

that particular resolution – in Dirt Showdown
and Tomb Raider especially, the GTX 1080
carves out a considerable frame rate lead.
Asus’s model has also dropped in price since
the launch of the GTX 1080 Ti, narrowing the
gap between it and GTX 1070 variants.
This does raise the question: why not go

all the way and get a GTX 1080 Ti? Well, in
this case, the prohibitive costliness of the
more powerful GPU isn’t quite justified by its
increased performance; when the Asus ROG
Strix GTX 1080 OC can hit the magic 60fps
mark in Tomb Raider at 4K, spending an extra
£100 to £180 seems more unnecessary here
than it does to spend another £160 or so over
a GTX 1070. Asus’s card, therefore, remains
our pick for top-quality gaming.
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THE RADEON RX 570 sits between the
budget RX 560 and the mid-range RX 580;
you can think of it as the gateway between
high-quality 1080p gaming and affordable
1440p performance.
This could have positioned RX 570-based

cards, such as this Asus ROG Strix RX 570 OC,
on an awkward middle ground, but thankfully
the GPU is closer to the more expensive
RX 580 in terms of specs and performance, all
while costing less. It combines 4GB of GDDR5
VRAM with 2,048 stream processors (AMD’s
term for cores), and Asus has made some
relatively bold overclocks to boot.
The reference design (which you can’t

actually buy, due to the lack of an AMD-built
stock RX 570 card) runs its cores at a base
speed of 1,168MHz, boosting to 1,244MHz
when temperatures allow. This particular card
will instead aim to run at a permanent
1,300MHz in its Silent and Gaming modes,
pushing even further to 1,310MHz in OC
mode. It seems to default to Gaming mode,
though you can easily switch to Silent mode
(which reduces fan speeds) or OC mode by
installing Asus’s GPU Tweak II utility.

TOP GEAR
Unlike the Gigabyte Radeon RX 580 Gaming
4G, which produces unbearable fan noise
in its own OC mode, there are no quality-of-
life drawbacks to using the ROG Strix RX
570 OC at its most performance-oriented
setting, so we conducted all our gaming
benchmarks in OC mode.
Amazingly, not only did the ROG Strix RX

570 OC easily beat the RX 470 it replaces,
but it managed to match both last year’s 8GB
RX 480 and the newer 4GB version of the RX
580 in multiple tests. Its focus on slick 1080p
gaming was evident in Dirt Showdown
running at 1,920x1,080, where it produced
118fps, and going up to 2,560x1,440 only
caused it to drop to 98fps. 3,840x2,160 was
the only resolution at which it didn’t reach
the 60fps gold standard, but only
barely, scoring 55fps with the same
Ultra quality settings. That’s still
extremely smooth for a lower
mid-range graphics card.
It’s hard to fault in Tomb

Raider as well. It averaged
92fps at 1,920x1,080, with the
usual Ultimate settings, as
well as 63fps at 2,560x1,440.
Its 31fps at 3,840x2,160 is just
about playable, but smoothing
it out doesn’t require much in
the way of sacrifices – simply

ASUS ROG Strix RX 570 OC
★★★★★
£255 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Asus has successfully overclocked its RX 570
model to be almost as powerful as an RX 580

switching to Ultra quality settings bumps it
up to a console-beating 44fps.
Typically, maintaining high frame rates in

Metro: Last Light Redux proved a much
tougher task, though with Very High settings
and SSAA enabled, 45fps at 1,920x1,080 isn’t
too bad at all. In fact, it’s only 1fps behind
the Gigabyte Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G, and
4fps behind both the 8GB Sapphire Pulse
Radeon RX 580 and the 6GB Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1060 Founders Edition. All three are
more expensive, higher-specced cards, so
to get within this touching distance is a fine
job on Asus’s part.
That’s not to say that it can handle

maxed-out 1440p and 4K in Metro, though.
With 25fps at 2,560x1,440 and 10fps at
3,140x2,160, it needs some help to get
playable performance: disabling SSAA is all
you need at 1440p as it doubles the frame
rate to 50fps, but at 4K, we had to drop to
Medium quality and disable tessellation as
well in order to get 54fps.

HEADSET AND MATCH
The ROG Strix RX 570 OC isn’t the best card
for virtual reality hardware (not least because
it has only one HDMI port in addition to its
single DisplayPort and two DVI-D outputs),
but it’s quite capable of playing most VR
games at medium quality or higher. That’s
according to the SteamVR Performance Test,
in which the ROG Strix RX 570 OC scored 6.6
out of 11. While that doesn’t sound great, it’s
still rated as ‘High’ by the Valve-designed

benchmark, and once again comes fairly close
to its pricier RX 580 cousins.
For the sake of thoroughness, we also ran

our gaming benchmarks in the default Gaming
mode, and the results were at most a meagre
one or two frames lower than in OC mode, so
GPU Tweak II is just an option rather than
must-have software. That said, it has other
uses, too: it can enable a 0dB fan mode, for
instance, which will disable both fans when
the GPU’s load is light enough for it to get by
with passive cooling. This obviously allows for
silent running, although even in OC mode, this
is a pleasingly quiet graphics card.
Nonetheless, temperatures are kept under

control. When idling, it hovers around 36°C,
rising to 72°C under heavy load and peaking
at 74°C. These last two temperatures are
higher than most other GPUs here, but only
by a couple of degrees, and keep in mind that
these were also recorded in the fastest OC
mode. It’s slightly less efficient than the 4GB
RX 580, usually consuming around 142W
under load and peaking at 155W, but does
have a lower PSU requirement of 450W.

DESIGN SYNC
Aesthetically, the card generally copies the
angular plastic design of the ROG Strix GTX
1080 OC, albeit with a single RGB LED logo
on the side. This can be synced with Asus’s
Aura system to match the LED colours and
effects of other Asus hardware in your PC,
such as the motherboard.
Of all the 2nd-gen Polaris GPUs in AMD’s

lineup, the RX 570’s proximity to both RX 580
variants makes it our pick of the lot at
current prices. Sadly, this is where the RX
570 shares a disadvantage: it’s an effective
cryptocurrency mining component, and is

thus being sold at hugely inflated
prices. Even so, it remains
cheaper than the RX 580s
we’ve tested, as well as
the GTX 1060 Founders
Edition, so we’re happy
to recommend it even
before it drops back to
its old sub-£200 price.
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AS FAR AS partner cards go, those made by
EVGA tend to be slightly cheaper than those
from Asus, MSI, Gigabyte, Zotac and the like.
Indeed, the GeForce GTX 1070 FTW Gaming
isn’t the flashiest of 4K-ready graphics cards,
but that doesn’t mean EVGA has skimped on
improvements and customisations.
The stock GTX 1070’s blower cooler, for

instance, has been replaced with two open-air
fans, while Nvidia’s standard base clock
speed of 1,506MHz and boost clock speed
of 1,683MHz have both been given sizable
overclocks, to 1,607MHz and 1,797MHz
respectively. There’s even some visual flair
in the form of multiple RGB LED panels
around the side and underside. These can be
seen shining through gaps in the heatsink,
which looks pretty cool.
The GPU was launched as something of

a mass-market alternative to the mighty
GTX 1080. The GTX 1070 promised high-
quality 4K and VR gaming at a much lower
price, theoretically making it the best-value
high-end card on the market even if it
wasn’t the outright fastest. Nonetheless, it
still shares the GTX 1080’s generous 8GB
of VRAM and efficiency-boosting 16nm
manufacturing process.

QUICK DRAW
Sure enough, this EVGA model had little
trouble with the undemanding Dirt
Showdown benchmark, though its 124fps at
1,920x1,080 was lower than we expected.
Nonetheless, it also managed a solid 120fps at
2,560x1,440 and even 80fps at 3,840x2,160.
These are all between 18fps and 23fps lower
than what you’d get with Asus’s ROG Strix
GTX 1080 OC, but then that is close to £200
more expensive, and such differences are
harder to perceive at higher frame rates than
they would be in the 40-60fps range.
As with the GTX 1080, the GTX 1070

performed better in Tomb Raider at 1080p
than in Dirt Showdown at the same
resolution, likely due to the latter’s
greater reliance on CPU power rather
than GPU power. The EVGA card
scored an excellent 148fps, along
with 118fps at 2,560x1,440 and
48fps at 3,840x2,160, both good
results, even if it doesn’t hit 60fps
at 4K as Asus’s card can.
The Metro: Last Light Redux

test is where the GTX 1070 really
starts to close the gap. Its 73fps
result at 1,920x1,080 is just 10fps

EVGA GeForce GTX
1070 FTW Gaming

★★★★★
£429 • From www.cclonline.com

VERDICT
It’s not quite top of the range, but this card will
serve up smooth performances at all resolutions

behind the GTX 1080, while its 42fps at
2,560x1,440 is 7fps behind and 18fps at
3,840x2,160 is a mere 2fps behind.
What’s more, switching off SSAA will see
improvements up to 80fps at 1440p and
37fps at 4K, though in the latter’s case, it’s
best to drop to High settings as well, for a
final result of 51fps.
Frankly, the idea of a sub-£500 graphics

card that could comfortably handle maximum
or high-quality 4K gaming would have been
laughable just a couple of years ago, yet the
GTX 1070 absolutely delivers on its initial
promise. It also manages to match the
ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC’s perfect score
of 11 in the SteamVR Performance Test,
making it an excellent partner for the HTC
Vive. It has only one HDMI output, which
isn’t ideal, but owners of multiple monitors
will appreciate the triple DisplayPorts and
single dual-link DVI-D port.

UNDER PRESSURE
However, while this is a superb card for
maxing out refresh rates at 1080p and 1440p,
the GTX 1080 just about keeps hold of its
crown as the best GPU for 4K. Believe it or
not, the difference between 48fps and 60fps
is noticeable – much more so than at higher
frame rates, where diminishing returns kick in.
What’s more, even though the GeForce

GTX 1070 FTW Gaming is significantly
cheaper than Asus’s ROG Strix GTX 1080 OC
(which is rather pricey for a GTX 1080 partner
card; EVGA does one for £550), this is the

ultra-premium market we’re talking about.
Factor in the cost of a 4K, 144Hz monitor, and
a sufficiently powerful CPU to avoid throttling,
and the money saved on this GTX 1070 isn’t as
proportionally significant as price differences
in the mid-range and budget markets.
Not that we’re too down on EVGA’s card.

It’s still fantastically fast, and stays cool
under pressure: we recorded load
temperatures sticking around 66°C with a
peak of 69°C. Its initial idle temperature of
50°C is high, but not dangerously so, and
this dropped to 44°C after about an hour of
purely light use. The fans can emit a low,
almost throaty whir once they speed up, but
it’s not loud enough to be distracting.
This is also a more power-efficient card

than Asus’s GTX 1080, despite EVGA’s tweaks
apparently upping the maximum consumption
up to 215W (the reference design’s TDP is
150W.) It didn’t actually use all this power
during our more intensive benchmarks, eating
up 167W with the occasional peak to 182W. A
minimum PSU of 500W is recommended, the
same as for AMD’s mid-range RX 580 cards.

THE SHORT RUN
We like how the GeForce GTX 1070 FTW
Gaming is put together, too. In addition to the
RGB lighting, the card’s looks are aided by a
simple but strong backplate, which protects
that GPU and makes it easier to remove dust.
It’s also compact for a premium card, barely
stretching beyond the width of our standard
ATX motherboard; that’s good for compact
cases or towers rammed with drive cages.

Add in a lengthy three-year warranty
and the use of EVGA Precision XOC, an
optional software utility that offers fine
control over overclocking, power usage and
cooling, and the EVGA GeForce GTX 1070

FTW Gaming is a wonderful choice
for high-end gaming.
Although we still lean
towards the GTX 1080 for
the best possible 4K
experience, this is a
well-tuned version of a very
capable GPU that many
more will be able to afford.
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THE GEFORCE GTX 1050 is Nvidia’s most
basic, entry-level GPU, though it’s based on
the same Pascal architecture as the rest of
the GTX 10- series. We’ve tested a
customised, single-fan, slightly overclocked
version from Gigabyte; there are no stock
cards or Founders Edition GTX 1050s for sale,
so partner cards are your first and last resort.
Still, Gigabyte’s tweaks put it in good

stead to go up against its key rival, the AMD
Radeon RX 560. The 1050 may only have 640
CUDA cores to the RX 460’s 1,024 processor
streams (or cores) but the Gigabyte card
has each one running at faster speeds, with
a base clock of 1,379MHz and a boost clock
of 1,493MHz. These are both slight overclocks
to the reference speeds of 1,354MHz and
1,455MHz respectively.

SHORT MEMORY
These clock speeds are even faster than the
souped-up GTX 1050 Ti’s – the Zotac GeForce
GTX 1050 Ti we’ve covered on page 90 of this
group test has overclocked base speeds of
1,303MHz and boost speeds of 1,417MHz,
although this also has a higher 768 CUDA
cores to compensate, plus 4GB of VRAM, to
the Gigabyte card’s 2GB.
Sapphire’s Pulse Radeon RX 560 also has

4GB of memory, and since it’s a newer card
that costs just £5 more, you might think it to
be the better-value purchase.
The RX 460 seems to have the memory

advantage, coming in both 2GB and 4GB
variants, while the GTX 1050 is limited to
2GB of GDDR5; what’s more, this particular
model costs about the same as a 4GB AMD
equivalent, such as the XFX Radeon RX 460
(Shopper 347). You’d therefore be forgiven
for thinking that a 4GB AMD card would be
the better-value purchase, in spite of slightly
lower core clock speeds.
However, once we’d plugged it into our

testing PC, the GTX 1050 not only matched
the RX 560, but came out ahead of it in
several gaming tests.

GIGABYTE GeForce
GTX 1050 D5 2G

★★★★★
£115 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
With Gigabyte’s effective hardware upgrades, th
budget GTX 1050 has withstood the test of time

g h h d
G g by d p d h gh p
1,920x1,080 and 52fps at 2,560x1,440. That’s
essentially identical to the RX 560, and only a
few frames behind the 1050 Ti. While we’d
never actually suggest a budget card for 4K
gaming, we then switched to 3,840x2,160 out
of curiosity, and it managed 27fps – not quite
high enough for sufficiently smooth gameplay,
but it’s impressive that a £115 GPU can come
that close at maximum settings.
Tomb Raider would prove to be a more

demanding test, including more complex
physics, lighting and weather effects.
Nonetheless, the GTX 1050 D5 2G excelled
again, producing 55fps at 1,920x1,080 and
33fps at 2,560x1,440. Both of these frame
rates are perfectly playable, and again, come
reasonably close to the 1050 Ti’s performance
level, while just beating the RX 560’s.

LIMITED EDITION
Metro: Last Light Redux did prove a bit too
much to handle at Very High settings, at
least with SSAA enabled. Here, our GTX
1050-equipped PC managed only 25fps at
1,920x1,080, along with a wheezing 14fps at
2,560x1,440. Then again, the GTX 1050 D5 2G
easily regains the upper hand if you tone
down some of the settings. With Medium
texture quality, SSAA off, AF 4X texture
filtering (down from AF 16X), normal
tessellation and Advanced PhysX effects
disabled, Metro ran at a nippy 87fps at
1,920x1,080 and 57fps at 2,560x1,440.
These frame rates put the GTX 1050 right

between the GTX 1050 Ti and the RX 560,
despite the latter having double the VRAM.
This shows the folly of choosing a GPU
on memory alone: it can help if you have
multiple monitors or want to unlock extreme-

l y g b
gl p , pl y.
The GTX 1050 is better than the RX 560 for

VR, too; with it installed, our PC scored 1.9 in
the SteamVR Performance Test, compared to
0.9 with the AMD GPU. That’s not to say we’d
recommend it, as that 1.9 is out of a possible
11, but since the benchmark does class it as
‘capable’ hardware it should just be able to
cope with basic VR games on low settings.
Partner cards’ customisations can

sometimes increase the power requirements,
but happily, Gigabyte has kept the GTX 1050
D5 2G’s TDP rating at a very prudent 75W.
GPU-Z measured our review unit’s power
usage peaking at 94% of this, but generally
hovering around 90%. The RX 460 is also
rated at 75W, but comes with a higher PSU
recommendation of 400W. With the GTX
1050 D5 2G, only 300W is recommended,
and since it’s powered entirely by the PCI-E
x16 slot, you don’t need to hook it up to any
additional PSU cables.

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Part of the reason for the low energy usage is
the single 90mm fan. That might not sound
like much, but then this is a pretty small
graphics card, at only 172mm in length, and
so that one fan is all that’s needed; we
measured an idling temperature of 41°C and
a load temperature of 61°C, briefly peaking
at 64°C. That’s far off the kind of heat levels
that should get you concerned.
It’s cool enough that the fan will switch

off entirely when only dealing with light
loads, reducing power draw further. This also
enables totally silent running, but then it’s
hardly a loud card in the first place; even
during our benchmarks, our PC’s case fans
made more noise than the card did.
The GTX 1050 D5 2G was our favourite

entry-level graphics card when it launched
last year, and the more recent RX 560 has
failed to dethrone it. However, now that
we’ve also seen what the GTX 1050 Ti can do
– specifically, Zotac’s compact GTX 1050 Ti
Mini – we think it’s worth spending a little
extra on the more powerful card, which is just
as efficient and runs even cooler. That’s not a
slight on the GTX 1050, though, which
remains a viable – and dirt-cheap – choice.

GRAPHICS CARDS
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Starting off with Dirt Showdown,
Gigabyte’s card powered through to 74fps at

quality textures in certain games, but for
single-monitor 1080p use, 2GB is plenty.

several gaming tests. multiple monitors or want to unlock extreme-
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THE RX 580 sits atop AMD’s 500-series of
mid-range GPUs, replacing the fantastic RX
480 (Shopper 345). This time, there are 4GB
and more expensive 8GB VRAM variants, the
former of which is the basis of Gigabyte’s
Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G.
The reference design for this GPU includes

2,304 cores at a base speed of 1,257MHz and a
boost speed of 1,340MHz, and Gigabyte has
added a couple of options for tweaking these
speeds. This is managed by the Aorus Graphics
Engine utility, which, like Asus’s GPU Tweak II
software, can be used to toggle between
Silent, Gaming and OC modes. Silent and
Gaming modes both force the 1,340MHz boost
clock to stay constant, instead of dropping
down to a slower base clock, while OC mode
applies a genuine overclock to 1,355MHz.

HARD CLOCK LIFE
As switching to OC mode is so easy and, as far
as we can tell, safe, keeping it engaged would
appear to be the obvious choice. However,
there’s a catch: this mode causes the dual fans
to emit a loud roar, apparently under the
impression that an extra 15MHz will cause the
GPU to burn out of control. It doesn’t, leaving
the fan noise as an unnecessary distraction.
Even Gaming mode produces too much

fan noise for our liking, though it is a touch
quieter than in OC mode. Out of desperation,
we finally opted for Silent mode, which does
run genuinely quietly.
The Aorus Graphics Engine would have you

believe this causes performance to take a hit,
but to our surprise, we found that running our
gaming benchmarks in Silent mode produced
frame rates that were either identical to those
in OC mode or, at most, a meagre one or two
frames slower. Since this is clearly the mode in
which we’d want to run the card were we to
buy it for ourselves, all results listed in this
review are taken from Silent mode.
The good news in this regard is that the

4GB RX 580 manages either to match or

GIGABYTE Radeon
RX 580 Gaming 4G
★★★★★
£261 • From www.novatech.co.uk

VERDICT
Mild GPU improvements aren’t enough to dethrone
the GTX 1060, especially with fans as loud as these

improve upon the 8GB RX 480, even if just by
a handful of frames. In Dirt Showdown, for
example, Gigabyte’s card scored 121fps at
1,920x1,080, 105fps at 2,560x1,440 and 59fps
at 3,840x2,160. With the exception of the
1080p result, these actually put it slightly
ahead of its predecessor’s old rival, the
GeForce GTX 1060.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Nvidia’s offering does do a tiny bit better
in Tomb Raider, where the 4GB RX 580
produced 100fps at 1,920x1,080 and 66fps at
2,560x1,440, though its 34fps at 3,840x2,160 is
a single frame higher than the GTX 1060. In
fact, the differences at all three resolutions
are only a couple of frames at most.
The same is true of Metro: Last Light

Redux, in which the Gigabyte served up 46fps
at 1,920x1,080, 26fps at 2,560x1,440 and 10fps
at 3,840x2,160. Things can be greatly improved
at these higher resolutions with some
downgraded settings: disabling SSAA at 1440p
produces a much smoother 51fps, while a
combination of Medium quality, SSAA off and
tessellation off can manage 56fps at 4K.
Finally, in the SteamVR Performance Test,

our RX 580 Gaming 4G-equipped test PC
scored 6.9, enough for capable running of VR
hardware and games. It’s a fair bit behind the
GTX 1060’s 7.9 score, likely because the RX
580’s Polaris 20 architecture (which, like
previous versions of Polaris, incorporates the
14nm FinFET manufacturing process) isn’t as
focused on virtual reality optimisations as
Nvidia’s Pascal equivalent.
As expected, the 8GB variant of the RX 580

– found in the Sapphire Pulse Radeon RX 580

– does slightly better across the board, though
again, only by a minuscule number of frames.
Surely, then, the 4GB model is the wiser buy?
It’s true that, at £261, the Gigabyte Radeon

RX 580 Gaming 4G offers far superior value
than Sapphire’s 8GB alternative. Nonetheless,
we can’t help but feel disappointed by it; AMD
had months to come up with something that
could decisively beat the GTX 1060, and
judging by our benchmark results, it manages
to do so only in a single, older, undemanding
game. In newer, more GPU-heavy titles, the
GTX 1060 still holds its ground, and does so
without any bothersome fan noise issues.
It’s worth repeating that having them spin

at such high speeds isn’t necessary; switching
back to OC mode, we measured a reasonable
idle temperature of 34°C, a load temperature
of around 69°C and a peak temperature of
72°C, so it’s in no danger of overheating even
if the fans weren’t screaming with effort.

AIM LOWER
The GTX 1060 isn’t the only issue, either
(though it is also more efficient, with lower
load and peak power consumption than the
Gigabyte’s respective 130W and 156W).
The Asus ROG Strix RX 570 OC is cheaper
than the RX 580 Gaming 4G, yet performs
almost indistinguishably well across every one
of our benchmark games, especially the most
demanding one, Metro: Last Light Redux.
For those who lean towards AMD GPUs
(anyone with a FreeSync-enabled monitor,
say), there aren’t many compelling reasons
to choose the RX 580 over the RX 570.
To be fair to Gigabyte, there are quite a

few things to like here: comparisons aside, it
performs very well for the price, and the Aorus
utility compensates for its undesirable Gaming
and OC modes with a huge suite of
customisation tools. These include numerous
effects for the card’s onboard RGB lighting, as
well as the ability to set various custom
profiles for core clock speeds, VRAM clock
speeds and, mercifully, fan speeds.
However, the GTX 1060 Founders Edition is

a more well-rounded package, and the ROG
Strix RX 570 OC is better value for money, so
this card shouldn’t be your first port of call.
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IN TERMS OF competition, few graphics
cards have been accosted from so many
angles as Nvidia’s mid-range GTX 1060. When
it launched, it was up against the Radeon RX
480, an impressive AMD effort that was
cheaper yet almost as powerful; the GTX 1060
just about saw it off, only for two new rivals
to pop up this year in the RX 580 and RX 570.
On top of that, it also arrived weighted down
by expectations; Nvidia claimed that the GTX
1060 could stand up to the old GTX 980,
which cost well over £400 when it was new.
Like its AMD peers, the GTX 1060 comes

in two VRAM flavours: 3GB and 6GB. We’ve
seen the former pull off some seriously
capable performances in various pre-built PCs,
such as the Chillblast Fusion Hubble (Shopper
350), but for the best possible frame rates,
future-proofing and superior support for
certain texture settings in games, the 6GB
variant is a worthwhile investment.
It’s also an encouraging spec when sizing it

up against the GTX 980, although the GTX
1060’s 1,280 CUDA cores is a big drop from
the GTX 980’s 2,048 – it’s up to the Pascal
architecture to make up the difference in
efficiency. GPU-Z also measured the GTX
1060’s memory bandwidth at 192.2GB/s,
compared to the GTX 980’s 288.4GB/s.

STANDARD ISSUE
Nevertheless, in our actual benchmark tests,
the GTX 1060 refused to lose out. We tested
Nvidia’s own Founders Edition, which runs
at non-overclocked 1,506MHz base clock
speeds and 1,708MHz boost clock speeds,
and uses a blower-style cooler (which sucks
in cold air, drags it across an internal heatsink
and vents the resulting hot air out of the
back) instead of the multifan open-air
coolers favoured by partner cards.
Installed in our graphics testing system,

the GTX 1060 Founders Edition produced a
blazing 130fps in Dirt Showdown at
1,920x1,080 resolution and Ultra quality
settings; that’s 3fps higher than the GTX 980

NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1060 Founders Edition

★★★★★
£279 • From www.geforce.co.uk

VERDICT
Even with AMD upping its game, the GTX 1060
remains an excellent choice of GPU at all resolutions

and the even
more powerful
GTX 980 Ti
managed.
Furthermore, it produced

97fps at 2,560x1,440, while at
3,840x2,160 it scored 54fps, just 4fps short
of the GTX 980. It’s easy to dismiss marketing
bluster, but it seems Nvidia was right in saying
that these two cards are evenly matched.
Both the RX 580 and RX 570 edge ahead at
these higher resolutions, but the GTX 1060’s
1080p performance is considerably higher.
In the more demanding Tomb Raider test,

our GTX 1060-powered PC still sailed to
102fps at 1,920x1,080, 68fps at 2,560x1,440
and 33fps at 3,840x2,160, all using Ultimate
quality settings. Dropping to High presets
saw 4K performance shoot up to 63fps.

TAKE IT HIGHER
Even in the brutal Metro: Last Light Redux
benchmark running at Very High settings, it’s
hard to fault – 49fps at 1,920x1,080, 28fps at
2,560x1,440 and 12fps at 3,840x2,160 are all
very good for a single GPU at this price, even
if the latter two aren’t playable in themselves.
You can still get close to 60fps with some
tweaking; we got 53fps at 2,560x1,440 simply
by disabling SSAA, though 4K understandably
poses a bigger challenge. We eventually
settled on 56fps by selecting Medium
settings, SSAA off, AF 4X texture filtering,
Normal tessellation and Advanced PhysX off.
These are all great results, though they’re

not quite as standout now that the RX 580
is on the scene. In all three games, and at
almost all resolutions, the difference between
these two GPUs is visually negligible. Special
mention also goes to the Asus ROG Strix RX
570 OC, which also keeps pace despite being
the cheapest of the three. However, Nvidia’s
card did pull ahead slightly in the SteamVR
Performance Test, helping our rig to a high
score of 7.9, a full point higher than Gigabyte’s
Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G.

This is likely due to the GTX 1060’s Pascal
architecture, which has a few benefits for HTC
Vive and Oculus Rift owners that the Radeon
series’ newly souped-up Polaris architecture
seemingly can’t quite match. The big one is
multi-screen projection, which significantly
reduces the amount of rendering required to
show VR scenes, though multi-res shading –
which lightens the video processing load by
allowing out-of-focus objects to be rendered
at a lower resolution – is just as welcome.
The one big drawback, long term, is the

lack of SLI support. Adding a second GPU to
your PC can be a good way of boosting its
graphical power without having to ditch your
current card or pay extra for a single high-end
model, so it’s a shame that – unlike the RX
580 and RX 570, which can both run in AMD’s
equivalent CrossFire mode – the GTX 1060 is
only built for single-GPU duties. The DirectX
12 API includes tools that allow two non-SLI
cards to act as a single graphics adaptor, but
this officially isn’t supported or recommended.

MIDDLE CHILD
Otherwise, though, this is a very well-specced
card indeed. You get high-end performance,
excellent efficiency (temperatures peaked at
71°C and it never went past 94.5% of its
already low 120W TDP), G-Sync and HDR
gaming support, VR optimisation and
respectable 4K capability, all for a price that’s
stayed relatively stable throughout recent
mining-induced volatility. That mainly goes
specifically for the Founders Edition; 6GB
partner cards commonly exceed £300, which
makes this one a rare stock GPU we’d happily
suggest over its overclocked offshoots.
As for that ever-present competition, the

Gigabyte Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G can
squeeze out a few extra frames here and
there, but its noise issues, higher power draw
and lower VRAM mean the GTX 1060 once
again wins this round. Asus’s ROG Strix RX
570 OC also consumes more power while
having less memory to play with, though it
still comes extremely close to the GTX 1060
on performance, and with its lower price, it’s
an equally wise mid-range purchase.
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AT LAST, AN AMD-based graphics card that
hasn’t ballooned in price. The Sapphire Pulse
Radeon RX 560 OC is as keenly inexpensive
as it’s ever been, and this is just the
overclocked version with a boost clock
speed of 1,300MHz; Sapphire also makes a
standard model, with a 1,216MHz boost
clock, for £5 less.
The RX 560 is AMD’s answer to the Nvidia

GTX 1050 and 1050 Ti: a cheap, hyper-efficient
GPU that will accommodate most games at
1080p. To this end, it’s bumped up the
number of stream processors – 1,024 to the
old RX 460’s 896 – and comes with 4GB of
VRAM, all at a low TDP of 90W.
Since this is part of the same Pulse range

as Sapphire’s 8GB RX 560 card, there are
some design similarities, but this is very
clearly the budget option. There’s no
backplate, for instance, and there’s only one
fan, compared to the Pulse Radeon RX 580’s
two. The metal heatsink is also largely
exposed along the side, which doesn’t look
particularly stylish through a PC case window.
Still, it’s fairly compact, at 210mm long, so

it’s probably too small to fit a second fan on
anyway. Besides, it’s acceptably quiet under
load, barely registering over our test PC’s
existing case and CPU fans. Cooling isn’t an
issue, either, as the Pulse Radeon RX 560 OC
idles at 41°C, stays at around 66°C while
running games and briefly peaks at 74°C.
All of these temperatures are absolutely fine,
especially for an overclocked card.

CREATED EQUAL
The main problem is that, as we’ve already
seen from the Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1050 D5
2G, AMD’s budget GPUs aren’t yet up to the
same standard as Nvidia’s, at least not
performance-wise. Take the RX 560’s results
in our Dirt Showdown benchmark: it
succeeds at its intended 1,920x1,080
resolution, outputting a smooth 75fps, but
then this is only 1fps higher than Gigabyte’s

SAPPHIRE Pulse
Radeon RX 560 OC
★★★★★
£125 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
There’s very little wrong with this overclocked
budget GPU, but there are better alternatives

GTX 1050 model, which is both cheaper and
has half the amount of VRAM. The two cards
are equally matched at 2,560x1,440 as well,
both scoring 52fps. The Zotac GeForce GTX
1050 Ti Mini, meanwhile, performs better
than both, and by larger margins.
It’s the same story in Tomb Raider, where

the Pulse Radeon RX 560 scored 49fps at
1,920x1,080 and 32fps at 2,560x1,440
(increasing to 49fps after swapping from
Ultimate to Ultra quality). This time, the GTX
1050 actually came out ahead of the Sapphire
card, a feat repeated in Metro: Last Light
Redux. On Very High settings, the Pulse
Radeon RX 560 produced an unplayable
21fps at 1,920x1,080 and just 12fps at
2,560x1,440. The GTX 1050 Ti’s advantages
aren’t as vast here, as it’s only a few frames
ahead, but when it only costs £6 more, that
little difference is worth pursuing.

STAY LOW
Out of interest, we also ran all three games
at 4K with maximum settings. You should
absolutely not try this resolution with any
budget graphics card, but you should know
that the Pulse Radeon RX 560’s 28fps in
Dirt Showdown, 15fps in Tomb Raider and
5fps in Metro: Last Light are uniformly lower
than on the Zotac-customised GTX 1050 Ti.
In contrast to both Nvidia alternatives,

the RX 560 also doesn’t appear capable of
running VR hardware and games. In the
SteamVR Performance Test, it scored just
0.9, which is a failing mark. Even the
Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G’s score
of 1.9 qualifies it as able to cope with virtual
reality, albeit not terribly well.

In defence of the RX 560, in conventional
games, it hardly underperforms for the money
– the issue is that the GTX 1050 and GTX 1050
Ti are both excellent at their current price
points, whereas this GPU is merely decent by
comparison. Like the rest of the AMD
500-series, the RX 560 makes only modest
gains on its previous-generation equivalent,
the Radeon RX 460; although this new card is
built on an updated 14nm FinFET LPP (Low
Power Plus) process, we’d have expected
AMD to outpace the older GTX 10-series, not
be content with simply matching it.
It’s not even more power-efficient, despite

this being one of FinFET LPP’s main focuses
for improvement. Yes, 90W is low, but
according to GPU-Z, the Pulse Radeon RX 560
OC uses 100% when it’s under load; both the
Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G and Zotac
GeForce GTX 1050 Ti Mini are only rated at
75W, and typically use even less during
operation. Sapphire’s card also has a higher
PSU requirement of 400W, and requires a
six-pin power cable, whereas both these
Nvidia-based cards can be powered entirely
from the PCI-E x16 slot.

TRIED AND CONTESTED
Ultimately, you could buy a Pulse Radeon RX
560 OC, install it, and get very reasonable
1080p performance without feeling ripped off.
However, it’s not the most compelling course
of action when you have the choice of a
cheaper card that performs as well (the GTX
1050) or a slightly more expensive one that
performs even better (the GTX 1050 Ti).
Sapphire’s tweaks have invariably improved
the underlying GPU, but AMD itself seems
more interested in playing catch-up rather
than creating a truly essential budget card.
That said, there is one Sapphire RX 560

we’re keeping an eye on: the Pulse Radeon
RX 560 Mining Edition. We couldn’t get one
in to test (and at £170, we definitely don’t
recommend buying it), but interestingly, its
TDP has been cut to 60W, while the boost
clock remains at 1,300MHz. We’re just
speculating at this point, but if it ever drops
in price to compete with the GTX 1050 Ti, it
might well be worth looking into.
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IF THE 4GB version of AMD’s Radeon RX 580
can’t quite stand up to the 6GB GTX 1060,
perhaps this 8GB model will have better luck.
The Sapphire Pulse Radeon RX 580 has the
same 2,304 stream processors as Gigabyte’s
Radeon RX 580 Gaming 4G, but besides the
doubling of its VRAM, Sapphire’s card also
pushes its clock speeds even further, up to a
1,366MHz boost clock. That’s 11MHz higher
than Gigabyte’s card running in OC mode.
Unfortunately, the 8GB RX 580 has been

hit as hard as any GPU on the market by
mining-induced inflation. After originally
launching earlier this year for around
£220-£240, depending on which partner
model you went for, it’s since lurched to well
over £300. That’s pretty ridiculous, and the
Pulse Radeon RX 580 will need not just to
match but clearly surpass its competition to
be worth it at current prices.

GETTING EVEN
It doesn’t get off to the best start in our Dirt
Showdown benchmark, averaging 123fps at
1,920x1,080 – just 2fps higher than Gigabyte’s
RX 580, and 7fps below the Nvidia GTX 1060
Founders Edition. However, it takes the lead
at higher resolutions, scoring an impressive
109fps at 2,560x1,440 and 62fps at 3,840x2,160.
In both cases, these results are better than
those of the GTX 1060, 4GB RX 580 and the
Asus ROG Strix RX 570 OC, and make
Sapphire’s GPU the only mid-range card in
this test to break the 60fps barrier at 4K.
In Metro: Last Light Redux, the GTX 1060

scored higher at this resolution, but only by
1fps – the Pulse Radeon RX 580 got 11fps –
and you’d never actually play with this
performance anyway. On that note, the
8GB RX 580 did manage to break the 60fps
barrier once we’d disabled SSAA and
tessellation, and switched from Very High
to Medium texture quality. At the lower
resolutions, with settings cranked back up,
it put out 49fps at 1 920x1 080 and 27fps at

SAPPHIRE
Pulse Radeon RX 580
★★★★★
£330 • From www.overclockers.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s extremely competitive on pure
performance, but this 8GB version of the
RX 580 is just too expensive at the moment

2 h h g h h
while narrowly beating the 4GB RX 580.
Turning off SSAA at 1440p saw frame rates
rise to 55fps, which is 4fps higher than the
4GB RX 580 under identical conditions.
These differences between cards remained

small in Tomb Raider, with one exception.
Although the Pulse Radeon RX 580 only just
outperformed the GTX 1060 at 3,840x2,160,
scoring 34fps to the Nvidia’s 33fps, switching
from Ultimate to High quality created a much
greater improvement on the Sapphire card,
going up to 77fps compared to 68fps on the
GTX 1060. Otherwise, it’s another set of
results where the 8GB RX 580 comes out
ahead, but only by a pinch: 105fps at
1,920x1,080 and 71fps at 2,560x1,440.

STARCHITECTURE
Credit where it’s due, Sapphire’s overclocked
take on the RX 580 makes it just about the
most powerful mid-range GPU we’ve covered
here. That said, by and large it only beats the
GTX 1060 (and its 4GB little brother) by so
few frames that without a benchmarking
tool giving you specific figures, you can’t
really tell the difference.
Furthermore, AMD’s updated Polaris 20

architecture (employed by both the RX 580
and RX 570) still isn’t as well optimised for
virtual reality gaming as Nvidia’s Pascal.
Despite being the faster card in conventional
games, the Pulse Radeon RX 580 scored 7.3
in the SteamVR Performance Test, less than
the older GTX 1060’s 7.9.
On the bright side, that’s still good enough

for smooth running with a VR headset, and
this is one of the few VR-ready graphics cards
we’ve seen to actually bother with a second
HDMI port Most have just the one which is

ly gh g y
connected via an alternative DisplayPort or
DVI. If your screen is already hooked up via
an HDMI connection, this will save you
having to buy an extra cable, and with an
additional two DisplayPorts and a single
dual-link DVI-D output, there’s ample scope
for multiple monitors, too.
Other pleasantries include a very sturdy

backplate. There are also dual fans that can
turn themselves off for total silence where
passive cooling will suffice. Conversely,
though, these fans can get rather loud when
running games – since we only recorded a
load temperature of 70°C, and a one-time
peak temperate of 71°C, the noisy default
fan speeds seem like overkill, and can be
safely toned down with software.
Efficiency is fine, with consumption under

load around the 158W mark and peaking at
169W, a ways off the stated TDP of 185W.
Even so, the GTX 1060 has it beat here, with
its much more frugal 120W TDP and lower
400W PSU requirement. As with the 4GB RX
480, this card shouldn’t be paired with a
power supply of less than 500W.

UNFUNNY MONEY
While the Sapphire Pulse Radeon RX 580
isn’t quite the Nvidia-killer we might have
hoped for, under normal circumstances
we’d be much more enthusiastic about its
strengths, its just-about-superlative
performance and thoughtful physical
design chief among them.
That’s why it’s so unfortunate – unjust,

even – that it currently costs far, far more
than it really should. Under its launch pricing,
it would have undercut the GTX 1060, but
for now, you’d be paying a hefty premium
over both that and Gigabyte’s 4GB RX 580
or a largely imperceptible performance
difference. That’s not even considering the
RX 570, which is even cheaper yet repeatedly
came within one or two frames of the 8GB
RX 580 in our benchmarks.
If you can wait for prices to settle back

down, the Pulse Radeon RX 580 might return
o being an excellent mid-range graphics card.
Right now – and this isn’t the fault of Sapphire
or AMD – it’s a good card with a bad price.
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ONE OF THE secondary advantages of cheap
graphics cards is how compact they can be,
and you’d struggle to find anything much
smaller than the Zotac GeForce GTX 1050 Ti
Mini. At a mere 145mm long, it’s tiny enough
to fit in almost any Mini-ITX or microATX
system where case space is limited.
The GPU it’s been built around, Nvidia’s

GTX 1050 Ti, sits between the entry-level GTX
1050 and the mid-range GTX 1060, but leans
towards the former by sharing an emphasis on
1080p gaming and low power consumption.
Indeed, like the Gigabyte GeForce GTX 1050
D5 2G, Zotac’s dinky card doesn’t even need
to be directly connected to the PSU; with its
low TDP of 75W, it does just fine drawing
power from the PCI-E x16 slot, with no six- or
eight-pin cables required. Nvidia suggests a
minimum power supply of just 300W, another
nod towards the budget market.
In terms of horsepower, the GTX 1050 Ti

Mini is equipped with 4GB of VRAM and 768
CUDA cores, clocked at base speeds of
1,303MHz and boost speeds of 1,417MHz.
These overclocks are as small as the card
itself, considering the stock speeds of
1,290MHz and 1,392MHz, but they have been
pushed just ahead of the similarly priced
Sapphire Pulse Radeon RX 560, which is
clocked at a maximum of 1,300MHz.

TOP SCORER
The RX 560 also has a lot more cores, 1,024 in
total, though this didn’t stop the GTX 1050 Ti
winning out in every single one of our
benchmarks. Its Dirt Showdown scores are
the best we’ve seen from a budget card,
reaching 81fps at 1,920x1,080 and 57fps at
2,560x1,440, even though it wasn’t built with
1440p in mind. It’s also the only budget card
to break 30fps at 3,840x2,160, ending the
benchmark with a 31fps average; as with the
GTX 1050, we performed this test more out of
curiosity than a belief in the card’s potential
as a 4K component, but it’s still a good
indicator of the GPU’s relative power.

ZOTAC GeForce
GTX 1050 Ti Mini

★★★★★
£132 • From www.novatech.co.uk

VERDICT
Beating the competition in almost every way, the GTX
1050 Ti Mini is a minuscule card with massive appeal

Moving on
to the Metro:
Last Light Redux
benchmark, the GTX
1050 Ti Mini couldn’t
quite reach 30fps at
maximum settings, ending
up with 28fps at 1,920x1,080
resolution. 2,560x1,440 saw
this drop to an unplayable 16fps,
while at 4K – call us sadistic – it
found only 9fps. Clearly, some settings
still needed to be cut, and after changing to
Medium quality with tessellation switched off,
its 1080p score leapt all the way up to 60fps
on the dot. That’s a full 11fps higher than the
RX 560 using the same settings.
At 1440p, we also had the extra leeway

of disabling SSAA. This allowed us to go
back up to the High quality setting, leaving
tessellation off, and still get a smooth
50fps. We also managed to wring out 46fps
at 4K, though since this required a
combination of Low quality and both
SSAA and tessellation being disabled,
it’s not really worth it.
Tomb Raider provided the clearest display

of the GTX 1050 Ti’s superiority over the RX
560: at 1,920x1,080, it managed 62fps on
Ultimate quality, a visibly noticeable
improvement of 13fps over Sapphire’s
Radeon card. The difference was less stark
at higher resolutions, but the Nvidia-based
card still claimed a higher 40fps at
2,560x1,440 and 19fps at 3,840x2,160.
Switching to Ultra quality for another 1440p
test also boosted it to 54fps, a minor
advantage over the RX 560’s 49fps.

ONE UP
Unsurprisingly, the GTX 1050 Ti Mini also
invariably beats the GTX 1050. The gulf
between these two GPUs isn’t as close to
the one between the 1050 Ti and GTX 1060,
but then the latter is twice as expensive as
the former; this Zotac model, on the other

hand, doesn’t even cost £20 more than
Gigabyte’s GTX 1050, so even if you’re
building a budget PC, you might as well get
the more powerful option.
The GTX 1050 Ti Mini also surpasses its

little brother (as well as the RX 560) in virtual
reality performance, although it’s worth
spending more if you’re serious about the
technology. It scored 2.7 in the SteamVR
Performance Test, classing it as ‘capable’
of running VR hardware and games, albeit
only on lower settings.
Like Sapphire’s RX 560, the GTX 1050 Ti

Mini employs a single fan with a partially
exposed heatsink. Even so, it stays
wonderfully cool under pressure. Its idling
temperature of 34°C is nothing out of the
ordinary, but under load, it tends to stick at
around 49°C, not even coming close to 70°C
or 60°C like most cards. In fact, it peaked at
just 52°C, making it even better for compact
cases, which don’t have as much airflow or
cooling upgrade potential as larger towers.
The fan was clearly audible over the rest of
our PC’s cooling, but not annoyingly so.
Going hand in hand with such low

temperatures is the frugal power
consumption. We measured the GTX 1050
Ti Mini as generally using 92% of its 75W
allowance while running games, with the
occasional peak at 93%.

TAKING BY STORM
Speaking of measurements, Zotac itself
has built a full set of hardware monitoring
tools into its Firestorm Utility software,
making it easy to keep tabs on current
temperatures, GPU utilisations, fan speeds
and the like. It’s mainly intended for
tweaking, though, and offers impressively
fine control over clock speeds, voltages and
target temperatures through a simple and
user-friendly slider interface.
Discreet, cool, efficient, and very fast for

the money, the Zotac GeForce GTX 1050 Ti
Mini isn’t just your best bet for affordable
60fps gaming at Full HD, it’s a superb piece of
PC hardware in general. Add in the lengthy
five-year warranty, and there’s no reason to
go for the GTX 1050 or RX 560 over this.
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BENCHMARKS
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Dirt Showdown is a chaotic racer, so 60fps or higher is ideal, though
anything above 30fps is playable. It’s a fairly undemanding game, so
most dedicated GPUs will have no problem with it.
SETTINGS 1,920x1,080, Ultra quality

Detailed textures plus advanced visual and physics effects make
Metro an extremely demanding shooter. 60fps might be ambitious at
this price but 30fps is the minimum – any lower and it’s time to start
paring back settings.
SETTINGS 1,920x1,080, Very High quality

Tomb Raider’s textures, animation, physics and lightning – plus
effects ranging from splashing water to Lara Croft’s windswept hair
– make for a reasonable challenge. Breaking 60fps should be easy for
all but the cheapest cards.
SETTINGS 1,920x1,080, Ultimate quality, FXAA on

This test, based on Valve’s Aperture Robot Repair VR demo, uses its
own scoring system, with 0 being the lowest score and 11 the highest.
Instead of running on fixed settings, it automatically adjusts fidelity to
maintain 90fps – the higher the score, the fewer reductions in quality.
SETTINGS Dynamic quality, resolution and anti-aliasing

Dirt Showdown (fps)

Metro: Last Light Redux (fps)

Tomb Raider (fps)

SteamVR Performance Test
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Award RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED BEST BUY RECOMMENDED

Manufacturer ASUS ASUS EVGA GIGABYTE GIGABYTE

Model ROG Strix GTX
1080 OC

ROG Strix RX
570 OC

GeForce GTX
1070 FTW
Gaming

GeForce GTX
1050 D5 2G

Radeon RX 580
Gaming 4G

Rating ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

HARDWARE

Rear slots
taken up

2 2 2 2 2

GPU Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1080

AMD Radeon RX 570 Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1070

Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1050

AMD Radeon RX 4580

GPU cores 2,560 2,048 1,920 640 2,304

GPU clock speed 1,759MHz 1,300MHz 1,607MHz 1,379MHz 1,340MHz

GPU clock boost
speed

1,936MHz 1,310MHz 1,797MHz 1,493MHz 1,355MHz

Memory 8GB GDDR5X 4GB GDDR4 8GB GDDR5 2GB GDDR5 4GB GDDR5

Memory interface 256-bit 256-bit 256-bit 128-bit 256-bit

Max memory
bandwidth

320GB/s 224GB/s 256.3GB/s 112.1GB/s 256GB/s

Memory speed 10.01GHz 7GHz 8GHz 7.08GHz 7GHz

Graphics card
length

298mm 240mm 267mm 172mm 232mm

DVI outputs 1 2 1 1 1

D-sub outputs 0 0 0 0 0

HDMI outputs 2 1 1 1 1

Mini HDMI
outputs

0 0 0 0 0

DisplayPort
outputs

2 1 3 1 3

Mini DisplayPort
outputs

0 0 0 0 0

Power leads
required

1x 6-pin, 1x 8-pin 1x 8-pin 2x 8-pin None 1x 8-pin

Maximum power
draw

300W 200W 215W 75W 185W

Cooling 3x open air fans 2x open air fans 2x open air fans 1x open air fan 2x open air fans

Monitor syncing
support

Nvidia G-Sync AMD FreeSync Nvidia G-Sync Nvidia G-Sync AMD FreeSync

Multiple GPU
support

SLI CrossFire SLI None CrossFire

BUYING INFORMATION

Price including
VAT

£607 £255 £429 £115 £261

Warranty Two years repair
and replace

Two years repair
and replace

Three years RTB Three years repair
and replace

Three years repair
and replace

Supplier www.scan.co.uk www.amazon.co.uk www.cclonline.com www.scan.co.uk www.novatech.co.uk

Details www.asus.com/uk www.asus.com/uk www.evga.com www.gigabyte.com www.gigabyte.com

Part code Strix-GTX1080-O8G-
Gaming

ROG-Strix-RX570-
O4G-Gaming

08G-P4-6276-KR GV-N1050D5-2GD GV-RX580Gaming-
4GD
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Conveniently, we have
both one standout
graphics card and a
recommendation-worthy
alternative at the low,
middle and high ends of
the GPU spectrum. Let’s
start from the bottom
with the Zotac GTX
GeForce GTX 1050 Ti, a
brilliant Full HD-focused
GPU wrapped in a cute
and compact partner
design. If you feel like
spending less, it’s hard to
go wrong with Gigabyte’s
GeForce GTX 1050 D5
2G, which isn’t too far
behind Zotac’s effort
on performance.
As for the mid-range,

we admire the pluckiness
of the Asus ROG Strix RX
570 OC – it’s more or less
as powerful as a 4GB RX
580, thanks to Asus’s
overclocking. However,
the Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1060 Founders
Edition manages to
stay ahead of the pack
in both frame rates
and efficiency.
As tempting as it is to

splurge on an Asus ROG
Strix GTX 1080 OC, the
EVGA GeForce GTX 1070
FTW Gaming is a much
more economical
gateway into 4K and VR
gaming – or if you just
want huge frame rates
at a lower resolution.
You might have

noticed a lack of awards
for AMD, despite its RX
500-series being newer.
To be fair to the Red
Team, this is partly due
to the mining craze
bumping up prices to
ridiculous degrees, so
mid-range Radeons in
particular should become
much better value once
things calm down.
There’s also the matter
of there simply not being
any recent high-end
GPUs to compete with
the GTX 1070 and GTX
1080; this will, of course,
change with the Vega
series, which we’re
aiming to test as soon
as possible.

VERDICTBEST BUY BEST BUY

NVIDIA SAPPHIRE SAPPHIRE ZOTAC

GeForce GTX 1060
Founders Edition

Pulse Radeon
RX 560 OC

Pulse Radeon
RX 580

GeForce GTX 1050
Ti Mini

★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

2 2 2 2

GeForce GTX 1060 AMD Radeon RX 560 AMD Radeon RX 580 Nvidia GeForce GTX
1050 Ti

1,280 1,024 2,304 768

1,506MHz Not stated Not stated 1,303MHz

1,709MHz 1,300MHz 1,366MHz 1,417MHz

6GB GDDR5 4GB GDDR5 8GB GDDR5 4GB GDDR5

192-bit 128-bit 256-bit 128-bit

192.2GB/s 112GB/s 256GB/s 112.1GB/s

8GHz 7GHz 8GHz 7GHz

250mm 210mm 230mm 145mm

1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0

1 1 2 1

0 0 0 0

3 1 2 1

0 0 0 0

1x 6-pin 1x 6-pin 1x 8-pin None

120W 90W 185W 75W

Blower style 1x open air fan 2x open air fans 1x open air fan

Nvidia G-Sync AMD FreeSync AMD FreeSync Nvidia G-Sync

None CrossFire CrossFire None

£279 £125 £330 £132

Three years repair
and replace

Three years RTB Three years RTB Five years RTB

www.geforce.co.uk www.scan.co.uk www.overclockers.co.uk www.novatech.co.uk

www.geforce.co.uk www.sapphiretech.com www.sapphiretech.com www.zotac.com

GTX 1060 11267-00-20G 11265-05-20G ZT-P10510A-10L
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yber crime is on the increase, with the latest UK figures showing that there were an
estimated 3.6 million cases of fraud and two million computer misuse offences in
the year up to September 2016. This kind of crime includes phishing attacks, where
people were tricked into giving away money, and unauthorised access to personal

data from hacking. That’s an 8% increase, which saw the cost of fraud rise to more than £1bn.
With a growing number of attacks coming from abroad, and with some orchestrated by

foreign governments, protecting yourself online has never been so important. In this guide,
we’ll take you through the best ways to protect yourself.
Of course, the main starting point is to have dedicated internet security software, such as

our recommended Kaspersky Internet Security 2017. However, this won’t prevent all attacks,
such as your online accounts getting hacked due to weak passwords, so it’s important to take
steps to counter all types of hacks. In this feature, we’ll take you through the steps you need
to deal with security in all situations, so you can protect your data and online accounts.

H C
G

DATAANDMAKEMONEY
FROMYOU.DON’TLETTHEM.

DAVIDLUDLOWSHOWSYOUHOW
TOPROTECTEVERYTHINGONLINE

HACKERSARE
TRYINGTOSTEALYOUR
DATAANDMAKEMONEYMO

FROMYOU.DON’TLETTHEM.TLEN
DAVIDLUDLOWWSHOWSYOUHOWOWSH
TOPROTECTEVERYTHINGONLINEETE ONGO

AVOID INSECURE
NETWORKSAND
DEVICES,p102

PROTECTYOUR
SMARTDEVICES,
p103

PROTECTAGAINST
RANSOMWARE,
p104

RECOVERFROM
AHACKATTACK,
p105
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P asswords are still used to
protect the vast majority
of online accounts, so

choosing secure ones is absolutely
critical. If you use just a simple
word, then it’s easy for the
hackers to guess your login details
or run a brute-force attack, cycling
through a dictionary until they
gain entry. Likewise, you should
ensure that your password reset
security questions are tough to
guess, or a hacker may be able to
gain entry to your accounts.

CREATESECURE
PASSWORDS
Your first job is to create a secure
password that’s easy for you to
remember. If you end up creating
a secure password, but have to
write it down on a Post-it note
that you’ve stuck to your PC,
something is clearly not working.
Original password security

guides suggested that passwords
should be eight characters or
longer and contain a combination
of upper- and lower-case
characters, as well as numbers
and symbols. These are hard to
remember and relatively easy for
computers to crack by guessing.
The answer is to create long

passwords using a combination of
seemingly random words. You can
use capitalisation for each new
word if that makes it easier for you to note
down, such as ‘CatCupboardFoodBowl’. This is
a 19-character password, but it’s pretty easy to
remember. In this case, our cat sits by a
cupboard waiting for food to be put in their
bowl. This password is straightforward for us
to recall, but would take a computer a long
time to guess by running through every
possible combination of letters and symbols.
If you want to make any password a bit

longer and even harder, you could use a
common prefix and suffix. For example, add a
number and symbol to the front, say ‘3*’, and
the same to the end, say ‘!9’, and we end up
with ‘3*CatCupboardFoodBowl!9’.
Use a different phrase for each website

or service. That way, if one site gets hacked,

the criminals can’t use the same password to
get access to your accounts.
A second clever thing about this technique

is that you can note down reminders for a
password, rather than the password itself.
For example, we could just write ‘cat’ as a
prompt for the above phrase.

CHECKYOURPASSWORD
STRENGTH
When you come up with a new phrase, it’s
worth checking how secure the final password
is before you start using it. The website
www.passwordmeter.com is a great resource.
Visit the site and then enter your chosen
password to be given a breakdown of how
secure it really is.

HOWTOMANAGE
SECUREPASSWORDS
If you have an arsenal of secure
passwords but are struggling to
remember them, a password
manager is a great way to keep
them all organised. The best
password managers store your
passwords in the cloud, so you
can access them from anywhere
with a single master password.
There are flaws to the system, of
course: having your passwords
stored in the cloud means they’re
no longer in your control, so if
the provider is hacked, your
passwords might be at risk.
Your browser also stores your

passwords to make it easier for
you to log into your favourite
sites. Unfortunately, these are
rather easy to compromise; there
are some very simple and free
tools that can extract passwords
from your browser’s Registry
entries. So while they may work
perfectly well, there are certainly
better options available.

USINGDASHLANE
TOSTOREPASSWORDS
We recommend Dashlane
(www.dashlane.com) as a

password manager. At its most basic it can
store your passwords and autofill them for
you, as long as you have it installed on your
PC or smartphone. What’s more, it can
generate different ultra-secure passwords
for all the sites you use.
The only password you have to remember

is your master password, which is used to log
into Dashlane itself. If you forget the master
password, there is no way to retrieve it, so you
should keep that in mind and write it down
somewhere secure.
Because you don’t have to remember

individual passwords any more, Dashlane
can make them extremely long and
complicated. And having Dashlane installed
and autofilling your passwords for you also

CREATEANDMANAGE
SECUREPASSWORDS
ANDSECURITYQUESTIONS
The humble password remains the key tomany online accounts,
so creating secure oneswill help keep your accounts safe

⬅ Password Meter is a great
resource for checking how strong
your passwords are
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means you’re going to be less susceptible to
password-stealing keyloggers.
Of course, using those highly secure (and

so utterly unmemorable passwords) does
mean you always need to have Dashlane
installed on your devices. That shouldn’t
bother most people, though, who rarely jump
from device to device on a daily basis.
If you’re still using some old passwords,

Dashlane will take you to task if they aren’t
secure enough. Click on the Security

Dashboard to get a detailed analysis of all
of your passwords. This will tell you how
many passwords you’ve reused, how many
are weak, and even if a site on which your
password is stored has been compromised.
So if you don’t follow tech security news
closely, if Dashlane picks up that a site has
been hacked, you’ll be informed and told to
change your password.
Another handy tool is the ability to share

your passwords with emergency contacts.
Simply type in the email address of the person
you want to share passwords with, and they’ll
be allowed to send you a request for access to
your passwords. You can either allow them to
see all your passwords, or
just a select few you think
they might need. This is
very handy if you’re
travelling and need a friend
or family to sort out
something for you online.
All the above features

are free, but if you shell out
$40 (around £31) for a year
of Premium, you also get
the ability to synchronise
your password data across
devices, including to mobile
apps. This means you can
view your passwords while
you’re on the move, which
is handy if you want to
access sites from both
mobile and desktop devices.

SETSECURERECOVERY
QUESTIONS
If you forget your password, you need a way
to recover the information. High-quality sites,
such as Google, will email, text or post you a
recovery code at the time; poor-quality sites
still rely on security questions, which you set
up at the time you created your account.
Typically, questions will be something like:
‘What was the name of your first pet?’
This type of information can be gathered

by the determined hacker, so never put
down the real answer. Instead, use the
secure password method above to enter
hard-to-crack data. If you can’t remember
the information, write it down on a bit of
paper and secure it somewhere safely at
home, such as in a safe.

⬆ Dashlane will suggest and manage secure
passwords for every site you visit

⬆ Dashlane can tell you how secure your old
passwords actually are ⬆ Avoid using real answers to security questions where possible
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USETWO-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
Adding an extra layer of protectionwith two-factor authentication can
prevent your acco if your password is stolen

layer of prot
count getting hacked, even if your passwo

⬇ The YubiKey is an easy
way to add two-factor
security to a lot
of accounts

a code to your phone, although you can
choose to trust a device for 30 days; this
means you’ll only be prompted for a code
once a month.
If you want to use the Google

Authenticator app (available for free in the
Apple App Store or Google Play store) to
generate codes, click Setup underneath
the Authenticator option. Open the
Authenticator app on your phone and click
the plus icon, then point the camera at the
QR code on your computer’s screen.
Click Next, enter the code that your
Authenticator app has generated and click
Next again. Now, when you need to enter a
code to access your Google account, you just
open the app and enter the code it displays.

4 ADDAKEY
If you want to add a security key,
first make sure that your key is not

connected to your computer. Then select
Add Security Key underneath the Security
Key option. Click Next on the dialog box that
appears, plug in your security key and tap its
button. When prompted, enter a name for
the security key. Security keys become the
default login option, and you just tap the
button to generate a code. If you don’t have a
key with you, Google lets you choose an
alternative two-factor option.

N o matter how careful you are or how
secure your passwords are, there’s
still a chance that your login details

will be stolen by a hacker. Having separate
passwords for every account limits the
damage, but using two-factor authentication
can protect an account even when the
password has been stolen.
With two-factor authentication, you enter

your password as normal, but then enter a
one-time code, which usually refreshes every
minute. Without this code, you get no entry.
There are three main ways of generating

a code: by SMS, via an app on your phone,
or using a dedicated USB security key,
such as the YubiKey 4. The latter is
our favourite, as you just plug
the key into your computer
and tap the button on it
when prompted. This
makes two-factor security
no hassle at all.

1 GET STARTED
WITHYOUR
GOOGLEACCOUNT

Get started by opening your browser and
logging into your Google account as usual,
then visiting the 2-Step Verification sign-up
page (www.google.com/landing/2step). 2-Step
Verification is Google’s name for two-factor
authentication. You can read more on this
page about the benefits of 2-Step Verification
or just click Get Started to begin.

2 ENTERYOUR
PHONE NUMBER
On the next page click Start Setup,

enter a phone number (if you entered one at
sign-up, Google will autofill the information)
to use for codes and choose between voice
calls and SMS. In most cases, it’s best to use a
mobile so you can log in on computers when
away from home; a regular non-smartphone
will work fine. When you’ve provided a
number, click Send code. On the next screen,
you’ll need to verify your phone by entering
the code you received and clicking Verify.
If nothing’s happened after a few minutes,
click Didn’t get the code? to go back a step
and resend the code or change your setup.

3 TURN ON THE
AUTHENTICATORAPP
Once your phone has been verified,

2-Step Verification has been enabled for your
account. When you next log in, you’ll be sent

5 GENERATE
BACKUP
CODES

In case you lose your phone,
you’ll need to have a way
to log back into your
account. Google
provides backup
codes for this. Click
Setup underneath
Backup codes and

you’ll see 10 codes.
Print these out and keep

them somewhere safe: if you
lose your phone, you can use one of

these codes to log into your account.
When you get a new phone, you’ll need

to transfer the Authenticator app to it.
Click Sign-in & security, and click 2-Step
Verification. Enter your account password,
then click the Pencil icon next to
Authenticator app and click Change. On your
new phone, scan the QR code with the
Authenticator app and follow the onscreen
instructions. Your new phone can now
generate your codes.

6 USEAUTHENTICATOR
FOR OTHER SERVICES
Google Authenticator and security

keys are also supported by a lot of other
services, as we mentioned earlier. Each
different service has to be configured
individually, so check its website for full
instructions. However, the rough steps are the
same for all. For example, with Facebook, go
to the Security settings and click Login
approvals. Click the Require a security code
to access my account from an unknown
computer. Click Get Started to follow the
wizard through, entering your phone number
to get an authentication code.
To use Google Authenticator, click

Code Generator. There’s an option to use
Facebook’s app for this, but it’s not very
good and it’s easier to have everything in one
place. Instead, click Set up another way to use
codes and Facebook will bring up a QR code.
In Google Authenticator, tap the plus icon.
Tap Scan Barcode and point your phone’s
camera at the onscreen QR code. When
prompted, enter the code your app generates
into Facebook. Similarly, select the Add key
button to add a security key, following the
wizard through. Finally, if you change phones,
you’ll need to go through these steps again to
configure Authenticator on your new handset.
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You need backup codes just in case you lose your phone. Each code can be
used only once

Google has a dedicated two-factor authentication page

Using the Google Authenticator app is a great option, as it means you don’t
need phone reception to generate a code

Authenticator can be used for other websites such as Facebook, too, to boost
your online security

You need to provide a phone number for 2-Step Verification to work

Using a security key is a quick and easy way to use two-factor authentication

1

3

5

2

4

6
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R ather than hacking you, it’s easier for
criminals to simply trick you into
revealing personal data. It’s far less

effort for them, but the results can be just as
deadly. Spam filters and security software
should catch most of the bad stuff, but here’s
our guide to staying safe from the messages
that make it through.

DETECTAPHISHINGEMAIL
Phishing scams are still incredibly popular,
designed to trick us into voluntarily giving
away login details or answers to security
questions. Typically, a phishing email is
designed to look as though it has come from
a company, such as your bank. Usually, the
message will carry a dire warning, telling you
that your account has been locked out, or
that you need to provide extra security
information to continue using your service.
Sadly, these messages work, triggering a

moment of panic in many people. The key with
any suspicious email message is not to act too
quickly, and stop and think. By looking for
some tell-tale signs, you can usually work out
if a message is for real or not. Here’s how to
spot the scammers.

1 Check the sending email address
Email addresses are composed of two

different elements. First, there’s the display
name, which is just a text field and can easily
be changed to anything. For example, if you go
into your email client and change your name
to ‘Santander Bank plc’, you’ll look a little like
the bank if you send a message to anyone.
The second part is the actual email

address. This can be faked, making it look as
though the email is i f diff t
address; however, a
easier for anti-spam
dodgy messages, ph
usually come from
address. Crucially, t
are clearly not asso d h h
company the messa dl
from: legitimate em l ll
from an email addre h
the company’s dom
name, such as info@
santander.co.uk.
When you receiv

any email that sets
your senses tingling

make sure you look at both parts of the email
address. You may need to hover your mouse
cursor over the name in order to reveal the
full email address.

2 Look for bad grammar
Phishing messages are often poorly

written and have obvious grammatical errors
in them. If you get a communication from a
company and it’s full of broken English, be
very careful.

3 Check links
Phishing emails usually link to an

external website. This will be configured to
look like the company’s site, but any details
you enter will be stolen and used by the
criminals to access your real account.
Before you click a link in an email, hover your
mouse over the link text and see where it will
take you. If a link doesn’t take you to a
company’s website, do not trust it.

4 Manually visit a site
A fi l bit of advice is to avoid clicking

you to the online login screen.
d lly type a company’s address

i y b er before logging in, so you
y h you’re going.

D VEOUTDETAILS
O THEPHONE

I y u call a company, they will ask
y u some verification questions
b ore discussing your account
personal details. This makes a

l sense, but what about when a
c ny calls you? We’ve lost count
o t e umber of times that we’ve

d and then asked to provide
p l d ails as verification. Do not do

ngerous and scammers could
g y to get answers to your

y ns. Instead, offer to phone
g fficial telephone number

pany’s website.

STOPPHISHINGSCAMS
Don’t be tricked into giving out personal informationwith our guide to
spotting phishing emails and dealingwith legitimate companies

⬆ Phishing messages usually have tell-tale signs that they’re not legitimate

s coming from a different
as this usually makes it
am clients to detect
phishing emails
a legitimate
these addresses
sociated with the
sage is supposedly
mails usually come
ess that uses

omain
@

eive

ng,

4 A final bit of
links that take yo
Instead, manually
into your browser
can verify where y

DON’TGIVE
OVERT

If you
you
befo
or per
lot of se
compan
ofofofofof the nu
beebeen called
personal detail
thithithithithis, as it’s dang
bebebebebebebebebebebebe phophophophophoning you
secsecsecsecsecsecsecsecsecsecsecsecuriuriuriuriuriurity questions
bacbacbacbacbacbacbacbacbacbacbacbackkk using the offi
fofoufoufoufoufound on a comp

➡Who’s really calling you?
Don’t provide personal
information over the
phone if you have no idea
who’s calling you
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Thieves not only want to steal your
kit, they also want the data and
passwords stored on them.

Preventing all kinds of theft, particularly
when you take your kit out and about with
you, is incredibly important. Following these
simple tips can make a huge difference.

1 Password-protect everything
Don’t use a smartphone that doesn’t

have a lock code at the very least. Certainly,
don’t run a laptop that doesn’t have a user
password. This makes it too easy for people
to get your personal files and, via your
device’s web browser, view any online
accounts that you’re logged into.

2 Remote track and wipe
Enabling, where possible, remote

tracking and wiping is a good idea for all
your devices. The former lets you find a
stolen device, and is more accurate with
smartphones, as they have a data connection
and GPS built in; Windows 10 laptops can only
tell their location based on the Wi-Fi network
that they’re connected to. The wiping function
lets you securely wipe a lost device, preventing
thieves from recovering any data.
To enable remote tracking in Windows 10

(there’s no remote wipe option), go to
Settings, Update & security, Find my device.
Turn on Find my device to enable the feature,
which requires you to have (or create for free)
a Microsoft account. Devices can be tracked
online at account.microsoft.com/devices.
For older versions of Windows, you need

a different product, such as Prey (see
preyproject.com). The free version just tracks

your device, but pay
monthly (from $5 a month)
and you can also remote-
wipe or recover your data.
With Android, you can

download Find My Device to
register and track your device y
phone is stolen, you can use d y
on another phone or go to ww g g
android/find, and then locate or remote-wipe
your handset. Apple users have the similar
Find My iPhone service.

STOPTHEFT
Physical theft of objects or someone stealing your passwords
can be disastrous. Here’s how to protect against these threats

ices. If your
Find My Device
ww.google.com/
te or remote-wipe

Windows 10 can
automatically track
your devices for you

⬆ Make sure you hide your passwords
when you’re out and about

⬆ Use a Kensington lock to secure your computer
and prevent someone running off with it

3 Hide your passwords
You’re in just as much danger of

getting hacked out and about in the real
world. It pays to be vigilant, as there have
been cases of people on trains having their
passwords stolen by an observant passenger
watching what you’re typing. Likewise, the
same can happen at Wi-Fi hotspots or in
airports, with people looking over your
shoulder. Every time you have to enter a
password make sure that there’s nobody
looking at you, and shield your screen and
keyboard from view.

4 Use a Kensington lock
Thousands of laptops are stolen every

year from airports and trains, so you don’t
want to become just another statistic.
Kensington locks can be an excellent method
of protection when you have your laptop out.
Like a bike chain for your computer, they
connect to the special Kensington lock slot on
your laptop. You can then wrap the provided
cord around something more secure, such as a
table leg. That way, if someone tries to run off
with your laptop, they won’t get very far.

⬅
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U sing a shared network or computer
can be disastrous, giving hackers an
easy way to steal your private

information. If you want to stay connected
when you’re out and about, following some
simple advice can help you protect your data.

DON’TUSESHAREDCOMPUTERS
Public computers can be exceptionally
dangerous, and you can’t guarantee that the
computer sitting in a library or in a hotel
lobby is free of malware. Using that computer
can make it easier for hackers to steal your
data, using hidden keyloggers and the like.
For that reason, we don’t recommend using
shared computers anywhere.
If you really have to use another computer,

such as a friend’s computer, make sure that
you use a private browsing session, so that
your login details aren’t saved. Protect your
accounts with two-factor authentication and
log out at the end of your session.

BEWARYOFFREEWI-FI
Wireless networks aren’t particularly safe,
and hackers have been known to set up
dodgy hotspots so they can monitor and
steal your internet traffic. Worse, hackers
have been known to set up hotspots that use
the same name as legitimate networks, such
as ‘free_airport_wifi’. As a result, your phone
or laptop will connect to these networks
automatically without you knowing.
There are preventative measures that you

can take. First, only join a Wi-Fi network if you

really have to, but at least verify the name
of the network to which you should be
connecting. For example, airports will usually
display information signs that show you the
name of the network.
When you’ve finished using the network,

forget the name and details, so that your
device won’t connect automatically in the
future. For Windows 10 devices go to Settings,
Network & Internet, WiFi. Click Show available
networks, select a network and click Forget.
With Android, go to Settings, Wi-Fi, select a
network from the list and then click Forget.

USEAVPN
A virtual private network (VPN) encrypts your
data and transmits it across the internet to a
secure endpoint. This prevents anyone from
being able to spy on what you’re looking at,
including Wi-Fi hotspot owners. There’s a
secondary advantage that a VPN can also

make it look as though you’re located in a
different country, which means you can do
things such as watch BBC iPlayer when you’re
on holiday. We recommend ExpressVPN, as it’s
fast, great value and gives you loads of choices
for the country that you want to appear in.

AVOIDINSECURE
NETWORKSANDDEVICES
Shared hotspots and hotel networks can be dangerous to use.
Here’s how to stay secure in public spaces

⬆ Forget public networks when you’re done with
them to avoid future problems

⬆ A VPN is a must-have for travellers, protecting
your internet use from spying eyes

⬆⬅ Make sure that you’re connecting to the right
public Wi-Fi network
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The Mirai botnet infected thousands of
smart devices around the world last
year, taking over everything from

baby monitors to security cameras. When
put into action, Mirai was responsible for a
large-scale internet attack.
Mirai showed that all of your internet-

connected devices are potentially at risk and
that you need to take steps to protect them.
Here are the best options.

1 Change default passwords
Mirai used a database of default

usernames and passwords to infect a lot of
devices, so it’s vital that you change these.
Follow your device’s instructions to change
any administrator passwords, using strong
replacements as detailed on page 96.

2 Turn off UPnP
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a

technology that most routers have turned
on by default. It allows devices that are
connected to your home network to configure
your router’s firewall automatically, which

makes setting up new devices easy as you
don’t need to do any manual configuration.
However, UPnP is insecure, so an infected
device can open up your network to further
attacks, potentially exposing other devices,
such as your computer, to hackers.
Disabling UPnP makes your network more

secure, but in some cases you may need to
configure port forwarding manually. This
increases the complexity of managing your
internet-connected devices, but means that
you’ll have a more secure network.

3 Update firmware
Software updates are a great defence

against attacks. With each revision,
manufacturers often patch flaws and improve
the security of their products. You should
regularly check if there’s a firmware update
for your internet-connected devices.
Most will let you check for an update

directly from the web-based management
page, although some products require you to

download the update manually from the
manufacturer’s support site. As the
instructions differ from product to product,
check your manuals to find out the best way
to perform an update.

4 Change default Wi-Fi passwords
While most attacks are made over the

internet, don’t give hackers the chance to get
on to your network directly by connecting to
an insecure Wi-Fi network. Instead, make sure

that you’ve changed your default Wi-Fi
password to a more secure one. The exception
to this is if your router creates a unique secure
password during setup, or if it ships with a
unique password by default, such as with the
BT Smart Hub.
While you’re changing your Wi-Fi

password, make sure that your wireless
network’s name doesn’t give away any
personal information, such as your name
or address.

PROTECTYOUR
SMARTDEVICES
Security cameras, smart TVs and other internet-connected devices can be
vulnerable to attack if they’re not protected. Here’s how to keep them safe

⬆ Keep your devices up to date with the latest firmware to protect against hackers

⬆ Protect your router from hackers by changing the network name and using a secure password

⬆ Disabling UPnP can help to make your network
more secure
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Most cyber attacks are
about making money,
and ransomware is the

pinnacle of this goal: it encrypts
your files and then requests you
pay up to get everything back.
As shocking and distressing as an
attack is, you needn’t pay up to get
your data back. Here’s what to do.

1 Make external backups
If you haven’t been infected

yet, then make sure that you have
multiple backups of your data.
As ransomware can infect any
data that it can see, it’s worth
making regular backups to
external media that you can
remove from your computer, such
as an external hard disk. That way,
if your computer gets infected,
you know that you have a clean and
untouched copy of your data. Remember,
never connect an external hard disk to a
computer that you think may be infected.

2 Don’t pay the fee
If you get infected by ransomware,

never pay the fee. Paying out means giving
criminals money, and there’s no guarantee that
you’ll get the unlock code and your files back.
In fact, many ransomware authors get so
overwhelmed by requests that unlock codes
are rarely sent out. Instead, you need to focus
on recovering your data.
The easiest way is to perform a clean

install on your computer (or restore from an
image stored on an external hard disk), and
then restore your files from a recent backup.
If the ransomware has encrypted files that
you don’t have backups of, your focus should
be on restoring the data.

3 Clean the infection
Turn off your infected computer and

unplug it from your network. This reduces
the risk of the infection spreading. Now,
you’re ready to clean the ransomware from
it. This will wipe out the option to pay the
ransom, but as discussed above, you
shouldn’t pay up anyway.
A rescue disk, such as the one available

from Kaspersky (support.kaspersky.co.uk/
viruses/rescuedisk), should be able to clear an
infection. You can make a rescue USB disk
using another computer.
If that doesn’t work,

you’ll need to update
your internet security
software (a good idea,
in any case, to prevent
future infections). We
recommend Kaspersky
Internet Security 2017.

To do this, you’ll need to
connect your infected computer to
the internet. Before you do this,
unplug everything else from the
network, including computers and
NAS devices. Now install the
security software, update it and
run a full scan.

4 Look for free
unlock options

If you don’t have backups,
Kaspersky runs a website
dedicated to providing free
ransomware decryptors
(noransom.kaspersky.com). Using
the tools on this site, you may be

able to find a tool that will do the job for you
for free. You’ll need to know which variant of
ransomware has infected your computer.
Installing or updating security software should
do this, as the infection will be detected.
If you’re having problems identifying the

variation, you can also type in information
from the ransomware’s pop-up warning
message into Google. Check Kaspersky’s
site to see if there’s a matching tool that
you can use. Unfortunately, if these steps
don’t work, then the chances are that your
files are gone for good.

PROTECTAGAINST
RANSOMWARE
Ransomware is themost insidious form of attack, encrypting your data and
requestingmoney to recover it. Here’s how to ensure you don’t fall victim to it

⬆ Kaspersky’s detected site helps you find free unlock options for many
common ransomware infections

⬅ We don’t recommend paying a
ransom, as there’s no guarantee you’ll
get your files back

⬆ A rescue disk can help you clear a ransomware infection before you
recover your files
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A lthough you can take
reasonable steps to
protect your data, a

company that you’ve signed up
with may still get hacked, with
your personal details being leaked.
Unfortunately, there’s little you
can do to prevent this from
happening. Instead, it’s important
that you react quickly to any
breach to prevent the problem
from escalating.

1 Find out if you’ve
been hacked

Most of the time, it’s easy to know
if you’ve been hacked, as you won’t
be able to log into an account.
However, not every theft of login
details results in this. Look out for
emails from any company you’re
signed up with, warning you of a
hack. You can also sign up for
haveibeenpwned.com. You enter
your email address or usernames
and the site will tell you if your
login details have been featured
in any leaked data.

2 Reclaim any
hacked accounts

If you’re locked out of an account, you’ll need
to reclaim ownership. In most cases, you’ll
have to contact the company directly to find

out how to recover information, as the
process differs from service to service. Most
companies have an online recovery system.
For example, Google’s is available at google. com/accounts/recovery, and Facebook’s is

available at facebook.com/hacked.

3 Change all your passwords
Do you use the same password for any

other site? If you do, you’ll need to change
your passwords immediately, following our
advice on page 96. Update your password for
the service that has been hacked, too, and
enable two-factor authentication if you can.

4 Tell your friends about
the problem

Often, the first time you find out you’ve been
hacked is when you’re told by a friend or
family member that they’ve received a
suspicious email, message or social media
posting purportedly from you. Hackers will
sometimes intentionally hack your account
either to target your contacts or steal as many
of your contacts’ details as possible before
they are found out. It’s important to let people
know you’ve been hacked or they may also be
caught up in the cyber criminal’s schemes.

RECOVERFROM
AHACKATTACK
Evenwith all the precautionswe’ve shown you, an internet account
can still be breached. If theworst should happen, here’s what to do

⬆ If you’ve been hacked, you’ll need to reclaim your internet accounts

⬆ Have I Been Pwned? is a brilliant site that can tell
you if your private details have been stolen
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Roland Moore-Colyer
explores how innovation

will keep the desktop
and laptop market
from fading away
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T
he PC is dead – allegedly.
For the past few years, the
dominant reign of the
personal computer in the
tech world has been touted
as being at death’s door.
The rise of ever-more

sophisticated smartphones
and subsequently the debut of the
tablet, spearheaded by the Apple iPad,
has seen people without the need for
tasks other than internet browsing
and the odd email opt for mobile
devices over laptops or desktops.
In the working world, more

reliable and powerful laptops,
combined with often limited
company budgets, have seen offices
make do with machines three or
more years old, rather than refreshing
their PCs every two years or so.

With this in mind, it’s no surprise
that forecast figures from market
watchers and technology analyst
houses such as IDC and Gartner have
reported declining PC sales and
shipments over the past five years.
IDC’s latest figures on the PC

market for the first quarter of 2017
sees shipments pretty much flat, a
semi-positive sign given that Gartner’s
figures indicate the PC market shrank
for the 10th consecutive quarter.

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
The problem the PC market faces is
the ability for the latest smartphones
and tablets to carry out tasks that
were formerly only the domain of
laptops and desktops.
Chipsets in mobile devices keep

getting more powerful, yet still

manage to fit into wafer-thin devices,
allowing for video and photo editing,
and even music and presentation
creation, to be done all from the tap
of a touchscreen rather than the click
of a mouse or trackpad.
The addition of keyboard

accessories found with the likes of the
iPad Pro and Microsoft Surface Pro 5
also expands the functionality of
tablets into the domain of laptops.
Then there’s the cloud.

Productivity software suites such as
Microsoft’s Office 365 are cloud-
based, using the processing grunt of
data centre servers rather than a
device’s lesser compute power.
Hence tablets and smartphones
can be used as proper work tools,
rather than devices on which to
sift through emails, start arguments

ABOVE: Reports of
the death of the
desktop computer
have been greatly
exaggerated
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on Twitter or upload pictures of your
brunch to Instagram.
Samsung’s latest flagship phone,

the Galaxy S8, has a docking
accessory called DeX that essentially
turns the phone into a PC-like device
by connecting to a monitor, keyboard
and mouse, and modifying the
customised Android interface into a
desktop-like experience reminiscent of
Google’s Chrome OS. Add the ability
to connect to a virtual Windows
desktop and the power of the phone’s
potent processor, and there’s a
compelling argument for the Galaxy
S8 as a machine to replace a laptop.
PCs once used to be a dominant

platform for gaming, especially online.
But with the rise of the Xbox 360 and
PlayStation 3 ushering in mass online
g g

PSN respectively, the PC has lost its
solid footing in the gaming world.
Now the console successors,

the Xbox One and PlayStation 4,
offer solid high-resolution gaming
experiences, on and offline, and a
suite of other entertainment features
at a much lower price than the
average gaming desktop or laptop.
Mobile devices have also soared

ahead in the world of entertainment,
and are now able to handle advanced
games that would have needed a
powerful PC to run them a few years
ago, while access to a myriad of
music, film and TV streaming
services makes the need for a laptop
to watch Netflix redundant.
So the PC world has a lot of other

devices encroaching deeper and
deeper into its territory, in both the
worlds of work and play, lending
credence to the prediction that a
death knell is tolling for its once
dominant position.

NOT DEAD YET
However, despite the competition that
PCs face, rumours of their impending
doom look to be a tad exaggerated.
“The PC market has its challenges

as replacement rates lengthen, but it
s far from dead. It’s going through an
evolution with fresh pockets of
growth in 2-in-1 and enthusiast
egments such as gaming,” Geoff
Blaber, vice-president of the Americas
division at CCS Insight, tells us.
And IDC research manager

ay Chou notes that despite the
challenges from tablets and
smartphones, and the long lifecycles
of existing PCs, the market may be
ough, but there’s still life in it.
“Users have generally delayed PC

eplacements rather than giving up

ABOVE: The rise
of the tablet has
dented traditional
laptop sales

BELOW: Samsung’s
DeX allows you
to hook up your
smartphone to a
monitor, mouse
a d k b d gaming appeal with Xbox Live and dee
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PCs for other devices. The commercial
market is beginning a replacement
cycle that should drive growth
throughout the forecast. Consumer
demand will remain under pressure,
although growth in segments such as
PC gaming as well as rising saturation
of tablets and smartphones will move
the consumer market toward
stabilisation as well,” he says.
The business side of the PC world

will also keep ticking over. Go into
any office and you’ll still see people
working away on laptops or desktops,
in spite of do-it-all smartphones and
tablets; it’s just they might not have
the latest iMacs or ultraportable
laptops on their desks.
In the consumer arena, things are a

bit more challenging, with a lot of PC
makers struggling to attract people to
their latest slim laptop when flagship
smartphones are grabbing all the
headlines. Apple is an exception with
its cult following, and HP has seen PC

growth with its m
product range. Bu h ll l k
mass enthusiasm k g
competition betw h b g l y
tight and forces s
really hone in on m h k
This may seem g

situation, but it co ld ll b
the opposite for c ll g
put on their think g

INNOVATION IN C ON
Over the past 20 y d k
have evolved from b g b
all-in-one machine d d
card-sized Windo p d
laptops have slimm d d b
mere millimetres thick yet capable of
running sophisticated software.
With processors, chipsets and

graphics cards becoming more
powerful yet energy-efficient, the
ability to be more innovative with
traditional PCs increases.
Taking a more creative approach

w h h rdware, notes Blaber, is the
m b which to keep the PC
m k l e or even bring it back to
th nt in the technology world.

h ovation we’ve seen in
r ears in the area of 2-in-1
i lear illustration of PC
c panies innovating to
s relevant. Intel and
M soft’s involvement in
f ctor design means PC

ma u actu e s ha e to o ate o
r k g l h
Evidence of this innovation can be

seen with Microsoft’s Surface Book, a
high-end 2-in-1 device, which has a
powerful Intel processor, dedicated
graphics and a detachable keyboard
to essentially make it a PC that turns
into a tablet rather than a tablet trying
to encroach upon laptop territory.
Microsoft also recently introduced

the Surface Laptop with Windows 10
S, a cut-down version of Windows 10
aimed at creative types and students.
Despite its basic name, the Surface
Laptop pushes design boundaries with
a hidden hinge, speakers that radiate
sound through gaps in the keys, and a
keyboard slathered in Alcantara, a
plush fabric normally found on the
interiors of high-end sports cars.

USERS HAVE GENERALLY
DELAYED PC REPLACEMENTS
RATHER THAN GIVING UP PCs
FOR OTHER DEVICES

massive reach and
But the overall lack of
for PCs is making
ween the big players
smaller companies to
more niche markets.
m like a glum
could actually be
companies willing to

inking caps.

NJECTION
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ines and even credit-
ows computers, and
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manufacturers have to innovate or
risk marginalisation,” he warns.
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ABOVE: Is the
screen of death
now showing for
the laptop?

RIGHT:Microsoft’s
Surface Book is an
innovative PC that
turns into a tablet

BELOW: Intel’s
Compute Stick
offers all the
power of a PC in
a tiny package
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d h d d

be innovative with its portfolio to help
inject vigour back into the PC market.
“HP will continue to push the

boundaries of PC performance, design
and security. Too often there has been
a trade-off between these three areas;
HP believes there doesn’t need to be,”
Gavin Parrish, PC category director of
UK and Ireland at HP, tells us.
“Developments range from

launching thin and light devices
with full-powered processors and
solid-state drives, to convertible
devices for tablet functionality, to
ensuring better sound and audio
quality for conference
communications,” he adds.
More than mere marketing bluster,

HP’s current product line backs up

And the Redmond company is not
alone; HP is also exploring how it can

NEW AND IMPROVED
PCs have come a long way from the beige boxes and chunky laptops of yore. Now
they are machines with high levels of electronic engineering, with ways to extract
more performance from silicon or add major dollops of power to thin laptops.

CLEVER COOLING
Keeping processors cool is a sure-fire way to extract the best performance and efficiency out of
them. With desktop PCs, we’ve seen larger fans, water cooling and, on the rare occasion, liquid
nitrogen cooling from PC modification enthusiasts looking to push their machines to the limit.
But laptop cooling is arguably where the innovation is happening. Fans are being made more

efficient with precision-engineered blades and designs, while heatpipes and liquid cooling are
being adapted and tweaked to make ultra-thin yet cool machines, and clever venting and airflow
management is allowing for slim laptops to incorporate powerful processors and graphics cards.

PACKED PROCESSORS
Every year processors get
more powerful, but on
the whole these are
minor changes; for most
PC users, the difference
between a CPU from a
couple of years ago and
a more modern version
will be insubstantial in
real-world tasks.
However, IBM has

recently shown off a
chip built using a 5nm
process (see picture above), which Big Blue promises will give more power and offer better
energy-efficiency thanks to the volume of transistors packed into the chip. When it comes
into widespread use around 2020, we could see PCs with tons of power packaged into
very compact cases or super-slim laptop chassis.

SLICKER SOFTWARE
The ace in the hole for PCs, particularly Windows-based machines, is their ability to run all
manner of programs and applications for a huge range of tasks. However, buying a macOS or
Windows-equipped PC is not always cheap unless you opt for lacklustre hardware.
With Google’s Chrome OS finding its way on to capable yet affordable Chromebook laptops

and with more features on the horizon, such as access to Android apps, there are alternatives
to more expensive operating systems.
Microsoft is also looking to offer its version of Chrome OS with the slimmed-down

Windows 10 S, which offers access to Redmond’s powerful operating system but limits access
to apps beyond the Windows Store. The software giant has also found a way to run Windows 10
on ARM-based mobile chips, specifically Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 835, rather than be left
reliant on Intel’s x86 processor architecture. With the likes of HP, Lenovo and Asus on the case,
lightweight, battery-efficient and affordable laptops sporting Windows 10 running on mobile
processors are expected to make their debut later this year.

GRAPHICS GRUNT
Desktop PCs have a myriad of graphics tech to harness, from graphics cards aimed at basic
1080p resolutions to powerful GPUs capable of hitting 60 frames per second on 4K displays.
Until recently, however, graphics prowess in laptops has always been lacklustre compared to
their desktop brethren.
Thanks to Nvidia’s latest Pascal GPU architecture, gaming laptops now have access to

graphics cards that all but ape their desktop equivalents. As such, today’s gaming laptops
aren’t compromised when it comes to performance in the way they once were.
And things are getting more interesting still with the advent of external graphics

enclosures. Through the use of a Thunderbolt connection, laptops with no discrete GPU can
suddenly gain a whole whack of pixel-pushing power piped from an outside graphics card.
That means you can have a slimline laptop for work and other basic tasks when on the move,
and have access to proper gaming-grade graphics when at home; these days you really can
have your computing cake and eat it.
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Parrish’s claims of thinking inside the
box, with its Z2 Mini G3 offering a
workstation-grade PC in a petite
216mm square footprint, the hefty
diamond-shaped Omen X gaming
machine, and the 2-in-1 Spectre X2
laptop-cum-tablet PC.
Others are also exploring ways to

add something a bit different to PCs.
Acer’s LiquidLoop heatpipe cooling
technology, for example, removes
the need for fans in its 2-in-1 devices
without sacrificing access to
powerful Intel processors.
Then you have Dell messing

around with the all-in-one desktop
PC by shoving 10 speakers into its
XPS 27, and bringing virtual-reality
readiness to its Inspiron 27 7000. The
company’s Alienware line offers an
interesting range of gaming PCs, from
the games console-sized Alpha A2, to
the massive Area-51 desktop, which
radically abandons the traditional
rectangle boxes of high-end PCs for
something that resembles a cross
between a futuristic pyramid and a
UFO, all in the pursuit of better
thermal management of its innards.
Apple, meanwhile, has added a

dedicated touchscreen to its
MacBook Pro line of laptops, which
dynamically changes its user
interface depending on the program
being used at the time, offering a
fresh way to control software. It
arguably offers more style over
useful function, but nevertheless
brings a dose of difference to
Cupertino’s workhorse laptops.
Even if the PC market is not in

rude health, the big players are not
willing to throw in the towel just yet;
rather, they’re aimi g
devices that have a g d d ll
tablet-like function y
fresh element to es bl h d l p p
and desktop design

GAMING GAINS
PC gaming has ofte b
considered the doma o ha dco e
gamers, the so-call
race’, owing to the h gh
decently specced g
machines in compa
to games consoles
But the PC gam g

market has long had
dedicated following
thanks to the open
nature of the platfo
and compatibility w
both cutting-edge
games and those
from decades ago.
For PC makers such
Cyberpower, this n h
market has provided h

seam of opportunity to tap into as the
PC gaming market grows in the face
of shrinking wider PC shipments.
Electronic sports (eSports) are on

the rise thanks to established
communities and the ability to make a
living out of playing, streaming and
commentating on competitive
gaming. The most popular eSports
games – StarCraft II, League of
Legends and Dota 2 – happen to be
PC-only titles, and as such have the
potential to tempt more people to
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at least update older computers they
might already possess. As such, it’s
no surprise that IDC and CCS analysts
note that the gaming sector is one of
the healthiest parts of the PC market.
Virtual reality (VR) could also

help boost the appeal of gaming
PCs. While VR is in its infancy,
Computer Shopper has been to
several demonstrations by the likes
of HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, which
show the potential for high-end VR
as a means to offer proper immersive
g i g riences.
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BELOW: Dell’s
striking Alienware
Area-51 is a radical
departure from
traditional desktop
PC design

IT’S NO SURPRISE THAT TECH
ANALYSTS NOTE THAT THE GAMING
SECTOR IS ONE OF THE HEALTHIEST
PARTS OF THE PC MARKET
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In the polar opposite of the slim
Triton 700, Acer is also pushing its
Predator 21 X, a gaming machine
that can hardly be defined as a laptop
with its 21in curved display, dual
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 graphics
cards, mechanical keyboard, and a
weight in excess of 9kg, with an
equally hefty price tag sitting around
£8,000. Less a device for the average
gamer, the Predator 21 X stands as
proof that Acer is happy to push
the boundaries of gaming laptops
to show that there’s still innovation
left in the PC world.
The Computex 2017 show also

demonstrated that the likes of Nvidia
d ll h

ld d l d
h l h h bl

l l

graphics chips to be made more
power-efficient than usual. This
allows them to be squeezed into a
slim laptop chassis, since they don’t
need a massive battery, while at the
same time avoiding a massive
compromise on performance.
Asus was on hand to demonstrate
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A SECOND WIND
In short, there’s plenty of innovation
going on in the PC market, from
changing form factors to evolving
electronic engineering.
For example, the evolution of

Google’s Chrome OS and the flexibility
of the latest guise of Windows 10 are
opening up options to create capable
laptops that offer both business and
consumer appeal at tablet-level prices.
Further down the line, new user

interfaces and cutting-edge software
and games will almost certainly use
the PC as their initial launch platform,
potentially attracting tech-keen
people back to personal computing.
For regular Shopper readers, it will

no doubt already be clear that while
PCs may have had a little hiatus in the
hinterlands of the tech world, they are
far from being put out to pasture yet,
thanks to a vein of innovation and a
strong band of computer enthusiasts.
With displays, processors,

graphics, cooling and storage tech
continuously being pushed, we
expect to see even more innovations
in the near future. The PC is dead;
long live the PC.

ABOVE RIGHT:
The Asus ROG
Zephyrus provides
plenty of grunt in a
slimline package

RIGHT: VR could
provide a huge
boost to the
PC market
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and Asus are still innovating for the
PC gaming world. Nvidia revealed its
Max-Q technology, which enables
its latest GeForce 10-series Pascal

its Max-Q based gaming laptop, th
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a laptop, but not
as we know it
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Hardware, software and games are promised

but never arrive.Nicole Kobie explains why –

and how it can help keep innovation ticking along

HOW
VAPOURWARE
HELPSBUILD
COMPUTING
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T
he selfie-snapping Lily drone, long-awaited games such as
Half-Life 3, and Google’s Project Ara modular phone: all
are much-hyped and desired products that never actually
existed, nothing more than vapourware.
The technology industry comes up with plenty of

ideas, and it seems it just can’t make them all.
Sometimes companies open their mouths too soon,
promoting products that they’re not sure they can

actually make – hello, Kickstarter – while in other cases prototypes
are pushed as near-finished products to give brands a marketing
boost. We’re looking at you, Asus and your adorable Zenbo robot
that’s still not up for a sale a year after launch.
While broken promises from technology manufacturers certainly

disappoint, however, vapourware isn’t all harmful, and may even help
drive innovation.

WHAT IS VAPOURWARE?
So what exactly is vapourware? Defining the term isn’t easy.
Paul Atkinson, professor of design and design history at
Sheffield Hallam University, wrote a whole book to figure it out,
Delete: A Design History of Computer Vapourware.
“The reason for the book was to try and expand the term

‘vapourware’, because I saw it has a lot of negative connotations,”
he tells Computer Shopper.
“Quite a few people I spoke to just saw it as always something

deliberate… And the point of the book was to show that there’s
a whole host of different reasons for things not getting to market.

And sometimes they’re deliberate, but quite often
they’re not.”
The definition for vapourware Atkinson decided on

was any product that had been promoted outside of a
company but failed to ever be released to consumers.
“It’s been publicly acknowledged that it was going

to happen, and then for whatever reason it hadn’t
actually got to market,” he explains, adding prototypes
shouldn’t necessarily be seen as vapourware.
While the term itself dates back to the 1960s,

according to Google Books data, the phenomenon
itself isn’t new – it goes back hundreds of years.
The word may put you in mind of failure-to-launch
crowdfunded mini drones or best-of-CES hardware

that never seems to arrive at PC World, but a classic example dates
back to 1821, when Charles Babbage started designing his Difference
Engine, a mechanical calculator that’s seen as a precursor to
computers, and was too big and complicated to build at the time.
“It’s a piece of vapourware; it never actually got made because

he just procrastinated for so long trying to get it perfect,”
Atkinson says, noting that the Difference Engine is vapourware no
longer, as London’s Science Museum built a functioning version
from Babbage’s plans in 2002.
The reasons a product dissolves into vapourware can include

marketing and business decisions, competition from rivals, failure to
find funding, and an inability to manufacture.

MANUFACTURING
CHALLENGES
That latter hurdle has led to a host of failed
crowdfunded ideas in recent years, as the
projects are often run by people with no
manufacturing experience, and it’s clearly
harder than it looks. To address that,
Kickstarter this year announced a Hardware
Studio to help support manufacturers. The aim
is to avoid high-profile failed launches such as
the Zano drone, a camera snapping high-flier
that raised £2.3m, making it Europe’s biggest
Kickstarter campaign at the time.
Rival Indiegogo had its own version, the Lily

Drone, another camera drone that would follow
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TOP LEFT:
The Zano drone
raised £2.3m, but
never took off

LEFT:Whole
books have been
written about
vapourware

BOTTOM LEFT:
Half-Life 2: we’re
still waiting for
Half-Life 3

“THERE’S A HOST OF
REASONS FOR THINGS
NOT GETTING TO

MARKET. SOMETIMES
THEY’RE DELIBERATE,
OFTEN THEY’RE NOT”
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you around snapping pictures, which raised $34m before the
co-founders admitted in a blog post in January that they couldn’t
get the project off the ground, and the footage used in the promo
videos was captured with a GoPro and an off-the-shelf drone.
Why do so many crowdfunded projects stumble? IHS Markit

analyst Paul Gray puts it down to an underestimation of the
difficulty in bringing an idea to market.
“Ironing out the problems in manufacture, testing and so on – I

suspect one of the biggest issues is that many Kickstarter projects
fail to check patents first,” he explains.
Of course, failed products happened before Kickstarter. The Atari

2700 was a wireless controller version of
the top-selling 2600 planned for release
in 1981, but it had a 1,000-foot range
that meant it interfered with other
Atari controllers, as well as electric
garage-door openers. Fixing the problem
proved too costly, so Atari simply
ditched the entire project.
The Sega VR, meanwhile, was

announced in 1991 and on show at
CES 1993, but never actually arrived for
sale because the technology simply
didn’t work well enough.
“VR and wearables seem to have

been historically fertile areas for
vapourware,” notes Gray.
“Probably they are areas where it’s

easy to produce a prototype and difficult
to make the leap into a satisfactory
commercial product. Issues like battery life become insurmountable.”
Other ideas are killed off by competition and partners. Launched

at CES 2014, the Asus Transformer Book Duet let users flip between
Android and Windows. It never arrived on the market, after pressure
from software suppliers not keen on the dual support, according to
The Wall Street Journal.
Another example is the GO PenPoint Computer, developed by

Jerry Kaplan in 1987, which let users write directly on to a tablet-style
computer for digitised notes. The company sent out prototypes to
technology journalists, who reviewed them as though they were
production models.
As they were hand-built examples, full production was

impossible due to display issues, rising costs and software
competition from Microsoft.
“When the final technical problems emerged and it just couldn’t

go into production and the venture capital fell through, it never
happened,” Atkinson explains.
It’s not only hardware. Theranos Labs

promised wide-ranging accurate blood tests with
a single finger prick, raising hundreds of millions
of dollars in investment. The only problem is the
blood tests failed, drawing the attention of the
authorities. Lawsuits abounded.
Manufacturing cutting-edge tech isn’t easy,

so why do companies and startups promise
products they can’t deliver?
“I think the main issue is wishful thinking.

Companies continue to hope against hope that
a troubled development project will come good,”
says Gray.
“Probably it’s the ‘New Coke’ effect, where

management teams fail to heed early warning
signs,” he adds.
And that can lead to financial strain, with Gray pointing to LeEco,

which launched a range of products from smartphones and VR
headsets to TVs in October 2016 at a glitzy event featuring director
Michael Bay, before laying off most of its US staff in May of this year.
It pinned the blame on a failure to “access the capital needed at this
time”. That Bay cameo must have been expensive.

TOP RIGHT: Asus’s
Zenbo robot is still
not available a year
after its launch

TOPMIDDLE: The
first vapourware,
Charles Babbage’s
Difference Engine

BOTTOM RIGHT:
The Sega VR
headset was
revealed in 1991 but
never went on sale

“THEMAIN ISSUE ISWISHFUL
THINKING. COMPANIES

CONTINUE TO HOPE AGAINST
HOPE THAT A TROUBLED
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
WILL COME GOOD”
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MARKETING NONSENSE
Broken marketing promises are another source of
much vapourware. “One of the main reasons for
vapourware is companies trying to make sure
customers didn’t lose interest in the company,”
says Atkinson.
“If you had Microsoft saying it was going to

launch something, then the pressure is on all its
competitors to say, ‘we’re going to do something too’.”

That said, it’s not all the fault of marketing, but their executive
bosses, who go to a trade show and want something to announce,

as Matt Anderson, product manager at
supply-chain specialists Browz, notes.
“ ‘This is the thing we’re going to build

next’, is a very strategic, this-is-what-I-
get-paid-to-do kind of thing for an
executive. They don’t think that they’re
supposed to announce something that
they’ve already been building for the
past year,” he explains.
Anderson points out that companies

can also be surprised by rivals’ launches,
and make their own announcements so as

not to appear left behind.
“A lot of product managers or executives have

been blindsided by the competition releasing a
new product and been given no time to come up
with a nuanced plan,” he says.
“When it happens to us, we face extreme

pressure to promise something that hasn’t been built.
I’ve been on both sides of that equation in my career, and rarely does
the knee-jerk promise ever ship. After being first to market in early
2016, my company’s competition promised a similar product was

WHERE DID THEY GO?
FIVE PRODUCTS THAT PROMISEDMUCH AND DELIVERED NOTHING

OVATION TECHNOLOGIES
This American software firm promised
a rival to leading productivity suite
Lotus 1-2-3, but despite bringing in
millions of dollars’ worth of investment
– and a high-profile launch in the
top-floor restaurant at NewYork’s
World Trade Center – it didn’t actually
exist. A report after the launch quoted
one of the programmers calling it
“smoke and mirrors”, saying he had to
grab a keyboard out of a journalist’s
hands to keep them from seeing that
the buttons weren’t working.

AMIGAWALKER PC
This odd little machine was the last gasp
of Commodore. German firm Escom
Technologies bought the brand in 1994, two
years later announcing an Amiga perched
on four feet. The AmigaWalker was
never released, however, as Escom itself
went out of business the following year.

LEFT: The Asus
Transformer Book
Duet was killed off
soon after launch

BELOW: The Lily
Drone raised
$34m but failed to
get off the ground
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INFINIUM PHANTOM
Back in 2003, a company called Infinium Labs had a
future-looking idea: a console runningWindows
(embedded XP) that downloaded games over the
internet. Unveiled at E3 in 2004, the hardware missed
launch date after launch date. US authorities eventually
charged the CEOwith a pump-and-dump stock scam,
and Infinium only ever released a laptop gaming device.
In other words, we got ghosted by the Phantom.

The tiny selfie-snapping drone was launched in
2013 on Kickstarter by robotics maker Torquing
Group, which asked for a modest £125,000 from
the crowdfunding site’s users. It flew past that
goal, won a best of CES award, and a few
drones actually shipped in 2015, but those early
models reportedly couldn’t manage to actually
take off. Torquing went out of business, backers
lost their cash, and the Zano never took off.

months away. It’s been over a year
now, and they haven’t released anything.
I’m betting it won’t ever be released.”
Doesn’t that risk angering the very

customers that companies are trying to
woo? While crowdfunded products that
fail to arrive lead to angry supporters,
when it comes to tech show launches
that never land, there’s often little
blowback, says Anderson. “People just
kind of forget that something’s been
promised and it was never delivered.”

SCI-FI REALITY
Vapourware is also the result of looking
to the future – consider it a real-life
version of science fiction. Atkinson
explains: “I think all companies want to
be creating products that people think of as futuristic and forward-
looking, so that they go to buy them.”
Atkinson’s book highlights examples that were purely speculative,

but were mistaken as products. “The company just never actually said
it’s a real product, it just said it’s a concept. And then somebody has
picked it up without really reading it properly or
understanding it properly,” he explains.
One example is the Honeywell Kitchen Computer,

announced back in 1969 for a whopping $10,600.
Although that included coding classes, it’s still a lot
to shell out for a recipe organiser.
“That was actually a real product that Honeywell

developed to show that it was as forward-looking as
the smaller companies that were making more
interesting products,” says Atkinson.

“IF YOU HADMICROSOFT
SAYING ITWAS GOING TO
LAUNCH SOMETHING,
THEN THE PRESSURE IS
ON ALL ITS COMPETITORS
TO SAY, ‘WE’RE GOING TO
DO SOMETHING TOO’”

ABOVE RIGHT:
The GO PenPoint
was beset by
technical issues

RIGHT: Honeywell’s
Kitchen Computer
was actually made,
but at great cost

ZANO

PALM FOLEO
Palm’s tiny
notebook for
business travellers
almost existed –
some reviewers
even got their
hands on one.
But the first run
was scrapped in
2007, with the
company calling it
a distraction from
its smartphones.
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HOW TO SPOT VAPOURWARE
Think a product may turn out to be vapourware? You’re probably right.
IHS Markit analyst Paul Gray says: “I think the usual guidance of ‘if it
seems too good to be true…’ holds.”
Product manager Matt Anderson advises that if a product is said to be

coming ‘in the next year’, you should be sceptical – there’s a fair chance it
doesn’t actually exist yet or is in its very early stages.
Other giveaways include changes to the product or its name, or the

use of buzzwords such as ‘the cloud’ and ‘5G’. Prices can be a giveaway,
too, as a significant pre-order discount could suggest that the
manufacturer isn’t yet sure what to charge. Also consider the company.
If it hasn’t actually released a product in a long time – or ever – it may be
a sign not to trust its abilities.
Missing technical details may also reveal the product in question isn’t

finished, and the same follows if there’s no working live demo. A video or
slide can be easily mocked up, as happened with the Lily Drone, so assume
that if you can’t see the product, it’s for a good reason.
“If you see that video and it’s a stock video or showing a few mock-ups,

but it’s not an actual person using a product… then that product definitely
hasn’t been built,” Anderson explains.
For crowdfunding sites in particular, the US Federal Trade Commission

has issued tips for avoiding scams using faked products, advising would-be
supporters to check the project leader’s Facebook page to see if they’re
real, and cross-checking the project across different crowdfunding sites,
as multiple fund-raisers can be a sign of dodgy dealings.

“They made a mock-up of it, but it was only meant to be a mock-up.
They didn’t really want to make it. They didn’t expect anyone to be
interested in it. And it was only when Neiman Marcus, the department
store people, put it in their Christmas catalogue as a joke and said it
was a kitchen computer that it gained all this kind of notoriety.
“The machine was based on an existing Honeywell minicomputer.

In the end, they had to make 25 of them. They had to go into
production, because they got orders for something they didn’t really
want to make.”

GOOD FOR INNOVATION
While such examples may have led to disappointed consumers, the look
to the future and the testing of consumer markets helps innovation.

“That’s what actually drives the development of
computer technology. People see [the prototype] and
think that’s what computers are going to do. So when
a company tries to do it and fails, people are still
expecting that product… so the pressure is on other
companies to make that idea work,” Atkinson explains.
That’s another good side to vapourware, and one

that’s central to crowdfunding sites. “Vapourware
h lue in actually promoting ideas… and that
d people to create products that they couldn’t
h wise have created,” Atkinson adds.

k ll h dea ‘social construction’: “It’s a technological
d h t people think these products just happen. That
h h h own and if they fail, they fail, and if they succeed,
h d n, the reason products are developed is because

ll ucted demand for it. And vapourware does that.
e kind of fuels that social construction.”
deed, some vapourware is the result of the fear
f failure. Look at Xerox: it invented world-
changing technologies but let others build and
profit from them, be it the laser printer, GUI
nterface or personal computer. Atkinson notes:
hey developed all these fantastic technologies,
d they never did anything, because they were risk
I think that’s the big lesson about vapourware:

l s usually because of people… who are risk
be if we were not so risk averse we might have
ng products.”
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I’ve got an Access data table that is based on data imported from Excel.
The problem is that the original data was all entered in upper case,
including all the names and addresses. What’s the easiest way to convert
it all to have leading capitals on each word, so FRED BLOGGS becomes
Fred Bloggs? I’ve found the functions for upper case and lower case, but
not leading capitals.

Steve Turner

The solution is to use the StrConv function. This can be used to carry out a
wide variety of changes to strings in Access, including changing data to Proper
Case (the one you want). To use it, you could create an Update query where
you have the field(s) you want to change. So to change the FullName field to
proper case, you’d have FullName as the fieldname, and the Update To
expression set to:

StrConv([FullName],3)

The 3 in the function tells Access you want to change the text to proper case.

Is there a way in Excel to have a cell
change colour depending on a value being
entered in another cell? So if a cell in
column A has a value less than 0, the cell
on the same row but column C should be
coloured red; if it’s 0, there should be no
colour, and if it’s greater than 100, it’s
coloured green. I’ve found details of how
to do some of this on the cell with the
value itself, but can’t work out how to do it
based on the value of other cells.

Alex Anderson

You can do what you want, though I’d
suggest you also investigate Excel’s Color
Scales option, as it would do what you want,
except in the original cells rather than a
separate column. Color Scales can show
graduated colours, with either two or three
colours in the scale corresponding to
minimum, midpoint and maximum
thresholds. You can also have a colour scale
that checks for specific values for the lower
and upper thresholds. The way you use a
colour scale is to select the range of cells,
the table, or the whole sheet that you want
to apply conditional formatting to.
Colour scales are located in the

Conditional Formatting dialog that you
access from the Home tab of the Office

Colour coordinated Excel cells

Capital punishment

If you have database, office application or macro issues,
Kay Ewbank is here to help

BusinessBusiness Help

ribbon. If you select the Color Scales option,
you’ll see a set of predefined scale types that
you can use. If you hover over a particular
scale, the cells you’ve selected will change to
the colours that would be used if you selected
that scale, and the description of how the scale
works is shown. You can also click the More
rules option to define scales that aren’t
available among the predefined choices.
However, if you want to have the colours

set in a different column, you can’t use a colour
scale. Instead, you’ll need to use a formula and
conditional formatting.
Select the first cell you want to set to a

colour that reflects the value. In your case,
assuming your values are in column A, and you

want to set the colours
in column C, if the first
cell holding data is cell
A3, select cell C3.
Choose Conditional
Formatting from the
Home tab of the ribbon,
and in the dialog,

choose New Rule. The rule type you want is
Use a formula to determine which cells to
format. In the dialog box Format values
where this formula is true, enter this formula:

=$A3<0

Then click the Format button, and set the
Fill to Red.
Add a second rule with a formula of

=$A3>100, and a Fill of Green. Now you
can copy the conditional formatting down
the column for all the cells in your range,
just using a normal copy and paste.
You should find the colours appear in the
column where appropriate.

⬆ Use StrConv in Access to change text to have a leading
capital letter on each word

⬅ Use conditional
formatting in Excel to
colour cells, but explore
Color Scales to see if they
would work

Send your problems to businesshelp@computershopper.co.uk
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My mother struggles to read messages
sent to her where the sender has used odd
fonts, particularly if anyone has used
Script, or a particularly small typeface.
Is there a way to automatically change the
font of incoming messages to make them
easier to read? She’s using Outlook 2007.

Dennis MacLeod

There are some things you can do to improve
the situation, though it’s more complicated
than you might imagine. The first thing to
consider would be to set the zoom so the
message is at least larger. Unfortunately, you
can’t do this permanently without using a
macro. If your mother is OK with setting the
zoom level, she can do it by holding down
the Ctrl key while moving the mouse wheel,
or by using a combination of Ctrl and the
plus key (or the minus key to make the
email smaller again).
If your mother wants to leave the fonts

used by the original sender, things get more
complex at this point, as the appearance of
the message is then defined by the person
who wrote it. You can choose a default font
for HTML messages where the sender hasn’t

I use Word 2010, and every now and again something happens that
means when I type an apostrophe it turns into an ‘e’ with an accent
over it. I don’t know why it happens, whether it’s something I do, but
I’d like to know two things: how can I stop it happening? And when it
starts happening, how can I stop it happening (other than starting a
new document instead)?

Eleanor Robson

If it only happens once, you probably accidentally pressed the Ctrl key
while pressing the apostrophe key, as this is the way you get the
character é. However, this only happens if you have an additional
language installed that has accented characters.
To check which languages you have installed, look in the Options

menu, accessible from the File menu. Choose Language Settings, and if
there are languages there that you don’t need, delete them. If there are
multiple languages installed, you can switch between them by pressing
the left-hand Alt key and Shift at the same time, so that may be why you
experience your problem. If it happens, check in the bar at the bottom of

your Word screen and see
which language is displayed: it
will hopefully say English
(UK), but you may well see a
different language.
It is also worth checking

the main Windows languages.
From the Control Panel,
choose Regional Settings,
Language and Keyboards,
and see if there are other
languages installed in addition
to English (UK). If there are,
and you don’t need them, you
could try removing them.

Unwelcome accent Slide rules

Font of all knowledge

specified a font, but most people have defined
their own font so this doesn’t work.
In your mother’s case, I’d be tempted to

suggest she changes all incoming messages to
show in plain text format, as that also has the
advantage of avoiding potential problems
through viruses or other malicious code
executing through HTML or Rich Text Format.
Note that this doesn’t change the original
format of the email, just the way you view it. As
your mum is running Outlook 2007, you do this
from the Tools menu. Click on Trust Center, and
then click E-mail Security. In the section titled

I’m editing a set
of PowerPoint
presentations for our
department to use.
I’ve set up a nice
theme, and defined
a sequence of
introductory/general
information slides
that should be
included in all official
presentations. The
problem I’m having is
that when I copy and
paste these slides from
my new standard
presentation, PowerPoint seems to reformat the way the
information looks. For example, the text size changes, and the
background colours are altered. How can I stop this happening?

John Parker

The reason it’s happening is that PowerPoint assumes that information
copied into a slide deck should use the theme of the destination
presentation, including the font and type size to be used, background
colours and where items are positioned. Fortunately, you can change
this to use the same formatting choices as were used in your source
presentation. To do this, click on the Paste Options icon, and from the
choices on offer, choose Keep Source Formatting.
I’d also recommend that if you want to make all your presentations

contain the same introductory slides, you edit the templates used by
your presentations rather than copying and pasting. It would also be a
good idea to streamline the presentation themes so you’re not having
to reformat the fonts and so on.

Read as Plain Text, select the
option for Read all standard
mail in plain text. When you
view a message that was in
HTML or RTF, you’ll see a
notification in the bar at the
top of the message telling
you, ‘This message was
converted to plain text’.
You can then choose

to view the message in its
original format by clicking
on the bar and choosing
Display as HTML or Display

as Rich Text as appropriate.
Having set the messages to display as

plain text, your mum can still choose to view
messages in a nicer font and, more
importantly, in a larger typeface. If you look
in the Mail tab of the Options dialog, in the
Stationery and Fonts dialog, there’s an option
for the font to be used for plain text
messages. You can choose any of the fonts
available, as well as the type size and style.
The font will be used both in the reading
pane and in open messages, and is used for
messages you’re composing and viewing.

⬆ Set the font size and style for viewing plain text messages in Outlook

⬆ Remove unwanted languages from Word
to avoid accidentally swapping to a foreign
keyboard layout

⬆ Choose Paste Options in PowerPoint to make
sure pasted material uses the source format
rather than the theme of the destination slide
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Not an acrobat
A while ago I got annoyed with my Chrome
browser automatically opening PDF links on
websites, rather than giving me the option
to download the file. Somehow I managed
to turn off the feature, only for it to dawn
on me that most of the time it was actually
the behaviour I’d prefer: now I have to save
any PDF to my hard disk before I can view
it. I can’t remember how I turned PDF
viewing off in Chrome, or work out how to
get it back to how it was. Can you help?

Chris Miller

Google has just changed the layout in the Chrome settings page, so
it’s possible this has confused you. Type chrome://settings into the

omnibox and hit Enter. On the settings
page, scroll down and click Advanced to
expand the advanced options. Near the
foot of the Privacy and security box, click
Content settings, then scroll down to the
bottom and click PDF documents. Now you
can turn off the option that reads Open PDFs
using a different application.
Close the settings and you should find the

default behaviour is again to display online
PDFs within Chrome. You can use the
download icon at the top right to save a local
copy of the PDF you’re viewing. If you know

ahead of time that you want a local copy of a PDF, right-click the link to
it, select Save link as… then choose a local folder to save it to.

I’m after a bit of buying advice for my
home office setup. I’m a solicitor and I
quite regularly work from home using my
work-provided laptop. For when I don’t
have that with me, I would like a second
system that can run Citrix Receiver for
remote access to my work applications.
I’ve been considering one of the fanless
Cherry Trail Windows 10 mini PCs you can
buy at Amazon for £100 or so. They
would need to drive my ultra-wide 29in
monitor, which runs at a 2,560x1,080
resolution; are they up to the task?
Second, I regularly work on long

manuscripts containing 100 pages or
more. I’d like to be able to scan them in
and send them back to the office for
processing, so I’m considering a scanner
with a chunky automatic document
feeder (ADF). Can you recommend
anything, and if I bought one of the
mini PCs above would it be able to
handle it? Budget isn’t a key issue.

Simon Grimshaw

The only hardware requirements Citrix
states for version 4.6 of Receiver are
500MB of disk space and 1GB of system
RAM, which should be well within the limits
of the mini PCs you’re looking at. Where
you might encounter an issue, however, is
with your ultra-wide monitor: the Intel HD
Graphics integrated into many Cherry Trail

Cherry filling
(Intel Atom x5 and x7) processors have an
official maximum resolution of 1,920x1,080.
This is the case in the x5-Z8300, for
example, which is a particularly
common processor in the current
generation of cheap mini PCs.
That said, the official limitation
applies over HDMI 1.4, and
many examples we checked
have HDMI 2.0 and specifically
say they’re capable of 4K
video output.
Our advice would be

to check the
capabilities of the
processor at
Intel’s ARK site,
at tinyurl.com/
357helpfile. If the
processor doesn’t officially support better-
than-HD resolution, but Amazon or its
Marketplace seller is claiming that the mini PC
does, specifically ask the seller if the PC will
support 2,560x1,080. You’re probably the
expert here, but we believe the reply would
form part of the contract of sale.
Regarding the sheet-fed scanner, we’ve

previously been impressed by Fujitsu
ScanSnap scanners and Canon’s
ImageFormula range. One potential
stumbling block here is the sheer length of
the documents you need to scan: most
affordable desktop scanners can handle from

30-50 sheets at
once, but for a more
serious device with
a 100-page ADF
you’d need to spend
more than £1,000. If
you don’t mind
breaking long

documents into multiple
scans, the ImageFormula

DR-C230 would probably be
more than good enough.
We’ve never specifically tested a

sheet-fed scanner to see if it would let us
add additional pages to a job; our standard
test is only 25 pages. It’s quite possible that
you’d be able to scan, say, four batches of
25 pages to produce a single document, but
the worst case is that you’d end up with
four PDF documents; good PDF editing
software will let you merge multiple files
into one. A mini PC should handle a
document scanner quite well, although we
would expect it might struggle to keep pace
with a high-performance device. Scans
would still complete without issue, but a
slower PC might prevent the scanner from
reaching its rated speed.

Whatever your general PC, hardware and software
woes, Simon Handby is here to help

HelpHelpfile
Send your problems to help@computershopper.co.uk

⬆ If you know you want to save a PDF, right-click and
choose Save link as…

⬅We’ve had good
results with Canon’s
ImageFormula range
of scanners
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Beside myself
I use Windows 10 Home edition with a 27in monitor, running at 1,920x1,080 resolution.
I routinely work in split-screen mode with two browser windows side by side.
When I restart my PC one browser window’s state is recreated, but for the other window
I have to manually drag a tab over into free space and set it to a half-screen split display.
For some reason that shrinks the original browser window to a thumbnail, which I then
have to expand again to fill the other half of the screen.

It’s tedious to have to keep doing this.
Is there a way to make Windows 10
remember my preferences and recreate the
complete split-screen setup on startup?

Paul Barrett

Fortunately there’s an easy shortcut to this.
Create the two browser windows but don’t
bother resizing or repositioning them. Hold
down the Shift key and right-click the browser’s
icon on the Taskbar. You should see the option
to Show all windows side by side, selecting this
does what you’re after, although there will be a
slightly annoying gap between the two windows.

Creating
problems
I have just installed the Windows 10
Creators Update, and since doing so I get
an error message relating to SLINIT64.DLL
every time I reboot. A Google search
suggests this is a Samsung Control Panel
product, but my PC is an HP and I don’t
have any Samsung products or Samsung
software installed. Any idea how I can
solve the problem?

Steve Winetroube

We’re not clear if you upgraded to Creators
Update from a previous Windows 10 release
or from an earlier Windows version, but
either way the problem DLL is actually
related to SRS Premium Sound, which HP has
supplied with some of its laptops. The first
thing we’d suggest is to try removing the
software from the Uninstall or change a
program applet in Control Panel. In an
Explorer (not Internet Explorer) window,
type Control Panel\All Control Panel Items\
Programs and Features into the address bar
and hit Enter, then uninstall SRS Premium
Sound if it’s in the list.
If it’s not in the list, or if the sound isn’t

working properly after uninstalling it, visit
HP’s support website at support.hp.com/gb-en
and use the Find your product link to search
for your model of PC. Once you find it, look
in the available software for a Windows
10-compatible update to the sound drivers,
and any related sound software updates.
Note that there may be none available:
Windows versions typically have native
support for common PC hardware that
predates them.
If none of the above helps, you may

need to try removing the software manually.
First, right-click the Taskbar and start Task
Manager, select the Start-up tab and, if
SRS Premium Sound is in the list, select it
and click Disable. Now open up Explorer,
navigate to C:\Windows\System32 and
rename the SRSLabs folder to SRSLabs.old.
Do the same for the SRS Labs folder within
C:\Program Files.
On rebooting, the problem should have

gone away; if it has, you can delete the two
folders you renamed above. If you instead see
an error that any SRS Labs files are missing,
you may need to run a good Registry cleaner
such as CCleaner; there’s a free version
available from www.piriform.com.

Activity holiday
I’ve got a computer that
runs Windows 7 64-bit.
About once every day
while using it the hard
disk light comes full on
for a couple of minutes,
during which I’m unable
to do anything. Judging
by the lights on the
modem and router
there’s some internet
activity during this time,
so I’ve tried quickly
opening the network
monitor in Kaspersky
Tools; all I see there is
‘Host Process for Windows’.
At first I thought it must be Trusteer

Rapport, my bank’s security software, so I
removed that. Then I wondered if perhaps
it was Firefox, so I changed to Opera. I’m
naturally a bit suspicious of Microsoft and
what data it may be collecting. Do you
have any idea as to what’s causing this,
please? I do regular Kaspersky full scans,
which always come back clear.

Frank Butler

It’s often tricky to diagnose background
activity, particularly as the ‘Host process
for Windows’ (svchost.exe) is used to
execute lots of different background
processes. Sometimes you can get a clue if
you notice a pattern to the bursts of
activity; do they occur at or about the
same time of day? Do they only happen
while your PC is busy, or do they sometimes
happen when it’s sitting idle?
Depending how literally you mean that

you’re unable to do anything during the
outbursts, you may be able to shed some

light on the problem by opening the
Start menu, typing Resource Monitor and
running the Resource Monitor utility from
the results. Open the Disk tab and ensure
that the Processes with Disk Activity and
Disk Activity sections are both expanded.
Now from the Monitor menu choose the
Stop Monitoring option.
Leave Resource Monitor open, and when

you experience the next hard disk burst, see
if you’re able to switch back to Resource
Monitor and select Start Monitoring. This
will log the level of disk activity from the
moment you start it, which should show you
the main culprit during the burst; stop
monitoring again after the system calms
down to freeze the information. It’s likely
that one particular process will stand out
with a high amount of read, write or total
activity. The Disk Activity section might
further tell you which file it’s accessing.
Together this information might give you a
steer as to what the problem application is.
You can then experiment with reconfiguring
or uninstalling it as appropriate.

⬆ Time to check for a driver update

⬆ Windows’ Resource Monitor utility can help reveal the culprit for
sudden bursts of activity

⬆ Holding shift and right-clicking reveals some
handy ways to organise multiple windows
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Advanced
ProjectsProjects
Clive Webster has been tinkering with computers ever since
Windows 98 forced him to manually install his drivers

clive@computershopper.co.uk

IF YOU’RE ANYTHING like us – and you must be if you’re reading this –
you’ve got a stash of spare parts, husks of old computers and various
‘gifts’ of PCs past that friends and relatives were sure you’d find a use for.
It’s time to put all that spare hardware to use.

The Free PC
Transform a pile of junk and hand-me-down
parts into a fully functional, modern computer.
Clive WebsterClive Webster shows you how
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A FRANKENSTEIN PC needn’t be less than
the sum of its parts. With Linux you can get a
quick, slick and modern-looking PC for no
outlay at all. Just hide the box, because we’re
sure it won’t look pretty.
Depending on how ‘generous’ your

friends and relatives have been with the
hand-me-downs, and how much of a hoarder
you’ve been when updating your own
equipment, you should be able to put
together a reasonable PC from spare parts.
We won’t detail specifically how to put a PC
together because we’ve covered that plenty
of times before, and your PC will be different
to ours and everyone else’s.
Some general rules would be to choose

the fastest, newest processor you’ve got – if
it’s still in its motherboard with its cooler
attached, just use that combination as your
foundation. Then gather all the compatible
RAM you can and shove that in (if the
sticks don’t fit, they’re not compatible),
plug in your fastest spare graphics card, then
load the Franken-comp with any old disks,
drives and expansion cards you think might
be useful. Just remember that hard drives
have a life expectancy, so don’t do anything
too critical on your cobbled together PC.
We see the Free PC as a mucking about box
– perhaps for a youngster – so if it fails, well,
it was fun while it lasted.
Before building your Free PC, start

downloading your free operating system on
your main PC – the 1.5GB file will take a while
to download. We’ve detailed Linux Mint
before (see Shopper 341) so we wanted to give
another flavour of Linux a whirl. That almost
inevitably means Ubuntu these days, as it’s
reliable and regularly updated with modern
features. Head to www.ubuntu.com/desktop
and download Ubuntu 17.04.

There are other flavours of Ubuntu that
are configured for specific uses: Mythbuntu
is a dedicated PVR system, Lubuntu is for
low-spec (or old) machines, Ubuntu Studio is
for media creatives (music, video or images).
We tested Ubuntu Budgie because it’s a
really clean, stripped-back and elegant flavour.
However, it proved unreliable (applications
disappeared from the dock and settings
changed between restarts), so we’ll stick with
plain Ubuntu for the Free PC.

BRING THE PC TO LIFE
The easiest way to install Ubuntu is to write
the downloaded ISO file to a USB drive with at
least 2GB of free space. However, you can’t
just copy the downloaded ISO file to the
USB drive as that won’t make it ‘bootable’;
instead, you have to use a tool such as
Win32DiskImage (see tinyurl.com/win32di).
Once the ISO is written to the USB drive,

plug it into the Free PC and press the power
button. Hopefully the PC will POST (it will
bleep and list its hardware) and you can enter
the PC’s BIOS (by repeatedly pressing Delete
on the keyboard, or possibly F2) to make the
USB drive the first boot device. This should
be straightforward, but as every BIOS differs
you’ll need to search your manual or the
internet if you can’t find any setting that looks
like Boot Device, Boot Priority or HDD.
Once you’ve set the USB drive as the

primary boot device, press F10 to save your
changes and reboot the PC. It should now
boot to an Ubuntu screen, asking if you’d like
try Ubuntu or just install it. Assuming you’ve
checked the disks of the Free PC for
important files and photos, click Install Ubuntu.
The install process is simple: download
updates and third-party software, delete the
contents of the hard disks and so on.

Once Ubuntu is installed you’ll see a
message asking you to restart. Don’t pull out
the USB drive just yet; click Agree and a
further screen should advise you to remove
the installation media and press Enter. If not
(as happened to us), wait to make sure the
system has definitely frozen, then pull out the
USB drive and reboot the PC manually.
The PC should recognise the correct disk to

boot from, but if not, you’ll need to re-enter
the BIOS to set the right disk as the primary
boot device. Your first job once Ubuntu has
booted is to open Ubuntu Software (the
briefcase with an A) from the Launcher
sidebar, open the Update tab and click Install
for the OS update. This may take a while.

UBUNTU IS FREE
Ubuntu can be a little bewildering at first,
but most things can be changed if you just
can’t live with a behaviour or quirk. Let’s first
explain the vanilla setup.
Most of Ubuntu’s basic customisation

options are obvious to tweak. If you like to
see the day and date along with the time,
right-click the clock Indicator and select
Time & Date Settings. If you want to change
your default applications, right-click System
(the cog, top-right), select About This
Computer and choose Default Applications.
Change which applications are locked to
Launcher by right-clicking their icon and
ticking the Lock/Unlock option.
Some options are buried a little deeper.

Open Appearance (searching via the Dash is
easiest) and you can reduce the size of
Launcher – we thought 36 was a better setting
for our 1,920x1,080 screen. Open the
Behaviour tab and you can change a few more
quirks. For example, Ubuntu follows OS X’s
lead in docking the menu bar of applications

Dash Ubuntu’s Start menu. Hit
the Windows key and type to find
applications, files and almost anything.
Click ‘filter results’ and you can extend
the search sources across the internet,
or to specific folders and applications

Launcher This is
exactly like the Task
Bar in Windows,
where frequently
used applications can
be pinned (locked, in
Ubuntu parlance)

Desktop Drag files, folders
and applications here to
make them easy to find,
launch and open

Indicator Menu Just like the
System Tray in Windows, controls
and notifications for volume, Wi-Fi
reception and so on are grouped here

System Holds
tools to inspect and
maintain the PC, as
well as logout and
shutdown options.
To restart your PC, select
Shut Down and then Restart

⬆ Ubuntu can take a little getting used to, but you’ll soon get to know your way around the OS
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across the top of the screen; it also hides the
options. People used to working in Windows
(where menus are always attached to their
windows and never hidden, so you know
exactly where to find them) will want to
adjust the two menus’ settings.
You might also want to enable Workspaces.

This is Ubuntu-speak for virtual desktops,
something that Linux has had for years and
Microsoft only added in Windows 10. You can
either use the icon on Launcher or move
around the grid of four desktops with
Ctrl-Alt-Arrow Key. Virtual desktops work
better in Linux than in Windows 10, helping
massively to separate tasks – for example, if
you have a LibreOffice Write document open
on Desktop 1, you can open another on
Desktop 2 by middle-clicking the Write icon on
Launcher. Try to do the same in Windows 10
and you’re wrenched back to Desktop 1 and
have to move the new document manually.
Even this task is easier in Ubuntu: right-click a
window’s menu bar and there are options to
move the window to another desktop.

SOFTWARE IS FREE, TOO
Like most Linux OSes, Ubuntu comes
pre-loaded with software for most tasks,
making it easy for you to get on with using
your PC. However, the pre-installed apps

aren’t necessarily the best, and there are
versions of popular Windows apps that run
on Linux as well. Office applications are best
left to the pre-installed LibreOffice, but you
might want to consider the Gnumeric
spreadsheet as an alternative to LibreOffice’s
Calc. Meanwhile, Okular is a more
sophisticated PDF viewer (and editor) than
the standard Document Viewer.
The default web browser is Firefox, which

is your best bet for compatibility. While Opera
(installed from www.opera.com rather than
Ubuntu Software) might look cleaner, it has
trouble with video services such as Netflix.
Google’s Chrome (installed via www.google.
com) can play Netflix and Amazon Instant
Video videos, but doesn’t conform to the
same layout as other Ubuntu apps, which can

be confusing. Note that protected video (such
as from Netflix or Amazon Instant Video) will
play in SD as Linux lacks HDCP support.
To make Firefox look more modern, click

the Menu and then Customise (at the bottom
of the menu). Use the Compact theme, then
drag away any items from the toolbar that
look superfluous – the separate search box
and most of the buttons, for example.

THUNDERBIRD ISN’T GO
We dislike the default Thunderbird email app
– its long menus and finicky options are
meant to allow you to comprehensively
customise Thunderbird’s appearance and
behaviour, but the result of 10 minutes
tinkering still isn’t particularly clean. However,
we struggled to get any other Linux email
client to even work with our Gmail account.
Geary Mail is a simpler email application,

but refused to work with Gmail. Meanwhile,
the Outlook-rival Evolution required a few
attempts and reboots to finally sync. While
Evolution has plenty of tools and abilities –
from collating multiple email accounts to
news feeds, contacts and calendars – it’s
possibly more visually annoying than
Thunderbird. We missed the simplicity of
Mailbird Lite (see www.getmailbird.com).
Ubuntu comes with a decent video player

(called mpv Movie Player), but for maximum⬆ Virtual desktops were created on Linux, and as such they work brilliantly

⬆ ➡ Take a couple of minutes to tweak Firefox’s look

If there are Windows apps
you simply must have,
we recommend installing
Windows as a virtual
machine with VirtualBox
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compatibility – and minimum fuss – VLC is
available in Ubuntu Software. If you often
watch videos housed elsewhere (on a NAS,
for example), the Videos application is handy.
Once installed you can right-click a video file
on your NAS and select Open with Videos. Or
there’s Kodi for a media-centre-like interface.
Music is handled by Rhythmbox by default,

which is fine because it’s neat, intuitive and
supports network shares. As the Free PC
probably isn’t your main PC, it’s pointless to
store your music files on it. Instead, open
Rhythmbox, head to Edit, Preferences, then
open the Music tab. Find the music folder of
your remote PC (or NAS) via the Browse
button and click Open. You should see
Rhythmbox populate its iTunes-esque lists
with your music collection; these lists will
update every time Rhythmbox starts.

Speaking of iTunes, you can’t have it on
Linux. There is Wine (which adds a translation
layer of Windows protocols, allowing you to
install Windows applications on Linux; Wine
is not an emulator) but as Shopper has a
general no-swearing policy, we won’t detail
the lengthy and convoluted process of setting
up Wine to make Windows applications kind
of work, mostly, but these important bits
don’t. Read the comments for iTunes at
www.winehq.org if you don’t believe us.

BOX CLEVER
If there are Windows applications that you
simply must have access to, we recommend
installing Windows as a virtual machine with
VirtualBox (available in Ubuntu Software).
We detailed using VirtualBox in Shopper 313,
and it’s the same on Ubuntu as on Windows.

While iTunes will install on a virtual
machine running Windows, the audio
output is poor, with frequent and prominent
crackles. It’s also very tricky to set up iDevice
syncing from the host (Ubuntu) PC to the
virtual iTunes. Spotify is available as a native
Linux application, but you need to install it
from www.spotify.com.
There are many games worth looking at in

Ubuntu Software, from the definitely-not-
Mario-Kart SuperTuxKart to the suspiciously
Worms-like Hedgewars. Other highlights
include the turn-based strategy Battle for
Wesnoth and Transport Tycoon Deluxe
revamp OpenTTD. More free games can be
downloaded from www.playdeb.net.
Valve’s recent push into Linux gaming

means you can install Steam on Ubuntu; just
use the Steam Installer in Ubuntu Software to
access games such as Civilisation 6, Dota 2,
Counter Strike: Global Offensive and others.
Gog.com also sells high-quality Linux games,
such as Wasteland 2, Pillars of Eternity and
SuperHot. There are impressive open-source
(and therefore free) games beyond Steam
and gog.com: The Dark Mod is a Thief-like
stealth FPS (www.thedarkmod.com), Ryzom
is a sci-fi MMORPG (ryzom.com), while
Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup is a rogue-like
fantasy adventure (crawl.develz.org).

NEXT MONTH

AVOID REPETITIVE TASKS
WITH NFC
Use your phone’s NFC abilities to
automate tasks around the home with a
simple tap

⬆ If you simply must use Windows-only software on Linux, VirtualBox is probably the easiest option

⬆ As well as free open-source games, Steam and gog.com both provide high-quality, paid-for games
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Photographer, musician, sound engineer, designer and video
producer Ben Pitt guides you through a multimedia project

ben@computershopper.co.uk

Multimedia
ExpertExpert

Working
with layers
Get to grips with your image editor’s
selection tools, layers and adjustment
layers to isolate subjects, perform
surgical colour correction, simulate
depth-of-field effects and much more
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WE USE LIGHTROOM for the majority of our
photo-editing tasks, but there are a few jobs
that demand a different sort of editor.
Lightroom can apply effects to limited areas
of the frame, but these are achieved using
brush strokes or graduated filters. When you
need to apply an effect to a specific object or
person in a photo, you need a layer-based
editor. Here, various parts of the image are
kept on separate layers that can be
manipulated independently.
Photoshop CC is the best known, and

because it’s bundled with Lightroom in the
Creative Cloud Photography Plan, this is the
editor we’ll be using for this tutorial. The tasks
here can also be completed with Photoshop
Elements, Affinity Photo or Paint Shop Pro,
although the specific buttons – and the
results – may vary a little. If Photoshop CC is
too pricey, Affinity Photo is a superb
alternative and costs just £49.
Layer-based editors can tackle all sorts of

tasks, from graphic design jobs to
photorealistic montages. Here, we’ll be
concentrating on using layers to get more
from a single photo by applying different
treatments to specific areas of the frame.

ISOLATE YOUR SUBJECT
The first task is to select the part of the
photo you want to process differently to
the rest. Often this will be a person, which

coincidentally is one of the trickiest subjects
to cut out accurately, so let’s give it a go.
First, duplicate the photo on to a new layer

so there are two copies stacked on top of
each other. In the Layers panel, right-click the
word Background next to the thumbnail and
select Duplicate Layer, or type Ctrl-J.
Photoshop has various tools for making

selections, and the best results often come
from using two or three in tandem. The fastest
one is the Magic Wand tool. Simply click on
part of the image and the software will make

an intelligent guess about the area you’re
trying to select. It can work reasonably well
for areas of solid colour, but in most cases
the Quick Selection Tool is a better bet.
This lets you drag the cursor across the
image to capture more than one coloured
area at a time. The software will look for
boundaries of colour, and once again it
makes intelligent guesses about which bits
you do and don’t want to include. It rarely
gives perfect results first time, but you can
add to the selection with additional clicks
and drags. Holding down the Alt key will

remove areas from the selection. It might
take a few dozen adjustments to get the
selection you want, but it’s usually quicker
than tracing the edges manually.
Some parts of an image benefit from a

manual approach. For example, it can be
tricky to drag the cursor along a thin straight
line, but using the Polygonal Lasso Tool lets
you create straight-edged selections by
clicking on the corner points. Hold down
the Ctrl key to add to the existing selection,
or the Alt key to subtract from it.

Some areas may be too tricky for the
software to figure out automatically; for
example, where the subject and background
are very similar colours. It’s worth zooming in
to check that the selection follows the outline
of the subject correctly, as there’s often the
odd hiccup that’s hard to spot when zoomed
out to fit the screen. The Polygonal Lasso Tool
is our preferred tool for these too. Even if
you’re not aiming for straight lines, you’ll find
that following contours using lots of short
lines gives more accurate results than
freehand drawing with the normal Lasso Tool.

⬆ Photoshop’s Refine Edge Tool excels at isolating wisps of hair from the background of an image

Layer-based editors can tackle all sorts of tasks, from
graphic design jobs to photorealistic montages
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There are various menu functions for
modifying the selection. The Select menu and
Modify submenu includes five options. Border
makes a selection of just the edge of the
current selection, which isn’t particularly
relevant in this instance. Smooth is more
useful, rounding off any jagged edges. Expand
and Contract can be helpful to avoid colours
bleeding into each other. Feather blurs the
selection; a Feather of one pixel often gives
more natural results than a pixel-sharp edge.
A stronger Feather amount may be required
where the edge of the subject isn’t sharp, such
as when it’s in soft focus or has some motion
blur. However, it’s rare that the whole subject
requires the same Feather strength, so we’ll
take a different tack to deal with this below.
Hair is really tricky, as the edge is often an

extremely complex shape and there’s usually
some colour bleeding from the background
through wisps of hair. Fortunately, Photoshop
CC’s Select and Mask module (known as
Refine Edge in Photoshop Elements) is
designed specifically for this task. You’ll find
it in the Select menu.
This opens up a dedicated editing

environment with a new set of tools on the
left and controls on the right. The Quick
Selection and Lasso Tools are still available,
and so too are Smooth, Feather and Shift Edge
controls (the latter combines Expand and
Contract). A Contrast slider works in the
opposite way to the Feather tool, sharpening
up soft edges to the selection. It also includes
a variety of viewing modes, showing the
selection against a checkered, black, white or
red background, and with options to make the
background translucent to help you pick out

which bits to add. Then there’s the Refine
Edge Brush Tool. Paint over tricky areas such
as hair, fur and foliage, and Photoshop does a
remarkable job of following complex contours
and softening the edges as necessary.
By default, clicking OK simply updates

the selection, but there’s also an option to
Decontaminate Colors. This suppresses
background colours in feathered areas,
which may or may not give superior results.
You can preview them simply by ticking the
box. Selecting Decontaminate Colors forces
the Select and Mask module to output to
a new layer, which makes sense as it’s
changing the colours in the image rather
than simply adjusting what’s selected.

MASKS
Once you’ve refined your selection and
clicked OK, locate the Layers panel and click
the Add Layer Mask button (represented by

a circle inside a rectangle). This makes the
selected area visible and the other areas
invisible but not deleted, so you can restore
these areas later if necessary.
Once you’ve turned a selection into a

mask, it’s no longer possible to adjust it using
the selection tools. However, you can still
make adjustments by editing the mask
directly. Often it only becomes apparent that
further changes are necessary after applying
effects to the upper or lower layer. This is why
it’s a good idea to use masks rather than
permanently delete the pixels.
In the Layers panel, click on the black and

white thumbnail that represents the mask, and
apply brush and eraser strokes to add or
remove parts of the mask. Using a soft-edged
brush means you can feather the edge of the
mask as you edit it. Deleting and painting a
selection will make those pixels appear or
disappear depending on whether the brush

⬅ This shot of two owls
huddled together is great,
but their colours blend into
their surroundings. Separating
the owls and the background
on to their own layers meant
it was possible to boost the
brightness, contrast and
saturation in the owls while
reducing the brightness and
saturation in the background
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colour is white or black. You can toggle quickly
between these using the X key.
Editing the mask rather than the selection

opens up various other options. You can use
the Blur, Sharpen and Smudge Tools on
certain parts of the image rather than the
whole thing. Be careful to edit the mask
rather than the image data, or else you’ll end
up with a smudged picture.
To feather the edge of a large area of the

mask but not the whole thing, first use the
Lasso Tool to select the area you want to
feather. Click the Select menu, Modify,
Feather and enter a reasonably large value –
perhaps 50 pixels. This avoids a hard edge
between the feathered and sharp areas of the
mask. Ensure that the mask is selected in the
Layers panel and click the Filter menu, Blur,

Gaussian Blur. Experiment with different
radius values to see what looks right.

SELECTIVE COLOUR
Now that you’ve isolated the subject and
background, it’s time to get creative. One

reason to use this technique is so that the
colours on each layer can be processed
differently. Adjustment layers are ideal for this.
They sit in the Layers panel and apply colour
correction to the layer(s) below but remain
fully editable so you don’t have to commit to
changes until you’re ready to export.
Click the Adjustment Layer button in the

Layers panel, represented by a circle with a
diagonal line through it, and choose a filter
type. Curves is a good one to experiment
with. Drag the curve to create some dramatic
colour correction so you can clearly see
where it’s being applied.
Adjustment layers normally affect all the

layers below it in the stack, so placing the
adjustment layer between the two image
layers will mean it’s applied to the
background but not the main subject. Drag
the adjustment layer to the top of the layer
stack and it will be applied to both layers.
It’s also possible to apply the adjustment
layer to the layer below only. This is done by
clicking the button at the bottom of the
adjustment layer properties panel,
represented by a square with an arrow
beside it. Now the filter will be applied to
the top layer but not the bottom layer.

⬅ ⬇ Darkening and desaturating the grass helps
this sparrowhawk to stand out

Placing an adjustment layer
between the two image
layers will mean it’s applied
to the background but not
the main subject

⬇ The Quick Selection Tool did a decent job of
isolating the sparrowhawk but we had to use the
Polygonal Lasso Tool to cut around the beak. We
turned up the Smooth control in Photoshop CC’s
Select and Mask module to avoid rough edges
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This technique serves many
uses. You might boost the
brightness and contrast of the
subject to help it stand out, darken
the background for the same
reason, or remove a colour cast
from one part of the image but not
the other. The challenge is to make
it look photorealistic, and that
means avoiding any obvious seam
between the two areas. This is likely
to be most noticeable where your
subject touches the floor. You can
get around this by applying a
gradient mask to the adjustment
layer, so the filter is strongest on
the subject’s face but fades to
nothing by the time it reaches their
feet. To do this, select the mask for
the adjustment layer, select the
Gradient Tool, choose the Radial
gradient type, set the colours to
white-to-blank, and drag from the centre
where you want the effect to be strongest.
You can make further adjustments to the
mask using brush and eraser strokes.

DEPTH-OF-FIELD EFFECTS
A shallow depth of field means the main
subject is in focus but other parts of the
scene are not. This helps the main subject
stand out and gives the image an ethereal
quality that can really flatter portrait shots.
The depth of field depends on the size of the
sensor, the aperture and focal length of the
lens, and the distance to the subject. The
effect is really strong when using a full-frame
camera and wide-aperture lens, but these

aren’t cheap. That’s why it’s handy to be able
to recreate the effect in software.
Photoshop CC and Affinity Photo both

include some sophisticated filters to simulate
depth-of-field effects. Field Blur lets you place
any number of points around the image and
assign a blur strength to each one. The
software interpolates the blur strength so that
the midpoint between a 10-pixel blur and no
blur is a 5-pixel blur. This is much more
effective than applying a blanket blur and
then masking it with a radial filter, as this just
results in a blend of the 10-pixel blur and the
sharp image. Even with lots of points it’s
impossible to follow the contours of the main
subject exactly, but isolating the subject on its

own layer and then selectively blurring the
background can give excellent results.
One thing that can give the game away is

that the main subject has a halo of blurred
colour bleed around it. This happens because
the blurred background layer also includes the
main subject. You can deal with this with the
Clone Stamp Tool, removing the edges of the
main subject as it appears in the background
layer by cloning from nearby parts of the
image. It doesn’t need to be too precise, as
you’re going to blur this layer in a moment.
It’s worth cloning before blurring so the blur
effect is applied consistently.
Photoshop CC and Affinity Photo also

include a Tilt-Shift blur effect, which works in a

⬆ Replacing the dull-looking curtains with a combination of a radial gradient and a blurred texture gives this business portrait a more professional appearance

➡ Photoshop CC’s Field Blur lets you
vary the blur strength by placing
nodes across the image. Meanwhile,
its bokeh effects create realistic
out-of-focus highlights
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NEXT MONTH

LENS UPGRADES
Got an SLR or CSC and still using the kit
lens? We reveal what a lens upgrade can
do for your photography

similar way but creates a band of focus with
an increasingly strong blur either side. This
works well for subjects with simple geometry
and is quicker to apply than Field Blur.

REPLACING THE BACKGROUND
We said at the start that we’d concentrate on
editing single photos rather than splicing
multiple images together, but there are times
when a subtle intervention is warranted.
Professional portrait photographers often

use backdrops, which are large rolls of paper
with either a solid colour, a texture or a
pattern printed on them. Mottled textures
are currently popular, especially when they’re
lit creatively to give a vignette effect around

the subject. If you’re
working on a limited
budget, it’s much
easier to achieve this
in software than it
is in camera.
It’s best to start with

a real backdrop that’s
roughly the right
colour, as this makes
the cutting-out process
much more forgiving if
there’s a bit of bleed. Our photo below (which
also appeared in last month’sMultimedia
Expert tutorial on shooting business portraits)
was shot against some dark curtains, which

look suitably innocuous but
have a slight ring of a Photo-Me kiosk.
The first step was to cut out the subject

and remove the background completely. Next,
we added a gradient fill, which helps the subject
stand out but looks fake in its mathematical
precision. However, adding a stone texture
with a lens blur effect applied breaks up the
gradient for a much more realistic appearance.
The two background layers were combined
using the Multiply blend mode, which darkens
their combined tones. Overlay and Screen
blend modes give brighter results, which might
work better for certain images.

OVER TO YOU
Photoshop and other layer-based editors are
packed with advanced functions, but selection
tools, masks and adjustment layers are
perhaps the most useful. Master these tools
and you’ll be able to manipulate your photos
with new levels of precision.

⬅When overlaying a sharp subject
across a blurred version of the
background, avoid blooming around
the subject by cloning it out of the
background image

⬇ Affinity Photo can apply variable
blurs to a layer, in this case as a band
of sharp focus with increasing blur
either side. Unlike Photoshop CC,
Affinity’s blur effects can be applied
as adjustment layers, allowing you
to make further changes to settings
later on
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Zygote
The robots are on the march, and they won’t stop until they’ve annihilated the
human race (unless they crash into a kangaroo). Zygote blames the BBC

on-board computers no end, and
Volvo has yet to come up with a
solution. Zygote suggests robot
simulations with crash-test
dummies strapped to pogo sticks.

RUBBER BARONS
Is there no end to the chaos
caused by ransomware? Not even
a sticky end, it seems. The
makers of Durex condoms admit
to losing £100m as a direct result
of the global NotPetya hack
attack last year, which started in
the Ukraine but soon infiltrated
the secrets of the boudoir. In an
official statement, Durex
declared: “Some of our factories
are still not operating normally
and we expect to lose further
revenue permanently.”
Not to stretch the point, but

Zygote understands the lack of
up-to-date security patches in
the Durex computer systems is
responsible for this major cock-up.

NAVAL GAZING
It’s been over three years since
Zygote began a campaign against
the lunacy of the Royal Navy
relying on redundant computer
systems. At last, it seems some
success can be reported. The
Ministry of Defence has now
confirmed that the navy’s two
brand new aircraft carriers will
not be running Windows XP,
and that rumours of such a
situation were “only a joke”.

This is a huge relief, because
Windows XP is so antiquated and
full of holes below the water line
that the nation’s enemies could
torpedo it something rotten. In
fact, it would be beyond belief if –
at a cost of £6.2bn – the aircraft
carriers were running such cheap,
shoddy and insecure systems.
The bad news is that Zygote

can also report that software
based on Windows XP is still
being used to run the command
suites of most of the navy’s other
major warships. These include
the Type 23 frigate fleet and the
new Type 45 destroyers. This is
no joke. Abandon ship!

HOLY SMOKE
Some churchgoing traditionalists
have had smoke coming out of
their ears in a touch-and-go
frenzy. It follows the Church of
England’s website announcement
that old-fashioned collection
plates are on the way out. The
ancient ritual of passing a bag, a
basket or a bowl along the pews
to gather cash has been replaced
in dozens of churches by wireless
handsets activated by touch-and-
go cards. What’s more, the
Church has declared that the new
electronic system will be rolled
out to every diocese in the land
over the next few months. It
seems that fewer and fewer of
the faithful are carrying cash, and
the new terminals have preset

buttons to extort round figure
sums of a fiver, a tenner and 20
quid, along with an ‘other amount’
option for dissidents, all using
contactless cards.
In the interests of truth and

reconciliation, Zygote set off to
do a bit of field testing, and the
results are rather worrying for
the future of the Church’s
coffers. The wireless signals
needed to operate the system
didn’t seem to work within most
ancient stone walls, and neither
did they operate in many dead
zones of rural church locations.
But maybe it’s just a case of the
devil being in the detail.

ME IT NO GET
Users of Samsung smartphones
got very excited when the firm
launched Bixby, its smart artificial
intelligence voice assistant. The
Samsung advertising blurb
declared: “Bixby sees, Bixby talks.
Bixby understands it all.”
Except it seems that Bixby

doesn’t, and the dedicated
handset button to communicate
with the little moron is somewhat
redundant at the time of writing.
Hard at work to solve the
problem Samsung is, but struggle
lingo English to master far call no
good korean loader old cobras
sorry rephrase disambiguate pigs
pee begbie bugs bunny bix
beiderbecke weetabix…
exterminate! Exterminate!

WHO KNOWS
In a predictable reaction to
Doctor Who going transgender,
the Daleks have been
overreacting like there’s no
tomorrow. As soon as it was
revealed that Peter Capaldi was
about to turn into Jodie
Whittaker, the papers were full of
reports about a Knightscope K5
security robot, bearing a
remarkable resemblance to a
Dalek. The trundling pepper-pot
went and raced down a short
flight of steps, then exterminated
itself in the Washington Harbour
ornamental fountain.

A few hours later, Cybermen
managed to hack the navigation
system of the latest Segway
MiniPro personal transporters,
using nothing more sophisticated
that a smartphone with a
Bluetooth connection. The crazed
computerised two-wheelers then
went off hunting other members
of their species to turn to the
dark side, also using Bluetooth.
A bald-headed cyborg going by
the name of Nardole was heard
to comment, “I am not in the
least bit surprised. Some of my
best friends are blue.”

HOPPING MAD
Volvo is firmly in the driving seat
when it comes to teaching robot
cars how to avoid wildlife,
especially heavy species such as
elk. But for the past two years
the Swedes have been battling
with another road hazard. Not
wild boar, not bears, not even
red-nosed reindeers, but
kangaroos. Down under, there
are upwards of 20,000 collisions
between road vehicles and
kangaroos every year, and for
Volvo to capture the Australian
smart-car market they need to
come up with algorithms that
predict the speed and direction
of bouncing marsupials.
According to David Pickett,

certification manager of Volvo
Australia, “When a kangaroo is
up in the air it actually looks
further away, then it lands and it
looks closer”. This confuses the
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